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PREFACE.

The present work is a fragmentar}- realisation of a plan

which has been maturing in my mind for many years.

Exegesis and criticism are equally necessary for the full en-

joyment of the treasures of the Old Testament, and just as no

commentary is complete which does not explain the actual

position of critical controversies, so no introduction to the

criticism of a book is trustworthy which does not repose, and

show the reader that it reposes, on the basis of a thorough

exegesis. In this volume I do not pretend to have ap-

proached the ideal of such students' manuals as I have de-

scribed ; I have not been sufficiently sure of my public to

treat the subject on the scale which I should have liked, and

such personal drawbacks as repeated changes of residence,

frequent absence from large libraries, and within the last two

years a serious eye-trouble, have hindered me in the prose-

cution of my work. Other tasks now claim my restored

strength, and I can no longer withhold my volume from

those lovers of the sacred literature who in some degree

share the point of view from which I have written.

The Books of Job and Kcclesiastes are treated somewhat

more in detail than those of Proverbs and Ecclesiasticus.

The latter have a special interest of their own, but to bring

this into full view, more excursions into pure philology would

have been necessary than I judged it expedient to allow my-

self. I had intended to make up for this omission so far as

Proverbs is concerned at the end of the volume, but have
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been interrupted in doing so. Perhaps, however, even in the

Appendix such detailed treatment of special points might

have repelled some readers, and I hope that the Appendix

is on the whole not unreadable. The enlarged notes on

Proverbs in the forthcoming new edition of Messrs. Eyre and

Spottiswoode's Variorum Bible may enable the student to do

for himself what I have not done. As for Ecclesiasticus, the

light which Prof, Bickell's and Dr. Edersheim's researches

are sure to throw on the text may enable me some day to

recast the section on this book ; at present, I only offer this

as an illustrative sequel to the section on Proverbs. It should

be added that the canonicity of Ecclesiasticus is handled in

conjunction with that of Ecclesiastes at the close of the part

on the latter book.

The interest of Job and Ecclesiastes is of a far deeper and

more varied kind. Even from a critical point of view, the

study of these books is most refreshing after the incessant

and exciting battles of Pentateuch-criticism. But as monu-

ments of the spiritual struggles of a past which is not wholly

dead, they have been to me, as doubtless to many others,

sources of pure delight. If I appreciate Job more highly

than Ecclesiastes, it is not from any want of living sympathy

with the philosophic doubter, but because the enjoyment

even of Scriptures is dependent on moods and impulses. De

Sanctis has pointed out {Storia della letteratura italiana, i. 80)

how the story of Job becam.e the favourite theme of the early

Italian moralists, and everyone knows how the great Latin

doctors (Gregory the Great, Bede, Aquinas, Albertus Magnus)

delighted to comment on this wonderful book. In our own

day, from perfectly intelligible causes, Ecclesiastes has too

much drawn off the attention of the educated world, but there

are signs that the character-drama of Job will soon reassert

its old fascinating power.

In conclusion, will earnest students, whether academical

or not, grant me two requests .^ The first is, that they will
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meet me with confidence, and gather any grains of truth they

can, even where they cannot }'ieid full assent. The problems

of Hebrew literature are complex ; herein partly lies their

fascination ; herein also is a call for mutual tolerance on the

part of all who approach them. There is nothing to regret

in this complexity ; in searching for the solution of these

problems, we gain an ever fresh insight into facts and ideas

which will never lose their significance. My second request

is, that the Appendix, which, short as it is, contains something

for different classes of readers, may not be neglected as only

an Appendix.

I would add that the ' much-desired aid ' in the critical

use of the Scptuagint referred to on p. 114 has already to a

large extent been given by Gustav Bickell's essay (see p. 296),

which I have now been able to examine. His early treatise

(1862J is at length happily supplemented and corrected. We
shall know still more when P. Ciasca has completed the publi-

cation of the fragments of the Sahidic version. It is clear

however that each omission in the pre-Hexaplar Septuagint

text (represented by this version) must be judged upon

its own merits, nor can I estimate the value of the text of the

Septuagint quite as highly as some critics.

It is hoped that the present work may be followed by a

volume on the Psalms, the Lamentations, and the Song of

Songs.
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JOB AND SOLOMON.

INTRODUCTION.

now IS OLD TESTAMENT CRITICISM RELATED
TO CHRISTIANITY?

The point of view represented in this volume is still so little

recognised and represented in England and America that the

author ventures to prefix a short paper delivered as an address

at the Church Congress held at Reading in October 1883.

It is proverbially more difficult to write a thin book than a

thick one, and the labour involved in preparing this twenty

minutes' paper, with its large outlook and sedulously under-

stated claims, was such as he would not willingly undertake

again for a like purpose. The subject was not an ephemeral one

and the attitude of the Churches towards it has not materially

altered within the last three years. The present volume is

pervaded by the spirit which breathes, as the author trusts, in

every line of this paper. It relates, indeed, only to a small

section of the Old Testament, but no part of that ' library

'

(as medieval writers so well named it) can be studied in com-

plete severance from the rest. And if a high aim is held

forward in one of the opening sentences to the Church of

which the writer is a son, those who are connected with the

other historic communions will easily understand the bitter-

sweet feeling of hope against hope with which those lines

were penned.

' My own conviction,' said the late Dr. Pusey, 'has long

been that the hope of the Church of England is in mutual
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tolerance.' ' That truly great man was not thinking of the

new school of Old Testament critics, and yet if the Anglican

Church is ever to renovate her theology and to become in any

real sense undeniably the Church of the future, she cannot

afford to be careless or intolerant of attempts to modernise

our methods of criticism and exegesis. It would no doubt be

simpler to content ourselves with that criticism and exegesis,

and consequently with that theology, which have been fairly

adequate to the wants of the past ; but are we sure that Jesus

Christ would not now lead us a few steps further on towards

• all the truth,' and that one of His preparatory disciplines may

not be a method of Biblical criticism which is less tender to

the traditions of the scribes, and more in harmony with the

renovating process which is going on in all other regions of

thought ? Why, indeed, should there not be a providence

even in the phases of Old Testament criticism, so that where

some can see merely the shiftings of arbitrary opinion more

enlightened eyes may discern a veritable progress, leading at

once to fresh views of history, and to necessary reforms in our

theology, making this theology simpler and stronger, deeper

and more truly Catholic, by making it more Biblical ?

Some one, however, may ask. Does not modern criticism

actually claim to have refuted the fundamental facts of Bible

history? But which are these fundamental facts? Bishop

Thirlwall, twenty years ago, told his clergy ' that a great part

of the events related in the Old Testament has no more

apparent connection with our religion than those of Greek

and Roman history.' Put these events for a moment on one

side, and how much more conspicuous does that great ele-

mentary fact become which stands up as a rock in Israel's

history—namely, that a holy God, for the good of the world,

chose out this people, isolating it more and more completely

for educational purposes from its heathen neighbours, and

interposing at various times to teach, to chastise, and to deliver

it ! It is not necessary to prove that all such recorded inter-

positions are in the strictest sense historical ; it is enough if

' ' Toleranz sollte eigentlich nur eine voriibergehende Gesinnung sein ; sie

muss zur Anerkennung fiihren.'

—

Goethe.
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the tradition or the record of some that are so did survive the

great Hterary as well as political catastrophe of the Babylonian

captivity. And I have yet to learn that the Exodus, the

destruction of Sennacherib's army, the restoration of the Jews

to their own land, and the unique phenomenon of spiritual

prophecy, are called in question even by the most advanced

school of Biblical criticism. One fact, indeed, there is,

regarded by some of us as fundamental, which these advanced

critics do maintain to be disproved, and that is the giving of the

Levitical Law by Moses, or if not by Moses, by persons in the

pre-Exile period who had prophetic sanction for giving it.

Supposing the theory of Kucncn and WcUhauscn to be correct,

it will no doubt appear to some minds (i) that the inspiration

of the Levitical Law is at any rate weakened in quality thereby,

(2) that a glaring inconsistency is introduced into the Divine

teaching of Israel, which becomes anti-sacrificial at one time,

and sacrificial at another, and (3) that room is given for the

supposition that the Levitical system itself was an injurious

though politic condescension to popular tastes, and conse-

quently (as Lagarde ventures to hold) that St. Paul, by his

-doctrine of the Atonement, ruined, so far as he could, the

simple Gospel of Jesus Christ.

But I only mention these possible inferences in order to

point out how unfair they are. (i) The inspiration (to retain

an often misused but indispensable term) of the Levitical Law
is only weakened in any bad sense if it be maintained that

the law, whenever the main part of it was promulgated, failed

to receive the sanction of God's prophetic interpreters, and that

it was not, in the time of Ezra, the only effectual instrument

for preserving the deposit of spiritual religion. (2) With

regard to the inconsistency (assuming the new hypothesis)

between the two periods of the Divine teaching of Israel, the

feeling of a devout, though advanced critic would be that he

was not a fit judge of the providential plan. Inconsistent

conclusions on one great subject (that of forgiveness of sins)

might in fact be drawn from the language of our Lord Him-

self at different periods of His ministry, though the parallel

may not be altogether complete, since our Lord never used
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directly anti-sacrificial language. And it might be urged on

the side of Kuenen, that neither would the early prophets

have used such language—at any rate in the literary version

of their discourses—if they had foreseen the canonical

character which this would assume, and the immense im-

portance of a sacrificial system in the post-Exile period. (3)

The theory that the law involves an injurious condescension

is by no means compulsory upon advocates of the new hypo-

thesis. Concessions to popular taste have, indeed, as we know
but too well, often almost extinguished the native spirit of a

religion ; but the fact that some at least of the most spiritual

psalms are acknowledged to be post-Exile ought to make us

all, critics and non-critics alike, slow to draw too sharp a

distinction between the legal and the evangelical. That the

law was misused by some, and in course of time became

spiritually almost obsolete, would not justify us in de-

preciating it, even if we thought that the lesser and not the

greater Moses, the scribe and not the prophet, was mainly

responsible for its promulgation. Finally, the rash statement

of Lagarde has been virtually answered by the reference of

another radical critic (Keim) to the well-attested words of

Christ at the institution of the Eucharist (Matt. xxvi. 28).

I have spoken thus much on the assumption that the

hypothesis of Kuenen and Wellhausen may be true. That it

will ever become universally prevalent is improbable—the

truth may turn out to lie between the two extremes—but that

it will go on for some time gaining ground among the

younger generation of scholars is, I think, almost certain. No
one who has once studied this or any other Old Testament
controversy from the inside and with a full view of the evi-

dence can doubt that the traditional accounts of many of the

disputed books rest on a very weak basis, and those who crave

for definite solutions, and cannot bear to live in twilight, will

naturally hail such clear-cut hypotheses as those of Kuenen
and Wellhausen, and credit them with an undue finality. Let

us be patient with these too sanguine critics, and not think

them bad Churchmen, as long as they abstain from drawing
those dangerous and unnecessary inferences of which I have
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spoken. It is the want of an equally intelligent interest which

makes the Old Testament a dead letter to so many highly

orthodox theologians. If the advanced critics succeed in

awakening such an interest more generally, it will be no

slight compensation for that * unsettlement of views ' which is

so often the temporary consequence of reading their books.

One large part, however, of Kucnen and Wellhausen's

critical system is not peculiar to them, but accepted by the

great majority of professed Old Testament critics. It is this

part which has perhaps a still stronger claim to be considered

in its relation to Christian truth, because there is every ap-

pearance that it will, in course of time, become traditional

among those who have given up the still current traditions of

the synagogue. I refer (i) to the analysis of the Pentateuch

and the Book of Joshua into several documents, (2) to the

view that many of the laws contained in the Pentateuch arose

gradually, according to the needs of the people, and that Ezra,

or at least contemporaries of Ezra, took a leading part in the

revision and completion of the law book, and (3) to the

dating of the original documents or compilations at various

periods, mostly long subsequent to the time of Moses. Time
forbids me to enter into the grounds for the confident asser-

tion that if either exegesis or the Church's representation of

religious truth is to make any decided progress, the results of

the literary analysis of the Pentateuch must be accepted as

facts, and that theologians must in future recognise at

least three different sections, and as many different concep-

tions of Israel's religious development, within the Penta-

teuch, just as they have long recognised at least three

different types of teaching in the Old Testament as a whole.

On the question as to the date of these sections, and as to

the Mosaic origin of any considerable part ofthem, the opinions

of special scholars within the Church will, for a long time

yet, be more or less divided. There is, I know, a belief

growing up among us, that Assyrian and Egyptian disco-

veries are altogether favourable to the ordinary English view

of the dates of the historical books, including the Pentateuch.

May I be pardoned for expressing the slowly formed convic-
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tion that apologists in England (and be it observed that I do

not quarrel with the conception of apologetic theology) fre-

quently indulge in general statements as to the bearings of

recent discoveries, which are only half true ? The opponents

of whom they are thinking are long since dead ; it is wasting

time to fight with the delusions of a past age. No one now
thinks the Bible an invention of priestcraft ; that which his-

torical critics doubt is the admissibility of any unqualified as-

sertion of the strict historicalness of all the details of all its

component parts. This doubt is not removed by recent

archaeological discoveries, the critical bearings of which are

sometimes what neither of the critical schools desired or ex-

pected. I refer especially to the bearings of Assyrian disco-

veries on the date ofwhat are commonly called the Jehovistic

narratives in the first nine chapters of Genesis. I will not

pursue this subject further, and merely add that we must not

too hastily assume that the supplement hypothesis is alto-

gether antiquated.

The results of the anticipated revolution in our way of

looking at the Pentateuch strike me as fourfold, (i) Histori-

cally. The low religious position of most of the pre-Exile

Israelites will be seen to be not the result of a deliberate re-

bellion against the law of Jehovah, the Levitical laws being

at any rate virtually non-existent. By this I mean, that even

if any large part of those laws go back to the age of Moses

they were never thoroughly put in force, and soon passed out

of sight. Otherwise how can we account for this, among
other facts, that Deuteronomy, or the main part of it, is known
in the reign of Josiah as ' tJie law of Moses ' ? We shall also,

perhaps, get a deeper insight into the Divine purpose in rais-

ing up that colossal personage who, though ' slow of speech,'

was so mighty in deed— I mean Moses—and shall realise

those words of a writer specially sanctioned by my own uni-

versity :
' Should we have an accurate idea of the purpose of

God in raising up Moses, if we said, He did it that He might

communicate a revelation .'' Would not this be completely to

misunderstand the principal end of the mission of Moses,

which was the establishment of the theocracy, and in so far as
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God revealed through him the revelation was but as means to

this higher end ?
'

'

(2) We shall, perhaps, discriminate more between the parts

of the Old Testament, some of which will be chiefly valuable

to us as bringing into view the gradualncss of Israel's educa-

tion, and as giving that fulness to our conceptions of Biblical

truths which can only be got by knowing the history of their

outward forms ; others will have only that interest which at-

taches even to the minutest and obscurest details of the his-

tory of much-honoured friends or relatives ; others, lastly,

will rise, in virtue of their intrinsic majesty, to a position

scarcely inferior to that of the finest parts of the New
Testament itself

(3) As a result of what has thus been gained, our idea of

inspiration will become broader, deeper, and more true to

facts.

(4) We shall have to consider our future attitude towards

that Kenotic ^ view of the person of Christ which has been

accepted in some form by such great exegetical theologians

as Hofmann, Oehler, and Delitzsch. Although the Logos,

by the very nature of the conception, must be omniscient,

the incarnate Logos, w-e are told, pointed His disciples to a

future time, in which they should do greater works than He
Himself, and should open the doors to fresh departments of

truth. The critical problems of the Old Testament did not

then require to be settled by Him, because they had not yet

come into existence. Had they emerged into view in our

Lord's time, they would have given as great a shock to

devout Jews as they have done to devout Christians ; and

' See essay on 'Miracles' in Christian Remembrancer {\\^\. of works recom-

mended to theological honour-students in Oxford).

' The self-humiliation of Christ is described (need I remark ?) by St. Paul as a

Kivti>ais (Phil. ii. 7). How far this Ktvwcrts extended is a theological problem

which in the sixteenth century, and again in our own, has exercised devout

thinkers. For the modern form of the Kenotic view or doctrine the English

reader will naturallygo to Dorner's History of the Doctrine of the Person of Christ,

vol. iii., in Clark's Library. Dorner's opposition to this view is a weighty but

not, of course, a decisive fact. We must be loyal to the facts of Christ's humanity

reported in the Gospels. The question as to the extent of the Ktvcocris is an open

one.
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our Master would, no doubt, have given them a solution fully

adequate to the wants of believers. In that case, a reference

to some direction of the law as of Mosaic origin would, in

the mouth of Christ, have been decisive ; and the Church

would, no doubt, have been guided to make some distinct

definition of her doctrine on the subject.

Thus in the very midst of the driest critical researches

we can feel that, if we have duly fostered the sense of Divine

things, we are on the road to further disclosures of religious

as well as historical truth. The day of negative criticism is

past, and the day of a cheap ridicule of all critical analysis of

ancient texts is, we may hope, nearly past also. In faith

and love the critics whose lot I would fain share are at one

with many of those who suspect and perhaps ridicule them :

in the aspirations of hope their aim is higher. Gladly would

I now pass on to a survey of the religious bearings of the

critical study of the poetical and prophetical books, which,

through differences of race, age, and above all spiritual

atmosphere, we find, upon the whole, so much more attractive

and congenial than the Levitical legislation. Let me, at least,

throw out a few hints. Great as is the division of opinion

on points of detail, so much appears to be generally accepted

that the number of prophets whose works have partly come

down to us is larger than used to be supposed. The analysis

of the texts may not be as nearly perfect as that of the Penta-

teuch, but there is no doubt among those of the younger

critics whose voices count (and with the pupils of Delitzsch the

case is the same as with those of Ewald) that several of the

prophetical books are made up of the works of different writers,

and I even notice a tendency among highly orthodox critics

to go beyond Ewald himself and analyse the Book of Daniel

into portions of different dates. The result is important, and

not for literary history alone. It gives us a much firmer hold

on the great principle that a prophet's horizon is that of his

own time ; that he prophesied, as has been well said, into the

future, but not directly to the future. This will, I believe, in

no wise affect essential Christian truth, but will obviously

modify our exegesis of certain Scripture proofs of Christian
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doctrine, and is perhaps not without a bearing on the two

grave theological subjects referred to already.

Bear with me if, once again in conclusion, I appeal to the

Church at large on behalf of those who would fain modernise

our criticism and exegesis with a view to a not less dis-

tinctively Christian but more progressive Church theology.

The age of oecumenical councils may have passed ; but if

criticism, exegesis, and philosophy are only cultivated in a

fearless and reverent spirit, and if the Church at large troubles

itself a little more to understand the workers and their work,

an approximation to agreement on great religious questions

may hereafter be attained. What the informal decisions of

the general Christian consciousness will be, it would be imper-

tinent to conjecture. It is St. John's ' all truth ' after which we

aspire— ' all the truth ' concerning God, the individual soul,

and human society, into which the labours of generations, en-

couraged by the guiding star, shall by degrees introduce us.

But one thing is too clear to be mistaken—viz. that exegesis

must decide first of all what essential Christian truth is before

a devout philosophy can interpret, expand, and apply it, and

Old Testament exegesis, at any rate, cannot be long separated

from its natural ally, the higher criticism. A provisional

separation may no doubt be necessary, but the ultimate aim

of successive generations of students must be a faithful

exegesis, enlightened by a seven-times tested criticism.





THE BOOK OF JOB.

CHAPTER I.

job's calamity; the opening of the dialogues.

(chaps. I. -XIV.)

The Book of Job is not the earliest monument of Hebrew
* wisdom,' but for various reasons will be treated first in order.

The perusal of some of the pages introductory to Proverbs

will enable the student to fill out what is here given.

The Hebrew ' wisdom ' is a product as peculiar as the dia-

lectic of Plato, and not less worthy of admiration ; and the

author of Job is its greatest master. To him are due those

great thoughts on a perennial problem, which may be sup-

plemented but can never be superseded, and which, as M,
Renan truly says, cause so profound an emotion in their first

naive expression. His wisdom is that of intuition rather

than of strict reasoning, but it is as truly based upon the facts

of experience as any of our Western philosophies. He did

not indeed reach his high position unaided by predecessors.

The author of the noble ' Praise of Wisdom ' in Prov. i.-ix.

taught him much and kindled his ambition. Nor was he in

all probability without the stimulus of fellow-thinkers and

fellow-poets. The student ought from the outset to be aware

of the existence of discussions as to the unity of the book

—

discussions which have led to one assured and to several pro-

bable results— though he ought not to adopt any critical re-

sults before he has thoroughly studied the poem itself. The
student should also know that the supposed authors of the
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(as I must believe) inserted passages belong to the same circle

as the writer of the main part of the book, and are therefore

not to be accused of having made * interpolations.' I need

not here distinguish between passages added by the author

himself as afterthoughts (or perhaps pavalipomena inserted by

disciples from his literary remains) and compositions of later

poets added to give the poem greater didactic completeness.

A passage which does not fall into the plan of the poem is to

all intents and purposes the work of another poet. The philo-

sophic Goethe of the second part of Faust is not the passion-

tossed Goethe of the first.

All the writers who may be concerned in the production

of our book are, however, well worthy of reverent study
;

they were not only inspired by the Spirit of Israel's holy re-

ligion, but in their various styles true poets. In some degree

we may apply to Job the lines of Schiller on the Iliad with its

different fathers but one only mother—Nature. In fact,

Nature, in aspects chiefly familiar, but not therefore less in-

teresting, was an open book to these poets, and ' Look in

thine heart and write ' was their secret as well as Spenser's

for vigorous and effective expression.

I now proceed to give in plain prose the pith and substance

of this great poem, which more than any other Old Testa-

tament book needs to be brought near to the mind of a

Western student. I would entitle it THE BOOK OF THE Trial

OF THE Righteous Man, and of the Justification of

God.

In its present form the Book of Job consists of five

parts

—

1. The Prologue, written in prose (ch. i.-ii.), the body of

the work in the Hebrew being written in at an}' rate an

approach to metre ;

^

2. The Colloquies between Job and his three friends (ch.

iii.-xxxi.)
;

3. The Discourses of Elihu (ch. xxxii.-xxxvii.)
;

Jerome already saw this. He represents the Book of Job as composed

mainly in hexameters with a dactylic and spondaic movement i^Prmf. in Job).

Does he mean double trimeters ?
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4. Jehovah's Reply to Job (ch. xxxviii.-xlii. 6) ;

5. The Epilogue, in prose (ch. xlii. 7-17).

There are some differences in the arrangement which

will presently be followed, but these will justify themselves

in the course of our study. Let us first of all examine the

Prologue, which will bear to be viewed by itself as a striking

specimen of Hebrew narrative. The idyllic manners of a

patriarchal age are delineated with sympathy—no difficult

task to one who knew the early Hebrew traditions—and still

more admirable are the very testing scenes from the super-

natural world.

It may perhaps seem strange that this should be only a

prose poem, but the truth is that narrative poetry was entirely

alien to the Hebrew genius, which refused to tolerate the

bonds of protracted and continuous versification. Like that

other great hero of parallelistic verse Balaam, Job is a non-

Israelite ; and in this the unknown author shows a fine tact,

for he is thus absolved from the embarrassing necessity of

referring to the Law, and so complicating the moral pro-

blem under consideration. Job, however, though an Arabian

sheich ' (as one may loosely call him), was a worshipper of

Jehovah, who declares before the assembled * sons of the

Elohim ' that ' there is none like Job in the earth,' &c. (i. 8).

Job's virtue is rewarded by an outward prosperity like that

of the patriarchs in Genesis : he was a great Eastern Emcer,

and had not only a large family but great possessions. His

scrupulous piety, which takes precautions even against heart-

sins, is exemplified to us by the atoning sacrifice which he

offers as head of his family at some annual feast (i. 4, 5).

Then in ver. 6 the scene is abruptly changed from earth to

heaven. The spirit of the narrative is not devoid of a de-

' Where is the * Uz ' spoken of in Job i. i ? The ' land of Uzza ' seems to

have been not far from the Orontes (Shahnaneser's Obelisk ; see Friedr. Dclitzsch's

Parcuiies, p. 259). Tradition places the home of Job in the fertile volcanic region

called the flauran(see the very full excursus in Delitzsch'syi?/;). But the 'land of

Uz ' viii^lit be farther south, nearer to Edom, in connection with which it is men-
tion-id, Lam. iv. 21, Gen. xxxvi. 28 (comp. ver. 21). This is supported by the

curious note appended to the Book of Job in the Septuagint. It is true that Uz
is called a son of Aram (Gen. x. 23), but ' Uz ' may have had several branches, or

the use of Aramaic may have extended far beyond the limits of Aram proper.
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lightful humour. In the midst of the 'sons of the Elohim

'

—supernatural, Titanic beings, who had once been at strife

with Jehovah (if we may illustrate by xxi. 22, xxv. 2), but

who now at stated times paid Him their enforced homage
—stood one who had not quite lost his original pleasure in

working evil, and who was now employed by his Master as a

kind of moral and religious censor of the human race. This

malicious spirit
—

' the Satan ' or adversary, as he is called

—

had just returned from a tour of inspection in the world, and

Jehovah, who is represented under the disguise of an earthly

monarch, boldly and imprudently draws his attention to the

meritorious Job. The Satan refuses to give human nature

credit for pure goodness, and sarcastically remarks, ' Does

Job serve God for nothing }
' (i. 9.) Jehovah therefore allows

His minister to put Job's piety to as severe a test as possible

short of taking his life. One after another Job's flocks, his

servants, and his children are destroyed. His wife, however,

by a touch of quiet humour, is spared ; she seems to be re-

cognised by the Satan as an unconscious ally (ii. 9). The
piety of Job stands the trial ; he is deeply moved, but main-

tains his self-control, and the scene closes with a devout

ascription of blessing to Jehovah alike for giving and for re-

calling His gifts.

Before passing on the reader should notice that, accord-

ing to the poet, the ultimate reason why these sufferings of

Job were permitted by the Most High was that Job might

set an example of a piety independent of favouring outward

circumstances. The poet reveals this to us in the Prologue,

that we may not ourselves be staggered in our faith, nor cast

down by sympathy with such an unique sufferer ; for after

the eulogy passed upon Job in the celestial court we cannot

doubt that he will stand the test, even if disturbed for a time.

A second time the same high court is held. The first ex-

periment of the Adversary has failed, and this magnified

earthly monarch, the Jehovah of the story, begins to suspect

that he has allowed a good man to be plagued with no suffi-

cient motive. Admiringly he exclaims, pointing to Job,

* And still he holds fast his integrity, so that thou didst incite
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me against him to annihilate him without cause ' (ii. 3).

Another sarcastic word from the Adversary (' Touch his bone

and his flesh, and then see . . . .'), and once more he receives

permission to try Job. The affliction this time is elephanti-

asis, the most loathsome and dangerous form of leprosy. But

Job's piety stands fast. He sits down on the heap of burnt

dung and ashes at the entrance of the village, such as those

where lepers are still wont to congregate, and meets the de-

spairing counsel of his wife (comp. Tobit's wife, Tob. ii. 14) to

renounce a God from whom nothing more is to be hoped but

death with a calm and pious rebuke. So baseless was the

malicious suggestion of the Satan ! Meantime many months

pass away (vii. 3), and no friend appears to condole with him.

Travelling is slow in the East, and Job's three friends ' were

Emeers like himself (the Sept. makes them kings), and their

residences would be at some distance from each other. At
last they come, but they cannot recognise Job's features, dis-

torted by disease (as Isa. lii. 14). Overpowered with surprise

and grief, they sit down with him for seven days and seven

nights (comp. Ezek. iii. 15). Up to this point no fault can

be found with his friends.

I never yet did hear

That the bruised heart was pierced through the ear.

{Othello, act i. scene 3.)

It was their deep, unspoken sympathy which encouraged

him to vent his sorrow in a flood of unpurified emotion

(chap, iii.) The very next thing recorded of Job is that he
' opened his mouth and cursed his day ' (i.e. his birthday ; sec

ver. 3). This may at least be the poet's meaning, though it is

also possible that the prologue and the body of the poem arc

not homogeneous. Not to mention other reasons at present,

the tone of Job's speech in chap. iii. (the chapter read by

Swift on his birthday) is entirely different from the stedfast

' Of the three friends Eliphaz comes from the Edomitlsh district of Tcni.in, so

famous for its wisdom ; Bildad from the land of Shuah (' Suhu ' lay, according to

the inscriptions, between the mouths of the Belich and the Khabur, confluents of

the Eujihrates) ; Zophar from Naamah, some unknown district cxst of the Jordan.

How well these notes of place agree with the Aramaic colouring of the book !
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resignation of his reply to his wife, which, as Prof. Davidson

has said, ' reveals still greater deeps in Job's reverent piety
*

than the benediction at the end of chap, i., the latter being

called forth not by the infliction of positive evil, but merely

by the withdrawal of unguaranteed favours.

How strangely vivid were the sensations of the race to

which the author of Job belonged ! How great to him must

have been the pleasures of existence, and how great the

pains ! Nothing to him was merely subjectively true : his

feelings were infallible, and that which seemed to be was.

Time, for instance, had an objective reality : the days of the

year had a kind of life of their own (comp. Ps. xix. 2) and

paid annually recurring visits to mankind. Hence Job, like

Jeremiah (Jer. xx. 14-18), in the violence of his passion ^ can

wish to retaliate on the instrument of his misery by ' cursing

his day.'

Perish the day wherein I was born,

and the night which said, A man has been conceived.

(iii. 3 ; comp. 6) ;

i.e. let my birthday become a blank in the calendar. Or, if

this be too much and the anniversary, so sad to me, must

come round, then let magicians cast their spell ^ upon it and

make it an unlucky day (such as the Babylonians had in

abundance).

Let them curse it that curse days,

that are skilful to rouse the leviathan (iii. 8) ;

i.e. the cloud dragon (vii. 12, xxvi. 13, Isaiah li. 9, Jer.

li, 34), the enemy of the sun (an allusion to a widely spread

solar myth). So fare it with the day which might, by hin-

dering Job's birth, have ' hid sorrow from his eyes !
' Even if

he must be born, why could he not have died at once and

escaped his ill fortune in the quiet phantom world (iii.
,

' Bishop Lowth {PrcEled. xxxiii.) admires the dramatic tact with which the

poet makes Job err at first merely by the exaggeration of his complaints, thus in-

viting censure, which in turn leads to bold misstatements on Job's part.

- For a late Egyptian incantation of this class see Ancessi, Job et le Redemp-

teur, pp. 240-1 ; for the dragon myth itself see Cheyne's note in the Prophecies of

Isaiah (on Isa. xxvii. i) and in the Pulpii Cotnm. on Jeremiah (on Jer. li. 34).
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13-19)? Alas! this melancholy dream does but aggravate

Job's mental agony. He broods on the horror of his situa-

tion, and even makes a shy allusion to God as the author of

his woe

—

Wherefore gives he light to the miserable,

and life to the bitter in soul ? (iii. 20.)

And now Job's friends are shaken out of their composure.

They have been meditating on Job's calamity, which is so

difficult to reconcile with their previous high opinion of

him ; for they are the representatives of orthodoxy, of the

orthodoxy which received the high sanction of the Deutero-

nomic Tora, and which connected obedience and prosperity,

disobedience and adversity. Still it is not a stiff, extreme

orthodoxy which the three friends maintain : calamity, as

Eliphaz represents their opinion (v. 17; comp, 27), is not

always a punishment, but sometimes a discipline. The
question therefore has forced itself upon them. Has the

calamity which has befallen our friend a judicial or a dis-

ciplinary, educational purpose ? At first they may have

leaned to the latter alternative ; but Job's violent outburst, so

unbecoming in a devout man, too clearly pointed in the other

direction, and already they are beginning to lose their first

hopeful view of his case. One after another they debate the

question with Job (Eliphaz as the depositary of a revelation,

Bildad as the advocate of tradition, Zophar as the man of

common sense)—the question of the cause and meaning of

his sufferings, which means further, since Job is not merely

an individual but a type,' the question of the vast mass of

evil in the world. This main part of the work falls into

three cycles of dialogue (ch. iv.-xiv., ch. xv.-xxi., ch.

xxii.-xxxi.) In each there are three pairs of speeches, be-

longing respectively to Eliphaz and Job, Bildad and Job,

Zophar and Job. Eliphaz opens the debate as being the

oldest (xv. loj and the most experienced of Job's friends.

There is much to admire in his speech ; if he could only

have adopted the tone of a sympathising friend and not of a

lecturer

—

' See Chap. VII. ^cnd of Seciion Z).

C
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Behold, this have we searched out ; so it is
;

hear thou it, and know it for thyself (v. 27)

—

he might have been useful to the sufferer. At the very

beginning he strikes a wrong key-note, expressing surprise at

his friend's utter loss of self-control {vattibbd/ui, ver. 4), and

couching it in such a form that one would really suppose Job

to have broken down at the first taste of trouble. The view

of the speaker seems to be that, since Job is really a pious

man (for Eliphaz does not as yet presume to doubt this), he

ought to feel sure that his trouble would not proceed beyond

a certain point. ' Bethink thee now,' says Eliphaz, ' who ever

perished, being innocent ? ' (iv. 7.) Some amount of trouble

even a good man may fairly expect ; though far from

' ploughing iniquity,' he is too weak not -to fall into sins of

error, and all sin involves suffering ; or, as Eliphaz puts it

concisely

—

Man is born to trouble,

as the sparks fly upward (v. 7).

Assuming without any reason that Job would question this,

Eliphaz enforces the moral imperfection of human nature by

an appeal to revelation—not, of course, to Moses and the

prophets, but to a vision like those of the patriarchs in

Genesis. Of the circumstances of the revelation a most

graphic account is given.

And to myself came an oracle stealthily,

and mine ear received the whisper thereof,

in the play of thought from nightly visions,

when deep sleep falls upon men,

a shudder came upon me and a trembling,

and made all my bones to shudder,

when (see !) a wind sweeps before me,

the hairs of my body bristle up :

it stands, but I cannot discern it,

I gaze, but there is no form,

before mine eyes (is) ....
and I hear a murmuring voice. ^

• The translation follows Bickell's text. The correction in line 2 of ver. 16 is

from the Scptuagint ; the transposition in line 4 is suggested by I Kings xix. 12.
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'Can human kind be righteous before God?
can man be pure before his Maker ?

Behold, he trusts not his own servants,

and imputes error to his angels '

' (iv. 12-1S).

There is no such weird passage in the rest of the Old

Testament. It did not escape the attention of Milton, whose

description of death alludes to it.

If shape it could be called that shape had none,

Distinguishable in member, joint, or limb
;

Or substance might be called that shadow seemed.

{Par. Lost, ii. 266.)

A single phrase ('a murmuring voice,' ver. 16) is borrowed

from the theophany of Elijah (i Kings xix. 12), but the

strokes which paint the scene, and which Milton and Blake

between them have more than reproduced, are all his own.

The supernatural terror, the wind betokening a spiritual

visitor, the straining eyes which can discern no form, the

whispering voice always associated with oracles^—each of these

awful experiences we seem to share. Eliphaz himself recalls

his impressions so vividly that he involuntarily uses the present

tense in describing them.

But why should Eliphaz imagine that because Job had

not had a revelation of this kind he is therefore ignorant of

the truth ? He actually confounds the complaints wrung

from Job by his unparalleled mental and bodily sufferings

with the * impatience ' of the ' foolish man ' and the ' passion
'

of the * silly ' one, and warns him against the fate which

within his own experience befell one such rebellious murmurer

against God—an irrelevant remark, unless he has ahead)-

begun to suspect Job of impiety. Then, as if he feels that he

has gone too far, he addresses Job in a more hopeful spirit,

and tells him what he would do in his place, viz. turn trustful!}-

to God, whose operations are so unsearchable, but so bcne-

' So XV. 15. M. Lenornianl compares Gen. vi. 1-4 (an incomplete fragment).

See above on the ' sons of the Elohim ' of the prologue, and comp. Chap. X.
* Compare the Hebrew iieTiin in a common prophetic formula.

C 2
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volent. Let Job regard his present affliction as a chastening

and he may look forward to even more abundant blessings

than he has yet enjoyed.

In these concluding verses Eliphaz certainly does his best

to be sympathetic, but the result shows how utterly he has

failed. He has neither convinced Job's reason nor calmed

the violence of his emotion. It is now Job's turn to reply.

He is not, indeed, in a mood to answer Eliphaz point by

point. Passing over the ungenerous reference to the fate of

the rebellious, which he can hardly believe to be seriously

meant. Job first of all justifies the despair which has so

astonished Eliphaz.^ Since the latter is so cool and so

critical, let him weigh Job's calamity as well as his words,

and see if the extravagance of the latter is not excusable.

Are these arrow wounds the fruit of chastisement ? Does the

Divine love disguise itself as terror ? The good man is never

allowed to perish, you say ; but how much longer can a body

of flesh hold out ? Why should I not even desire death ?

God may be my enemy, but I have given Him no cause. And
now, if He would be my friend, the only favour I crave is that

He would shorten my agony.

Then should (diis) still be my comfort

(I would leap amidst unsparing pain),

that I have not denied the words of the Holy One (vi. lo).

Job's demeanour is thus fully accounted for ; it is that of

his friends which is unnatural and disappointing.

My brethren have been treacherous as a winter stream,

as the bed of winter streams which pass away :

(once) they were turbid with ice,

and the snow, as it fell, hid itself in them
;

but now that they feel the glow they vanish,

when it is hot they disappear from their place.

Caravans bend their course
;

they go up into the desert and perish.

The caravans of Tenia looked
;

' The following lines develope what Job may be supposed to have had in his

mind.
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the companies of Sheba hoped for them ;

'

they were abashed because they had been confident

;

when they came thither they were ashamed (vi. 15-20).

And was it a hard thing that Job asked of his friends ?

No ; merely sympathy. And not only have they withheld

this ; EHphaz has even insinuated that Job was an open sinner.

Surely neither honesty nor wisdom is shown in such captious

criticism of Job's expressions.

How forcible is honest language,

and how cogent is the censure of a wise man !

Think ye to censure words,

and the passionate speech of one who is desperate? (vi. 25, 26.)

With an assertion of his innocence, and a renewed chal-

lenge to disprove it, this, the easiest part of Job's first reply,

concludes.

And now, having secured his right to complain. Job freely

avails himself of his" melancholy privilege. A ' desperate

'

man cares not to choose his words, though the reverence which

never ceased to exist deep down in Job's nature prompts him

to excuse his delirious words by a reference to his bitter

anguish (vii. 11). Another excuse which he might have given

lies on the very surface of the poem, which is coloured

throughout by the poet's deep sympathy with human misery

in general. Job in fact is not merely an individual, but a re

presentative of mankind ; and when he asks himself at the

beginning of chap. vii.

—

Has not frail man a warfare [hard service] upon earth,

and are not his days like the days of a hireling?

—

it is not merely one of the countless thoughts which are

like foam bubbles, but the expression of a serious interest,

which raises Job far, very far above the patriarchal prince of

the legend in the Prologue. It is the very exaggeration of

' Thomson has finely but inaccur.itely paraphrased this, changing the locali-

ties :

—

' In Cairo's crowded streets

The impatient merchant, wondering, waits in vain,

And Mecca saddens at the long delay.'

{Sto/iwer, 980-2 ; of the caravan which perished in the storm).
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this interest which alone explains why the thought of his

fellow-sufferers not only brings no comfort ' to Job, but fails

even to calm his excitement.

Am I the sea (he says) or the sea monster,

that thou settest a watch over me? (vii. 12.)

It is an allusion to a myth, based on the continual ' war in

heaven ' between light and darkness, which we have in these

lines. Job asks if he is the leviathan (iii. 8) of that upper

ocean above which dwells the invisible God (ix. 8, Ps. civ. 3).

He describes Jehovah as being jealous (comp. Gen. iii. 4, 5,

22) and thinking it of importance to subdue Job's wild nature,

lest he should thwart the Divine purposes. But here, again,

Job rises above himself; the sorrows of all innocent sufferers

are as present to him as his own ; nay, more, he bears them

as a part of his own ; he represents mankind with God. In

a bitter parody of Ps. viii. 5 he exclaims

—

What is frail man that Thou treatest him as a great one

and settest Thy mind upon him
;

that Thou scrutinisest him every morning,

and art every moment testing him? (vii. 17, 18.)

It is only now and then that Job expresses this feeling of

sympathetic union with the human race. Generally his

secret thought (or that of his poet) translates itself into a

self-consciousness which seems morbidly extravagant on any

other view of the poem. The descriptions of his physical pains,

however, are true to the facts of the disease called elephan-

tiasis, from which he may be supposed to have suffered. His

cry for death is justified by his condition— ' death rather than

(these) my pains '^ (vii. 15). He has no respite from his

Contrast the touchingly natural expressions of an Arabian poet, translated by

Riickert {Hai?idsa, ii. 315) :

—

' Gieng es nicht wie mir vii andern,

Wiird' ich's nicht ertragen

;

Doch wo ich nur will, gibt Antwort

Klage meinen Klagen.'

The same sentiment is expressed more than once again ; comp. Buddha's apologue

of the mustard seed.

^ So Merx and Bickell. Text, 'my bones.'
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agony ;
' nights of misery/ he says, ' have been allotted to me '

(vii. 3), probably because his pains were more severe in the

night (xxx. 17). How can it be worth while, he asks, thus

to persecute him ? Even if Eliphaz be right, and Job has

been a sinner, yet how can this affect the Most High ?

(Even) if I have sinned, what do I unto thee,

O thou watcher of men ? (vii. 20.)

What bitter irony again ! He admits a vigilance in God, but

only the vigilance of 'espionage' (xiii. 27, xiv, 16), not that

of friendly guardianship ; God only aims at procuring a long

catalogue of punishable sins. Why not forgive those sins

and relieve Himself from a troublesome task ? Soon it will

be too late : a pathetic touch revealing a latent belief in God's

mercy which no calamity could destroy.

Thus to the blurred vision of the agonised sufferer the

moral God whom he used to worship has been transformed

into an unreasoning, unpitying Force. Bildad is shocked at

this. ' Can God pervert judgment ' ? (viii. 3.) In his short

speech he reaffirms the doctrine of proportionate retribution,

and exhorts Job to 'seek earnestly unto God' (viii. 5), thus

clearly implying that Job is being punished for his sins.^

Instead of basing his doctrine on revelation, Bildad supports

the side of it relative to the wicked by an appeal to the

common consent of mankind previously to the present genera-

tion (viii. 8, 9). This common consent, this traditional wisdom,

is embodied in proverbial ' dark sayings,' as, for instance

—

Can the i)apyrus grow up without marsh ?

can the Nile reed shoot up without water ?

While yet in its verdure, uncut,

it withers before any grass.

So fares it with all that forget God,

and the hope of the impious shall perish (viii. 11-13).

It is interesting to sec at how early a date the argument

in favour of Theism was rested to some extent on tradition.

* We are of yesterday, and know nothing,' says Bildad, ' be-

' Bildad more than implies that the fate which overtook Job's children was the

punishment of ini<iuily (viii. 4). Wonderful harshness !
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cause our days on earth are a shadow ' (viii. 9), whereas the

wisdom of the past is centuries old, and has a stabiHty to

which Job's novelties (or, for this is the poet's meaning, those

of the new sceptical school of the Exile) cannot pretend.

But Job at least is better than his theories, so Eliphaz and

Bildad are still charitable enough to believe, and the closing

words of the speech of Bildad clear up any possible doubt

with regard to his opinion of erring but still whole-hearted

'

(• perfect
') Job.

Those that hate thee shall be clothed with shame,

and the tent of the wicked shall be no more (viii. 22).

But Job has much to say in reply. He ironically admits

the truth of the saying, ' How can man be righteous with

God ?
' but the sense in which he applies the words is very

dififerent from that given to them by his friends. Of course

God is righteous (' righteousness ' in Semitic languages some-

times means ' victory '), because He is so mighty that no one»

however innocent, could plead successfully before Him.

This thought suggests a noble description of the stupendous

displays of God's might in nature (ix. 5-10). The verse

with which it closes is adopted from Eliphaz, in whose first

speech to Job it forms the text of a quiet picture of God's

everyday miracles of benevolence to man (v. 9). Where
Eliphaz sees power, wisdom, and love, Job can see only a

force which is terrible in proportion to its wisdom. The pre-

dominant quality in this idol of Job's imagination is not love>

but anger— capricious, inexorable anger, which long ago
' the helpers of Rahab ' (another name for the storm dragon>

which fought against the sun) experienced to their cost (ix.

13; comp. xxvi. 12). Job himself is in collision with this

force ; and how should he venture to defend himself? The
tortures he endured would force from him an avowal of un-

truths (ix. 20). If only God were a man, or if there were an

umpire whose authority would be recognised on both sides>

how gladly would Job submit his case to adjudication ! But,

alas ! God stands over against him with His rod (ix. 32-34).

* See viii. 20. Bildad agrees with the statement in the prologue (i. i).
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l^ildad had said, ' God will not cast away a perfect man '

(viii. 20). But Job's experience is, ' He destroys the perfect

and the wicked ' (ix. 22). Thus Job has many fellow-sufferers,

and one good effect of his trial is that it has opened his eyes

to the religious bearings of facts which he had long known but

not before now seriously pondered.

At last a milder spirit comes upon the sufferer. He has

been in the habit of communion with God, and cannot bear

to be condemned without knowing the cause (x. 2). How,

he enquires, can God have the heart to torture that which

has cost Him so much thought (comp. Isa. Ixv. 8, 9) ? A man

is not a common potter's vessel, but framed with elaborate

skill.

Thy hands fashioned and prepared me ;

afterwards dost thou turn ' and destroy me ?

Remember now that as clay thou didst prepare me,

and dost thou turn me into dust again ?

Life and favour dost thou grant me,

and thine oversight guarded my spirit (x. 8, 9, 12).

God appeared to be kind then ; but, since God sees the

end from the beginning, it is too clear that He must have

done all this simply in order to mature a perfect human

sacrifice to His own cruel self-will. Job's milder spirit has

evidently fled. He repeats his wish that he had never lived

(x. 18, 19), and only craves a few brighter moments before he

departs to the land of darkness (x. 20-22).

It was not likely that Zophar would be more capable

of rightly advising Job than his elders. Having had no

experience to soften him, he pours out a flood of crude dog-

matic commonplaces, and in the complaints wrung from a

troubled spirit can see nothing but * a multitude of words

'

(xi. 2). Yet he only just misses making an important con-

tribution to the settlement of the problem. He has caught a

glimpse of a supernatural wisdom, to which the secrets of all

hearts are open :

—

But oh that God [Eloah] would speak,

and open his lips against thee,

' Following Sept., with Merx and HicUcIl.
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and show thee the secrets of wisdom,

for wondrous are they in perfection !

^

Canst thou find the depths of God [Eloah] ?

canst thou reach to the end of Shaddai ?

Heights of heaven ! what canst thou do ?

deeper tlian Sheol ! what canst thou know ? (xi. 5-8.)

If Zophar had worked out this idea impartially, he might

have given to the discussion a fresh and more profitable turn.

He is so taken up with the traditional orthodoxy, however,

that he has no room for a deeper view of the problem. His

inference is that, in virtue of His perfect knowledge, God can

detect sin where man sees none, though that cruellest touch

of all with which the Massoretic text ^ burdens the reputation

of Zophar is not supported by the more accurate text of the

Septuagint, and we should read xi. 6 thus

:

and thou shouldest know that God [Eloah] gives unto thee

thy deserts ^ for thine iniquity.

But indeed a special revelation ought not to be necessary

for Job. His trouble, proceeding as it does from one no less

wise than irresistible (xi. 10, 11), ought to dispel his dream

of innocence ; as Zophar generalises, when God's judgments

are abroad

—

(Even) an empty head wins understanding,

and a wild ass's colt is new-born as a man (xi. 12).

We may pass over the brilliant description of prosperity

consequent on a true repentance with which the chapter con-

cludes. It fell quite unheeded on the ears of Job, who was

more stung by the irritating speech of Zophar than by those

of Eliphaz and Bildad.

The taunt conveyed indirectly by Zophar in xi. 12 is ex-

' Comp. Isa. xxviii. 29 (Heb. ) By a slight error of the ear the copyist whom
our Hebrew Bibles follow put a Yod for an Alef. Hence the Massoretic critics

pronounce kijiayiin ' twofold,' instead of kiflahii ' like wonders :
' following

this text, Davidson renders, ' that it is double in (true) understanding.'

^ Literally '
, . . . that God brings into forgetfulness for thee some of thy

guilt.'

^ Following Sept., with Bickell. Comp. the Hebrew of Job xxxiii. 27.
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posed in all its futility in the reply of Job. Zophar himself,

however, he disdains to argue with ; there is the same intoler-

able assumption of superiority in the speeches of all the three,

and this he assails with potent sarcasm.

No doubt ye are mankind,

and with you shall wisdom die.

I too have understanding like you,

and who knows not the like of this? (xii. 2, 3.)

In what respect, pray, is he inferior to his friends } Has

Eliphaz enjoyed a specially unique revelation ? Job has had a

still better opportunity of learning spiritual truth in commu-

nion of the heart with God (xii. 4). Is Bildad an unwearied

collector of the wisdom of antiquity } Job too admits the

value of tradition, though he will not receive it unproved

(xii. II, 12). In declamation, too. Job can vie with the

arrogant Zophar
; Job's description of the omnipotence of

God forms the counterpart of Zophar's description of His

omniscience. But of what account are generalities in face of

such a problem as Job's ? The question of questions is not,

Has God all power and all wisdom, but, Does He use them

for moral ends ? The three friends refuse to look facts in the

face ; the riglitcons God (we must understand the words, if

there be otte) will surely chastise them for insincerity and par-

tisanship (xiii. 10).

And now Job refuses to waste any more words on his

opponents.

But as for me, to Shaddai would I speak,

I crave to reason with God ;

But ye—arc plasterers of lies,

patchers of that which is worthless.

Your conimon])laces are proverbs of ashes
;

your bulwarks are bulwarks of clay (xiii. 3, 4, 12).

He forms a new project, but shudders as he does so, for

he feels sure of provoking God thereby to deadly^ anger. Be

it so ; a man who has borne till he can bear no longer can

even welcome death.
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Behold, let him slay me ; I can wait [be patient] no longer ;
^

still I will defend my ways to his face (xiii. 15;.

It is the sublimest of all affirmations of the rights of con-

science. Job is confident of the success of his plea :
' This

also (guarantees) victory to me, that an impious man cannot

come before him' (xiii. 16) with such a good conscience.

Thus virtue has an intrinsic value for Job, superior to that of

prosperity or even life : moral victory would more than com-

pensate for physical failure. He indulges the thought that

God may personally take part in the argument (xiii. 20-22),

and in anticipation of this he sums up the chief points of his

intended speech (xiii. 23-xiv, 22), such as, 'How many^ are

my sins,' and 'Why chase dry stubble?' (xiii. 23, 25). Sad

complaints of the melancholy lot of mankind follow, reminding

us again that Job, like Dante in his pilgrimage, is not only an

individual but a representative.

Man that is born of woman,

short-lived and full of unrest,

comes up as a flower and fades,

flies as a shadow and continues not.

And upon such an one keepest thou thine eye open,

and me dost thou bring into judgment with thee ! (xiv. 1-3.)

Hard enough is the natural fate of man ; why make it

harder by exceptional severity ? An early reader misunder-

stood this, and thought to strengthen Job's appeal by a

reference (in ver. 4) to one of the commonplaces of Eliphaz

(iv. 17-21). But ver. 5 shows that the idea which fills the

mind of Job is the shortness of human life.^ A tree, when

cut dov/n according to the rules still current in Syria,^ dis-

plays a marvellous vitality ; but man is only like the falling

' This rendering is based on the reading of the Hebrew margin. The Hebrew
text has, ' Behold, should he slay me, for him would I wait,' implying an expec-

tation of a Divine interposition in Job's favour after his death. But this idea is

against the connection; besides which the restrictive particle 'only' (nearly = still)

agrees better with the other reading and rendering. ' Wait ' means ' wait for a

change for the better,' as in vi. 11, which occurs in a similar context.

2 He admits that he is not without sins (comp. ver. 26). .

^ Comp. the well-known lamentation of Moschus (iii. 106-I11).

* See the notices from ^Yetzstein in Delitzsch.
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leaves of a tree (xiii. 25), or (the figure preferred here) like

the canals of Egypt when the dykes and reservoirs arc not

properly kept up (xiv. 11 ; comp. Isaiah xix. 5, 6). If it were

God's will to * hide ' Job in dark Sheol for a time, and then

to recall him to the light, how gladly would he ' wait ' there,

like a soldier on guard (comp. vii. i), till his ' relief came

(xiv. 14) !—a fascinating thought, on which, baseless though

he considers it. Job cannot forbear to dwell. And the beauty

of the passage is that the happiness of restoration to con-

scious life consists for Job in the renewal of loving communion

between himself and his God (xiv. 15). Alas ! the dim light

of Sheol darkens the glorious vision and sends Job back into

despair.
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CHAPTER II.

THE SECOND CYCLE OF SPEECHES.

(CHArS. XV. -XXI.

)

The three narrow-minded but well-meaning friends have

exhausted their arsenal of arguments. Each with his own

favourite receipt has tried to cure Job of his miserable illusion^

and failed. Now begins a new cycle of speeches, in which

our sympathy is still more with Job than before. His replies

to the three friends ought to have shown them the incom-

pleteness of their argument and the necessity of discovering

some way of reconciling the elements of truth on both sides.

T/zey can teach him nothing, but the facts of spiritual expe-

rience which /le has expounded ought to have taught them

much. But all that they have learned is the impossibility

of bringing Job to self-humiliation by dwelling upon the

Divine attributes. No doubt their excuse lies in the irreverence

of their friend's manner and expressions. It is a part of the

tragedy of Job that the advice which was meant for practical

sympathy only resulted in separating Job for a time both

from God and from his friends. The narrow views of the

latter drove Job to irreverence, and his irreverence deprived

him of the lingering respect of his friends and seemed to

himself at times to cut off the slender chance of a recon-

ciliation with God. From this point onwards the friends

cease to offer their supposed ' Divine consolations ' (xv. 1 1)

—

such as the gracious purpose of God's ways and the corrective

object of affliction (v. 8-27)—and content themselves with

frightening Job by lurid pictures of the wicked man's fate,

leading up, in the third cycle of speeches, to a direct accu-

sation of Job as a wicked man himself. And yet, strange to
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say, as the tone of the friends becomes harsher and more

cutting, Job meets their vituperation with growing calmness

and dignity. Disappointed in his friends, he cUngs with

convulsive energy to that never quite surrendered postulate

of his consciousness a God who owns the moral claims of

a creature on the Creator. Remarkable indeed is the first

distinct expression of this faith of the heart, of which an

antiquated orthodoxy sought to deprive him. He has just

listened to the personalities, the cruel assumptions, and the

shallow commonplaces of Eliphaz (who treats Job as an

arrogant pretender and a self-convicted blaspheming sinner),

and with a few words of utter contempt he turns his back on

his ' tormenting ' comforters ' (xvi. 2). (Soon, however, he

will appeal to them for sympathy ; so strong is human nature !

See xix. 21.) Left to his own melancholy thoughts, he

repeats the sad details of his misery and of God's hostility

(and again we feel that the poet thinks of suffering humanit}'

in general ^), and reasserts his innocence in language after-

wards used of the suffering Servant of Jehovah (xvi. 17 ; comp.

Isaiah liii. 9). Then in the highest excitement he demands

vengeance for his blood. But who is the avenger of blood

but God (xix. 25 ; comp. Ps. ix. 12)— the very Foe who is

bringing him to death ? And hence the strange but welcome

thought that behind the God of pitiless force and undiscrimi-

nating severity there must be a God who recognises and

returns the love of His servants, or, in the fine words of the

Koran, ' that there is no refuge from God but unto Him,'-"*

' Even now,' as he lies on the rubbish-heap

—

Even now, behold, my Witness is in heaven,

and he that vouches for me is on high.

My friends (have become) my scorners
;

mine eye sheds tears unto God—

•

that he would right a man against God,

and a son of man against his friend (xvi. 20, 21).

' Miss E. Smith's rendering, ' irksome,' Renan's ' insupportable,' are not defi-

nite enough. Job means that his would-be comforters do but aggravate his unease.

^ Notice the expressions in xvi. 10, and comp. Ps. xxii. 7, 12, 13. (Ps. xxii.,

like the Book of Job, has some features which belong to an individual and some to

a collection of sufferers.) Job would never have spoken of his friends in the terni«;

used in xvi. 10, 11. ' Sur. ix. 119.
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It is a turning-point in the mental struggles of Job. He
cannot indeed account for his sufferings, but he ceases to

regard God as an unfeeling tyrant. He has a germ of faith

in God's goodwill towards him—only a germ, but we are

sure, even without the close of the story, that it will grow up

and bear the fruit of peace. And now, perhaps, we may
qualify the reproach addressed above to Job's friends. It is

true that they have driven Job to irreverent speeches respect-

ing God, but they have also made it possible for him to reach

the intuition (which the prophetic Eliphaz has missed) of an

affinity between the Divine nature and the human. In an

earlier speech (ix. 32-35) he has already expressed a longing

for an arbiter between himself and God. That longing is

now beginning to be gratified by the certitude that, though

the God in the world may be against him, the God in heaven

is on his side. Not that even God can undo the past
; Job

requests no interference with the processes of nature. (Did

the writer think that Job lived outside the sphere or the age

of miracles ?) All that he asks is a pledge from God, his

Witness, to see his innocence recognised by God, his Perse-

cutor (xvii. 3). So far we are listening to Job the individual.

But immediately after we find the speaker exhibiting himself

as the type of a class—the class or representative category

of innocent sufferers. Job, then, has a dual aspect, like his

God.

And he hath set me for a byword of peoples,

and I am one in whose face men spit.

At this the upright are appalled,

and the innocent stirs himself up against the impious
;

but the righteous holds on his way,

and he who has clean hands waxes stronger and stronger

(xvii. 6, 7, 9).

Here it is difficult not to see that the circumstances of the

poet's age are reflected in his words. The whole Jewish

nation became ' a byword of peoples ' during the exile,' and

the mutual sympathy of its members was continually taxed.

' Comp. Ps. xxii. 6, Isa. xlix. 7, Joel ii. 17 (where we should render 'make a

byword upon them ').
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It was a paradox which never lost its strangeness that a
' Servant of Jehovah ' should be trampled upon by unbelievers,

and the persecutor was rewarded by the silent indignation

of all good Jews. That this is the right view is shown by the

depression into which Job falls in vv. 11-16, in spite of the

elevating passage quoted above,

Bildad's speech, with its barbed allusions to Job's sad

history, had a twofold effect. First of all it raised the

anguish of Job to its highest point, and, secondly, it threw

the sufferer back on that great intuition, already reached by

him, of a Divine Witness to his integrity in the heavens. It

is a misfortune which can scarcely be appraised too highly

that the text of the famous declaration in xix. 25-27 is so

uncertain. ' The embarrassment of the English translators,'

remarks Prof. Green, of Princeton,' ' is shown by the unusual

number of italic words, and these of no small importance to

the meaning, which arc heaped together in these verses.' It

is scarcely greater, however, than that of the ancient versions,

and we can hardly doubt that the text used by the

Septuagint translator was already at least as corrupt as that

which has descended to us from the Massoretic critics.- This

would the more easily be the case since, as Prof Green says

again, ' Job is speaking under strong excitement and in the

language of lofty poetry ; he uses no superfluous words ; he

simply indicates his meaning in the most concise manner.'

Without now entering on a philological discussion, we have, I

think, to choose between these alternatives, one of which

involves em»ending the text, the other does not. Does Job
simply repeat what he has said in xvi. 18, 19 (viz. that God
will avenge his blood and make reparation, as it were, for

his death by testifying to his innocence), without referring

to any consequent pleasure of his own, or does he combine

with this the delightful thought expressed in xiv. 13-15 of a

' The Argument of the Book ofJob (1881), p. 200.

^ Dr. Hermann Schultz is an unexceptionable witness, because his tastes lead

him more to Biblical and dogmatic theology than to minute textual studies. He
is convinced, he says, after each fresh examination, of ' the baffling intricacy and
obscurity and the probable corruption of the text ' {AlttestamentUche Theologie,

cd. 2 [1S78], pp. 661-2).

D
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conscious renewal of communion with God after death ?
^

The context, it seems to me, is best satisfied by the former

alternative. Job's mind is at present occupied with the

cruelty, not of God (as when he said, ' O that thou wouldst

appoint me a term and then remember me,' xiv. 13), but of

his friends. His starting-point is, ' How long will ye (my

friends) pain my soul ?
' &c. (xix, 2.) We may admit that

the best solution of Job's problem would be ' the beatific

vision ' in some early and not clearly defined form of that

deep idea ; but if Job can say that he not merely dreams

but knotvs this (' I hiow that .... I shall see God,' xix.

25, 26), the remainder of the colloquies ought surely to pursue

a very different course : as a matter of fact, neither Job

nor his friends, nor yet Jehovah Himself, refers to this sup-

posed newly-won truth, and the only part of ' Job's deepest

saying 'which the next speaker fastens upon (xx. 3) is the

threatening conclusion (xix. 29). Ewald himself has drawn

attention to this, without remarking its adverse bearing on

his own interpretation.^

Here, side by side, are Dr. A. B. Davidson's and Dr.

W. H. Green's translations of the received text of vv. 25-27,

and Dr. Bickell's version of his own emended text.

But I know that my redeemer liveth,

and in after time he shall stand upon the dust

and after this my skin is destroyed

and without my flesh I shall see God :

' I agree with Dr. W. H. Green that the third view, which ' conceives Job to

be here looking forward, not to a future state, but to the restoration of God's

favour and his own deliverance out of all his troubles in the present life,' is to be

rejected. I do not follow him in all his reasons, but these two are decisive.

I. Eveiywhere else Job ' regards himself as on the verge of the grave. . . . Every

earthly hope is annulled ; every temporal prospect has vanished. He invariably

repels the idea, whenever his friends present it to him, of any improvement of his

condition in this world as plainly impossible.' 2. ' If he here utters his expecta-

tion that God will interfere to reward his piety in the present life, he completely

abandons his own position and adopts [that of the friends] '
(
The Argicment of

Job, pp. 204-5).

^ Job's vindication, thinks Ewald, would be incomplete if at least the spirit of

the dead man did not witness it.

3 The dust beneath which Job lies ; comp. ' ye that dwell in dust ' (Isa.

xxvi. 19).
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whom I shall see for myself,

and mine eyes shall behold, and not another

—

my reins consume within me !

And I know my redeemer livcth, and last on earth shall he

arise ; and after my skin, which has been destroyed thus, and

out of my flesh [i.e. when my vital spirit shall be separated

from my flesh] shall I see God ....

Ich weiss, es lebt mein Retter,

Wird noch auf meinem Staub stehn
;

Zuletzt wird Gott mein Zeuge,

Lasst meine Unschuld schauen,

Die ich allein jetzt schaun kann,

Mein Auge und kein andres.

Most critics are now agreed that the immediately pre-

ceding words (vv. 23, 24) are not an introduction, as if w.
25-27 composed the rock inscription. Job first of all wishes

what he knows to be impossible, and then announces a far

better thing of which he is sure. His wish runs thus :

Would then that they were written down

—

my words—in a book, and engraved

with a pen of iron, and with lead

cut out for a witness in the rock.'

But whatever view wc take of the prospect which glad-

dened the mind of Job, his remaining speeches contain no

further reference to it. Henceforth his thoughts appear to

dwell less on his own condition, and more on the general

question of God's moral government, and even when the

former is spoken of it is without the old bitterness. In his

next speech, stirred up by the gross violence of Zophar, Job
for the first time meets the assertions of the three friends in

this cycle of argument, viz. that the wicked, at any rate,

always get their deserts, and, according to Zophar, suddenly

and overwhelmingly. He meets them by a direct negative,

though in doing so he is as much perturbed as when he

' On the text see Bickell, Merx, Hitzig ; on the use of metal for public

notices see Chabas, quoted by Cook in Speaker's Comm. , ad loc.

D 2
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proclaimed his own innocence to God's face. He is familiar

now with the thought that the righteous are not always

recompensed, but it fills him with horror to think that the

Governor of the world even leaves the wicked in undeserved

prosperity, as if, in the language of Eliphaz, He could not 'judge

through the thick clouds ' (xxii. 16).

Why do the wicked live on,

become old, yea, are mighty in power ?

Their houses are safe, without fear,

neither is Eloah's rod upon them.

They wear away their days in happiness,

and go down to Sheol in a moment (xxi. 7, 9, 13).
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CHAPTER III.

THE THIRD CYCLE OF SPEECHES.

(chaps. XXII. -XXXI.)

It is not wonderful that the gulf between Job and his friends

should only be widened by such a direct contradiction of the

orthodox tenet. The friends, indeed, cannot but feel the

force of Job's appeal to experience, as they show by the

violence of their invective. But they are neither candid nor,

above all, courageous enough to confess the truth ; they

speak, as the philosopher Kant observes, as if they knew
their powerful Client was listening in the background. And
so a third cycle of speeches begins (chaps, xxii.-xxxi.), in

which the friends grasp the only weapon left them and charge

Job directly with being a great sinner. True to his character,

however, Eliphaz even here seeks to soften the effect of his

accusations by a string of most enticing promises, partly

worldly and partly other-worldly in their character, and which

in a different context Job would have heartily appreciated

(xxii. 21-30).

But Job cares not to reply to those charges of Eliphaz
;

his mind is still too much absorbed in the painful mystery of

his own lot and that of all other righteous sufferers. He
longs for God to set up his tribunal, so that Job and his

fellows might plead their cause (xxiii. 3-7, xxiv. i). What
most of all disturbs him is that he cannot see God— that is

cannot detect the operation of that moral God in whom his

heart cannot help believing. ' I may go forward, but he is

not there ; and backward, but I cannot perceive him ' (xxiii. 8).

With the ardour of a pessimist he depicts this failure of

justice in the darkest colours (chap, xxiv.), and is as power-

less as ever to reconcile his deep sense of what God ought to
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be and must be and the sad realities of life. Upon this

Bildad tries to frighten Job into submission by a picture of

God's irresistible power, as exhibited not only in heaven and

earth, but even beneath the ocean depths in the realm of the

shades (xxv., xxvi. 5-14). Not a very comforting speech, but

fine in its way (if Bildad may really be credited with all of it),

and the speaker frankly allows its inadequacy.

Lo ! these are the outskirts of his ways,

and how faintly spoken is that which we hear !

but the thunder of his power who can understand ? (xxvi. 14.)

In a speech, the first which is described as a masJial,^ Job

demolishes his unoriginal and rhetorical opponent, and with

dignity reasserts his innocence (xxvi. 1-4, xxvii. 1-7). He
may have said more ; if so, it has been lost. But, in fact, all

that was argumentative in Bildad's speech was borrowed from

Eliphaz, and though Job had the power (see chaps, ix., xii.),

he had not the will to compete with his friends in rhetoric.

The only speaker who is left is Zophar, and, as it is unlikely

that the poet left one of his triads of speeches imperfect, we
may conjecture that xxvii. 8-10, 10-23 belongs to the third

speech of Zophar.^ Certainly they are most inappropriate in

the mouth of Job, being in direct contradiction to all that he

has yet said. If so it seems very probable that besides the

introductory formula a few opening verses have dropped out

of the text. The verses which now stand at the head of the

speech transport us to the disputes of those rival schools of

which Job and his friends were only the representatives.

Hence the use of the plural in ver. 12, of which an earlier

instance occurs in the second speech of Bildad (xviii. 2).

What Zophar says is in effect this : Job's condition is desperate,

for he is an ' impious ' or * godless ' man. It is too late for

On this characteristic word for parallelistic poetry, see on Proverbs.

* Note that xxvii. 13 is repeated from an earlier speech of Zophar (xx. 29).

There it concludes a sketch of the ' impious ' man's fate ; here it begins a similar

description. Verses li and 12 of the same chapter would stand more properly

(Bickell and virtually Hirzel) immediately before chap, xxviii. Mr. B. Wright

is very near doing the same ; following Eichhorn, he takes vv. 13-23 as a speci-

men quoted by Job of the friends' ' inconsequential ' style of argument (a less

natural hypothesis than that adopted here).
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any one to attempt to pray when overtaken by a fatal

calamity. For how can he feel that ' deep delight ' in God
which enables a man to pray, with the confidence of being

heard, ' in every season ' of life, whether prosperous or the

reverse ? The rest of the speech is substantially a repetition

of Zophar's former description of the retribution of the

wicked. It was not to be expected that Job should reply to

this, and accordingly we find that in continuing his masJial

(xxix. i) he utterly ignores his opponents. But unhappily he

is almost as far as ever from a solution of his difficulty. His

friends, we may suppose, have left him, and he is at liberty to

revive those melancholy memories which are all that remain to

him of his prosperity.

In chap. xxix. (a fine specimen of flowing, descriptive

Hebrew poetry) Job recalls the honour in which he used to

be held, and the beneficent acts which he was enabled to

perform. Modesty were out of place, for he is already

in the state of ' one turned adrift among the dead ' (Ps.

Ixxxviii. 5). The details remind us of many Arabic elegies

in the Hamdsa (e.g. No. 351 in Riickert's adaptation, vol. i.,

or 97 in Freytag). In chaps, xxx., xxxi. he laments, with

the same pathetic self-contemplation, his ruined credit and

the terrible progress of his disease. Then, by a somewhat

abrupt transition,' he enters upon an elaborate profession of

his innocence, which has been compared to the solemn

repudiation of the forty-two deadly sins by the departed

souls of the good in the Egyptian ' Book of the Dead.' The
resemblance, however, must not be pressed too far. Job's

morality, even if predominantly 'legal,' has a true 'evange-

lical ' tinge. Not merely the act of adultery, but the glance

of lust ; not merely unjust gain, but the confidence reposed

in it by the heart ; not merely outward conformity to idol-

worship, but the inclination of the heart to false gods, are in

his catalogue of sins. His last words are a reiteration of his

' It seems clear that chap. xxxi. was not written as the sequel of chap. xxx.

Since, however, it bears such a strong impress of originality, one can only suppose

that the author placed it here by an afterthought, and omitted to construct a con-

necting link with the preceding chapter.
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deeply cherished desire for an investigation of his case by

Shaddai. With what proud self-possession he imagines him-

self approaching the Divine Judge ! In his hands are the

accusations of his friends and his own reply. Holding them
forth, he exclaims

—

Here is my signature—let Shaddai answer me

—

and the indictment which mine adversary has written.

Surely upon my shoulder will I carry it,

and bind it as chaplets about me.

The number of my steps will I declare unto him
;

as a prince will I come near unto him (xxxi. 35-37).^

We must here turn back to a passage which forms one of

the most admired portions of the Book of Job as it stands

—

the viashal on Divine Wisdom in chap, xxviii. The first

eleven verses are at first sight most inappropriate in this

connection. The poet seems to take a delight in working

into them all that he knows of the adventurous operations of

the miners of his day—probably those carried on for gold in

Upper Egypt, and for copper and turquoises in the Sinaitic

peninsula (both skilfully introduced by Ebers into his stories

of ancient Egypt). How vividly the superiority of reason to

instinct is brought out to vary the technical description of the

miners' work in vv. 7, 8,

A path the eagle knows not,

nor has the eye of the vulture scanned it

;

the sons of pride have not trodden it,

nor hath the lion passed over it.

No earthly treasures lie too deep for human industry ; but

—here we see the use of the great literary feat (Prov. i.-ix.)

which has gone before— ' where can wisdom be found, and

where is the place of understanding ?
' And then follows that

fine passage in which language is strained to the uttermost

(with another of those pictorial inventories in which poets

delight, vv. 15-19) to convey at once the preciousness and the

unattainableness of the higher wisdom. The moral of the

whole, however, is not revealed till the last verse.

' These verses have been misplaced in the Massoretic text (as Isa. xxxviii. 21,

22). They clearly ought to stand at the end of the chapter. So Kennicott,

Eichhorn, Merx, Delitzsch.
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1

And unto man he said,

' Behold, the fear of the Lord is wisdom,

and to turn aside from evil is understanding' (xxviii. 28).

Thus there is no allusion whatever to Job's problem, and it is

only the present position of the viashal in the Book of Job

which suggests a possible relation for it to that problem.

And now, looking at the passage by itself, is it conceivable

that it was originally written to stand where it now does ?

Is it natural that the solemn contents of chap, xxvii. (even if

we allow the first seven verses only to be Job's) should leave

Job in a mood for an elaborate poetical study of mining

operations, or that after agonising so long over the painful

riddles of Divine Providence he should suddenly acquiesce in

the narrow limits of human knowledge, soon, however, to

relapse into his old inquisitiveness ? Is it not, on the other

hand, very conceivable (notice the opening word ' For ') that

it was transferred to its present position from some other

work ? In a didactic poem on Wisdom (i.e. the plan of the

universe), similar to Prov. i.-ix., it would be as much in place

as the hymn on Wisdom in Prov. viii. To this great work

indeed it presents more than one analogy, both in its subject

and its recommendation of religious morality (or moral

religion) as the branch of wisdom suitable to man. The

only difference is that the writer of Job xxviii. expressly says

that this is the only wisdom within human ken, whereas

the writer of Prov. viii. does not touch on this point.

But, whether an extract from a larger work or written as a

supplement to the poem of Job, the passage in its present

position is evidently intended to have a reference to Job's

problem. The author, or the extractor, regarded the fore-

going debates much as Milton regarded those of the fallen

angels, who ' found no end, in wandering mazes lost
;

' in

short, he could only solve the problem by pronouncing it

insoluble.' Verses 11 and 12 of chap, xxvii. have very much
the appearance of an artificial bridge inserted by the new

author or the extractor.

' But for this tendency of the poem one might follow Delitzsch (art. ' Hiob '

in Herzog-Plitt, vi. 133) and regard chap, xxviii. as inserted by the author oi Job

from his 'portfolio.'
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CHAPTER IV.

THE SPEECHES OF ELIHU.

(chaps. XXXII. -XXXVII.)

At a (perhaps) considerably later period than the original

work (including chap, xxviii.)—symbolised by the youthful-

ness of Elihu as compared with the four older friends—the

problem of the sufferings of the innocent still beset the minds

of the wise men, the attempt of the three friends to 'justify

the ways of God ' to the intellect having proved, as the wise

men thought, a too manifest failure (xxxii. 2, 3). One of

their number therefore invented a fourth friend, Elihu (or is

this the name of the author himself ? •), who is described as

having been a listener during the preceding debates, and who

reduces Job to silence. It is noteworthy that the sudden

introduction of Elihu required the insertion of a fresh narra-

tive passage (xxxii. 1-6) as a supplement to the original

prologue.

I assume, as the reader will observe, the one assured

result of the criticism of Job. To those who follow me in

this, the speeches of Elihu will, I think, gain greatly in

interest. They mark out a time when, partly through the

teaching of history, partly through a deeper inward experi-

ence, and partly through the reading of the poem of Job, the

old difficulties of faith were no longer so acutely felt. Two

courses were open to the Epigoni of that age— either to force

Job to say what, as it seemed, he ought to have said (this,

' So M. Derenbourg, who points out that none of the other speakers have a

genealogy, and identifies Buz with Boaz, and Ram with an ancestor of David

(Ruth iv. 19). The author of chaps, xxxii. -xxxvii. might thus be a descendant of

Elihu the brother of David (l Chr. xxvii. 1 8),
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however, was not so easy as in the case of Ecclesiastes), or

to insert fresh speeches in the style of the original, separating

the corn from the chaff in the pleadings of the three friends,

and adding whatever a more advanced religious thought sug-

gested to the writer. In forms of expression, however, it

must be admitted that Elihu does not shine. (True, he does

not profess to comfort Job.) For offensiveness the two fol-

lowing verses are not easily matched :

Where is there a man like Job,

who drinks ' scoffing like water? (xxxiv. 7.)

Would that Job might be tried to the uttermost

because of his answers in the manner of wicked men (xxxiv. 36).

A ' vulgar braggart ' he may not be from an Oriental point

of view, nor is he ' the prototype of the Bachelor in Faust ;

'

but that he is too positive and dogmatic, and much overrates

his own powers, is certain. He represents the dogmatism of

a purified orthodoxy, which thinks too much of its minute

advances (' one perfect in knowledge is with thee,' xxxvi. 4).

Elihu distributes his matter (of which he says that he is

'full,' xxxii. 18-20) over four speeches. His themes in the

first three are : i, the ground and object of suffering (chaps.

xxxii., xxxiii.) ; 2, the righteousness of God (chap, xxxiv.)

;

and 3, the use of religion (chap, xxxv.), all of which are

treated in relation to the questionable or erroneous utterances

of Job. Then, in his last and longest effort, Elihu unrolls

before Job a picture of the government of God, in its benefi-

cence and righteousness as well as its omnipotence, in the

hope of moving Job to self-humiliation (chaps, xxxvi.,

xxxvii.) Let us remember again that Elihu represents the

debates of the ' wise men ' of the post-regal period, who were

conscious of being in some sense ' inspired ' like their pro-

phetic predecessors (xxxii. 8, xxxvi. 4 ; Ecclus. xxiv. 32-34,

1. 28, 29), so that we cannot believe that the bisarre im-

pression made by Elihu on some Western critics was in-

tended by the original author. That his portrait suggests

certain grave infirmities, may be granted ; but these are

' On ' drinks ' see Thomson, 'I'lie Land ami tin Book, p. 319.
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the failings of the circle to which the author belongs :

the self-commendation of Elihu in his exordium is hardly-

excessive from an Oriental point of view, or would at any

rate be justifiable in a more original thinker. Indeed, he

only commends himself in order to excuse the unusual step

of criticising the proceedings of men so much older than him-

self After what he thinks sufficient excuse has been offered,

Elihu takes up Job's fundamental error, self- righteousness,

but prepares the way by examining Job's assertion (xix. 7,

XXX. 20) that God took no heed of his complaints.

Wherefore hast thou contended with Him
because ' He answers none of my words '? ^ (xxxiii. 13.)

To this Elihu replies that it is a man's own fault if he cannot

hear the Divine voice. For God is constantly speaking to

man, if man would only regard it (' revelation,' then, is not

confined to a class or a succession). Two means of commu-
nication are specially mentioned—nightly dreams and visions,

and severe sickness. The object of both is to divert men
from courses of action which can only lead to destruction.

At this point a remarkable intimation is given. In order to

produce conversion, and so to ' redeem a man from going

down to the pit,' a special angelic agency is necessary—that

of a ' mediator ' or ' interpreter ' (Targ. fraqlitd ; comp.

7ra/?a/c:\7;TO?, John xiv. 16, 26), whose office it is to 'show unto

man his rightness ' (i.e. how to conform his life to the right

standard, xxxiii. 23).

We must pause here, however, to consider the bearings of

this. It seems to show us, first, that inspired minds (see

above) were already beginning to refine and elevate the

popular notions of the spiritual world. That there were two

classes of spirits, the one favourable, the other adverse to

man, had long been the belief of the Israelites and their

neighbours.- The author of the speeches of Elihu now intro-

' The text (which has ' His words') is generally rendered ' because He gives not

account of any of His matters,' i.e. of the details of His government. This is very

strained; the Sept. has ' my words,' the Vulgate 'thy words,' either of which

readings gives a natural sense.

2 See 2 Sam. xxiv. i6, and comp. i Chr. xxi. 15, Ps. Ixxviii. 49, Prov. xvi.
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duces one of them among the symbols of a higher stage of

reh'gion. In antithesis to the ' destroyers '

' (ver. 22) he implies

that God has thousands of angels (the ' mediator ' is ' one

among a thousand '), whose business it is to save sinners

from destruction by leading them to repentance. Such is

the (^CkavOpwirla, the friendliness to man, of the angelic

world,' without which indeed, according to Elihu, the purpose

of sickness would be unobserved and a fatal issue inevitable.

To students of Christianity, however, it has a deeper interest,

if the concluding words, ' I have found a ransom,' be a part

of the Old Testament foundation of the doctrine of redemp-

tion through Christ. This, however, is questionable, and

even its possibility is not recognised by the latest ortho-

dox commentator.^ In his second speech Elihu returns

to the main question of Job's attitude towards God. He
begins by imputing to Job language which he had never

used, and which from its extreme irreverence Job would

certainly have disowned (xxxiv. 5, 9), and maintains that

God never acts unjustly, but rewards every man according to

his deeds. There is nothing in his treatment of this theme

which requires comment except its vagueness and generality,

to which, were the speech an integral part of the poem. Job

would certainly have taken exception.

The subject of the third speech is handled with more ori-

ginality. Job had really complained that afflicted persons such

as himself appealed to God in vain (xxiv. 12, xxx. 20). Elihu

14, Ezek. ix. I, x. 7 ; also Jost, Gescli. dcs Jiuieiithtinis, i. 304. For Assyria

see Records of the Fast, i. 131-5 ; iv. 53-60 (the sinner was thought to lie given

up in displeasure by his God into the hands of the evil spirits). For Arabia see

Koran, Ixxix. i, 2 -

' By those (angels) who tear out (souls) with violence,

And by those who joyously release thcni
:

'

for the early Christian, Justin M. Dial. c. Trypli. 105, to oura oiirmyav rbv dehv,

rhv Swd/Kvov airo(Trp(\\/at iravra avaibr) Trovriphv iryyeKov /U?; \a^4a6ai rifuwv rrfS

^vxvs : and for the medieval, Dante, Iii/enio, xxvii. 1 12-123 ; Piirgatono, v. 103-

108. Comp. below, Chap. X.

' Blake seems to have felt Elihu's strong faith in the angels. The border of

his 1 2th illustration is filled with a stream of delicate angel forms.

^ Davidson. Ewald explains the 'ransom' partly of the intercession of the

angel, partly of the prayer of repentance.
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replies to this (xxxv. 9-13) that such persons merely cried from

physical pain, and did not really pray. The fourth and last

speech, in which he dismisses controversy and expresses his

own sublime ideas of the Creator, has the most poetical

interest. At the very outset the solemnity of his language

prepares the reader to expect something great, and the

expectation is not altogether disappointed. ' God,' he says,

*is mighty, but despiseth not any ' (xxxvi. 5) ; He has given

proof of this by the trials with which He visits His servants

when they have fallen into sin. Might and mercy are the

principal attributes of God. The verses in which Elihu

applies this doctrine to Job's case are ambiguous and perhaps

corrupt, but it appears as if Elihu regarded Job as in danger

of missing the disciplinary object of his sufferings. It is in

the second part of his speech (xxxvi. 26-xxxvii. 24) that

Elihu displays his greatest rhetorical power, and though by

no means equal to the speeches of Jehovah, which it appears

to imitate, the vividness of its descriptions has obtained the

admiration of no less competent a judge than Alexander

von Humboldt. The moral is intended to be that, instead

of criticising God, Job should humble himself in devout awe at

the combined splendour and mystery of the creation.

It is tempting to regard the sketch of the storm in xxxvi.

29-xxxvii. 5 and the appeals which Elihu makes to Job as

preparatory to the appearance of Jehovah in xxxviii. i.

* While Elihu is speaking,' says Mr. Turner, ' the clouds

gather, a storm darkens the heavens and sweeps across the

landscape, and the thunder utters its voice .... out of the

whirlwind that passes by Jehovah speaks.' ^ So too Dr.

Cox thinks that Job's invisible Opponent 'opens His mouth

and answers him out of the tempest which Elihu has so

graphically described.'^ In fact in xxxviii. i we may equally

well render ' tJie tempest ' (i.e. that lately mentioned) and

^ a tempest.' The objection is (i) that the storm does not

come into the close of Elihu's speech, as it ought to do, and (2)

that in His very first words Jehovah distinctly implies that

' Turner, Studies Biblical and Oriental, p. 146.

* Cox, Conivientary on the Book of fob, p. 4S9.
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the last speaker was one who ' darkened counsel by words

without knowledge' (xxxviii. 2).

Such are the contributions of Elihu, which gain con-

siderably when considered as a little treatise in themselves.

It is, indeed, a strange freak of fancy to regard Elihu as

representing the poet himself Neither aesthetically nor

theologically do they reach the same high mark as the

remainder of the book. ' The style of Elihu,' as M. Renan
remarks, ' is cold, heavy, pretentious. The author loses him-

self in long descriptions without vivacity. . . . His language

is obscure and presents peculiar difficulties. In the other

parts of the poem the obscurity comes from our ignorance

and our scanty means of comprehending these ancient docu-

ments ; here the obscurity comes from the style itself, from

its bizarrerie and affectation.' ^ Theologically it is difficult

to discover any important point (but see Chap. XII., below, on

Elihu) in which, in spite of his sharp censure of the friends,

he distinctly passes beyond them. His arguments have been

so largely anticipated by the three friends that, on the whole,

we may perhaps best regard chaps, xxxii.-xxxix. as a first

theological criticism on the contents of the original work.

From this point of view it is interesting that the idea of

affliction as correction, which had already occurred to Eliphaz,

acquired in the course of years a much deeper hold on think-

ing minds (see xxxiii. 19-30, xxxvi. 8-10). There is one

feature of the earlier speeches which is not imitated by Elihu,

and that is the long and terrifying descriptions in each of the

three original colloquies of the fate of the impious man, and
one of the most considerate of Elihu's Western critics

'* thinks

it possible that Elihu, who says in one place

—

And the impious in heart cherish wrath,

and supplicate not when he hath bound them (x.xxvi. 13)

—

considered no calamity whatever as penal in the first

instance.

' So Lightfoot (see Lowth, Prcelect. xxxii.). - Le livre de Job, p. liv.

' Davidson, The Book ofJob, p. xlv.
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CHAPTER V.

THE SPEECHES OF JEHOVAH.

(chaps. XXXVIII. -XLII. 6.)

' The words of Job are ended ' (xxxi. ^ob), remarks the ancient

editor, and amongst the last of these words is an aspiration

after a meeting with God. That Job expected such a favour

in this life is in the highest degree improbable, whatever view

be taken of xix. 25-27. It is true, he sometimes did almost

regard a theophany as possible, though he feared it might

be granted under conditions which would make it the re-

verse of a boon (ix. 3, 15, 33-35 ; xiii. 21, 22). He wished

for a fair investigation of his character, and he craved that

God would not appear in too awful a form. It seems at first

sight as if Jehovah, casting hard questions at Job out of the

tempest, and ignoring both the friends' indictment and Job's

defence (xxxi. 35-37), were realising Job's worst fears and

acting as his enemy. The friends had already sought to

humble Job by pointing him to the power and wisdom and

goodness of God, and Job had proved conclusively that he

was no stranger to these high thoughts. Is the poet con-

sistent with himself, first, in introducing Jehovah at all, and,

secondly, in making Him overpower Job by a series of sharp,

ironical questions ? Several answers may be given if we wish

to defend the unity of the poem. Job himself (it may be said)

has not continued at the same high level of faith as in

xix. 25-27 (assuming Prof. Davidson's view of the passage);

he needs the appearance of Jehovah more than he did then.

As to the course attributed in xxxviii. i to Jehovah, this too

(the poet may have felt in adding these speeches) was really the

best for Job. Jehovah might no doubt have declared Job to
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be in the right as against his friends. He might next have

soothed the sufferer's mind by reveaUng the reason why his

trials were permitted (zee know this from the Prologue). But
this would not have been for Job's spiritual welfare : there

was one lesson he needed to learn or to relearn, one grace of

character he needed to gain or to regain—namely, devout and
trustful humility towards God. In the heat of debate and

under the pressure of pain Job's old religious habit of mind
had certainly been weakened—not destroyed, but weakened

—

and a strong remedy was necessary if he was not to carry his

distracted feelings to the grave. And so, as a first joyful

surprise, came the theophany : to ' see ' God before death

j;mst have been a joyful surprise ; and if the questioning cast

him down, yet it was only to raise him up in the strength of

self-distrust. The object of these orations of Jehovah is not

to communicate intellectual light, but to give a stronger tone to

Job's whole nature. He had long known God to be strong and

wise and good, but more as a lesson learned than as personal

experience (xlii. 5). And the means first adopted to convey

this life-giving ' sight ' is not without a touch of that humour
which we noticed in the Prologue. Job, who was so full of.

questions, now has the tables turned upon him. He is put

through a catechism which admits of but one very humbling

answer, each question being attached to a wonderfully vivid

description of some animal or phenomenon. For descriptive

power the first speech of Jehovah, at any rate, is without a

parallel. The author, as Prof Davidson remarks, ' knew the

great law that sublimity is necessarily also simplicity.' It is

true he does but give us isolated features of the natural

world : no single scene is represented in its totality. But

this is in accordance with the Hebrew genius, to which nature

appears, not in her own simple beauty, but bathed in an

atmosphere of emotion. The emotion which here animates

the poet is mainly a religious one ; it is the love of God, and
of God's works for the sake of their Maker. He wishes to

cure the murmuring spirits of his own day by giving them
wider views of external nature and its mysteries, so won-

E
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drously varied and so full of Divine wisdom and goodness.

He has this great advantage in doing so, that they, like him-

self (and Job), are theists ; they are not of those who say

in their heart, ' There is no God,' but of the ' Zion ' who
complains, 'Jehovah has forsaken me, and my Lord has

forgotten me' (Isaiah xlix. 14). And the remedy which

he applies is the same as that of the Babylonian-Jewish

prophet, a wider study of the ways of God. Job had

said, 'I would tell Him the number of my steps ;' Jehovah

replies by showing him, in a series of questions, not irritating

but persuasive, the footprints of His own larger self-manifes-

tation.

The Divine Speaker is introduced by the poet thus

:

And Jehovah answered Job out of a tempest, and said.

A storm was the usual accompaniment of a Divine ap-

pearance : there was no intention of crushing Job with terror.

In Blake's thirteenth drawing Job (and his wife !) are repre-

sented kneeling and listening, with countenances expressive

of thankfulness ; in his fourteenth. Job and his four friends

kneel rapt and ecstatic, while the ' sons of God,' sweet, vital,

heavenly forms, are shouting for joy. In fact, the speeches of

Jehovah contain, not accusations (except in xxxviii. 2), but

remonstrances, and, though the form of these is chilling to

Job's self-love, yet the glorious visions which they evoke are

healing to every sorrow of the mind. The text of the

speeches is unfortunately not in perfect order. For instance,

there are four verses which have, no one can tell how, been

deposited in the description of behemoth (xli. 9-12, A. V.)

but which most probably at one time or another opened the

first speech of Jehovah. Perhaps the author himself removed

them, feeling them to be too depressing for Job to hear ; or

perhaps it was purely by accident that they were transferred,

and Merx and Bickell have done well to replace them in their

corrected editions of Job between xxxi. 37 and xxxviii. i.

As corrected by the former they run thus :

—

Behold, his hope is belied :

will he fight against mine appearing ?
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He is not so bold as to stir me up
;

who indeed could stand before me ?

Who ever attacks me in safety ?

all beneath the whole heaven is mine.

I will not take his babbling in silence,

his mighty speech and its comely arrangement.

We must regard this as a soliloquy, after which, directly

addressing Job, Jehovah upbraids the 'mighty speaker' with

having shut himself out by his ' blind clamour ' from a view of

the Divine plan of his life.

Who is this that darkens counsel

by words without knowledge ? (xxxviii. 2.)

To gain that * knowledge ' which will ' make darkness light

before him,' Job must enrich his conception of God. Those

striking pictures already referred to have no lower aim than

to display the great All-wise God, and the irony of the cate-

chising is only designed to bring home the more forcibly to

Job human littleness and ignorance. Modern readers, how-

ever, cannot help turning aside to admire the genius of the

poet and his sympathetic interest in nature. His scientific

ideas may be crude ; but be observes as a poet, and not as a

naturalist. Earth, sea, and sky successively enchain him, and

we can hardly doubt that the natural philosophy of the Chal-

daeans was superficially at least known to him.^ In his childlike

curiosity and willingness to tell us everything he reminds us

of the poet of the Conimedia.

Has the rain a father ?
-

or who has begotten the dew-drops ?

from whose womb came forth the ice,

and the hoar frost of heaven—who engendered it,

(that) the waters close together like a stone,

and the face of the deep hides itself?

' See S.iycc on ' Bal)ylonian Astronomy' ( Transactions of Soc. of Bibl. Archceo-

logy^ 1874) ; Lenormanl, La iiiagie chez ks Chaldiens, and his Syllabains cunei-

formes (1876), p. 48.

* This is not mere ' patriarchal simplicity' (Renan, p. Ivi. ), but a contradic-

tion of the mythic view that a nature god like Baal is the ' father ' or producer of

the rain and the crops (see Cheyne, Isaiah, ed. 3, i. 28, 294, ii. 295), Elihu

no doubt goes further in his explanations ; see xxxvi. 27, 28,

E4
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Dost thou bind the knots of the Pleiades,*

or loose the fetters of Orion ?
^

Dost thou bring forth the moon's watches at their season,

and the Bear and her offspring—dost thou guide them ?

Knowest thou the laws of heaven ?

dost thou determine its influence upon the earth ?

(xxxviii. 28-33.)

' The laws of heaven !
' Can we refuse to observe the first

beginnings of a conception of the cosmos, remembering other

passages of the Wisdom Literature in which the great world

plan is distinctly referred to .-' Without denying a pre-Exile,

native Hebrew tendency (comp. Job xxxviii. 33 with Jer. xxxi.

35, 36) may we not suppose that the physical theology of

Babylonia had a large part in determining the form of this

conception ? Notice the reference to the influence of the sky

upon the earth, and especially the Hebraised Babylonian

phrase Mazzaroth (i.e. mazarati^ plural of iiiazarta, a watch),

the watches or stations of the moon which marked the

progress of the month. But it is not so much the intel-

lectual curiosity manifest in these verses which we would

dwell upon now as the poetic vigour of the gallery ot

zoology, and, we must add, the faith which pervades it,

reminding us of a Bedouin prayer quoted by Major Palmer,

' O Thou who providest for the blind hyasna, provide for me !

'

Ten (or nine) specimens of animal life are given—the lion and

(perhaps) the raven,"* the wild goat and the hind, the wild

* Heb. khna ; comp. Ass. kitjitu, ' a family.' The word occurs again in ix. 9,

Am. V. 8 (but are not this verse and the closely related one in iv. 13 additions by

a later editor of Amos in the Exile period ?)

^ Heb. k^sil, the name of the foolhardy giant who strove with Jehovah. The

Chaldeo-Assyrian astrology gave the name kisiluv to the ninth month, connecting

it with the zodiacal sign Sagittarius. But there are valid reasons for attaching the

Hebrew popular myth to Orion.

' ' He did not watch the stars of heaven, nor the inazarati.^ So Fox Talbo

quotes from a cuneiform tablet {Transactions of Soc. of Bibl. Archccology, 1872, p.

341). The above explanation, however, which is that of Delitzsch on Job, differs

from that of Fox Talbot.

• Mr. Bateson Wright's pointing, Id^ereb for la'orebh, is plausible. The raven

is an insignificant companion to the lion, and the birds of prey are mentioned at

the end of Job's picture gallery. Render ' who provides in the evening his food,'

&c. ; but in this case should not Idbhl in ver. 39 be rendered ' lion ' rather than

' lioness ' (note ' ,^zV young ones')? The root idea is probably voracity. That
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ass, the wild ox,' the ostrich, the war horse, the hawk and

the eagle. It is to this portion that the student must

turn who would fain know the highest attainments of the

Hebrew genius in pure poetry, such as Milton would have

recognised as poetry. The delighted wonder with which the

writer enters into the habits of the animals, and the light and

graceful movement of the verse, make the ten descriptions

referred to an ever-attractive theme, I will not say for the

translator, but for the interpreter. They are ideal, as the

Greek sculptures are ideal, and need the pen of that poet-

student, faint hints of whose coming have been given us in

Herder and Riickert. The finest of them, of course, is that

of one of the animals most nearly related in Arabia to man
(in Arabia, but not in Judaea), the horse.

Dost thou give might to the horse ?

Dost thou clothe his neck with waving mane ?

Dost thou make him bound as a locust ?

The peal of his snort is terrible !

He paws in the valley and rejoices in his strength
;

he goes forth to meet the weapons
;

he laughs at fear, and is not dismayed,

and recoils not from the sword :

the quiver clangs upon him,

the flashing lance and the javelin :

bounding furiously he swallows the ground,

and cannot stand still at the blast of the trumpet

;

at every blast he says, ' Aha !

'

and smells the battle from afar,

the captain's thunder and the cry of battle (xxxix. 19-25).

The terrible element in animal instincts seems indeed to

fascinate the mind of our poet ; he closes his gallery with a

sketch of the cruel instincts of the glorious eagle. We are

Idbhl in iv. 1 1 is the feminine is no objection. Comp. Ps. Ivii. 5, and perhaps Hos.

xiii. 8. Possibly, however, the ' raven ' was inserted here to make up the number

ten, by a reminiscence of Ps. cxlvii. 9.

' The ' unicorn ' of A. V. comes from the Sept. and Vulg. ; but in Deut.

xxxiii. 17 the rt-Vw is said to have 'horns.' Schlottmann and Uelitzsch identify

it with the oryx or antelope, but the oryx was tamable (Wilkinson, Eg)'ptians,

i. 227), whereas our poet asks, ' Will the re'ein be willing to serve thee?' See

Cheyne on Isa. xxxiv. 7.
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reminded, perhaps, of the lines of a poet painter inspired by

Job-
Tiger, tiger, burning bright

In the forests of the night,

What immortal hand or eye

Could frame thy fearful symmetry ?
'

And now we might almost think that the object of the

theophany has been attained. Never more will Job presume

to litigate with Shaddai, or measure the doings of God by his

puny intellect. He has learned the lesson expressed in Dante's

line

—

State contenti, umana gente, al quia,^

but also that higher lesson, so boldly expressed by the same

poet, that in all God's works, without exception, three attributes

are seen united

—

Fecemi la divina potestate.

La somma sapienza, e '1 primo amore.^

He is silenced, indeed, but only as with the poet of Para-

dise

—

Air alta fantasia qui mancb possa.^

The silence with which both these ' vessels of election

'

meet the Divine revelation is the silence of satisfaction, even

though this be mingled with awe. Job has learned to forget

himself in the wondrous creation of which he forms a part

,

just as Dante when he saw

La forma universal di questo nodo.*

Job cannot, indeed, as yet express his feelings ; awe pre-

ponderates over satisfaction in the words assigned to him in

xl. 4, 5. In fact, he has fallen below his better knowledge,

and must be humbled for this. He has known that he is but

a part of humanity—a representative of the larger whole, and

might, but for his frailty, have comforted himself in that

thought. God's power and wisdom and goodness are so

wondrously blended in the great human organism that he

> Blake, Songs of Experience. - Purg., iii. 37.

3 Inf., iii. S, 6.
* Farad., xxxiii. 142.

^ Farad., xxxiii. 91.
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might have rested amidst his personal woes in the certainty

of at least an indirect connection with the gentler manifesta-

tions of the * Watcher of mankind ' (vii. 20). This thought

has proved ineffectual, and so the Divine Instructor tries

another order of considerations. And, true enough, nature

effects what ' the still, sad music of humanity ' has failed to

teach. Job, however, needs more than teaching; he needs

humiliation for his misjudgment of God's dealings with him

personally. Hence in His second short but weighty speech

' out of the tempest ' Jehovah begins with the question Cxi. 8)

—

Wilt thou make void my justice ?

wilt thou condemn me, that thou mayest be righteous ?

This gives the point of view from which Jehovah ironically

invites Job, if he thinks (see chap, xxiv.) that he can govern

the world—the human as well as the extra-human world

—

better than the Creator, to make the bold attem.pt. He bids

him array himself with the Divine majesty and carry out that

retribution in which Jehovah, according to him, has so com-

pletely failed (xl. 11-13). ^^ Jot) will prove his competence

for the office which he claims, then Jehovah Himself will

recognise his independence and extol his inherent strength.

Did the poet mean to finish the second speech of Jehovah

here? It is probable ; the subject of the interrogatory hardly

admitted of being developed further in poetry. A later

writer (or, as Merx thinks, the poet of Job himself) seems to

have found the speech too short, and therefore appended the

two fancy sketches of animals which follow. But in the

original draft of the poem xl. 14 must have been followed

immediately by Job's retractation, closing with those striking

words (see above, p. 49) which so well supplement the less

articulate confession of xl. 4, 5

—

I had heard of thee by the hearing of the ear,

but now mine eye sees thee :

'

therefore I retract and repent

in dust and ashes (xlii. 5, 6).

[All his thinkings seemed like hearsay. This, then, was the real God.]

So an anonymous writer well expresses it {Mark Rutherford's Deliverance, p. 196)1
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How complete a reversal of the * princely ' anticipations of

Job in xxxi. 37 ! To us, indeed, it may seem somewhat
ungracious to Job to give this as the last scene of his pathetic

drama. But the poet leaves it open to us to animate Job's

repentance with love as well as awe and compunction. With
fine feeling Blake in his seventeenth illustration almost fills

the margin with passages from the Johannine writings.

The long description of the two Egyptian monsters

(xl. 1 5, xli. 26) is, as we have hinted above, out of place in

the second speech of Jehovah. It has indeed been suggested

that the writer may have intended it as a development of

xl. 14

—

Then will I in return confess unto thee

that thy right hand can help thee

—

which implies that Job has no power to help himself in the

government of the world. According to this view, the open-

ing words of the behemoth section will mean, * Consider,

pray, that thou hast fellow-creatures which are far stronger

than thou ; and how canst thou undertake the management of

the universe ?
' It must, however, be admitted that the

emphasis thus laid on the omnipotence of God, apart from

His righteousness, introduces an obscurity into the argument

which almost compels us to assume that the sketches of

behemoth and leviathan are later insertions. At any rate,

even if we regard them as the work of the principal writer of

Job, we must at least ascribe them to one of those after-

thoughts by which poets not unfrequently spoil their best

productions. The style of the description, too, is less

chastened than that of chaps, xxxviii. xxxix. (so that

Bickell can hardly be right in placing xl. i5,&c., immediately

after xxxix. 30), and if it relates to the hippopotamus and

the crocodile is less true to nature than the other ' animal

pieces.'

The truth is that neither behemoth nor leviathan corre-

sponds strictly to any known animal. The tail of a hippo-

potamus would surely not have been compared to a cedar by

a truthful though poetic observer like the author of chaps.

Kxxviii. xxxix. Moreover that animal was habitually hunted
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by the Egyptians with lance and harpoon, and was therefore

no fit symbol of indomitable pride. The crocodile too was

attacked and killed by the Egyptians, though in xli. 26-29

leviathan is said to laugh at his assailants. Seneca in his

description of Egypt describes the crocodile as ' fugax animal

audaci, audacissimum timido ' {Qiicest. Nat.,\v. 2). Comp.

Ezek. xxix. 4, xxxii. 3 ; Herod, ii. 70.

To me, indeed, as well as to M. Chabas, the behemoth and

the leviathan seem to claim a kinship with the dragons and

other imaginary monsters of the Swiss topographies of the

sixteenth century. A still more striking because a nearer

parallel is adduced by M. Chabas from the Egyptian monu-

ments, where, side by side with the most accurate pictures

from nature, we often find delineations of animals which

cannot have existed out of wonderland.'

It is remarkable that the elephant should not have been

selected as a type of strange and wondrous animal life
;

apparently it was not yet known to the Hebrew writers,

though of course it might be urged that the poet was acci-

dentally prevented from writing more. Merx has pointed

out that the description of behemoth is evidently incomplete.

He also thinks that the poet has not yet brought the form of

these passages to final perfection : a struggle with the diffi-

culties of expression is observable. He therefore relegates

xl. 15-xli. 26 to an appendix with the suggestive title (comp.

Goethe's Faust) Paralipomena to Job. He thinks that a

reader or admirer of the original poem sought to preserve

these unfinished sketches by placing them where they now
stand. This is probably the most conservative theory (i.e.

the nearest to the traditional view) critically admissible.

' Etudes sur Vaiitiquite historique, prem. ed., pp. 391-393.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE EPILOGUE AND ITS MEANING.

We now come to the dejiotlment of the story (xHi. 7~'^7)^

against which, from the point of view of internal criticism,

much were possible to be said. We shall not, however, here

dwell upon the inconsistencies between the epilogue on the

one hand and the prologue and the speeches on the other.

The main point for us to emphasise is the disappointingness

of the events of the epilogue regarded as the final outcome

of Job's spiritual discipline. Surely the high thoughts

which have now and then visited Job's mind, and which,

combined with the personal self-revelation of the Creator,

must have brought back the sufferer to a state of childlike

resignation, stand in inappropriate companionship with a tame

and commonplace renewal of mere earthly prosperity. Would

it not have been fitter for the hero on whom so much moral

training had been lavished to pass with humble but courageous

demeanour through the dark valley, at the issue of which he

would 'see God'? It is hardly a sufficient answer that a

concession was necessary to the prejudices of the unspiritual

multitude ; for what was the object of the poem, if not to

subvert the dominion of a one-sided retribution theory ? The

solution probably is that Job in the epilogue is a type of

suffering, believing, and glorified Israel. Not only the

individual believer, not only all the elect spirits of suffering

humanity, but the beloved nation of the poet—Israel, the

' Servant of Jehovah '—must receive a special message of com-

fort from the great poem. In Isa. Ixi. 7 we read that glorified

Israel is to ' have double (compensation) instead of its shame ;

'

comp. Zech. ix. 12, Jer. xvi. 14-18. The people of Israel,
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according to the limited view of the prophets, was bound

indissolubly to the Holy Land. The only promise, therefore,

which would be consolatory for suffering Israel, the only

possible sign of God's restored favour, was a material one

including fresh ' children ' and many flocks and herds

(Isa. liv. I, Ix. J). Observe in this connection the phrase,

xlii. lo, 'Jehovah turned the fortunes of Job' (others, as

A. v., 'turned the captivity of, Job')—the phrase so well

known in passages relating to Israel (e.g. Ps. xiv. 7j Jo^^

iii. i).

The explanation is perhaps adequate. Some, however,

will be haunted by a doubt whether the author of the pro-

logue would not have thrown more energy and enthusiasm

into the closing narrative. An early reader, probably of

Pharisaic leanings, felt the poverty of the epilogue,* and

sought to remedy it by the following addition in the Septua-

gint :
' And Job died, old and full of days ; and it is written

that he will rise again with those whom the Lord raiseth.' ^

The remainder of the Septuagint appendix testifies only to

the love of the later Jews for amplifying Biblical notices (see

Chap. VII.) Our own poet painter has also amplified the de-

tails of the epilogue, but in how different a way ! (Gilchrist's

Life of Blake, i. 332-3).

' Other readers, however, found no difficulty in the close of the story ; to such

St. James addresses himself in the words, ' Ye have heard of the endurance of Job,

and have seen the end of the Lord ' (James v. 11), i.e. the blessed end vouchsafed

by the Lord to Job. It was also, no doubt, such a reader who composed the

beautiful romance of Tobit, to show that, however tried, the righteous man is at

last delivered by his God.
^ Those rabbis who in later times held this view appear to have assumed that

Job was of the Israelitish race (Frankl in Gratz's Monatsschrift, 1S72, p. 311).
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CHAPTER VII.

THE TEADITIONAL BASIS AND THE PURPOSE OF JOB.

I.

DidJob really live ?

This is widely different, remarks Umbreit/ from the question

whether Job actually said and did all that is related of him

in our book. It is scarcely necessary, he adds, in the present

day to disprove the latter, but we have no reason to doubt

the former (the theory as to the historical existence of a sort

of Arabian king Priam, named Job). In truth, we have no

positive evidence either for affirming or denying it, unless the

' holy places,' each reputed to be Job's grave, may be mentioned

in this connection. The allusion in Ezek. xiv. 14 to 'Noah,

Daniel, and Job,' proves no more than that a tradition of

some sort existed respecting the righteous Job during the

Babylonian Exile : we cannot tell how much Ezekiel knew

besides Job's righteousness. In later times, Jewish students

do appear to have believed that ' Job existed ;
' but the force

of the argument is weakened by the uncritical character of the

times, and the extreme form in which this belief was held by

them. How early doubts arose, we know not. The authors

of Tobit and Susanna may very likely have been only half-

believers, since they evidently imitate the story of Job in their

romantic compositions. At any rate, the often-quoted saying

of Rabbi Resh Lakish, nM 'ptJ'D n'?x Nin: ^\ iT-n N*? nrs,

'Job existed not, and was not created, but he is (only) a

parable,' ^ shows that even before the Talmud great freedom

» Book ofjoh (1836), E. T. i. 7.

- Baha Batlira, § 15, I. Comp. Frankl in Gratz's Monatsschrift, 1872, pp.

309-310.
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of speech prevailed among the Rabbis on such points. In

Hai Gaon's time (d. 1037), the saying quoted must have

given offence to some, for this Rabbi not only appeals for

the historical character of Job to the passage in Ezekiel, but

wishes (on traditional authority) to alter the reading of Resh

Lakish's words, so as to read ^L*'ob s^x Niaj ah) nM x^ nrx,

'Job existed not, and was not created, except to be a

parable.' ' (See note 7, Appendix.)

The prevailing opinion among the Jews doubtless con-

tinued to be that the Book of Job was strictly historical, and

Christian scholars (with the exception of Theodore—see

Chap. XV.) found no reason to question this till Luther arose,

with his genial, though unscientific, insistence on the right

of questioning tradition. In his Tischreden Luther says,

' Ich halte das Buch Hiob fur cine wahre Historia ; dass

abcr alles so sollte geschehen und gehandelt sein, glaube ich

nicht, sondern ich halte, dass ein feiner, frommer, gelehrter

Mann habe es in solche Ordnung bracht.'- Poetically treated

history—that is Luther's idea, as it was that of Grotius after

him, and in our own country of that morning-star of Biblical

criticism. Bishop Lowth,^ It is acquiesced in by Schlott-

mann, Delitzsch, and Davidson, and with justice, provided it

be clearly understood that no positive opinion can reasonably

be held as to the historical origin of the tradition {Sage,

Ewald) used by the author. I have said nothing of Spinoza

and Albert Schultens. The former'* pronounces most unfavour-

ably on the religious and poetical value of the book which

he regards as a heathenish fiction, reminding us somewhat
(see elsewhere) of the hasty and ill-advised Theodore of

Mopsuestia. The latter'^ actually defends the historical

character both of the narratives and of the colloquies of Job
in the strictest sense. Hengstenberg, alone perhaps among
orthodox theologians, takes a precisely opposite view. Like
Reuss and Merx, he regards the poem as entirely a work of

' Ewald and Dukes, Rdtriige ziir Gcsch. der iiltestm Anski^iiiig, ii. 166.
« /r.vXv (Walch), x.\ii. 2093. ' De sacni J>oesi {iys3), Pra-Icct. xxxii.

Traiiattis theologico-politiats, c. x.

* LiberJohi{\-jy]), vol. i., infine Praf.
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imagination. We may be thankful for his protest against

applying a prosaic standard to the poetical books of the

Hebrew Canon. Those who do so, he remarks,' ' fail to

observe that the book stands, not among historical, but among
poetical books, and that it would betray a very low grade of

culture, were one to depreciate imaginative as compared with

historical writing, and declare it to be unsuitable for sacred

Scripture.'

I entirely agree with the eminent scholar, whose unpro-

gressive theology could not entirely extinguish his literary

and philological sense. But I see no sufficient reason for

adopting what in itself, I admit, would add a fresh laurel to

the poet's crown. Merx indeed assures us^ that the meaning

of the name ' Job ' is so redolent of allegory that it must be

the poet's own invention, especially as the name occurs no-

where else in the Old Testament. He adds that the story of

Job is so closely connected with the didactic part of the book

that it would be lost labour to separate the legendary from

the new material. All was wanted ; therefore all is fictitious.

This is not, however, the usual course of procedure with poets

whether of the East or of the West, whose parsimony in the

invention of plots is well known. As for the name Job

{lyyoU) it may no doubt be explained (from the Arabic) ' he

who turns to God,' ^ and in other ways, but there is no evi-

dence that the author thought of any meaning for it. When
he does coin names (see Epilogue), there is no room for doubt-

ing their significance, Ewald may, certainly, have gone too

far in trying to recover the traditional element : how difficult

it would be to do so with Paradise Lost, if we had not

Genesis to help us ! But the probability of the existence of

a legend akin to the narrative in the Prologue, is shown by

the parallels to it which survive, e.g. the touching Indian story

> Das Buck Hiob (1870-75), i. 35.

- Das Buck Hiob, Vorbemerkungen, p. xxxv.

3 In Koran, xxxviii. 16, 29, 44, David, Solomon, and Job are all called, one

after another, awwdb, i.e. not 'penitent,' but ' ever turning to God.' Hitzig re-

marks that lyyob (Arabic Ayyilb) will thus be equivalent to the mythic prophet

Saleh(= 'pious') in the Koran [Das Buck Hiob, Einl., S. x.), on whom see

Palmer, Desert of the Exodus, p. 50, where he is identified with Moses. This is

bold, and, in any case, must not such a name be comparatively modern?
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of Harischandra,' given by Dr. Muir in vol. i. of his Sanskrit

Texts. The resemblance may be slight and superficial, but

the sudden ruin of a good man's fortunes is common to both

stories. Had we more knowledge of Arabic antiquity, we
should doubtless find a more valuable parallel.^

The story of Job had a special attraction for Mohammed,
who enriched it (following the precedent of the Jewish

Haggada) with a fresh detail (Koran, xxxviii. 40). • To him,

as well as to St. James, Job was an example of ' endurance.'

The dialogue between Allah and Eblis in Koran, xv. 32-42,

may perhaps have been suggested by the Prologue of our

poem.
* Did then, Job really live ? ' That for which we most care

comes not from 'Tradition, Time's suspected register,''^ but

from an unnamed poet, who embellished tradition partly from

imagination, partly (see next section) from the rich and varied

stores of his own experience.

2.

The Autobiographical Element in its Bearing on the

Purpose of the Poem,

A German critic (Dillmann), in speaking of Job, has well

reminded us that ' the idea of a work of art must reveal itself

in the development of the piece : it is not to be condensed

into a dry formula.' Least of all, surely, is such formulation

possible when the work of art is an idealised portraiture of

the author himself, and such, I think, to a considerable ex-

tent is the Book of Job. Those words of a psalmist,

Come and hear, all ye that fear God,

and I will declare what he hath done for my soul

(Ps. Ixvi. 16, R. V.)

might be taken as the motto of Job. In short, the author is

' This was perhaps first pointed out by Schlottmann, in chap. i. of the Intro-

duction to his Commentary.
' Nothing can be built upon the occurrence of the name Ayyiib in pre-lslamic

times, for Jews and Arabs were in frequent intercourse before Mohammed.
' Davenant.
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thoroughl}^ 'subjective,' like all the great Hebrew and es-

pecially the Arabian poets. ' In the rhythmic swell of Job's

passionate complaints, there is an echo of the heart-beats of

a great poet and a great sufferer. The cry " Perish the day

in which I was born " (iii. 3) is a true expression of the first

effects of some unrecorded sorrow. In the life-like descrip-

tion beginning " Oh that I were as in months of old " (xxix. 2),

the writer is thinking probably of his own happier days, before

misfortune overtook him. Like Job (xxix. 7, 2 1-25) he had sat

in the " broad place " by the gate and solved the doubts of

perplexed clients. Like Job, he had maintained his position

triumphantly against other wise men. He had a fellow-feeling

with Job in the distressful passage through doubt to faith.

Like Job (xxi. 16) he had resisted the suggestion of practical

atheism, and with the confession of his error (xlii. 2-6) had

recovered spiritual peace.'

The man who speaks to us under the mask of Job is not

indeed a perfect character ; but he does not pretend to be so.

How pathetic are his appeals to his friends to remember the

weight of his calamity—'therefore have my words been wild
'

^yj_ 2)—and not to ' be captious about words when the speeches

of the desperate are but for the wind ' (vi. 26). He was no

Stoic, and had not practised himself in deadening his sensibility

to pain. Strong in his sense of justice, he lacked those higher

intuitions which could alone soothe his irritation. But he was

throughout loyal to the God whom his conscience revered, and,

even in the midst of his wild words, he let God mould him.

First of all, he renounced the hope of being understood by

men ; he ceased to complain of his rather ignorant than un-

feeling friends. He exemplified that Arabic proverb which

says, ' Perfect patience allows no complaint to be heard against

(human creatures).' Then he came by degrees to trust God.

There is a kernel of truth in that passage of the Jerusalem

Talmud {Berakhoth, cix. 5) where, among the seven types of

Pharisees, the sixth is described as ' he who is pious from fear,

like Job,' and the seventh, as ' he who is pious from love, like

Abraham.' Job's religion was at first not entirely but still too

much marked by fear ; it ended by becoming a religion of
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trust, justifying the title borne by Job among the Syrians, as

if in contradiction to the Talmud, of ' the lover of the Lord.' ^

So far as the author oiJob has any direct purpose beyond

that of giving a helpful picture of his own troubles, it is no

doubt principally a polemical one. He has suffered so

deeply from the inveterate error (once indeed a relative truth)

so tenaciously maintained by the wisest men that he would fain

crush the source of so much heart-breaking misery. But that

for which we love the book is its (^CkavOpoiirla, its brotherly

love to all mankind. No doubt the author thinks first of

Israel, then (as I suppose) suffering exile ; but the care with

which the poem is divested of Israelitish peculiarities, seems

to show that he looks beyond his own people, just as in his

view of God he has broken the bonds of a narrow 'particularism.'

' I can see no other explanation of those apparently hyper-

bolical complaints, that strange invasion of self-consciousness,

and that no less strange 'enthusiasm of humanity'- . . . . than

the view expressed or implied by Chateaubriand, that Job is

a type of righteous men in affliction—not merely in the land

of Uz, nor among the Jews in Babylonia, nor yet, on War-
burton's theory of the poem, in the Judsea of the time of

Nehemiah, but wherever on the wide earth tears are shed and

hearts are broken.' This is the truth in the too often ex-

aggerated allegorical view "^ of the poem of Job. According

to his wont, the author lets us read his meaning by occasional

bold inconsistencies. No individual can use such phraseology

as we find in xvii. i, xviii. 2, 3, xix. ii, and perhaps I may
add xvi. 10, xxvii. ii, 12. And yet the fact that Job often

speaks as the ' type of suffering humanity ' no more destroys

' Hottinger, referred to by Delitzsch, lob, p. 7. In the Peshitto, Heb. xii.

3-II h-os for a sub-title, 'In commemoration of Job the righteous.' The choice

of the section shows in what sense Job's ' righteousness ' is affirmed—not the

Talraudic.

^ Sec especially Job vi. 2, 3, vii. 1-3, xiv. 1-3.

• This view goes back to the last century (Warburton, Michaclis, &c. ) It has

been remodelled by Scinecke and Moekstra, who regard Job, not as the people of

Israel in general, but the idealised Israel or ' Servant of Jehovah.' See especially

Hoekstra's essay, Tlieologisch Tijdschrift, 1S71, p. i cVc, and Kucnen's reply,

Th. Ti., 1873, p. 492 &c.
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his claim to be an individual * than the typical character of

Dante in his pilgrimage and of Faust in Goethe's great poem

annuls the historical element in those two great poetical

figures.'
^

3-

The Purpose ofJob as illustrated by Criticism.

More precise definitions of the purpose of Job depend on

the acceptance of a critical analysis of the book. Some

suggestions on this subject have been already given to facili-

tate the due comprehension of the poem. I must now offer the

reader a connected sketch of the possible or probable stages of

its growth. This, if it bears being tested, will perhaps reveal

the special purpose of the several parts, and above all of that

most precious portion—the Colloquies of Job and his friends.

(Compare below, Chap. XII.)

I. The narrative which forms the Prologue is based upon

a traditional story which represented Job as hurled from the

height of happiness into an abyss of misery, but preserving

a devout serenity in the midst of trouble. It is impossible to

feel sure that this Prologue is by the same author as the

following Colloquies. It stands in no very close connection

with them ;
' the Satan ' in particular (an omission which

struck William Blake ^) is not heard of again in the book
;

and there is abundant evidence of the liking of the pre-Exile

writers for a tasteful narrative style. It is not a wild con-

jecture that the first two chapters originally formed the

principal part of a prose book of Job, comparable to the

' books ' once current of Elijah, and perhaps one may add of

Balaam and of Daniel—a book free from any speculations of

the ' wise men ' and in no sense a mdshdl or gnomic poem, but

supplying in its own way a high and adequate solution of

• Quoted from Essay ix. in vol. ii. of The Prophecies ofIsaiah.

^ Blake's i6th design is devoted to the defeat of Satan. Beneath the en-

throned Jehovah and his angels, ' the Evil One falls with tremendous plummet,

force. Hell naked before his face, and Destruction without a covering.' Another

point in which Blake corrects his author is the introduction of Job's wife into the

'llustrations of the Colloquies.
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the great problem of the suffering of the righteous. The
writer of this Prologue, whether he also wrote the Colloquies

or not, firmly believed that the calamities which sometimes

fell on the innocent were both for the glory of God and of

human nature. It was possible, he said, to continue in one's

integrity, though no earthl)' advantage accrued from it. If

the Prologue once formed part of a distinct prose ' book ' of

Job, one can hardly suppose that the same author wrote the

Epilogue ; for while the Colloquies do contain hints of Job's

typical character (as to some extent a representative of

humanity), the Prologue does not, and it is only the typical or

allegorical intepretation which makes the Epilogue tolerable.

In fact, the Epilogue must, as it seems to me, have been

written, if not by the author of the Colloquies, yet by some

one who had this work before him. The prose ' book ' of Job,

if it existed, and if it originated in Judah, cannot have been

written before the Chald.'ean period. This period and no

other explaijis the moral purpose of the ' book,' precisely as

the age of the despotic Louis XIV. is the only one which suits

the debate on the disinterested love of God with which the

name of Fenelon is inseparably connected. The Chaldean

period, however, we must remember, did not begin with the

Captivity, but with the appearance of the Babylonian power

on the horizon of Palestine. We must not therefore too hastily

assume that the Book of Job is a monument of the Babylonian

Captivity, true as I myself believe this hypothesis to be.

We are, however, of course not confined to this hypothesis

of a prose ' book ' of Job. The author of the Colloquies may
have been equally fitted to be a writer of narrative, and may
have felt that the solution mentioned above, although the

highest, was not the only one admissible. We may therefore

conceive of him as following up the solution offered in the

Prologue by a ventilation of the great moral problem before

himself and his fellow ' wise men.' He throws the subject

open as it were to general discussion, and invests all the

worthiest speculations of his time in the same flowing poetical

dress, that no fragment of truth contained in them may be

lost. He himself is far from absolutely rejecting any of them

;

F 3
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he only seems to deny that the ideas of the three represen-

tative sages can be applied at once, as they apply them, to

the case of one like Job.

[Bottcher, however, regards Job as the work of one princi-

pal and several subordinate writers. It was occasioned, he

thinks, by a conversation on the sufferings of innocent men,

at that time so frequent (i.e. in the reign of Manasseh). See

his Aehrenlese, p. 68.]

II. The completion or publication of the colloquies re-

vealed (or seemed to reveal) sundry imperfections in the

original mode of treating the subject. Some other ' wise men,'

therefore (or possibly, except in the case of III., the author

himself), inserted passages in the poem with the view of

qualifying or supplementing its statements. These were

merely laid in, without being welded with the rest of the

book. The first in order of these additions is chap, xxviii.,

which cannot be brought into a logical connection with the

chapters among which it is placed, in spite of the causal

particle ' for ' prefixed to it (' For there is a vein '). It is pos-

sible, indeed, that it has been extracted from some other work.

The hypothesis of insertion (or, if used without implying illicit

tampering with the text, ' interpolation ') is confirmed by the

occurrence of ' Adonai ' in ver. 28, which is contrary to the

custom of the author of Job, and by its highly rhetorical cha-

racter. If the passage was written with a view to the Book of

Job, we must suppose the author to have been dissatisfied with

the original argument, and to have sought a solution for the

problem in the inscrutableness of the divine wisdom. Zophar,

it is true, had originally alluded to this attribute, but with a

more confined object. According to him, God, being all-wise,

can detect sins invisible to mortal eyes (xi. 6) :— it is needless

to draw out the wide difference between this slender inference

and the large theory which appears to be suggested in

chap, xxviii.

III. One of the less progressive 'wise men' was scan-

dalised at the irreverent statements of Job and dissatisfied

with the three friends' mode of dealing with them (xxxii. 2, 3).

Hence the speeches of Elihu, the most generally recognised
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of all the inserted portions (chaps, xxxii.-xxxvii.) The

author partly imitates the speeches of Jehovah.

IV. In another inserted passage (ch. xxxviii.-xl. 14, xlii.

1-6), the Almighty is represented as chastising the presump-

tion of Job, and showing forth the supreme wisdom by con-

trast with Job's unwisdom. It is clear that the copy in which

it was inserted was without the speeches of Elihu, for the

opening words of Jehovah (xxxviii. 2) clearly have reference

to the last discourse of Job, which they must have been in-

tended to follow. The effect of this fine passage is much

impaired by the interposition of the speeches of Elihu.

V. The description of the behemoth and the leviathan

(xl. 1 5-24, xli.) seems also to be a later insertion, and somewhat

more recent than the speeches of Jehovah. It is a 'purple

patch,' and the appendix last mentioned gains by its removal.

VI. An editor appended the epilogue. He must have

had the prologue before him, but took no pains to bring his

own work into harmony with it, except in the one point which

he could not help adopting, namely the vast riches of his hero.

He agreed with Job's friends on the grand question of retri-

bution, though he would not sanction their line of argument.

Job's doubts, according to him, contained more faith than

their uncharitable dogmatism.

Can we feel grateful to this writer ? He has at any rate

relieved the strain upon the imagination of the reader, and

possibly, if we assume him to be distinct from the author of

the Prologue, carried out an unfulfilled intention of that

author (note the words in i. 12, 'only upon himself put not

forth thy hand '). But he did so in a prosaic spirit, and made

a sad concession to a low view of providential dealings. He
has also, I think, caused much misunderstanding of the object

of the book. Thus we find Dr. Ginsburg saying,'

The Book of Job .... only confirms the old opinion that the

righteous are visibly rewarded here, inasmuch as it rci)rcscnts their

calamities as transitory, and Job himself as restored to double his

original wealth and happiness in this life.

Against which I enter a respectful protest.

' Art. ' Ecclesiastes,' Ency. Brit., 9th ed.
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The view here adopted of the gradual growth of the book

seems important for its right comprehension. In its present

form, it seems Hke a very confused theodicy, designed to

justify God against the charge of bringing misfortune upon

innocent persons. But when the disturbing elements are

removed, we see that the book is simply an expression of the

conflicting thoughts of an earnest, warm-hearted man on the

great question of suffering. He protests, it is true, against

the rigour and uncharitableness of the traditional orthodox

belief, but is far more aspiring to solve the problem theoreti-

cally. This is one chief point in which he differs from his

interpolators (if the word may be used), who mostly appear

to have had some favourite theory (or partial view of truth)

to advocate.
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CHAPTER VIII.

DATE AND PLACE OF COMPOSITION.

We have seen (Chap. VII.) that the unity of authorship of

the Book of Job is not beyond dispute, but we shall not at

present assume the results of analysis. Let us endeavour to

treat of the date and place of composition on the hypothesis

that the book is a whole as it stands (on the Elihu-portion

however, comp. Chap. XII.) It is at any rate probable

that the greater part of it at least proceeds from the same

period. Can that period be the patriarchal ? The author

has sometimes received credit for his faithful picture of this

early age. This is at any rate plausible. For instance, he

avoids the use of the sacred name Jehovah, revealed to Moses

according to Ex. vi. 3. Then, too, the great age ascribed to

Job in the Epilogue (xlii. 16) agrees with the notices of the

patriarchs. The uncoined piece of silver (Heb. kesita) which

each kinsman of Job gave him after his recovery (xlii. 11), is

only mentioned again in Gen. xxxiii. 19 (Josh. xxiv. 32). The

musical instruments referred to in xxi. 12, xxx. 31, are also

mentioned in Gen. iv. 21, xxxi. 27. There is no protest

against idolatry either in the Book of Job ' or in Genesis.

Job himself offers sacrifices to the one true God, like the

patriarchs, and the kind of sacrifice offered is the burnt-offer-

ing (i. 5, xlii. 8) ; there is no mention of guilt- or sin-offerings.

The settled life of Job, too, as described in the Prologue is

not inconsistent with the story of Jacob's life in the vale of

' The absence of such a protest is characteristic of the Wisdom-literature in

general. The reference to star-worship in Job xxxi. 26 suggests a date subsequent

to the origination of the title 'Jehovah (God) of Hosts.' tjee appendix to Isa. i.

in my commentary.
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Shechem/ though in reality the author probably described it

from his observation of settled life in Arabia. But none of

these allusions required any special gift of historical imagina-

tion. The tone of the few descriptive passages in the

Colloquies, and of the reflections throughout, is that of an age

long subsequent to the patriarchal. The very idea of wise

men meeting together to discuss deep problems (as in the

later Arabic inaqdvidt, compared by Bertholdt and others)

is an anachronism in a ' patriarchal ' narrative, and (like the

religious position of the speeches in general) irresistibly sug-

gests the post-Solomonic period. The Job of the Colloquies

is a travelled citizen of the world at an advanced period of

history ; indeed, he now and then seems expressly to admit

this (xxiv. 12, xxix. 7), It is therefore needless to discuss

the theory which assigns the book to the Mosaic or pre-

Mosaic age,—a theory which is a relic of the cold, literal,

unsympathetic method of the critics of the last two centuries.

A few scholars of eminence, feeling this, placed the poem in

the Solomonic period, a view which is in itself plausible, if we
consider the pronounced secular turn of the great king, and

his recorded taste for eastern parabolistic ' wisdom,' but which

falls with the cognate theory of the authorship of Proverbs.

A more advanced stage of society than that of the period

referred to, and a greater maturity of the national intellect,

are presupposed on every page of the poem. The tone of

the book—I refer especially to the Colloquies—suggests a

time when the nationalism of the older periods had, in gene-

ral, ceased to satisfy reflecting minds. The doubters, whom
Job and his friends represent, have been so staggered in their

belief in Israel's loving God, that they decline to use His re-

vealed name :

—
'^ once or twice only does it slip in (xii. 9 ; cf.

xxviii. 28), as if to show that the poet himself has fought his

' Mr. Tomkins compares Job's mode of life with that of Abram before his

departure from Kharran {Studies mi the Times ofAbraham, 1878, p. 61).

* I cannot go quite so far as Lagarde, who argues from the use of ' Eloah

'

(instead of ' Elohim' and ' Jehovah ') that the doubters have cast off belief in all

the supposed various manifestations of divinity in the world, and merely retain

a comfortless belief in rd Oewv. ' Numen quoddam esse non negant, sed ' &c.

Psalteriiim Hieronyini, pp. 155-6 (' Corollarium ').
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way to a reconciling faith. As is clear from the cognate

psalms xxxvii., xlix., Ixxiii., the patriarchal theory of pros-

perity and adversity had been found wanting. Doubts had

arisen, most painful in their intensity, from observing the dis-

proportion between character and fortune—doubts which might

indeed insinuate themselves at any time, but acquire an

abnormal force in a declining community (ix. 24, xii. 4-6, 23,

and especially chap, xxi.) Some had even ventured on

positive doctrinal heresy. In opposition to these, Eliphaz

professes his adhesion to the tradition of the fathers, in whose

time religion was untainted by alien influence (xv. 17-19)-

It is merely an incidental remark of Eliphaz, but it points to

a date subsequent to the appearance of Assyria on the

horizon of Palestine. For it was the growing influence of that

power, which, for good and for evil, modified the character of

Israelitish religion both in its higher and in its lower forms.

Precise historical allusions are almost entirely wanting.

We may, however, infer with certainty that the book was

written subsequently to the * deportation ' of Israel, or of

Judah, or at the very least of some neighbouring people (xii.

17-19 ; comp. XV. 19 '). For the uprooting of whole peoples

from their original homes was peculiar to the Assyrian policy.^

But which of these forced expatriations is intended ?—We are

not compelled to think of the Babylonian Exile by the reference

to the Chalda^ans in the Prologue. The Chaldreans might have

been known to a well-informed Hebrew writer ever since the

ninth century B.C., at which time they became predominant

in the southern provinces on the lower Euphrates : we find

Isaiah, speaking of the 'land of Chaldasa ' (Isa. xxiii. 13) in

the eighth century. Still I own that the description of the

Chaldaeans as robbers does appear to me most easily explained

by supposing a covert allusion to the invasions of Nebuchad-

nezzar.^ The Assyrians are indeed once called ' treacherous

' Job XV. 19 certainly implies the siege and capture of Jerusalem by some
foreign foe. Comp. Joel iii. (Ileb. iv.) 17.

' Dr. Barth quotes Am. i. 6, ii. 1-3, ix. Ii, 15 in proof that 'deportation'

also took place in the ' pre-Assyrian ' time. But, in fact, Amos is not ' pre-

Assyrian.'

' It is no sufficient objection that the ravages of the Chaldaeans in Job arc on a
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dealers' by Isaiah (xxxiii. i), but the Babylonians impressed

the Hebrew writers by their rapacity far more than the

Assyrians. The ' unrighteous ' of the Psalms are, when
foreigners are spoken of, not the Assyrians, but either the

Babylonians or still later oppressors (e.g. Ps. cxxv, 3) ; and the

description of the Babylonians in the first chapter of Habak-
kuk strongly reminds us of those complaints of Job, ' The
earth is given over into the hand of the unrighteous ' (ix. 24),

and ' The robbers' tents are in peace, and they that provoke

God are secure, they who carry (their) god in their hand '

(xii. 6 ; comp. Hab. i. 11, 16).

The view here propounded might be supported by an argu-

ment from linguistic data (see Chap. XIII.) which would lead us

into details out of place here. It is that of Umbreit, Knobel,

Gratz, and (though he does not exclude the possibility of a

later date) the sober and thorough Gesenius. Long after the

present writer's results were first committed to paper, he had

the rare satisfaction of finding them advocated, so far as the

date is concerned, in a commentary by a scholar of our own

who has the best right to speak (A. B. Davidson, Introduction

to The Book of Job, 1884). On the other hand, Stickel,

Ewald, Magnus, Bleek, Renan (i860), Kuenen (1865), Hitzig,

Reuss, Dillmann, Merx, prefer to place our poem in the period

between Isaiah and Jeremiah, and this seems to me the earliest

date from which the composition and significance of the book can

be at all rightly understood. Reasons enough for this state-

ment of opinion will suggest themselves to those who have

followed me hitherto ; let me now only add that the pure

monotheism of the Book makes an earlier date, on historical

principles, hardly conceivable.' A later date than the Exile-

period is not, I admit, inconceivable (see Vatke, Die biblische

small scale, nor yet that side by side with them are mentioned the Sabeans, surely

not those of S. Arabia (Noldeke), but those of N. Arabia (Delitzsch), detachments

of whom might have encamped on the borders of Edom. Comp. Wetzstein

in Delitzsch's lob, ed. 2, p. 596 &c.

' I write this with deference to the contrary opinion of Delitzsch, who is, how-

ever, too prejudiced against late dates, and biassed by his belief in the authenticity

of the Song of Hezekiah, If the Book of Job be pre-Hezekian, it is of course

natural to throw it back to the age of Solomon.
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Theologie, \. 563 &c.), and is now supported by Kuenen.'

If there were an allusion to the doctrine of the Resurrection,

in xix. 26, or if the portraiture of Job were (as Kuenen thinks

it is) partly modelled on the Second Isaiah's description of

the Servant of Jehovah, I should in fact be driven to accept

this view. I have stated above that I cannot find the

Resurrection in Job, and in Isaiah, ii. 267 that the priority

of Job seems to me to be made out. I need not combat

Clericus and Warburton, who ascribe the authorship o^Job to

Ezra. For Jeremiah (Bateson Wright) or the author of

Lamentations (i.e. Baruch, according to Bunsen) something

might perhaps be said, but—Ezra!

As to the place of composition. Hitzig and Hirzel think

of Egypt on account of the numerous allusions to Egypt in the

book; and so Ewald with regard to xl. 15-xli. 34. 'Die

ganze Umgebung ist egyptisch,' says Hitzig with some ex-

aggeration.2 More might be said in favour of the theory

which places the author in a region where Arabic and

Aramaic might both be heard. Stickel, holding the pre-Exile

origin of the book, supposed it to have come from the far

south-east of Palestine. Nowhere better than in the hill-

country of the South could the poet study simple domestic

relations, and also make excursions into N. Arabia. He thus

accounts ^ for the points of contact between the Book of Job

and the prophecy of Amos of Tekoa (see below, Chap, XL),

which include even some phonetic peculiarities (the softening

of the gutturals and the interchange of sibilants). To me,

the whole question seems well-nigh an idle one. The author

(or, if you will, the authors) had travelled much in various

lands, and the book is the result. The place where, is of far

less importance than the time when it was composed.

• Theologisch Tijdschrift, 1873, p. 538.
!" Das Buck Hiob (1874), p. xlix. ^ Das Buck Hiob (1842), p. 276.
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CHAPTER IX.

ARGUMENT FROM THE USE OF MYTHOLOGY.

One of the peculiarities of our poet (which I have elsewhere

compared with a similar characteristic in Dante) is his willing-

ness to appropriate mythic forms of expression from heathen-

dom. This willingness was certainly not due to a feeble grasp

of his own religion ; it was rather due partly to the poet's

craving for imaginative ornament, partly to his sympathy

with his less developed readers, and a sense that some of

these forms were admirably adapted to give reality to the

conception of the 'living God.' Several of these points of

contact with heathendom have been indicated in my analysis

of the poem. I need not again refer to these, but the semi-

mythological allusions to supernatural beings who had once

been in conflict with Jehovah (xxi. 22, xxv. 2), and the cog-

nate references to the dangerous cloud-dragon (see below)

ought not to be overlooked. Both in Egypt and in Assyria

and Babylonia, we find these very myths in a fully developed

form. The ' leviathan ' of iii. 8, the dragon probably of vii. 12

itannui) and certainly of xxvi. 13 {nakhash), and the 'rahab'

of ix. 13, xxvi. 12, remind us of the evil serpent Apap, whose

struggle with the sun-god Ra is described in chap, xxxix. of

the Book of the Dead and elsewhere. ' A battle took place,'

says M. Maspero, ' between the gods of light and fertility and

the " sons of rebellion," the enemies of light and life. The

former were victorious, but the monsters were not destroyed.

They constantly menace the order of nature, and, in order

to resist their destructive action, God must, so to speak, create

the world anew every day.' ' An equally close parallel is

' Maspero, Histoire ancienne de POrient, ed. i, p. 30. Comp. Chabas''

translation from the Harris papyrus, Records of the Fast, x. 142-146.
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furnished by the fourth tablet of the Bab\'lonian creation-

story, which describes the struggle between the god Marduk

(Merodach) and the dragon Tiamat or Tiamtu (a fern, cor-

responding to the Heb. masc. form fJioiii 'the deep'), for

which see Delitzsch's AssyriscJie Lesest?lcke, 3rd edition. Smith

and Sayce's CJialdcsan Genesis, p. 107 &c., and Budge m Pro-

ceedings of the Society of Biblical ArcJiceology, Nov. 6, 1883.

Nor must I forget the ' fool-hardy ' giant (K'sll = Orion) in

ix. 9, xxxviii. 31, nor the dim allusion to the sky-reaching

mountain of the north, rich in gold (comp. Isa. xiv. 13, and

Sayce, Academy, Jan. 28, 1882, p. 64), and the myth-derived

synonyms for Sheol—Death, Abaddon, and ' the shadow of

death ' (or, deep gloom), xxvi. 6, xxviii. 22, xxxviii. 17, also

the 'king of terrors' (xviii. 14), who like Pluto or Yama rules

in the Hebrew Underworld. Observe too the instances in

which a primitive myth has died down into a metaphor, e.g.

* the eyelids of the Dawn ' (iii. 9, xli. 18), and especially that

beautiful passage,

Hast thou ever in thy life given charge to the Morning,

and shown its place to the Dawn,

that it may take hold of the skirts of the earth,

so that the wicked are shaken out of it,

and the earth changes as clay under a seal,

and (all things) stand forth as in a garment,

and light is withheld from the wicked,

and the arm lifted up is broken ? (xxxviii. 12-15).

How very vivid ! The personified Dawn seizes the coverlet

under which the earth has slept at its four ends and shakes

the evil-doers out of it like flies ; upon which form and colour

return to the earth, as clay (a Babylonian image) receives a

definite form from the seal, and as the sad-coloured night-

wrapper is exchanged for the bright, embroidered holiday-

robe. Could we only transfer the poet to an earlier stage of

mythic consciousness, we should find him expressing the

same ideas—that morning-light creates all fair things anew,

and discomfits the evil-doer—very much in the style of the

Vedic hymns to Ushas (the Dawn), from which I quote
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chap. tx.

the following in Grassmann's translation (Rig Veda, I.

123,4, 5),—
Die tageshelle kommt zu jedem Hause

und jedem Tage gibt sie ihren Namen
;

zu spenden willig, strahlend naht sie immer

und theilet aus der Giiter allerbestes.

Als Bhaga's Schwester, Varuna's Verwandte,

komm her zuerst, o schone Morgenrothe
;

Wer frevel iibt, der soil dahinter bleiben,

von uns besiegt sein mit der Uschas Wagen.

(There is also an Egyptian parallel in a hymn to the Sun-

god, Records of the Past, viii. 131, 'He fells the wicked in

his season.') How far the poet of Job believed in the myths

which he has preserved, e.g. in the existence of potentates or

potencies corresponding to the ' dragon ' of which he speaks,

we cannot certainly tell. Mr. Budge has suggested that

Tiamat, the sky-dragon of the Babylonians, conveyed a dis-

tinct symbolic meaning. However this may have been, the

' leviathan ' of Job was probably to the poet a ' survival ' from

a superstition of his childhood, and little if anything more than

the emblem of all evil and disorder.

And now for the bearing of the above on criticism. It

is a remarkable fact that there are mythological allusions,

very similar to some of those in Job, in the later portions of

the Book of Isaiah (Isa. xxiv. 2T, xxvii. i, li. 9). This evi-

dently suggests a date for the Book of Job not earlier than

the Exile, It is not necessary to assume that the authors of

these books borrowed either from Egypt or from Babylonia.

They drew from the unexhausted store of Jewish popular

beliefs. They wrote for a larger public than the older poets

and prophets could command, and adapted themselves more

completely to the average culture of their people.
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CHAPTER X.

ARGUMENT FROM THE DOCTRINE OF ANGELS.

The facts on which our argument is based are mainly the

passages in Job which refer to ' sons of Elohim ' (or better, as

Davidson, 'of the Elohim'), to ' the Satan,' and to the marakim.

The first of these three phrases means probably infcTior

members of the class of beings called Elohim (i.e. 'super-

human powers
') ; the second, ' the adversary (or opposer) ;

'

the third, ' envoys or messengers ' (dryysXot). We may at

once draw an inference from the expression 'the Satan,' the

full importance of which will be seen later on. ' The Satan '

being an appellative, the book in which it occurs was probably

written before Chronicles, where we find ' Satan ' without the

article, almost ' as if a proper name ; and being applied to a

minister and not an opponent of Jehovah, the Book of Job

is probably earlier than the prophecies of Zechariah and the

Books of Chronicles ; see Zech. iii. i, 2 (where observe that

Jehovah's only true representative gives a severe reproof to

' the Satan '), i Chron. xxi. i (where ' Satan,' uncommissioned,
' entices ' David to an act displeasing to Jehovah 2). The dif-

ference between the notices of the Satan (or Satan) may not

seem great to an unpractised student, but no one who has

followed the development of any single doctrine will under-

value such traces of a growing refinement in the conceptions

of good and evil. Whether or no the ideas of the Chronicler

' It is not likely that Satan was ever used entirely as a proper name ; but

being frequently in men's mouths, it naturally lost the article. At last the name
Sammael was invented for the arch-Satan (see above).

^ In 2 Sam. xxiv. i, the temptation is ascribed to Jehovah ; the Chronicler is

at any rate on the road to James i. 13. Contrast the stationariness of Mohammed
(* God misleadeth whom lie will,' Koran, xxxv. 9).
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and his age had been modified by hearing of the Persian

Ahriman, may be questioned ; but a similar supposition can-

not be allowed in the case of the author of Job. The Satan

of the Prologue is, in theory at least, simply Jehovah's agent,

though he certainly betrays a malicious pleasure in his in-

vidious function of trying or sifting the righteous. It is not

impossible that the author of the Prologue was the first to

use the term Satan in this sense. At any rate, it is a pure

Hebrew term, unlike the Ashmedai or Asmodaeus of the

Book of Tobit. [Ashmedai, in later Judaism, is the head of

the Shedim—demons who were never angels of God, just as

Sammael is the 'head of all Satans,' i.e. the prince of the

fallen angels. Weber, System der altsynagog. Paldstin.

Theologie, pp. 243-5.]

Next, turning to the vial'akvn, observe that the word

occurs very rarely in Job, viz. once in the original Colloquies

(iv. 18), and once (virtually) in the first speech of Elihu (xxxiii.

23). We find, however, a kindred phrase 'the q'ddshJm^ or 'holy

ones,' i.e. superhuman, heavenly beings, separate from the

world of the senses' (v. i, xv. 15), and comparing v. i with

iv. 18 we cannot doubt that the same class of beings is in-

tended. We nowhere meet with the Marak Yahvc, so familiar

to us in certain Old Testament narratives ; Elihu's inaVak ntclig

(xxxiii. 23) is not synonymous with the older expression (see

account of Elihu). In fact, the thousands of viaFakini

known at the period of the writers of Job have made the

one great marak unnecessary, just as, but for the influence of

Persian ideas, the multitudinous ' hurtful angels ' (Ps. Ixxviii.

49) might sooner or later have entirely supplanted the single

Satan. And yet even an ordinary marak, when he appears,

is more awful than the great maHak Yahvc ; the angel who

appears to Eliphaz (Job iv. 15, 16) is as unrecognisable as the

' face' of Jehovah himself This is an indication, though but

a slight one, of a somewhat advanced age, when the gulf

between God and man was more acutely felt, and religious

thought was more specially directed to filling it up.

The title 'holy ones' (v. i) enables us to identify the ' angels

'

' So rightly Baudissin, Studien, ii. 125,
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with the ' sons of the Elohim.' Separateness from human weak-

ness, though not mediatorial ability ' is equally, predicated of

both. But neither the poet of Job, nor any of the psalmists,

identifies the phrases in express terms ;
^ a virtual identifica-

tion (see above, and Ps. Ixxxix. 7, 8) is all that they venture

upon. There was a good reason for this—viz. their recollection

of the physical and mythological origin of the phrase, ' the

sons of the Elohim.' ' Angels ' and ' sons of the Elohim '

are indeed alike 'holy' and 'servants' of the supreme God,

but not always so, according to Hebrew tradition, were the

* sons of the Elohim.' In support of this, we may refer, not

only to Gen. vi. 4 (which the author of Job need not have

known), but to the allusions in his poem (see above) to a war

among the inhabitants of heaven. This war, I think, stands

in connection not merely with the physical phenomena of

light and darkness, but also with speculations of pious

Jehovists, or worshippers of Jehovah, as to the basis and

value of ' heathen ' religions. According to Deut. xxxii. 8,^

each of the nations of the world was allotted by the Most

High {Elyon) to some one of the ' sons of El ' (the simplest

name for God) ; of course we are to suppose that these ' sons

of El ' and their worshippers were meant to recognise the

• Eliphaz apparently assumes that the * holy ones ' might plead for Job with

Eloah (comp. xxxiii. 23). There is an analogy for this in Arabian religion. The
Koreish (Qurais) tribe were willing to join Mohammed, if he would only admit

their three idol-gods to be mediators with the supreme God, and for a time he

consented. See Palmer's Koran, Introd., p. xxvii. This was equivalent to recog-

nising these heathen deities as b'ne Elohim and also (Eliphaz would say) as

Qdoshlm or ' holy ones.

'

^ The Elohistic narrator in Gen. xxviii. 12, 17, xxxii. 2, 3 even appears to

identify the terms ' angels of Elohim '
( = God) and ' Elohim '

( = divine powers).

Beth \ldhtm and makhane ^elohtm are more naturally rendered ' place, host, of

divine powers ' than ' place, host of God.'

* The ' Song of Moses ' is placed by Ewald and Kamphausen in the Assyrian

period of Israel's history. Ver. 8 runs, in a corrected version,

' WTien Elyon gave the nations as inheritances, when he parted out the sons

of men, he set the bounds of the peoples according to the number of the sons of

El ;
' comp. ver. 9, ' For Jehovah is the portion ot his people, Jacob is the lot of

his inheritance.' (With many recent critics, I follow the reading of the Septuagint.

A scribe, offended by the no longer intelligible statement in ver. 8, inserted an I

before HA, and so formed the usual abbreviation of '\apa.j\K.) This passage ex-

plains Sirach xvii. 1 7.

G
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supremacy of the ' God of Gods '—Jehovah. But (so we may-

suppose the train of thought of the Jehovists to have run)

the nations and their deities formed the vain dream of inde-

pendence. The result of the struggle between Jehovah and

the inferior Elohim is referred to in Job : the Elohim re-

nounced their dream of independent sovereignty and were

admitted into Jehovah's service. Henceforth they were no

longer s/icdim, i.e. ' lords' (.?), Deut. xxxii. 17, but marakwi
' messengers.' But the ' heathen ' nations go on worshipping

the Elohim, ignorant that their divinities have been dispos-

sessed of their misused lordship.^ Instead of Him who alone

henceforth is ' enthroned in the heavens ' (Ps. ii. 4), they

honour 'that which is not God' (Deut. xxxii. 21), phantom-

divinities whom they localise, like Jehovah, in the sky. Thus,

except as to the region of the divine habitation, they differ

radically from Jehovists like the author of Job. In that

one point he agrees with them : the stars and the ' sons of

Elohim ' he still pictures to himself as closely conjoined

(xxxviii. 6). Thus, the old and the new are fermenting in his

brain, and on the ground of their angelology we can safely

date the authors oiJob somewhere in the great literary period

which opens with the ' Captivity.'

' There is a singular reference to a still future deposition of the patron spirits

of the nations in Isa. xxiv. 21 (post-Exile), with which comp. Ps. Iviii., Ixxxii.

In Ixxxii. 6 the title ^elohim is interchanged with Une 'elyon ' sons of the Most

High.'
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CHAPTER XI.

ARGUMENT FROM PARALLEL PASSAGES.

The new phase into which the controversy as to the early

Christian work on the Teaching of the Apostles has passed

excuses me from justifying the importance (in spite of its diffi-

culty) of the study of parallel passages. A great point has

been gained in one's critical and exegetical training when one

has learned so to compare parallel passages as to distinguish

true from apparent resemblances, and to estimate the degree

of probability of imitation. In Essay viii. of vol. ii. of The

Prophecies of Isaiah, I endeavoured to help the student to do

this for himself within the field of the Book of Isaiah. I shall

nqt attempt this with the same thoroughness for the Book of

Job. It is a sign of the consummate skill of the writer that he

is an artist even in his imitations. As Luther says, ' Die

Rede dieses Buches ist so reisig und prachtig als freilich keines

Buches in der ganzen Schrift' The author retains the pa-

rallclistic distich, but is no longer content with a bare synony-

mous or antithetic bifurcation of his material, and dwells on

the decoration of an idea with a freedom which sometimes

obscures his meaning ; hence too the germinal phrase or

word suggested by an earlier book may easily escape notice.

I shall confine my attention to the most defensible points of

contact, referring for the rest, without pledging myself to

agreement, to Dr. J. Barth's Beitrdgc zur Erklanuig des

Buches fob (Leipzig, j.<r.), pp. 1-17.

The influence o^fob on the works which all admit to be

of post-Exile origin need not detain us here. There is but

one undoubted reference to Job in Ecclcsiastes (v. 14 ; comp.

Job i. 21)—we should perhaps have expected more. But
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Sirach with a true instinct detected an affinity between his

own ideas and Job xxviii. (comp. this chapter with Ecclus. i.

3, 5, &c.), though he neglects the rest, and does not include

our poet among the ' famous men ' and the ' fathers that begot

us.' Passing upwards, we shall, if historical criticism be our

guide, make our first pause at the undeniably later psalms and

at the later portions of Isaiah. In the former compare (as

specimens),

Ps. ciii.
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Golden Treasury called ' The Book of the Righteous ' ? or

shall we follow those bolder critics who suppose the author

of Job to have lived in the post-Exile times, when he may
easily have had access to both parts of our Book of Isaiah ?

These are questions not to be evaded on account of their

difficulty, but not to be decided here.

Our next halt may be made at the Book of Proverbs, the

three concluding sections of which composite work belong at

the earliest to the last century of the Jewish state. Among
the clearest literary allusions in Job are those to this book, and

some of these are especially important with regard to the dis-

puted question of the relation between our poem and the

introduction to the Book of Proverbs (Prov. i.-ix.) That the

latter work is the earlier seems to me clear from a comparison

of the general positions indicated by the following passages

from Prov, i.-ix. and the Book of Job. Compare

—

Prov. i. 7 with Job
— iii.

— iii.

— viii.

— iii. 19, 20 —
— viii. 22, 25 —
— viii. 29 — — xxxviii. 10.

It will be seen by any one who will compare these passages

that the case here is different from that of the parallelisms in

Job and the second part of Isaiah. The latter do not perhaps

allow us to determine with confidence which of the two books

is the earlier. But, as Prof Davidson has amply shown,^ the

stage of intellectual development represented by Job is more

advanced than that in the ' Praise of Wisdom.' The general

subjects may be the same, but in Job they have entered upon

a new phase.—We now pass to the earliest of the proverbial

anthologies (Prov. x.-xxii. 16). Here of course the relation

is reversed : the proverbs are the originals to which the author

of Job alludes. Compare

—

Prov. xiii. 19 1
,,jth Job xviii. 5, 6, xxi. 17— xxiv. 20 J

— XV. II — — xxvi. 6

— xvi. 15 — — xxix. 23, 24.

' The Book of fob (18S4), pp. Ix.-lxii.

14, 151 _
10, II J

XXVlll.
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We may infer from this group of parallels that the author o{Job

not only studied venerated ' Solomonic ' models, but even ven-

tured directly to controvert their leading doctrine ; see especially

Job xxi. 17. In our next comparison the relation seems re-

versed. The author of Prov. xxx. 1-4 not improbably alludes

sarcastically to the theophany in Job xxxviii.-xlii. 6. Note

in passing the occurrence of Eloah for ' God ' in Prov. xxx. 5

(comp. the speeches in Job).

There are several parallels in the Book of Lamentations
;

I restrict myself to those in the third elegy, which differs in

several points from the others, especially in its poetic

feebleness. It is easier to believe that the author of the elegy

was dependent onJob than to take the reverse view. A poem,

the hero of which was obviously the typical righteous man,

naturally suggested features in the description of the re-

presentative Israelite. Compare, then. Lam. iii. 7, 9 with

Job xix. 8 ; iii. 8 with Job xxx. 20 ; iii. 10 with Job. x.

16; iii. 12, 13 with Job vii. 20, xvi. 12, 13 ; iii. 14, 63 with

Job xxx. 9.

Parallels to Job also occur in Jeremiah. It is often, in-

deed, not easy to say on which side is the originality. But in

one of the most important instances we may pronounce de-

cidedly in favour oi Job (comp. Jer. xx. 14-18 with Job iii.

3-10). The despairing utterance referred to is an exaggera-

tion in the mouth of Job, but suitable enough in Jeremiah's.

In Job, I.e., we seem to recognise the slightly artificial turn

which the author loves to give to the ideas and phrases of his

predecessors ; while the cutting irony of the words ' making

him very glad' (Jer. xx. 15) as clearly betokens the hand of

the original writer. Compare also Job vi. 15 with Jer. xv. 18
;

ix. 19 with Jer. xlix. 19; x. 18-22 with Jer. xx. 14-18;

xii. 4, xix. 7 with Jer. xx. 7, 8 ; xii. 6, xxi. 7 with Jer. xii. i
;

xix. 24 with Jer. xvii. i ; xxxviii. 33 with Jer. xxxi.

35, 36.

There are two plausible points of contact in Job with

Deuteronomy (comp. Job xxiv. 2, Deut. xix. 14 [removing

landmarks]; Job xxxi. 9, 11, Deut. xxii. 22), but only one

worth mentioning with Genesis (xxii. 16; comp Gen. vi. &c.),
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and here observe that the word for A.V.'s ' flood ' (Job, I.e.) is

not mabbul but naJidr} Hitzig and Delitzsch find another in

xxxi. 33. But dddm in Job always means ' men : 'in xv. 7,

8, where the first man is referred to, he is not named. The
reference in xxxi. 33 is not to hiding sins from God, but

from man. I think, however, that the Prologue implies a

general acquaintance with some current descriptions of the

patriarchal period—the ' golden age ' to men of a more ad-

vanced civilisation.

It is remarkable, what interesting parallels are afforded by

the prophets of the Assyrian period. Isaiah, as might be

expected, contains the largest number (see TJie Prophecies of

IsaiaJi^ ed. 3, ii. 243) ; but Hosea follows close after. Compare
especially

—

Isa. xix. 5 (certainly the original

of Job, I.e., where the special

reference to the sea-like Nile is

dropped)

Isa. xxviii. 29 . . .

Hos. X. 1 3 (combined with Prov.

xxii. 8)

Hos. vi. I (or Deut. xxxii. 39)

with -

Hos. V. 14, xni. 7,

/Job xiv. II ('the waters

fail from the sea,' i.e.

any inland body of

water)

Job xi. 6 (God's wisdom

marvellous; seeMerx,

and Isaiah, ii. 154)

(Job iv. 8 ('ploughing

1 iniquity,' &c.)

Hob V. 18 ('he maketh

\ sore andbindeth up,'

( &c.)

J
Job X. 16 (God com-

i pared to a lion)

Hos. xiii. 12 (or Deut. xxxii. 34) } - ]J°^.-^^''- '\ (.'''^'-^^^^^

Am. iv. 13, V. 8 (the comparison

suggests that v. 8, 9 stood

immediately after iv. 13 when

Job was written, and that ' the

sea,' i.e. the upper ocean, stood

for ' the earth
')

I sion sealed up,' &c.)

Job ix. 8, 9 (' that tread-

eth upon the heights

of the sea ; that

maketh the Bear,

Orion, and the Plei-

ades
')

Am. ii.Comp. also Am. v. 8, ix. 6 with Job xii. 15 ;

with Job xviii. 16.

' According to Ew.iUl, the reference is to Sodom and Clomorrah, the story of

which, we know, was familiar as early as Hosea's time (Hos. xi. 8).
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I say nothing here of the parallels in the Song of Hezekiah

(Isa. xxxviii. 10-20). I have shown reason in Isaiah, i. 228,

for believing that the Song is a highly imitative work, and

largely based on Job, such a work in fact as can only be

accounted for in the Exile or post-Exile period.

There still remains the great body of psalms of disputed

date. The parallelisms in Ps. xxxvii.' are too general to be

mentioned here, striking as they are ; but we may venture to

compare Ps. viii. 5 with Job vii. 17 ; Ps. xxxix. \2b with Job

iv. 19^; ib. I4« with Job vii. 19^, x. 20; ib. iaJj with Job

X. 21, 22; Ps. Ixxii. 12 with Job xxix. 12; ib. 16 with

Job V. 2^b \ Ps. Ixxxviii. \6b with Job xx. 25 (the rare

word 'emim) ; ib. 17 with Job vi. 4 {bi'uthini) ; ib. 19 (Ixix. 9)

with Job xix. 14 ; and note throughout this psalm the same

correspondence of extreme inward and outward suffering

which we find in Job. Then, turning to the psalms of differ-

ent tenor, comp. Ixxii. 12 with Job xxix. 12 ; ib. 16 with Job

v. 2^b. I have selected these instances precisely because

they allow us to draw an inference as to priority. Ps.

Ixxxviii. is clearly imitative, and no doubt there is more

imitation of the great poem in other psalms. Psalms viii.,

xxxix., and (probably) Ixxii. were however known to and

imitated by the authors of Job. The parallel in Ps. viii. is

specially important. That this psalm is not earlier than the

Exile is disputed, but extremely probable ; the bitter

'parody' in Job vii. 17 must in this case be of the same or

a later period.

And now to sum up the results of our comparisons. The
Colloquies in Job are of later origin than Deuteronomy,

Jeremiah, Lamentations, and most of Proverbs, but possibly

nearly contemporaneous with much in the second part of

Isaiah, except that Isa. liii. not improbably lay before the

author oiJob ; also that Ps. viii., a work of the Exile period,

was well known to him. We are thus insensibly led on to

date the Book of Job (the speeches, at any rate) during the

' See Bateson Wright's The Book of Job, Appendix. The author concludes

that the poet oijob ' selects the main threads from the complete treatise of Ps.

xxxvii. and interweaves them into the highly poetical discourse of Eliphaz.'
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Exile. This will account for the large amount of imitation to

which the book gave rise. Men felt respecting the author

that he was the first and greatest exponent of the ideas and

feelings, not of a long-past age, but of their own ; that he

* sat chief, and dwelt as a king in the army, as one that com-

forteth the mourners ' (Job xxix. 25).
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CHAPTER XII.

ON THE DISPUTED PASSAGES IN THE DIALOGUE-PORTION,

ESPECIALLY THE SPEECHES OF ELIHU.

A DETAILED exegetical study would alone enable the reader

to do justice to the controversies here referred to. But I may
at least ask that, even upon the ground of the slender analysis

which I have given, he should recognise the difficulties at the

root of these controversies. In comparison with his possession

of a ' seeing eye,' it is of little moment to me whether he

adopts my explanations or not. Poets, like painters, have

different periods. It is therefore conceivable that the author

of Job changed in course of time, and criticised his own work,

these afterthoughts of his being embodied in the ' disputed

passages.' It is indeed also conceivable that the phenomena

which puzzle us are to be explained by the plurality of author-

ship. In the remarks which follow I wish to supplement the

sketch of the possible or probable growth of the Book offered

in section 3 of Chap, VII., chiefly with regard to the speeches

of Elihu.

Keil has spoken of ' the persistently repeated assaults

upon the genuineness ' of these discourses. I must however

protest against the use of the word 'genuineness' in this

connection. Even if not by the author of the poem of Job^

the speeches of Elihu are as ' genuine ' a monument of Israel's

religious ' wisdom ' as the work of the earlier writer. No
critic worthy of the name thinks of ' assaulting ' them, though

divines no less orthodox than Gregory the Great and the

Venerable Bede have uncritically enough set the example.

The speeches of Elihu only seem poor by comparison with

the original work ; they are not without true and beautiful
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passages, which, with all their faults of expression, would in

any other book have commanded universal admiration. The

grounds on which chaps, xxxii.-xxxvii. are denied to the

original writer may be summed up thus.

(i) Elihu puts forward a theory of the sufferings of the

righteous which does not essentially differ from that of the

three friends (see especially xxxiii. 25-28 ; xxxiv. 9, 11, 12,

36, 37; XXXV. 9-16; xxxvi. 5-7, 21-25; xxxvii. 23, 24).

No doubt he improves the theory, by laying more stress upon

the chastening character of the righteous man's afflictions

(xxxiii. 14-30; xxxvi. 8-12, 15, 16, and comp. Eliphaz in

V. 18, 19), and to many disciples of the New Covenant his form

of the theory may recommend itself as true. But, even apart

from the appendix or epilogue (see xlii. 7-9), it is clear from

the whole plan of the poem, particularly if the discourses of

Jehovah be taken in, that this was not, in the writer's mind, an

adequate solution of the problem, especially in the case of the

God-fearing and innocent Job.

(2) These speeches interrupt the connection between the

'words of Job' and those of Jehovah, and seem to render the

latter superfluous. Whether the ' words of Job ' (to borrow the

phrase of some editor of the book) should end at xxxvii. 37 or

at ver. 40, it is difficult not to believe that xxxviii. i, 2, 'And
Jehovah answered Job out of the storm, and said. Who then

is darkening counsel by words without knowledge .-*

' was

meant to follow immediately upon them. The force of this

seems to some to be weakened by taking Elihu's description

of the storm (xxxvii. 2-5) as preparatory to the appearance

of Jehovah in chap, xxxviii. But, evidently, to make this an

argument, the storm ought to be at the end of the speech.

(3) There is no mention of Elihu in the Prologue, nor is

any divine juflgment passed upon him in the Epilogue.

It is not enough to reply with Stickel that Jehovah himself

is not mentioned in the Prologue as the umpire in the great

controversy
; why should he be ?—and that the absence of any

condemnation of Elihu on the part of Jehovah, and the harmony

(?) between Elihu's and Jehovah's discourscs,,sufficiently indi-

cate the good opinion of the Divine Judge.
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(4) Elihu's style is prolix and laboured ; his phrases often

very obscure, even where the words separately are familiar.

As Davidson remarks, there are not only unknown words

(these we meet with elsewherein the book), but an unknown

use of known words. There is also a deeper colouring of

Aramaic (see Appendix), which F. C. Cook, following Stickel,

explains by the supposed Aramsean origin of the speaker ; in

this case, it would be a refinement of art which adds a fresh

laurel to the crown of the poet. But the statement in

xxxii. 2 is that Elihu was ' the son of Barakel the Buzite, of

the kindred of Ram.' That Ram = Aram is unproved
;

while Buz, as Jer. xxv. 23 shows, is the name of a genuine

Arabian people. It would be better to explain the in-

creased Aramaism by the lapse of a long interval in the

writer's life. This explanation is, to me, equivalent to

assigning these speeches to a different writer (as I have

remarked elsewhere, comparing Goethe's Faust). Those who
will may adopt it ; but my own respect for the poet of Job

will not allow me to believe that his taste had so much

declined as to insert this inferior poem into his masterpiece.

(5) Elihu's allusions to passages in the rest of the book

(comp. xxxiii. 15 with iv. 13 ; xxxiv. 3 with xii. 11 ; xxxv.

5 with xxii. 1 2 ; xxxv. 8 with xxii. 2 ; xxxvii. 8 with

xxxviii. 40) and his minute reproductions of sayings of Job

(see xxxiii. 8, 9 ; xxxiv. 5, 6 ; xxxv. 2, 3) point to an author

who had the book before him, so far as then known, as a

whole.

(6) Elihu's somewhat scrupulous piety, or shall I call it

his advance in reverential, contrite devoutness ? compared with

the three friends, suggests that the poet of Elihu was the

child of a later and more sombre generation which found the

original book in some respects disappointing.

Putting all this together, if the main part of the Book of

Job belongs to the Exile, the Elihu-portion may well belong

to the post-Exile period.

To this view, it is no objection that, on the one hand,

Elihu not merely (to express oneself shortly) criticises the

position of the three friends, but, by ignoring it, criticises the
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view of Job's afflictions taken in the Prologue, and, on the

other, has much in common with the rest of the book in

orthographic, grammatical, and lexical respects. The idea

that God permits affliction simply to try the disinterestedness

of a good man, is one which might easily shock the feelings

of one only too conscious that he was not good ; and the

linguistic points which ' Elihu ' and the rest of the book have

in 'common are such as we should expect to find in works
proceeding from the same class of writers. If Jeremiah
wrote all the pieces which contain Jeremian phraseology, or

Isaiah all the prophecies which remind one at all of the great

prophet, or the same ' wise man ' wrote Proverbs and Ecclesi-

astes, then we may perhaps believe that the author of Job
also wrote the speeches of Elihu and perhaps one or two of

the didactic psalms.

Professor Briggs, the author of that excellent work Biblical

Study, takes up a different position, which, though not new,

acquires some authority from his respected name. He does

not see any literary or theological merit in Elihu's speeches,

and yet regards them as ' an important part of the original

work.' The author designed to pourtray Elihu as a young
and inexperienced man, and uses these ambitious failures ' as

a literary foil ... to prepare the way for the divine inter-

position, to quiet and soothe by their tediousness the agitated

spirits of Job and his friends.' ' To me, this view of the

intention of the speeches lowers the character of the original

writer. So reverent and devout a speaker as Elihu is ill

rewarded by being treated as a literary and theological foil.

Artistically, the value of this part may ho: comparatively slight,

but theologically it enriches the Old Testament with a

monument of a truly Christian consciousness of sin. Had the

original writer equalled him in this, we should perhaps have

missed a splendid anticipation of the life of Christ, who ' did no
sin, neither was guile found in his mouth.' But the Elihu-

section expresses in Old Testament language the great truth

announced by St. Paul in i Cor. xi. 32.-

' Presbyterian Revie-<u, 1 885, p. 353.
* Delitzsch, art. ' Hiob,' Herzog-Plitl's Rcalencyklopiidie, vi. 132.
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On the other 'disputed passages' I have Httle to add.

{a) To me, the picture of the behemoth and the leviathan

(xl. 1 5-xH.) seems but Httle less probably a later insertion

than the speeches of Elihu ; this view of the case has the

authority of Ewald. That cautious critic, Dr. Davidson,

remarks that this passage has a very different kind ofmovement

from that of the light and graceful sketches in chaps, xxxviii.,

xxxix., and that the poetic inventory which it contains reminds

us more of an Arab poet's description of his camel or his horse

{/ob, p. liv.)

{b) I cannot speak so positively as to the speeches of

Jehovah. From a purely aesthetic point of view, I am often

as unwilling as any one to believe that they were ' inserted.'

At other times I ask myself. Can the inconsistencies of this

portion as compared with the Colloquies be explained as

mere oversights } The appearance of the Almighty upon the

scene is in itself strange. Job had no doubt expressed a

wish for this, but did not suppose that it could be realised,^

at any rate in his own lifetime. It is still stranger that the

Almighty should appear, not in the gentle manner which Job

had desired (ix. 34, 35), not with the object of a judicial

investigation of the case, but in the whirlwind, and with a

foregone conclusion on Job's deserts. For in fact that splendid

series of ironical questions which occupies chaps, xxxviii.,

xxxix., and which Job had by anticipation deprecated (ix. 3),

is nothing less than a long drawn-out condemnation of Job.

The indictment and the defendant's reply, to which Job has

referred with such proud self-confidence (xxxi. 35, 36), are

wholly ignored ; and the result is that which Job has uncon-

sciously predicted in the words,

—

To whom, though innocent, I would not reply,

but would make supplication unto my Judge (ix. 15).

{c) Great difficulties have been found in xxvii. 8 (or 11)-

23, xxviii. First of all, Is there an inner connection between

these passages ? Dr. Green seeks to establish one. ' While

continuing,' he says, ' to insist upon his own integrity, notwith-

' Since this wish cannot be realised, Job pleads his cause against an invisible

God with the same earnestness as if he stood before His face.
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standing the afflictions sent upon him, he freely admits, and

this in language as emphatic as their own, the reality of God's

providential government, and that punishment does overtake

the ungodly. Nevertheless there is a mystery enveloping the

divine administration, which is quite impenetrable to the

human understanding' {The Book of Job, p. 233). This is

very unnatural.' How can Job suddenly adopt the language

of the friends without conceding that he has himself hitherto

been completely in error ? And what right have we to force

such a subtle connection between chaps, xxvii. and xxviii, ?

Looking at the latter by itself, one cannot help suspecting

that it once formed part of a didactic treatise similar to the

Introduction to the Book of Proverbs (see end of Chap. III).

For a careful exegetical study of chaps, xxvii., xxviii., see

Giesebrecht (see ' Aids to the Student,' after Chap. XV.), with

whom Dr. Green seems to accord, but who fails to convince

me. Sec also Budde in his Beitrage , and Gratz, ' Die Inte-

gritat der Kap. 27 und 28 im Hiob,' Monatsschrift, 1872, p.

241 &c.

' It is a pleasure to quote the forcible summing-up of Mr. Froude. ' A diffi-

culty,' he remarks, ' now arises which, at first sight, appears insurmountable. As
the chapters are at present printed, the entire of the 27th is assigned to Job, and

the paragraph from the lith to the 23rd verses is in direct contradiction to all

which he has maintained before—is, in fact, a concession of having been wrong
from the beginning. Ewald, who, as we said above, himself refuses to allow the

truth of Job's last and highest position, supposes that he is here receding from it,

and confessing what an over-precipitate passion had betrayed him into denying.

For many reasons, principally because we are satisfied that Job said then no more
than the real fact, we cannot think Ewald right ; and the concessions are too

large and too inconsistent to be reconciled even with his own general theory of

the poem' {Shot Studies, vol. i.) He then proceeds to mention with cautious

approbation the theory of Kennicott (see note on Text at end of Chap. XV.)
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CHAPTER XIII.

IS JOB A HEBR^O-ARABIC POEM?

That the Book of Job is not as deeply penetrated with the

spirit of revelation, nor even as distinctly Israelitish a pro-

duction, as most of the Old Testament writings, requires no

argument. May we venture to go further, and infer from

various phenomena that, not merely the artistic form of the

mdshdl, but the thoughts and even the language of Job

came in a greater or less degree from a foreign source } The

question has been answered in the affirmative (as in the case

of the words of Agur in Prov. xxx., and those of Lemuel

in chap, xxxi.) by some early as well as some more modern

writers. This view has been supposed to be implied in the

Greek postscript to the Septuagint version ' (strongly redolent

of Jewish Midrash), which contains the statement, ovtos

sp/xTjvsvsrai sk rrjs ^vpiaKrjs ^IjSXov, but though Origen

appears so to have understood,^ it is more probable that ovtos

merely refers to the postscript (Zunz ; Frankl). Ibn Ezra,

however, on independent grounds does express the opinion

(commenting on Job ii. 11) that the Book of Job is a trans-

lation ; he ascribes to the translator the words in xxxviii. i

1 There is a doubt whether the Septuagint postscript or the statement of the

Egyptian Jew (?) Aristeas (as given by Eusebius from Alexander Polyhistor in Praf.

Evang. 1. ix. ) be the earlier. The ordinary view is that Aristeas had the Septua-

gint Job before him ; Freudenthal, however, infers from the strange description

of Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar in Sept. Job ii. Ii (taken verbally from Aristeas)

that the reverse was the case, and that the fragment of Aristeas is only a condensed

extract from the prologue and epilogue of the Book of Job (Freudenthal,

Hellenistische Studien, 139, 140; Gratz, Monatsschrift, 1877, p. 91). This in-

ference in turn suggests Gratz' hypothesis that the Septuagint Job is a work of the

first century A.D. (see note at end of Chap. XV.)
- Opera, Delarue, ii. 851, ap. Delitzsch, lob, p. 603.
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containing the sacred name Jehovah. The increased study

of Arabic in the 17th century led several theologians of

eminence to the same conclusion. Spanheim, for instance,

thought that Job and his friends wrote down the history and

the colloquies in Arabic, after the happy turn in the fortunes

of the sufferer, and that some inspired Israelitish writer, in

the age of Solomon, gave this work a Hebrew dress. Albert

Schultcns, in the preface to his Liber Jobi {ly^y), is at the pains

to discuss this theory, which he rejects on two main grounds,

(i) the disparagement to our magnificent Book of Job involved

in calling it a translation, and (2) that in those primitive and,

according to him, pre-Mosaic times, the Hebrew and Arabic

languages cannot have been so different (!) as Spanheim

from his point of view imagines. Elsewhere he expresses

his own opinion shortly thus, • ' Linguam qua liber Jobi

conscriptus est, genuinum illius temporis Arabismum esse.'

He actually imagines that Job and his friends extemporised

the Colloquies we have before us, referring to the amazing

faculty of improvisation still possessed by the Arabs—a view

scarcely worthier than that of Spanheim, for, as Martineau

remarks in another connection, Who ever improvised a great

poem or a great sermon .' Both these great scholars have

fallen into the error of confounding the poet with his hero

and the use of poetic and didactic fiction with deliberate fraud.

One cannot be severe upon this error, for it has survived

among ourselves in Prof, S. Lee's great work (1837), where our

Book of Job is actually traced back through Jcthro to Job him-

self The only form however in which a critic of our day

could discuss the question mentioned above would be this. Is

it in some degree probable that the author of Job was a

Hebrew who had passed some time with the Arabic-

and Aramaic-speaking peoples bordering on the land of

Israel

?

On grounds independent of Eichhorn and Dean Plumptre,

the former of whom combines his theory with that of a pre-

Mosaic, and the latter with that of a Solomonic date of Job,

' Optra minora (Lugd. Bat. 1769), p. 497.

H
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I think that we may venture to reply in the affirmative. These

grounds have reference (i) to the ideas of Job, (2) to its

vocabulary.

(i) I am well aware that the argument from the ideas of

Job cannot claim a strong degree of cogency. It is possible

to account for the conceptions of the author from the natural

progress of the (divinely-guided) moral and religious history

of Israel, and those who believe (I do not myself) that Psalms

xvii., xxxvii., xlix., Ixxiii., are Palestinian works of earlier

date than Job will have a ready argument in favour of a

purely native origin of the latter book. Still it seems to me
that we can still better account for the author's point of view

by supposing that he was in sympathy with an intellectual

movement going on outside Israel. The doctrine of retribution

in the present life, which he finds inadequate, is common to

the friends and to the religion which has in all ages been

that of the genuine Arab—the so-called din Ibrahim (or

* religion of Abraham '). The Eloah and the Shaddai of Job

are the irresponsible Allah who has all power in heaven and on

earth, and before whom, when mysteries occur in human life

which the retribution-doctrine cannot solve, the Arab and every

true Moslem bows his head with settled, sad resignation.

The morality alike of the dm Ibrahim, and of the religion of

Mohammed (who professed to restore it in its purity), is

faulty precisely as the religion of the three friends (and

originally of Job himself) is faulty. The same conflict which

arose in the heart of Job arose in the midst of the Moslem

world. I refer to the dispute between the claimants of ortho-

doxy and the sect of the Mo'tazilites (8th and 9th cen-

turies) ; the latter, who were worsted in the strife, viewed

God as the absolutely Good, the former as a despotic and

revengeful tyrant.' May not this conflict have been fore-

shadowed at an earlier time? Is not the difficulty which

led to it a constantly recurring one, so soon as reflection

acquires a certain degree of maturity .' It may well have

been felt among the Jews, especially in the decline of the

' Kremer, Herrschende Ideen des Islanis, p. 27 &c. ; Kuenen, Hihbert Lectures,

p. 48 &c,
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state, but it must also have been felt among their neigh-

bours, and freedom of speech has always, in historical times,

been an Arab characteristic. Putting aside the anachronism

of placing Job in the patriarchal age, does not the poet

himself appear to hint that it was so felt by the names

and tribal origins of the speakers in the great religious

discussion ?

(2) As to the Arabisms and Aramaisms of the language

of Job (see Appendix), Jerome already says that his own
translation follows none of the ancients, but reproduces, now
the words, now the sense, and now both, 'ex ipso hebraico

arabicoque sermone et interdum syro.' In the 17th and i8th

centuries, De Dieu, Bochart, and above all Schultens made it

a first principle in the study of Job to illustrate it from

Aramaic and especially Arabic. Schultens even describes the

language as not so much Hebrew, as Hebraeo-Arabic, and

says that it breathes the true and unmixed genius of Arabia.

This is every way an exaggeration, and yet, after all reason-

able deductions, our poem will stand out from the Old

Testament volume by its foreign linguistic affinities. It is

not enough to say that the Arabisms and Aramaisms have

from the first formed part of the Hebrew vocabulary, and

were previously employed only because the subjects of the

other books did not call for their use. Unless a more
thorough study of Assyrian should prove that the Arabism

(for of these I am chiefly thinking) belonged to northern as

well as to southern Semitic, it will surely be more natural to

suppose that the author of Job replenished his vocabulary

from Arabic sources. There is not a little in the phraseology

oiJob which is still as obscure as in the days of Ibn Ezra, but

which receives, or may yet receive, illustration from the stores

of written and spoken Arabic'

May we not, in short, conjecture that the poem of Job is

a grand attempt to renovate and enrich the Hebrew language .-"^

' Prof. .Socin once observed to me how useful spoken Arabic would be found

for this purpose.

^ Arabic literary history presents an example of literary experimenting which
will at once occur to the niind— the ' Maqamas' or Sessions of Hariri.

HS
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If SO, the experiment can hardly have been made before the

great subversion of Hebrew traditions at the Babylonian

captivity. Residence in a foreign land produces a marked

effect on one's language. Recollect too that our author was a

literary man. Internal evidence converges to show that Job

belonged to that great literary movement among the wise

men, philosophers, or humanists, to which we shall have to

refer Prov. i.-ix., the Wisdom of Sirach, and the Book of

Ecclesiastes.

Before leaving this subject, let us notice the parallels to

descriptions in the speeches of Jehovah in the Arabian poets,

who show the same attention to the striking phenomena of

earth and sky as the author of these speeches. The Arabian

tone and colouring of the descriptions of animals in Job has

been already remarked upon by Alfred von Kremer in vol. ii.

of his Culturgeschichte des Orients. Is it possible to conceive

that those sketches of the wild goat, the wild ass, and

the horse, were not written by one who was familiar with

the sight? Or that the author had not observed the habits

of the ostrich, when he penned his lines on the ostrich's

neglect of her eggs ? Or that his interest in astronomy

»vas not deepened by the spectacle of a night-sky in Arabia ?

Or that personal experience of caravan life did not inspire

the touching figure in vi. 15-20? And observation of the

mines in the Sinaitic peninsula ' the fine description of xxviii.

i-io? It is possible that some of these passages maybe

due to other travelled ' wise men ;
' but this only increases the

probability that the Hebrew movement was strengthened by

contact with similar movements abroad. The ' wise men ' had

certainly travelled far and wide among Arabic-speaking

populations, though nowhere perhaps were they so much at

home as in Idumsea and its neighbourhood. As M. Deren-

bourg remarks, ' Les riantes oasis, au milieu des contrees

d6sol6es, environnant la mer Morte, etaient la demeure des

> On the mining passage see further p. 40. Stickel, however, though in-

clining to the above view, thinks that it is still not quite impossible that Pales-

tinian mines are meant, comparing Edrisi's statements on the iron-mines of

Phoenicia and the words of the Deuteronomist in Deut. viii. 9. Das Buck Hiob,

pp. 265-6.
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sages et des rcveurs. Bien des siecles apres I'auteur de Job,

les Esseniens et les Therapeutes se plongeaient la dans la vie

contemplative, ou bien ils se livraient a une vie simple, active

et degag^e de tout souci mondain. Encore un peu plus tard

cette contree devint probablement le berceau de la kabbale

ou du mysticismc juif.'
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CHAPTER XIV.

THE BOOK FROM A RELIGIOUS POINT OF VIEW.

Motto: 'Jedem n'amlich wollte ich dienen, der hinlanglich Sinn hat in die

grosse Frage tiefer einzugehen, welche das ernste Leben einmal gewiss an Jeden

heranbringt, nach der Gerechtigkeit der gottlichen Waltung in den menschlichen

Geschicken.'

—

Stickel {Das Biuh Hiob, Einl. S. vi.)

There was a period, not so long since, when a Biblical writing

was valued according to its supposed services to orthodox

theology. From this point of view, the Book of Job was re-

garded partly as a typical description of the sufferings of our

Saviour,^ partly as a repository of text-proofs of Christian

doctrines, which though few in number acquired special im-

portance from the immense antiquity assigned to the poem.

We must not, in our reaction from the exclusively theological

estimate of the Old Testament, shut our eyes to the signi-

ficance of each of its parts in the history of the higher religion.

The Book of Job is theological, though the theology of its

writer, being that of a poet, is less logical than that of an

apostle, less definite even than that of a prophet, in so far as

the prophet obtained (or seemed to obtain) his convictions

by a message or revelation from without. Being a poet,

moreover, the writer oiJob can even less than a prophet have

had clear conceptions of the historical Messiah and His

period. Moral and spiritual truths—these were his appointed

1 ' The Church in all ages has regarded the one as a type of the other,' Turner,

Studies Biblical and Oriental, p. 150. But Del. has already dissuaded from insist-

ing too much on the historic character of the story of Job. ' The endurance of

Job' (James v. il) is equally instructive whether the story be real {wirklich) or

only ideally true {ivahr) ; and if by the phrase ' the end of the Lord ' St. James

refers to the Passion of Jesus (to me, however, this appears doubtful), he can be

claimed with as much reason for the view of Job here adopted as for the older

theory advocated by Turner]
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province, not the secret counsels of God, nor those exceptional

facts or truths which orthodoxy still perhaps regards as

among the postulates of the faith of the Hebrew prophets.

Nor can the hero of the poem be considered a strict and

proper type of the Christ, for this reason among others, that

Job is to all intents and purposes a creation of the fancy,

whether of the unconsciously working fancy of the people,

or of the rich and potent imagination of a poet. In what

sense, then, may the Book of Job still claim a theological

significance, and be allowed to fill a not unimportant place

in the VorgescJiidite of Christianity ?

I. The hero of the poem (I exclude from consideration

the speeches of Elihu ') is, not indeed a type, but in some

sense prophetic of the Christ, inasmuch as the very concep-

tion of a righteous man enduring vast calamities, not so

much for his own sake as for the world's, is a bold hypothesis

which could only in the Christ be made good. The poet

does more than merely personify the invisible Church of

righteous and believing sufferers ; he idealises this Church in

doing so, and this idealising is a venture of faith. Job is an

altogether exceptional figure : he is imperfect, no doubt, if

viewed as a symbol of the Christ, but this does not diminish

the reality and the grandeur of the presentiment which he

embodies. To a religious mind, this remarkable creation

will always appear stamped by the hand of Providence. Job

is not indeed a Saviour, but the imagination of such a figure

prepares the way for a Saviour. In the words of Dr. Mozley,

* If the Jew was to accept a Messiah who was to lead a life of

sorrow and abasement, and to be crucified between thieves, it

was necessary that it should be somewhere or other distinctly

taught that virtue was not always rewarded here, and that there-

fore no argument could be drawn from affliction and ignominy

against the person who suffered it,'
-

II. This then is the grandest of the elements in the

Book of Job which helped to prepare the noblest minds

among the Jews for the reception of primitive Christianity

—

' On the Elihu-section, see Chap. XII.

* Mozley, Essays, ii. 227 ; comp. Turner, Sisdics, p. 149,
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viz. the idea of a righteous man suffering simply because (as

was said of One parallel in many respects to Job) ' it pleased

Jehovah (for a wise purpose) to bruise him.' The second

element is the idea of a supra-mundane justice, which will

one day manifest itself in favour of the righteous sufferer, not

only in this world (xvi. i8, 19, xix. 25, xlii.), so that all men

may recognise their innocence, but also beyond the grave, the

sufferers themselves being in some undefined manner brought

back to life in the conscious enjoyment of God's favour (xiv.

13-15, xix. 26, 27.?) There may be only suggestions of

these ideas, but suggestions were enough when interpreted

by sympathetic readers. Let me add that by ' sympathetic,'

I mean in sympathy with the conception of God formed by

the author of Job. Nothing is more out of sympathy with

this conception than the saying of the Jewish scholar, S. D.

Luzzatto, ' The God of Job is not the God of Israel, the

Gracious One ; He is the Almighty and the Righteous, but

not the Kind and Faithful One.' No ; the God of Job would

be less than infinitely righteous if He were not also kind

(comp. Ps. Ixii. 12). And of this enlarged conception of

God, faith in the continuance of the human spirit is a conse-

quence. Justice to those with whom God is in covenant

requires that He should not after a few years hurl them back

into non-existence (comp. Job x. 8-13). But I can only

skirt the fringe of the great religious problems opened by this

wonderful book.

In conclusion, and in the spirit of my motto, let me invite.

the reader's attention (even if he be no theologian) to the

spectacle of a powerful mind dashing itself against perennial

problems too mighty fo; it to solve. The author of our poem

missed the only adequate and possible solution, and hence he

has been erroneously regarded by several moderns as the repre-

sentative of a mental attitude akin to their own. Heine, for

instance, can term this book ' the Song of Songs of scepticism.'

No doubt those who are at sea on religious matters can find

sayings in Job which may seem as if spoken by themselves

;

but in truth these only enhance the significance of the coun-

teracting elements in the poem. It is the logical incomplete-
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ness of Job which at once exposes the book to misjudgment,

and gives it an eternal fascination. As Ouinet has said, ' Ce

qui fait la grandeur de ce livre, c'est qu'en depassant la

mesure de I'Ancien Testament il appelle, il provoque neces-

sairement dcs cieux nouveaux . . . . Le christianisme vit au

fond de ce blaspheme.' We need a second part of Job, or at

least a third speech of Jehovah, which could however only be

given by some Hebrew poet who had drunk at the fountains

of the Fourth Gospel. Failing these, the reader must supply

what is necessary for himself,—a better compensation to Job

for his agony than the Epilogue provides, and a more touching

and not less divine theophany (comp. Job ix. 32, 33). This

Christianity v/ill enable him to do. Intellectually, the problem

of Job's life may remain, but to the Christian heart the cloud

is luminous.

The Infinite remains unknown,

Too vast for man to understand :

In Him, the * Woman's Seed,' alone

We trace God's footprint in the sand.^

' Aubrey De Vere. Need I guard myself on the subject of Gen. iii. 15,

referred to in a recent memorable debate in the Nineteenth Centnryl A strict

Messianic interpretation is, since Calvin's time, impossible to the exegete, but

the application of the words to Jesus Christ is dear to the Christian heart, and

perfectly consistent with a sincere exegesis. M. Reville would, I think, concede

this to Mr. Gladstone.
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CHAPTER XV.

THE BOOK OF JOB FROM A GENERAL AND WESTERN POINT

OF VIEW.

The Book of Job is even less translatable than the Psalter.

And why ? Because there is more nature in it. 'He would

be a poet,' says Thoreau, ' who could impress the winds and

streams into his service to speak for him.' They do speak for

the poet of Job ; the * still sad music of humanity ' is con-

tinually relieved by snatches from the grand symphonies of

external nature. And hence the words of Job are ' so true

and natural that they would appear to expand like the buds

at the approach of spring.' It is only a feeble light which

the Authorised Version sheds upon this poem ; and even the

best prose translation must for several reasons be inadequate.

Perhaps, though English has no longer its early strength, a

true poet might yet achieve some worthy result. Rarely has

the attempt been made. George Sandys was said by Richard

Baxter to have ' restored Job to his original glory,' but he

lived before the great era of Semitic studies. The poetical

translator of Job must not disdain to consult critical inter-

preters, and yet by his own unassisted skill could he bring

this Eastern masterpiece home to the Western reader? I

doubt it. Even more than most imaginative poems the Book

of Job needs the help of the painter. It is not surprising

therefore that a scholar of Giotto should have detected

the pictorial beauties of the story of Job. Though only two

of the six Job-frescoes remain entire, the Campo Santo of

Pisa will be impoverished when time and the sea-air effect

the destruction of these. I know not whether any modern

painter besides William Blake has illustrated Job. He, a
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'seer' born out of due time, understood this wonderful book

as no modern before him had done. The student will get

more help of a certain kind from the illustrations thus repro-

duced in the second volume of Gilchrist's Life of Williani

Blake, compared with the sympathetic descriptions by Blake's

biographer (vol. i. pp. 330-333), than from any of the com-

mentaries old or new.

In every respect the poem oifob stands in a class by itself.

More than any other book in the Hebrew canon it needs

bringing near to the modern reader, untrained as he is in

Oriental and especially in Semitic modes of thought and

imagination. Such a reader's first question will probably re-

late to the poetic form of the book. Is it, for instance, a

drama .-* Theodore of Mopsuestia (died 428) answered in

the affirmative, though he was censured for this by the

Council of Constantinople. The author of Job, he says,

wronged the grand and illustrious story by imitating the

manner of the pagan tragedians. * Inde et illas plasmationes

fecit, in quibus certamen ad Deum fecit diabolus, et voces sicut

voluit circumposuit, alias quidem justo, alias vero amicis.'

'

Bishop Lowth devotes two lectures of his Sacred Poetry

to the same question. He replies in the negative, after com-

paring Job with the two CEdipi of Sophocles (dramas with

kindred subjects), on the ground that action is of the essence

of a drama and the Book of Job contains not even the sim-

plest action. Afterwards indeed he admits that Job has at

least one point in common with a regular drama, viz. the

vivid presentation of several distinct characters in a tragic

situation. The view that it is an epic, held in recent times

by Dr. Mason Good and M. Godet, found favour with one no

less than John Milton, who speaks, as he who knows, of

'that epic form, whereof the two poems of Homer and those

other two of Virgil and Tasso are a diffuse, and the Book of

Job a brief model.' ^ Something is to be said for this opinion

if Paradise Regained be a true epic. Dialogue with the

addition of a certain amount of narrative is, roughly speak-

' Migne, Syncs, ct Theod., col. 698. Comp. Kilin, Theodor von Mopsuestia,

p. 68 &c. * The Reason of Church Government, Book II.
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ing, the literary form of the Book of Job as well as of the

unequally great English poem, and Coleridge is probably

right in representing Milton as indebted to the former for his

plan. It is however open to us to doubt not only whether

Paradise Regained is a true epic poem, but whether any sec-

tion of the Book of Job except the Prologue partakes of the

nature of an epic. The Prologue certainly does ; it is more
than a mere introduction to the subsequent speeches ; it is an

independent poetical narrative,' if not a narrative poem ; nor

is there wanting a strong infusion of that supernatural element

which tradition regards as essential to the epic. True, it is a

torso, but this does not interfere with its genuinely poetic

character: it is, as Milton says, a 'brief model' or miniature

of an epic poem. The Colloquies on the other hand are as

undoubtedly a germinal character-drama, as the Song of

Songs is a germinal stage-drama. The work belongs to the

same class as Goethe's IpJiigenie and Tasso ; only there is

much more passion in it than in these great but distinctively

modern poems. Some one has said that * there is no action

and reaction between the speakers' [in the Colloquies].

This is an over-statement. Not only is each speaker con-

sistent with his type of character, but the passionate excite-

ment of Job, and his able though fragmentary confutation of

his opponents, do produce an effect upon the latter, do

force them to take up a new position, though not indeed to

recall their original thesis.-

But in order to bring the Book of Job nearer to the

modern Western mind, we must not only study it from the

point of view of form, but also compare its scope and range

with those of the loftiest modern Western poems of similar

import ; only then shall we discover the points in which it is

distinctively ancient. Oriental, Semitic.—The greatest English

work of kindred moral and religious import is Paradise Lost.

lAk.&Jcb, it is a theodicy, though of a more complex charac-

ter, and aims

' Comp. Bateson Wright, The Book offob, pp. 29-31.

^ Bunsen observes, not badly, ' Hiob ist ein semitisches Drama aus der Zeit

der Gefangenschaft. Das Dramatische windet sich aber erst aus dem Epos heraus,

ohne eine selbstsfandige Gestalt zu gewinnen.' Gott in der Geschic/ite, i. 291.
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.... (to) assert eternal Providence,

And justify the ways of God to man.

And the author of Paradise Lost, though not to be equalled

with the founders of Biblical religion, is still distinguished

from all modern poets (except Dante and Bunyan) by his

singularly intense faith in the operations of the Divine Spirit.

That prayer of his, beginning 'And chiefly Thou, O Spirit,'

and a well-known parallel passage in his Reasoji of CJmrck

Government, prove conclusively that he held no contracted

views as to the limits of Inspiration. This, in addition to

his natural gifts, explains the overpowering impression of

reality produced by the visions of Milton, and perhaps in a

still greater degree by those of our Puritan prose-poet, John
Bunyan. A similar faith in the divine Spirit, but more
original and less affected by logical theories, was one great

characteristic of the author of Job. He felt, like all the re-

ligious 'wise men' (of whom more presently), that true wisdom
was beyond mortal ken, and could only be obtained by an

influence from above. In the strength of this confidence he

ventured, like Milton, on untrodden paths, and presumed to

chronicle, in symbolic form, transactions of the spiritual world.

Whether or not he believed in the Satan of the Prologue, as

a Sunday School child might, we need not decide ; that he
used popular beliefs in a wide, symbolic sense, has been

pointed out elsewhere. Probably both Milton and he, if

questioned on the subject, would have replied in the spirit ot

those words of our Lord, ' If ye will receive it,' and 'All men
cannot receive this saying.' It is not to be forgotten that the

author of Job distinctly places the Satan in a somewhat
humorous light, and though Milton is far from doin"- the

same, yet we know from Conius that the conception of a

symbol was as familiar to him as to Lord Bacon. Notice,

in conclusion, that Milton's Satan, though unlike the Satan
of his predecessor in some points," resembles him in this

striking particular, that he is not yet (in spite of Milton's

attempt to represent him as such) the absolutely evil being.

' Compare Sat.in after his overthrow with Tasso's Soldan [Gcrus. Lib., c. ix.,

St. 98.
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Faiist has in some respects a better right to be compared

with Job than Paradise Lost. Not so much indeed in the

Prologue, though Goethe deserves credit for detecting the

humorous element in the Hebrew poet's Satan, an element

which he has transferred, though with much exaggeration, to

his own Mephistopheles. Neither the Satan nor Mephisto-

pheles (a remote descendant of the Hebrew ^ inastema, from

the root satain=sata}i) is the Origin of Evil in a personal

form,^ but the Hebrew poet would never have accepted the

description in Faust of the peculiar work of the ' denying

spirit' But in the body of the poem there is this marked simi-

larity to the Book of Job—that the problem treated of is a

purely moral and spiritual one ; the hero first loses and then

recovers his peace of mind ; it is the counterpart in panthe-

istic humanism of what St. Paul terms working out one's

own salvation. Still there are great and most instructive

divergences between the two writers. Observe, first, the

complete want of sympathy with positive religion—with the

religion from which Faust wanders—on the part of the

modern poet. Next, a striking difference in the characteristics

of Job and Faust respectively. Faust succumbs to his bound-

less love of knowledge, alternating with an unbridled sensual

lust
; Job is on the verge of spiritual ruin through his

demand for such an absolute correspondence of circum-

stances to character as can only be realised in another world.

The greatness of Faust lies in his intellect ; that of Job

(who in chap, xxviii. directly discourages speculation) in his

virtue. Hence, finally, Faust requires (even from a pan-

theistic point of view)' to be pardoned, while Job stands so

high in the divine favour that others are pardoned on his

account.

A third great poem which deserves to be compared with

' Mr. Sutherland Edwards {Fortnightly Review, Nov. 1885, p. 687) states

that Hebrew etymologies have proved failures. But the steps of the change from

mastema to Mephistopheles are all proved, beginning with the name Mastiphat,

for the prince of the demons, in the chronographers Syncellus and Georg.

Cedrenus (comp. Mao-Titpar = Mastema in the Book of Jubilees). Comp. Diez,

Roman. Worterlnich, i. pp. xxv., xxvi.

" Turner and Morshead, Faust (1882), pp. 307-S.
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Job is the Divma Conwiedia. Dante has the same purpose

of edification as the author of Job and even of Faiist, though

he has not been able to fuse the didactic and narrative

elements with such complete success as Goethe. Nor is he

so intensely autobiographical as either Goethe or the author

of Job ; his own story is almost inextricably interlaced with

the fictions which he frames as the representative of the

human race. He allows us to see that he has had doubts

{Parad. iv. 129), and that they have yielded to the con-

vincing power of Christianity {Purgat. iii. 34-39), but it was

not a part of his plan to disclose, like the author of Job, the

vicissitudes of his mental history. In two points, however

—

the width of his religious sympathies (which even permits him

to borrow from the rich legendary material of heathendom
')

and the morning freshness of his descriptions of nature—he

comes nearer to the author o{Job than either Goethe or Milton,

while in the absoluteness and fervour of his faith Milton is

in modern times his only rival.

The preceding comparison will, it is hoped, leave the

reader with a sense of our great literary as well as religious

debt to the author of Job. His gifts were varied, but in one

department his originality is nothing less than Homeric ; his

Colloquies are the fountain-head from which the great river

of philosophic poetry took its origin. He is the first of those

poet-theologians from whom we English have learned so

much, and who are all the more impressive as teachers because

the truths which they teach are steeped in emotion, and have

for their background a comprehensive view of the complex and

many-coloured universe.

' On the parallel phenomena in Job, see Chap. IX.
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NOTE ON JOB AND THE MODERN POETS.

Job, like Spenser, should be the poet of poets ;; but though

Goethe has imitated him in royal fashion, and here and there other

poets such as Dante may offer allusions, yet Milton is the only poet

who seems to have absorbed Job. Paradise Regained is in both

form and contents a free imitation of the Book of Job, the story of

which is described in i. 368-370, 424-6, iii. 64-67. The following

are the principal allusions in Paradise Lost :—i. 63, comp. Job x. 22
;

ii. 266, comp. Job iv. 16; ii. 603, comp. Job xxiv. 19 Vulg. ; iv. 999

comp. Job xxviii. 25 ; vii. 253-4 (Hymn on the Nativity, st. 12),

comp. Job xxxviii. 4-7 ; vii. 373-5, comp. Job xxxviii. 31 ; vii. 102,

comp. Job xxxviii. 5. Shelley, too, is said to have delighted in Job ;

I must leave others to trace this in his works. I conclude with

Thomas Carlyle. The words— ' Was Man with his Experience

present at the Creation, then, to see how it all went on ? System of

Nature ! To the wisest man, wide as is his vision. Nature remains

of quite in^nite depth, of quite infinite expansion ' '—are at once a

paraphrase of the questions of Eliphaz, ' Art thou the first man that

was born ? . . . Didst thou hearken in the council of Eloah ?

'

(xv. 7, 8), and a suggestive statement of the problem of Job as a

challenge to limited human ' experience ' to prove its capacity for

criticising God's ways.

NOTE ON THE TEXT OF JOB.

That the received text of our Hebrew Bible has a long history

behind it, is generally recognised ; and few will deny that its worst

corruptions arose in the pre-Massoretic and pre-Talmudic periods

(comp. The Prophecies oj Isaiah, vol. ii.. Essay vii.) The popularity

of the Book of Job may not have been equal to that of many other

books, but we have seen reason to suppose that within the circles of

the ' wise men ' it was eagerly studied and imitated. In those early

' i'ar/or J?^5ar/?« (' Natural Supernaturalism ).
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times such popularity was a source of danger to the text, and hasty

copyists left their mark on many a corrupt passage. Is there any
remedy for this ?

Dr. Merx's book, Das GedicJit von Hiob (1871), has the merits

and defects of pioneering works, but his introduction should by all

means be studied. Two points in it have to be examined, (i) the

relative position given by Merx to the chief ancient versions, and (2)

the use which he makes of his own strophic arrangement for detect-

ing interpolations or gaps in the text. More, I think, is to be gained

from his discussion of the use of the versions than from his strophic

arrangement ; and yet before quite so much importance is attached

to the text of the Septuagint, ought we not to be surer than we are

of the antiquity and of the critical value of the Septuagint Job ?

That version may not be of as recent origin ^ as Gratz would have it,

but can hardly be much earlier than the second century b.c. Before

this date the text of Job had time to suffer much from the usual

causes of corruption.. Besides this, there are special reasons for dis-

trusting the literal accuracy of the translator. He seems to have

been in his own way an artist, and to have sought to reproduce

poetry in poetical language. In this respect his vocabulary differs

from that of all the other Septuagint translators ; he thinks more of

his Greek readers than of his Hebrew original. Had he been 'more

mechanical in his method, the critical value of his work would have

been greater. I agree therefore with H. Schultz that even where the

Septuagint and the Peshitto are united against the Massoretic reading,

the decisive arguments for the reading of the former will be, not the

external one of testimony, but the internal one (if so be it exists) of

suitableness.

Mr. Bateson Wright goes almost farther than Dr. Merx in his

opinion of the corruptness of the received text. His work on Job

(1883), however unripe, shows remarkable independence, and con-

tains, among many rash, a few striking emendations. That he does

not restrict himself to corrections suggested by the versions, is not in

the least a defect ; the single drawback to his work is that he has

not pondered long enough before writing. Purely conjectural emen-

dation was doubtless often resorted to by the old translators them-

selves ; it was and still is perfectly justified, though to succeed in its

use requires a singular combination of caution and boldness which

even older critics have not always attained. Sjjccial attention is

devoted by Mr. Wright to the poetical features of the speeches '\nJob.

Dr. Merx had already observed that most of the o-tl^oi contain eight

' ' A child of the first Christian century,' Griitz's jMoitatssc/iri/t, p. 91.

Noklcke dales this version about 150 n.c. {Go/t. gel. Attztigci:, 1865, p. 575).

I
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syllables, to read which, however, it is often needful to dispense with

Metheg and with the Chateph vowels, and contract the dual termi-

nations. Mr. Wright, building upon Dr. Merx's foundation, offers a

more elaborate scheme, which cannot be discussed here. It was a

misfortune for him that he had not before him the ambitious metrical

transliteration of Job by G. Bickell, in his Carmina Vet. Test,

metricc^ of which I would rather say nothing here than too little.

Subsequent editors of the text of Job will have one advantage,

which will affect their critical use of the Septuagint. It is well

known that the Alexandrine version was largely interpolated from

that of Theodotion. The early Septuagint text itself can however

now be reconstructed, through a manuscript of the Sahidic or The-

baic version from Upper Egypt. (Comp. Lagarde, Mittheilwigen,

pp. 203rS ; Agapios Bsciai, art. in Motiiteur de Rome., Oct. 26, 1883.)

Dr. Merx was well aware of the necessity of expurgating the Septua-

gint, and would have hailed this much-desired aid in the work (see

p. Ixxi. of his introduction).

So much must suffice in my present limits on the subject of metre

and textual emendation. I need not thus qualify the list which

follows of gaps and misplacements of text in our Book of Job.

Observe (i) that Bildad's third speech (chap, xxv.) is too short.

Probably, as Mr. Elzas has suggested,' the continuation of it has

been wrongly placed as xxvi. 5-14 ; the affinity of this passage to

chap. xxv. is obvious. Probably the close of Bildad's speech is

wanting. If so (2), something must have dropped out of Job's reply,

since xxvi. 4 has no connection with xxvii. 2. (3) Zophar's third

speech appears to be wanting, but may really be contained in chap,

xxvii. (ver. 8 to end). The student should not fail to observe that

xxvii. 13 is a repetition of xx. 29. As the text stands, Job is made

to recant his statements in chaps, xxi., xxiv., and to assert that there

is (not merely ought to be) a just and exact retribution. The tone,

moreover, of xxvii. 9, 10 is not in accordance with Job's previous

speeches. If this view be correct, an introductory formula (' And
Zophar answered and said ') must have fallen out at the beginning

of ver. 7, and probably one or more introductory verses.^ (4) The

verses which originally introduced chap, xxviii. must (on account of

the causal particle 'for' in ver. i) either have dropped out, or else

have been neglected by the person who inserted the chapter in the

Book of Job. (5) The passage xxxi. 38-40 has at any rate been

• Elzas, The Book ofJob (1872), p. 83 ; Gratz inclines to a similar view.

* A similar view has been propounded by Kennicott, and also more recently

by Gratz {Monatsschrift, 1S72, p. 247). But Kennicott regarded chap, xxviii. as

Job's reply to Zophar, while Gratz would include it in the speech of Zophar,
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misplaced (Delitzsch), and probably, as Merx has pointed out, should

be inserted between ver. 32 and ver. 33. Thus verses 35-37 will

furnish an appropriate and impressive close to the chapter, (6) xxxvi.

31 should probably go after ver. 28 (not ver. 29, as Dillmann misstates

the conjecture) ; verses 30, 32 have a natural connection (Olshausen).

(7) The passage xli. 9-12 destroys the connection, and should pro-

bably be placed immediately before chap, xxxviii. i, as an introduc-

tory speech of Jehovah. In that case, we must, with Merx, supply

the words, ' And Jehovah said,' before ver. 9.

AIDS TO THE STUDENT.

There are many books and articles of importance besides the

commentaries. Among these are Hupfeld, Cominentatio in qiiosdatn

lobeidos locos (1855) ; Bickell, De indole ac ratiotie versionis Alex-

andrines in interpretatido libro /<?^z (1862) ; G. Baur, ' Das Buch Hiob

und Dante's Gottliche Comodie,' Theol. Studien U7id Kritiken (1856),

p. 583 &c. (with which may be grouped Quinet's splendid chapter, in

his early work on religions, entitled ' Comparaison du scepticisme

oriental etdu scepticisme occidental
') ; Seinecke,Z>6'r Griindgedanke

des Buches Hiob (1863) ; Froude, 'The Book of Job,' Short Studies,

Series i (1867), p. 266 &c. ; Reuss, -Dcrs Biec/i //iob (iS6g) ; Plumptre,

' The Authorship of the Book of Job,' Biblical Studies (1870), p. 173

&c. ; C. Taylor, 'A Theory of Job xix. 25-27,' Journal of Philology

(1871), pp. 128-152 ; Godet, ' Le livre de Job,' Etudes bibliques,

prem. partie (1873), P- ^^5 ^^- '> Turner, 'The History of Job, and

its Place in the Scheme of Redemption,' Studies Biblical afid

Oriental (1876), p. 133 &c. ; Griitz, chapter on Job in Geschichte

der Juden, Bd. iii. ; Studer, ' Ueber die Integritat des Buches Hiob,'

Jahrbilcher fiir protestant. Theologie {i?>']$), p. 688 &c., comp. 1877,

p. 540 (Sec. ; Budde, Beitnige zur Kritik des Buches Hiob (1876),

reviewed by Smend in Studien u. Kritiken (1878), pp. 153-173 ;

Giesebrecht, Der Wendepimkt des Buches Hiob (1879) > t)eren-

bourg, ' Reflexions detach^es sur le livre de Job,' Revue des etudes

juives (1880), pp. 1-8
; Claussen, ' Das Verhiiltniss der Lehre des

Elihu zu derjenigen der drei Freunde,' Zeitschr. f. kirchl. IVis-

senschaft und Leben (1884), pp. 393 &c., 449 &c., 505 &c. ; W.
H. Green, The Argument of the Book of Job Unfolded (iS8r)

;

Cheyne, 'Job and the Second Part of Isaiah,' Isaiah, ii. 259 &c.,

with which compare the very full essay of Kuenen, 'Job en de lijdende

knecht van Jahveh,' Theologisch Tijdschrift {idi-jT,), P- 49- '^c. ; De-

litzsch, art. 'Hiob,' Herzog-Plitt's Realencyclopiidie, bd. vi. (1880).





THE BOOK OF PROVERBS.

CHAPTER I.

HEBREW WISDOM, ITS NATURE, SCOPE, AND IMPORTANCE.

We have studied the masterpiece of Hebrew wisdom before

examining the nature of the intellectual product which the

Israelites themselves graced with this title. The Book of Job

is in fact much more than a didactic treatise like Ecclesiastes

or a collection of pointed moral sayings like the Books of

Proverbs and Ecclesiasticus. Its authors were more than

thinkers, they were poets, ' makers,' great imaginative artists.

But we must not be unjust to those who were primarily

thinkers, and only in the second degree poets. The phase of

Hebrew thought called * wisdom ' (khokvia) can be studied

even better in Proverbs and Ecclesiastes than in the poetry of

Job. Let us then enquire at this point, What is this Hebrew

wisdom ? First of all, it is the link between the more ex-

ceptional revelations of Old Testament prophecy and the best

moral and intellectual attainments of other nations than the

Jews. ' Wisdom ' claims inspiration (as we have seen already),

but never identifies itself with the contents of oracular com-

munications.' Nor yet does it pretend to be confined to a

chosen race. Job himself was a non- Israelite (the Rabbis

were even uncertain as to his part in the world to come) ; and

the wisdom of the ' wise king ' is declared to have been

different in degree alone from that of the neighbouring peoples *

' The heading ' the oracle ' &:c. in xxx. i is exceptional ; so also is the oracle

of Eliphar (Job iv. 12-21).

- The author of Bartich (iii. 22, 23), however, expressly denies that the

ordinary Semitic ' wisdom ' was akin to that of Israel. This represents the

Judaism of the Maccahean period.

y
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(i Kings iv. 30, 31 ; comp. Jer. xlix. 7, Obad. 8). It is to be

observed next, that the range of enquiry of this ' wisdom ' is

equally wide, according to the Biblical use of the term.'

' Wisdom,' as Sirach tells us, ' rains forth skill ' of every kind
;

' the first man knew her not perfectly : no more shall the last

trace her out ' (Ecclus. i. 19, xxiv. 28). Nothing is too high,

nothing too low for Wisdom ' fitly ' to ' order ' (Wisd. viii. i).

Law and government (Prov. viii. 15, 16), and even the pre-

cepts of husbandry (Isa. xxviii. 23-29) are equally her

productions with those moral observations which constitute

in the main the three books of the Hebrew KJiokma. The

fact that the subject of practical ethics ultimately appropriated

the technical name of ' wisdom ' ought not to blind us to the

larger connotation of the same word, which throws so much

light on the deeply religious view of life prevalent among the

Israelites. For religious this view of wisdom is, though it may
seem to be so thoroughly secular. The versatility of the

mind of man is but an image of the versatility of its arche-

type. ' The spirit of man is a lamp of Jehovah,' says one of

the * wise men ' (Prov. xx. 27), by an anticipation of John i. 9.

'Surely it is the spirit in man,' says another (Job xxxii. 8),

'and the breath of Shaddai which gives them understanding.'

Isaiah, too, says that the ' spirit of wisdom ' is one of the

three chief manifestations of the ' Spirit ofJehovah' (Isa. xi. 2),

and the introductory treatise, which gives the editor's view of

the original Book of Proverbs, expressly declares that the

' wise men ' are but the messengers of divine Wisdom (ix. 3).

The sages, whose collected wisdom we are about to study,

are very different from those antique sages who like Balaam

could be hired to curse a hostile people. A new kind of

wisdom grew up both in Israel and in the neighbouring

countries, as unlike its spurious counterpart as the spiritual

lyric poetry both of Israel and of Babylonia is unlike the in-

cantations which in Babylonia coexisted with it. Israel, never

slow to adoptj received the higher wisdom, and assimilated it.

' Observe that ' wisdom ' is called khokmoth (plural form) in Prov. i. 20, ix.

II, all the forms of wisdom being viewed as one in their origin. So too Wisdom
adorns her house with seven pillars (Prov. ix, i).
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The earthly elements can still be traced in it ; the ' wise men ' y
are not prophets but philosophers ; indeed, the Seven Wise

Men of Greece arose at precisely the same stage of culture

as the Hebrew sages. It is true, the latter never (in pre-

Talmudic times) attempted logic and metaphysics ; they

contentedly remained within the sphere of practical ethics.

If a modern equivalent must be found, it would be best to call

them the humanists, to indicate their freedom from national

prejudice (the word * Israel ' does not occur once, the word y
ddam ' man ' thirty-three times in the Book of Proverbs), and

their tendency to base a sound morality on its adaptation to

human nature. We might also venture to call them realists

in contradistinction to the idealists of the prophethood
; they

held out no prospect of a Messianic age, and ' meddled not

with them that were given to change.'' The sages whose
' wisdom ' is handed down to us were not however opposed

to the spiritual prophets. It is only ' the fool ' (or, to employ

a synonym from the proverbs, the ' scorner ' or ' mocker ') who
* saith in his heart, There is no God.' A mocking poet of a

late period may demand the Creator's name (Prov. xxx. 4),

but the writer who (if I may anticipate) has perpetuated this

strange poem indicates his own very different mental attitude
;

and though religious proverbs are less abundant than secular

in the early anthologies, such as we do find are pure and

elevated in tone. For instance,

(i) Who can say, I have made my heart clean,

I am pure from my sin ? (xx. 9.)

(2) The eyes of Jehovah are in every place,

observing the evil and the good (xv. 3).

(3) Sheol and Abaddon "^ are before Jehovah,

how much more then the hearts of the sons of men !

(xv. II.)

(4) The hearing ear and the seeing eye,

Jehovah has made them both (xx. 12).

(5) A man's steps are from Jehovah,

and man—how can he understand his way? (xx. 24.)

One point in which the wise men agreed with Amos and

' xxiv. 21 A.\'. - I.e. Perdition ; a synonym for Sheol.
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Isaiah was the inferiority of a ceremonial system ' to prayer

and faithful obedience (xv. 8, xxi. 3, 27, xvi. 6), and the im-

portance which one of the proverb-writers attached to

prophecy is strikingly expressed (if only the text be sound)

in the saying,

When there is no prophecy (lit., vision) people become disorderly,

but he that observes precept, happy is he (xxix. 18).

The prophets seem to have returned the friendly feeling of

the sages. In tone and phraseology they are sometimes

evidently influenced by their fellow-teachers (see e.g. Isa.

xxviii. 23-29, xxix. 24, xxxiii. 11), and if they do not often

refer to the wise men,^ yet they do not denounce them, as

they denounce the priests and the lower prophets. It may
perhaps be inferred from this that there was in the early times

no opposition-party of sceptical wise men, such as Ewald
supposes,^ and such as not improbably did exist in later

times (see below on xxx. 1-4) ; and I notice that Ewald
himself does not attempt to strengthen his view by appealing

to the phrase 'men of scorn' in Isa. xxviii. 14, which some,

following Rashi and Aben Ezra, explain of wise men who
misused their talent by making mischievous proverbs.^ The

' The author of the Introduction however writes, ' Honour Jehovah with thy

substance,' i.e. by dedicating a part of it to the sanctuary (iii. 9), which the Septua-

gint translator carefully limits to substance lawfully gained (Deut. xxiii. 19).

* As perhaps they do in Am. v. 10, Isa. xxix. 21 ('him that rebuketh in the

gate'). Observe again in this connection that the endowments of the Messiah

include the spirit of wisdom as well as that of might (Isa. xi. 2), and that the

wisdom of Jehovah is emphasised in Isa. xxxi. 2 ; comp. xxviii. 29.

' Die dichter des alien bundes, ii. 12. Ewald refers to xiii. i, xiv. 6, and

other passages in which ' scorners ' are referred to. But it is not clear that

' a powerful school ' of wise men is here intended ; the title may be given to

' those who opposed or despised the counsels of the wise men, and broke through

the restraints of law and religion ; comp. Prov. xv. 12, xxi. 24 ' ( The Prophecies of

Isaiah, ed. 3, i. 165). Among such persons were the politicians of Isaiah's day,

so far as they opposed the warnings of the prophet ; they were popularly con-

sidered ' wise men ' (xxix. 14 ; comp. Jer. viii. 9), but not in the technical sense

with which our present enquiries are concerned.

* Luzzatto renders, ' o voi uomini insipienti, poeti di quest o popolo,' taking

moshelim in the same sense as in Num. xxi. 27 (similarly Earth, in his tract on

Isaiah, p. 23, following Rashi and Aben Ezra), a view which receives some sup-

port from the parable offered by Isaiah in xxviii. 23-29 as if in opposition to the

false parables of unsound teachers. But in Isa. xxix. 20 ' scorner ' is clearly used,

not as a class-name for certain wise men, but in a moral sense.
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inference mentioned just now commends itself to me as sound
;

but I admit that the saying on prophecy in Prov. xxix. i8

(already quoted) is isolated, and that the tone of the religious

proverbs falls far short of enthusiasm. This is probably all

that M. Renan means in a too French sentence of his work

on Ecclesiastes. Religion, according to the wise men, was a

necessary element in a worthy character, was even (I should

say) the principal element, but the religion of these practical

moralists has nothing of that delighted abandon which we find

in the more distinctly religious Scriptures. ' Happy the man

who dreadeth continually,' says one characteristic proverb

(xxviii. 14 ; contrast the ' not caring ' of the ' fool ' in xiv. 16).

Later on, a more devout moralist writes that 'the fear ot

Jehovah is the beginning of wisdom ' (i. 7), and though

' fear ' need not exclude ' love ' yet there is nothing here to

suggest their combination. The proverb of the Egyptian

prince Ptahhotep,' 'To obey is to love God ; not to obey is to

hate God,' has no parallel, at any rate in the early anthologies
;

much less does the great saying in Ps. Ixxiii. 25 strike a note

congenial to any of the Hebrew sages. And yet it remains

true that the wise men happily supplemented the more

spiritual teaching of psalmists and prophets.

There is still another important point on which both pro-

phets and ' wise men ' were agreed. Whatever their inward

religion may have been, they (like the Egyptian moralists)

were outwardly utilitarians ; i.e., they invite men to practise

righteousness, not because righteousness is the secret of blessed-

ness, but because of its outward rewards both for the man
himself and for his posterity (Prov. xi. 21, xx. 7 ; comp. Jer.

xxxii. 18). The form in which the doctrine of proportionate

retribution is expressed in xi. 4 would have been completely

acceptable to the prophets, whose conception of the ' day of

Jehovah ' (i.e., not the last great dies inc, but an}- providential

crisis in the world's history) is adopted in it,

—

Wealth is of no profit in the day of wrath,

but righteousness delivers from death.

Proverbs expressing this idea in various forms abound in the

' Brugsch, Relipon utui Mylhologie der alien Aeg^'pter, p. 9'.
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first anthology. Not a hint is given that retribution loiters

on the road ; at most a warning not to envy the (temporary)

prosperity of the wicked (xxiii. 17, xxiv. i, 19 ; with regard

to xxiii. 18 see above).

This was the ' certitude of the golden age,' to use Mr.

Matthew Arnold's expression ; it is justwhat we might expect

in a simple and stationary condition of society. The strange

thing is that it should have lasted on when oppression

within or hostile attacks from without had brought manifold

causes of sorrow upon both good and bad.^ That the teachers

of the people should have held up the doctrine of earthly

retribution

—

Behold, the righteous hath a reward upon earth
;

much more the ungodly and the sinner (xi.

as long as it could reasonably be defended, was natural. But

that shortly before the Maccabean rising a ' wise man ' ^ should

still be found to write

—

The gift of the Lord remains with the godly,

and his favour brings prosperity for ever (Ecclus. xi. 17),

seems to contradict the usual correspondence between the re-

ceived moral theory and the outward circumstances of society.

All that we can say is that such inconsistencies are found to

exist ; old forms of doctrine do not, as a rule, ' melt like frosty

rime.' There must have been circles ofJewish moralists averse

to speculation, who would continue to repeat the older view of

the providential government even at a time when the social

state had completely exposed its shallowness.

Dean Plumptre, indeed, following Ewald, credits the * wise

men ' of pre-Exile times with deeper views. According to him,

certain proverbs, e.g. x. 25, xi. 4, xiv. 32, xxiii. 18 (Ewald adds

xii. 28) imply the hope of immortality. None of these passages

however can be held conclusive, x. 25, xi. 4 simply say that the

righteous shall be unhurt in a day of judgment ; in xiv. 32

the antithesis is between the ruin which follows upon wicked-

ness and the safe refuge of integrity (read U'tJmmmd with the

' Yet in Prov. iii. ii, 12 there is distinct evidence of deepened experience

and progress of moral thought.

' On the orthodoxy of Ecclesiasticus, see later on.
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Sept.) ; in xxiii. 18, 'there is a future,' the reference is perfectly

vague— it is natural to explain by comparing Job xlii. 12.

xii. 28, no doubt, on Evvald's view of the passage, seems

conclusive,

In the way of righteousness is life,

and the way of its path is immortality.

But this great word ' immortality ' is unparalleled before the

Book of Wisdom, and cannot fairly be extracted from the

Hebrew.' The Septuagint has a different view of the pronun-

ciation of the text, and renders 680I Ss /juvrjatKUKcov eh Odvarov.

The easiest plan is to correct iCtJiibJiaJi into nith'dbh, with

Levy, and render,

but an abominable way (comp. xv. 9) leads unto death.

I do not deny that the idea of eternal life may have been

conceived at the time of these proverbs. This may plausibly

be inferred from the occurrence of the phrase ' a tree of life
'

in iii. 18, xi. 30, xiii. 12, xv. 4, and 'a fountain of life' in x. 11,

xiii. 14, xiv. 27, xvi. 22,—phrases certainly borrowed from

some traditional story of Paradise analogous to that in Gen.

ii.^ It is a singular fact however that in all these passages

(even, I think, in iii. 18) these expressions are simply figura-

tive synonyms for ' refreshment,' which suggests that the

proverb-writers shrank from using them in their literal sense

of the individual righteous man.

The importance of the ' wise men ' as a class is too seldom

recognised. To the hasty reader they are overshadowed by

the prophets, between whom and the rude masses they seem

to have occupied a middle position. Their popular style and

genial manners attracted probably a large number of dis-

ciples ; at any rate, in the time of Jeremiah the ' counsel ' of

the ' wise men ' was valued as highly as the ' direction ' {tora)

of the priests and the 'word' of the prophets (Jer. xviii. 18).

By constantly working on suitable individuals, they produced

a moral sympathy with the prophets, without which those

' The Vulg. h.is, iter autciii dcviitiit diicil ad mortem (Inil this ])rcgnant sense

of iter dcz'ium is too bold ).

- Analogous only, because apparently it had both a tree and a fountain of life,

like a New Zealand myth mentioned by .Schirren.
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heroic men would have laboured in vain. Thus that friendly

relation must have sprung up between the prophets and the

'wise men,' of which I have spoken already, and which reminds

us of the sanction said to have been given to the Seven Sages

of Greece by the oracle of Delphi.'

It is a misfortune that our sources for the history of Israel-

itish ' philosophy ' are so scanty. Were there ' wise men ' in

N. Israel ? and if so, have any of their proverbs come down to

us, besides the mashal or fable of Jotham ? Did they confine

their activity to the capital city or cities, or did they also, like

the 'scribes,' settle or itinerate in the provinces .? (Matt. ix. 3,

Targ. of Judg. v. 9.) Did their public instructions assume

anything like the form of the proverbs of our anthologies .^ Did

they teach without fee or reward ? ^ At any rate, a post-Exile

proverb-writer tells us with retrospective glance where the 'wise

men ' awaited their disciples—not in the quietude of the cham-

ber, but either within the massive city-gates, or in the adjacent

squares or ' broad places ' on which the streets converged (i.

20,21 ; comp. Job xxix. 7). No doubt they had a large stock

of sayings in their memory, such as had been tested by the

experience of past generations. Sometimes they would modify

old proverbs, sometimes they would frame new ones, so that

when their disciples gathered round them, they would ' bring

out of their treasure things new and old.' From time to time

they would commit their ' wisdom ' to writing in a more

perfect form, and such records must have formed the basis of

the proverbial collections in the Old Testament.

' Curtius, History of Greece, ii. 52.
"^ Ewald infers from xvii. 16 that even in early times it was customary to fee

the ' wise men ' for their advice (comp. Saul and Samuel). At a later time Sirach

says, 'Buy (instruction) for yourselves without money' (Ecclus. li. 25, but comp.

28). The Rabbis were not allowed to receive fees from their pupils. R. Zadok

said, ' Make not (the Tora) a crown to glory in, nor an axe to live by' {Pirke

Aboth, iv. 9). So the Moslem teachers at the great Cairo ' university ' (el Azhar).
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CHAPTER II.

THE FORM AND ORIGIN OF THE PROVERBS.

In one of the opening verses of the Book of Proverbs (i. 6)

three technical names for varieties of proverbs are put

together:—(i) indshdl, a short, pointed saying with reference

to some striking feature in the life of an individual, or in

human life generally, often clothed in figurative language

(whence, according to many, the name vidshal, as if ' simili-

tude ;
' comp. Trapa^oXi')), (2) m'lica, perhaps a 'bent,'

' oblique ' or (as Sept.) ' dark ' saying, (3) khida, a ' knotty ' or

intricate saying, especially a riddle. Each of these words

has a variety of applications ; for instance (i) is used in Num.
xxiii., xxiv., for a parallelistic poem, (i) and (2) sometimes

mean a ' taunting speech ' (see below, and comp. Hab. ii. 6,

Isa. xiv. 4, Mic. ii. 4), and (3) can be used, not merely of true

riddles with a moral meaning, such as we find here and there

in Prov. xxx., but also of didactic statements upon subjects as

difficult as riddles (see Ps. xlix. 5, A.V. 4, Ixxviii. 2). We
have no collection of popular proverbs, such as exists in

Arabic ; the proverbs in the canonical collection show great

technical elaboration, though some may be based on the

naiVe ' wisdom ' of the people, A very few specimens of the

popular proverb have indeed been preserved in the canonical

literature.' ' Is Saul also among the prophets ? '(i Sam. x. 12,

xix. 24) preserves the memory of a humorous fact in the

story of that king. ' Wickedness proceeds from the wicked '

(i Sam. xxiv. 13) is, unlike the former, a generalisation, and
means that a man's character is shown by his actions (comp.

' In the Midrash-lilcrature, proverbs are often eiuoted wiili an express state-

ment that they are from the lips of the people.
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Isa. xxxii. 6). * As is the mother, so is the daughter ' (Ezek.

xvi. 44) is also an induction from common experience. ' The
fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth are

set on edge ' (Jer. xxxi. 29, Ezek. xviii. 2), words applied no

doubt, as Lowth says, profanely, but not originally meant so,

is a figurative way of saying that the sins of the fathers are

visited upon the children. We have one specimen of the

riddle (strictly so called)—that well-known one of Sam-

son's,

From the eater came forth food,

and from the strong one came forth sweetness (Judges xiv. 14).

The parable, too, was doubtless called mashal, and of this we

have three Old Testament examples, which will at once occur

to the reader (2 Sam. xii. 1-6, xiv. 4-9, i Kings xx. 39, 40);

but it is more important to draw the reader's attention to the

rare specimens of the fable. Some may think it bold to refer

in this connection to a portion of a narrative which seems at

first sight to be historical (Num. xxi. 22-35). The strange

episode of the speaking ass is, however, most difficult to

understand, except as a sportive quasi-historical version of a

popular mashalox fable (compare the four Babylonian animal-

fables discovered among the fragments of King Assurbanipal's

library).^ The passage being evidently distinct from the rest

of the story of Balaam, in passing this judgment upon it, we

are not committed as a matter of course to a denial of all

historical character to the rest of the narrative. The fables

of Jotham (Judg. ix. 8-15) and Joash (2 Kings xiv. 9), in

which the trees are introduced speaking, have also their

parallels in Babylonian literature. One of them indeed has

a claim to be called a masJial on a second account ; the tree-

fable of Joash is a taunt of the keenest edge, and one of the

secondary meanings of inashal is ' taunting speech ' (see Isa.

xiv. 4, A.v.). It is true the ' taunting speeches ' expressly

' See Smith and Sayce's Chaldcean Genesis, pp. 140-154. For the Egyptian

animal-fables, which may be the originals of those of yEsop, see Mahaffy, Prole-

gomena to Anc. Hist., p. 390 ; for the Indian, see the apologues of the Pancha-

tantra by Benfey or Lancereau, and the Buddhist Birth-Stories— ' the oldest, most

complete, and most important collection of folk-lore extant '—translated by Rhys

Davids, vol. i.
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called viasJials—not only those in the prophetic writings

(see above), but the verses ascribed to ' those that speak in

7nashals' in Num. xxi. 27-30—are poetical in form, but this

is because the Hebrew writers never conceiv^ed the idea of

a narrative poem ;
even the prologue of the Book of Job is

in prose.

These are the principal specimens of the mashal apart

from those in the three Books of Old Testament Wisdom.
They are but the ' two or three berries ' left after the beating

of the tree (Isa. xvii. 6), and excite a longing for more which

cannot be gratified. We may be sure that in Israel's prime

the telling of proverbs was almost as popular as the recital of

stories, and became a test of ability. For

—

The legs of a lame man hang loose,

so is a proverb in the mouth of fools (xxvi. 7)

;

and though Sirach says of the labouring class, 'They shall not

be found where parables are spoken ' (Ecclus. xxxviii. 33), it

is reasonable to account for this by the aristocratic pride of

the students of Scripture in the later Jewish community. At
any rate, as I have said already, some at least of the early

literary proverbs are very possibly based on popular sayings
;

these would naturally embody a plain, bourgeois experience

such as marks not a few of the proverbs in our book. Dr.

Oort conjectures ' that some of our proverbs ivere originally

current among the people as riddles, such for instance as, ' What
is sweet as honey ?—Pleasant discourse, for it is sweet to the

soul and a medicine to the bones ' (xvi. 24) ;
' What is worse

than meeting a bear ?—Meeting a fool in a fit of folly ' (xvii.

12); 'What is sweet at first, and then like sand in the mouth?
—Stolen food' (xx. 17). Certainly the introduction to the
' proverbs of Solomon ' may seem to imply (i. 6) that the

collection which follows contains specimens of the riddle, but

probably all the writer means is that the ' words of the wise

'

are often ' knotty ' because epigrammatic. We may indeed

reasonably hold that, like their prototype Solomon,- the 'wise

men ' were accustomed to sharpen their intellects upon enig-

' The Biblefor Young People, E. T., iii. 105-6,

* I Kings X. I ; comp, Mcnandcr's account in Josephus, Aiiliq. viii. 5, 3.

/
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mas (such as lie at the root of the so-called ' numerical

proverbs' in xxx. 15, 1 8, 21, 24, 29 ; comp. vi. 16) ; but a still

more important discipline than the battle of wits was the

habit of keen observation. We cannot reduce all the proverbs

involving comparison to the form of riddles, any more than

we can do this with the following Buddhist sayings, equal to

the more refined specimens of the Hebrew proverb :
—

^

As rain breaks through an ill-thatched house, so passion will

break through an unreflecting mind.

Like a beautiful flower, full of colour, but without scent, are the

fine but fruitless words of him who does not act accordingly.

A tamed elephant they lead to battle ; the king mounts a tamed

elephant ; the tamed is the best among men, he who silently endures

abuse.

Well-makers lead the water ; fletchers bend the arrow ; carpenters

bend a log of wood ; wise people fashion themselves.

Another plausible hypothesis similar to that of Dr. Oort

is that some of our proverbs are based on popular fables, as is

the case according to Dr. Back with many of the proverbs in

the Talmud and Midrash.- The Jewish scholar referred to

applies this key to Prov. vi. 6-1 1 (comp. the Aramaic fable of

the ant and the grasshopper—see Delitzsch's note), to the nu-

merical proverbs in chap. xxx. (' skeletons of fables ' he calls

them), and to Eccles. ix. 4 and x. 1 1. Both proverbs and fables

indeed are common in later Jewish literature. Fables, espe-

cially animal fables, were not perhaps appropriate vehicles of

/ moral instruction according to the O.T. writers. But the

later Jewish teachers do not seem to have felt this objection.

Rabbi Meir (2nd cent. A.D.) was the writer of animal fables

par excellence ; Rabbi Hillel (B.C. 30), however, so noted for his

versatility, was also a copious fabulist.^

• From Max Miiller's translation of the Dhammapada, or ' Path of Virtue

'

(1870)
- Dr. Back gives a list of these in Gratz's MonatsscJirift, 1S84, pp. 265-7.
•'' In the Talmudic treatise Sofcrim xvi. 9, a list of Hillel's acquirements is

given, including the conversations of the mountains, the trees, the animals, the

demons &c. On the Jewish fable literature, the wealth of which seems un-

paralleled, see Back, Die Fabcl in Talmud nnd Midrash, in Gratz's Monatsschrift,

1875-1884. Curiously enough the two oldest Jewish fables are similar in character

to those of the Old Test.
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This popular origin of some at least of the proverbs suffi-

ciently accounts for their comparatively trite and common-
place character. They were not trite and commonplace to

those who first used them, and successive generations loved

them because of their antiquity (Job viii, 8-10). Even to us

they are not so commonplace as the far less popular and

piquant Egyptian proverbs,' though I confess that they will

hardly compare with the relics of Indian gnomology,^ still less

with the singularly rich and pointed proverbs of the Chinese.'

The practice of writing antithetic sentences on paper or silk

to suspend in houses (contrast Deut. vi. 9) gave an edge to

the shrewd earthly wisdom of the countrymen of Confucius.

The Jewish intellect developed but slowly into the acuteness of

the later periods which produced fables, proverbs, and riddles

which can safely challenge comparison.'*

' Comp. Renouf, Hibbcrt Lectures, pp. 75, 76, 100-103 ; IMahaffy, Prolego-

mena to Ancient History, pp. 273-291 ; Brugsch, J^eligion iind Mythologie der

alten Aegypter, p. 91 ; Records of the Past, viii. 157-160.

- Comp. Weber, Indische Literatiirgeschiclitc, p. 227.

' See Scarborough, Collection of Chinese Proverbs (1875). The Chinese

proverbs have no known authors.

* On the riddles referred to, see Wiinsche, Die Kiithseliveisheit bei den

Hebriiern (1883). Comp. them with the later Arabic proverbs (see Hariri, and

comp. Freytag, Proverbia arabicd).
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CHAPTER III.

THE FIRST COLLECTION AND ITS APPENDICES.

Upon entering what Dante in the De Monarchia so well

calls * the forest ' of the canonical proverbs, we are soon struck

by differences of age and growth. The central portion of the

book, and in some respects the most interesting, is comprised

in X. i-xxii, 16. To this, which is indeed the original Book

of Proverbs, the first nine chapters were intended to serve as

the introduction. It is the oldest Hebrew proverbial anthology

extant. Probably from its compiler it received the name
' Proverbs of Solomon.' and from this title has sprung the

tradition accepted by so many subsequent ages and indeed

by the editor of the whole book (Prov. i. i) of Solomon's

authorship of the Proverbs. The title however cannot be

historically correct. Those maxims in this anthology which

refer to the true God under the name Jehovah ( Yahve) are

too monotheistic and inculcate too pure a morality to be the

work of the Solomon of the Book of Kings. That great

despot's ' wisdom,' so far as we can judge both from his cha-

racter and from the traditional notices, cannot have had a

distinctively religious character. Listen to these proverbs,

—

Better a little with the fear of Jehovah

than great treasure and turmoil therewith (xv. 16).

The horse is prepared against the day of battle,

but victory is Jehovah's (xxi. 31).

The mouth of strange women is a deep pit

;

he with whom Jehovah is wroth falleth therein (xxii. 14).

A wise son (loveth) his father's correction,

but a scorner heareth not rebuke (xiii. i),

—

and for a commentary read i Kings iv. 26, xi. i, 4, 14-40,

xii. 14, 1 5. Nor is the moral tone of the ' Solomonic ' proverbs
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in its plain bourgeois simplicity any more suitable to the name
they bear than the religious. Unless Solomon was like

1 laroun al-Rashid, and made himself privately acquainted with

the ways and thoughts of the citizens, it is difficult to see how
he can have written so completely as one of them would have

done.

The truth is that both David and Solomon were idealised a-

by later generations. The heroes of a grander if not better

age, they towered far above the petty figures of their suc-

cessors. Favoured by the contemporary depression of Egypt
and Assyria, they had been enabled to rear and to retain a

powerful empire, comparable to those which afflicted and op-

pressed the divided people of the later Israelites. Solomon
in particular is represented in tradition as not only the most

fortunate but the wisest of kings, not in the sense in which it

is said that religion is the best part of wisdom (Prov. i. 7), but

in that in which the ' children of the east ' were accustomed

to use the word. This is clear from the language of the

Hebrew narrator :

—

' And God gave Solomon wisdom and understanding exceeding

much, and largeness of heart even as the sand on the sea-shore. And
Solomon's wisdom excelled the wisdom of all the children of the

east country, and all the wisdom of Egypt. For he was wiser than

all men ; than Ethan the Ezrahite [read, perhaps, * the native,* i.e.

the Israelite], and Heman, and Calcol, and Darda, the sons of

Mahol [probably a foreigner] : and his fame was in all the nations

round about. And he spoke three thousand proverbs [or, similitudes],

and his songs were a thousand and five. And he spoke of trees, from
the cedar in Lebanon unto the hyssop that springeth out of the wall :

he sjjoke also of beasts, and of birds, and of creeping things, and of

fishes. And there came of all peo])les to hear the wisdom of Solomon,
from all kings of the earth, who had heard of his wisdom.' (i Kings
iv. 29-34.)

I see no reason for not accepting the substance of this

tradition. The principal point in it is the ascription to

Solomon of a power of apophthegmatic composition which

the author, as a devout theist, could not but trace to a divine

gift, just as the author of Ex. xxxvi. ascribes the skill of the

artisans ofthe tabernacle to the direct operation of Jehovah.
K2
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''but we are also informed that the talents of Solomon were

neither peculiar to him, nor exercised on different subjects

from those of foreign sages. The precise meaning of the

Hebrew m'shalim in i Kings iv. 32 is suggested by ver. 33.

The word seems to mean moralising similitudes Merived partly

from the animal, partly from the vegetable kingdom (for Lord

Bacon's view,^ hinted in the Nezv Atlantis, is more plausible

than sound). Was I not right in saying that the traditional

notices of Solomon's wisdom do not agree with the title of

our anthology ? I wish that it were otherwise. How gladly

one would see a few of Solomon's genuine utterances

(whether proverbs, or similitudes, or fables) incorporated into

one or another of the Hebrew Scriptures !

I think however that it is unfair both to the compiler and

to the editor who repeats his statement (i. i) to take the as-

cription of these proverbs to Solomon literally. Accuracy in

the details of literary history was not a qualification which

would seem important to an Israelite. The name of Solomon

was attached (for dogmatism here seems permissible) to these

choice specimens of Hebrew proverbiology simply from a very

•characteristic hero-worship. Solomon had in fact become the

symbol of plain ethical 'wisdom' just as David had become

the representative of religious lyric poetry. We may see this

from the alternative title of the Book of Proverbs in both

Jewish and Christian writings— ' Book ofWisdom ;'^ still more

from the fiction of Solomon's authorship of Ecclesiastes, and

' Dr. Gratz is of opinion that Solomon was a fabulist like Jotham ; in the text

I have followed Josephus {Ant. vii. 2, 5). Legend related how the wise king,

like the early men in African folk-lore (Max Miiller, Hibbert Lectures, p. 1 16),

talked with (not merely of) beasts, birds, and fishes, but delighted most in the

birds.

- This was also the opinion of Ewald [History, iii. 281). It might now be

urged in its favour that Assurbanipal's library contained bilingual lists of animals,

vegetables, and minerals. But remember that the Assyrians were incomparably

more civilised than the Israelites, and had both a lexicographical and a scientific

interest in making these lists, and above all that Solomon is not stated to have

written, but only to have spoken.

' See the Tosefoth to the Talmudic treatise Baba bathra, \\b, where the name

is given both to Proverbs and to Ecclesiastes. It is however more commonly

found in Christian than in Jewish literature, often under the fuller form ^

.-noLvkpiTos (Tofla (sec especially Eusebius, JI. E., iv. 22).
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from the Targumic paraphrase of Jer. ix. 23/ Let not Solomon

the soti of David, the wise man, glory in his wisdom.' Of
course, the real names of the authors of the proverbs

had been as irrecoverably lost as those of our early ballad-

writers.

But though we must deny the Solomonic authorship a far-

off influence''of the Solomonic age may perhaps be admitted;

at least, there are grounds for the opinion that some of the

proverbs are as old as the ninth century, (i) The second col-

lection of so-called Solomonic proverbs was compiled according

to a credible tradition (xxv. i) in the reign of Hezekiah ; this

of itself throws the earlier collection a considerable way back

into the eighth century. (2) Upon examining the first antho-

logy we find that some of the proverbs already have a history.

For instance, {a) the solemn generalisation in xiv. 12 occurs

in exactly the same form in xvi. 25, {b) eight other proverbs

are repeated with slight changes in expression (x. i = xv. 20,

x. 2= xi. 4, xiii. 14= xiv. 27, xiv. 20= xix. 4, xvi. 2= xxi. 2,

xix. 5 = xix. 9, XX. io=xx. 23, xxi. 9= xxi. 19), but except

in the case of xi. 4, xiv. 27 no change in thought, {c) ten are

repeated, at least so far as one line goes, either exactly or

with but slight differences (x. I5 = xviii. 11, x. 6' = x. ii,

X. 8 = x. 10,^ XV. 33= xviii. 12, xi. I3 = xx. 19, xi. 2i=xvi. 5,

xii. I4= xiii. 2, xiv. 3i=xvii. 5, xvi. i8= xviii. 12, xix. 12 =
XX. 2). It is probable that some time would elapse before a

proverb attained such notoriety as to be circulated in varying

forms. (3) The originality of the diction {a) and the careful

observance of technical rules of composition {b) favour an

early date, {a) For instance, ' stcersmanship '
^ (xi. 14, xii. 5,

XX. 18), as a term for practical wisdom or counsels, evidently

springs from a fresh enthusiasm for commerce ; a long list of

striking expressions might be added from any chapter of the

collection. (/;) Nor is technical precision at all less conspi-

cuous in this early anthology. Each proverb is a distich, i.e.

' The second line however seems to have intruded from ver. 11, and thus to

have supplanted the original.

- Here again the second line is evidently an intruder (from ver. 8). We
should doubtless read with Sept., ' but he that reproves produces welfare.'

* This word {takhbi'doth) also occurs in xxiv. 6, i. 5, Job xxxvii. 12.
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consists of two lines, as a rule three-toned, and in most cases

antithetically parallel. It is true, xix. 7 in its present form

is a tristich, i.e. consists of three members, but this proverb

undoubtedly arose out of two, the second of which is mutilated

in the Hebrew text, but is found in a complete though not

entirely correct form in the Septuagint. The incomprehen-

sible third line of xix. 7 given in versions based upon the

Hebrew now becomes the distich.

He that does much evil perfects mischief;

he that provokes ^ with words shall not escape.

According to Ewald, the collection is divided into five

parts by the recurrence at intervals of a proverb exhorting

the young to receive instruction ; see x. i, xiii. i, xv. 20;

xvii. 25, xix. 20. If this division is intentional it may be

compared with the equally mechanical triple division found

by some in Isa. xl.-lxvi. Of arrangement by subject there is

but little trace ; here and there two or more verses come in

succession dealing with the same theme. Observe too the

recurrence of ' Jehovah,' xv. 33, xvi. 1-9, 1 1, and of the word
' king ' in xvi. 10, 12-15, which shows that one principle of

arrangement was simply the recurrence of certain catchwords.

Bickell thinks that another principle was the occurrence of the

same initial letter (see xi. 9-12, xx. 7-9, xx. 24-26, xxii.

2-4).

Altogether, it is abundantly clear that we have before us

works of art, and not the simple maxims handed down in

Israel from father to son. There may sometimes be a

traditional basis, but no more. The anthology contrasts,

therefore, as Ewald remarks, with the collections of Arabic

proverbs due to Abu-Obaida, Maidani^ and others. But

whether we may go on to assert with the same great critic

that we have here the wise men's applications of the truths of

religion to the infinite cases and contingencies of the secular

life, seems doubtful. It is not clear to me that these wise

' For i/i'raddrf XQ<id vi'gaddef,

^ Landberg denies that Maidani's proverbs were ever really popular, but A.

Miiller judges that this view is extravagant {Zeitschrift fiir Volkei-psychologie,

xii. 441).
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men were preoccupied by religion. There are indeed not a '

few fine religious proverbs, but it cannot be shown that

those who wrote the secular proverbs also wrote the religious.

It is possible and even probable that some of the religious

proverbs are the work of the author of the introductory

chapters ; without dogmatising, I may refer to xiv. 34 (comp.

viii. 15, 16), XV. ^2» -^^i- i~7> ^nd perhaps to xix. 27, which is

quite in the parental tone of chaps, i.-ix. The tone of the

secular proverbs is not, from a Christian point of view (of

which more later on), an elevated one. The ethical principle

is prudential. Virtue or ' wisdom ' is rewarded, and vice or

' folly ' punished in this life. It is indeed nowhere expressly

said that every trouble is a punishment ; but there is nothing

like xxiv. 16 in this anthology to prevent the reader from in-

ferring it. At any rate, the writers arc clearly not in the van

of religious thought : no ' obstinate questionings ' have yet

disturbed their tranquillity.

We need not pause here to demonstrate what no one

probably will dispute, that the origin of this first anthology is

impersonal. The fact that it is so may well give us the more

confidence in the accuracy of the social picture which it con-

tains. This is certainly a pleasing one, and points to a

comparatively early period in the history of Judah. Com-
merce and its attendant luxury have not made such progress

as at the time when the introduction was written
;
poverty is

only too well known, but there seems to be a middle class

with a sound moral sense, to which the writers of proverbs can

appeal. It is true, says one of these, that in daily life ' rich

and poor meet together,' but for all that 'Jehovah is the

maker of them all ' (xxii. 2), and ' he that oppresses the poor

reproaches his maker ' (xiv. 31). And if it is true on the one

hand that ' the poor is hated even of his neighbour ' (xiv, 20),

and that ' the destruction of the wretched is their poverty
'

(x. 15), it is equally so on the other that 'he that trusts in

his riches shall fall ' (xi. 28), and that

Better is the poor man who walks in his blamelessness,

than he who is perverse in his ways and is rich ' (xix. i).

' The text has ' than he who is perverse in his lips and is a foul.' With Griitz,

I follow the Peshitto and (partly) the Vulgate,
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The strength of the land still consists in the number of

small proprietors tilling their own ground. Two proverbs

express an interest in these, e.g.

The poor man's newly ploughed field gives food in abundance,

but there is that is cut off by injustice (xiii, 23).

Better is a mean man that tills for himself ^

than he that glorifies himself and has no bread (xii. 9).

All the farmers however were not so diligent as those

indicated in these passages. One of the numerous proverbs

against laziness (then as now a prevalent vice in this part of

the East ^) brings before us a land-owner who is too lazy to

give the order for ploughing at the right time, and so when

he looks for the harvest, there is none.

When autumn comes the sluggard ploughs not

;

so if he asks at harvest-time, there is nothing (xx. 4).

The right use of the gift of speech is another very favourite

subject in this anthology. The charm of suitable words is

best described in a Hezekian proverb (xxv. 11), but it is well

said in xv. 4 that ' a gentle tongue is a tree of life,' and else-

where that

There is that babbles like the thrusts of a sword,

but the tongue of the wise is gentleness (xii. 18).

The wonderful power of language could hardly at that age

have been better expressed than by the saying.

The words of a man's mouth are deep waters,

a gushing torrent, a wellspring of wisdom (xviii. 4).

The standard of family morals is high ; a good wife is de-

scribed as God's best gift (xii. 4, xviii. 22, xix. 14), and the

restraints of home are commended to the young (xix. 18,

xxii. 6, 15), as in the Egyptian proverbs. Monogamy is

throughout presupposed, and a want of respect for ^////^r parent

is condemned (xiii. i, xv. 5, xix. 26). The king too is re-

peatedly held up to reverence (xiv. 35, xvi. 10, 12-15, ^i^-

' Pointing ohhed, with Hitzig, Ewald, and Bickell ; comp. ver. 11. Dijserinck

ingeniously emends cobhcr ' heaps up' (i.e. saves).

^ Comp. Thomson, 77/e Land and the Book, pp. 336-8.
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12, XX. 2, 8, 26, 28, xxii. 11) ; it is not so in the Hezckian

collection. The king however is not identified with the

Deity, as in Egypt ; we are told that the will of the monarch

is pliable in the hand of Jehovah (xxi. i), and the true glory

of a nation is, not in the prowess of its king, but in righteous-

ness (xiv. 34). And even if we must confess that the spirit

of the more secular proverbs is utilitarian, the utilitarianism is

sometimes a very refined one, as for instance where the

refreshing character of a quiet, contented mind is contrasted

with the dull reaction which follows on an outburst of passion

(xiv. 30). In conclusion, I will quote a few proverbs interest-

ing chiefly as characteristic of their age, and then a few more

of the gems of the collection.

(a) The poor is hated even by his neighbour,

but the rich has many friends (xiv. 20).

Whoso withholds corn, him the people curse,

but blessing is on the head of him who sells it (xi. 26).

The beginning of strife is as when one lets out water,

so leave off quarrelling before the teeth be shown (xvii. 14).

The gift of a man makes a free space for him,

and brings him before the great (xviii. 16).

' Bad, bad,' says the purchaser,

^ but when he goes away, he boasts (xx. 14)

(/>>) The righteous regards the life of his cattle,'

but the heart of the wicked is cruel (xii. 10).

The heart knows its own bitterness,

and a stranger cannot intermeddle with its joy (xiv. 10).

He that covers transgression helps forward love,

but he that repeats a matter sej^arates best friends (xvii. 9).

There are friends (good enough) acting their part,'

and there is a loving friend who sticks closer than a brother

(xviii. 24; comp. xvii. 17).

Who can say, I have made my heart clean,

I am pure from my sin ? (xx. 9.)

Say not, I will recompense evil
;

wait for Jehovah, and he will deliver thee (xx. 22).

' The word is hehcina (Seneca's ' muta animalia '). Schopenhauer, thinking

perhaps of the Levitical sacrifices, accuses the Old Testament of cruelty to animals.

But see, besides this passage, Gen. i. 27-29, Num. xxii. 28, Jon. iv. 11.

^ With Mitzig and others, taking ^ish as a softened form o{ycsh (comp. 2 Sam.

xiv. 19, Mic. vi, 10) ; \)\^ydd'\% kept as in Aramaic. So Targ., Pesh.
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The first appendix to the original Book (appended possibly

before iho. composition of the Introduction) is a small collection

of proverbial sayings called ' words of the wise ' (xxii. 17-

xxiv. 22). Virtually the same phrase occurs again in xxiv. 23

at the head of a still shorter work, compiled or composed

evidently about the same time by another ' wise man ' (perhaps

the whole work has not come down to us). In the introduc-

tory verses the compiler's object in writing down these proverbs

is said to have been that his disciple might learn virtue and

religion, and might become qualified to teach others. There

is one very difficult passage in it, but this has been corrected

in a masterly way by Bickell :—

'

That thy confidence may be in Jehovah,

to make known unto thee thy ways.

Now, yea before now, have I written unto thee,

long before, with counsels and knowledge,

That thou mayest know the rightness of true words,

that thou mayest answer in true words to those that ask thee

(xxii. 19-21).

The construction of ver. 20b and ver. 2 1 in the Hebrew thus be-

comes more idiomatic (comp. x^hs- re koI Trpcorjv), though not

free from ambiguity. The words may mean either that the

compiler took long over his work, or that this was not the

first occasion of his writing. On the latter explanation the

passage may imply that the compiler of this anthology also

wrote chaps, i.-ix. (comp. i.6b). His hortatory style and pre-

dilection for grouping verses may seem to plead for this view.

There are however no important points of contact in phraseo-

logy between the work before us and Prov. i.-ix.,'^ and certainly

the appendix falls far below the standard of the Introduction.

' At the end of ver. 19 Bickell nearly follows Sept. Cod. Vat., t^v 6S6v <tov

(A.C.S. avTov). But as this takes the place of hayyom, it would seem that

Bickell ought to begin ver. 20 with af etlunol. This however would not suit his

metrical theory.

^ The phraseological resemblance of xxiii. \^b to iv. 14/' is incomplete. As for

khokfiioih in xxiv. 7, it means simply 'wisdom ' (as in xiv. i, where khakiiioth is

wrong) ; the parallelism with i. 20, ix. i is not of critical importance. Any real

points of contact (such as xxiii. 23a ; comp. iv. 5, 7) can be accounted for by

imitation, and one could easily bring together points of difference.
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At any rate, it is undoubted that these ' words of the wise

'

appeared long after the ' Solomonic ' proverbs. The peculiari-

ties of style referred to show this, and also the imitation of

some of the ' Solomonic ' proverbs in the ' words of the wise ;

'

(comp. xi. 14 with xxiv. 5,- 6 ; xiii. 9 with xxiv. 19, 20;

xxii. 14^? with xxiii. 27).

There is no occasion to suppose that all these proverbs

come from one period ; but the hand of a compiler is more

conspicuous here than in the first anthology. He has not in-

deed removed repetitions (sec xxii. 28^, xxiii. lo^ ; xxiii. lya,

xxiv. la ; xxiii. 18, xxiv. 14), but the personal element pre-

ponderates so much that he might fairly have prefixed his

own name as the author. Artistically, he may perhaps be

found wanting. He has left one tristich (i.e. a proverb of three

lines), viz. xxii. 29 ; two pentastichs (i.e. proverbs of five lines),

viz. xxiii. 4, 5, xxiv. 13, 14 ; and one heptastich (i.e. a proverb

of seven lines), viz. xxiii. 6-8. Unsymmetrical as these may

be, it seems hazardous, unless there be any specially doubtful

passage, to restore symmetry (i.e. to convert tristichs into

tetrastichs, and so on) by inserting words conjecturally.

There are a few distichs (xxii. 28, xxiii. 9, xxiv. 7, 8, 9, 10),

thus affording a slight point of contact with the first anthology
;

more tetrastichs (xxii. 22, 23 ; 24, 25 ; 26, 27 ;
xxiii. 10, ii

;

IS, 16 ; 17, 18 ; xxiv. i, 2
; 3, 4 ; 5, 6 ; 15, 16 ; 17, 18 ; 19,

20 ; 21, 22), and hexastlchs (xxiii. 1-3 ; 12-14 ; 19-21 ;
26-

28 ; xxiv. II, 12). One octastich occurs (xxiii. 22-25), ^.nd

one long poem, in the main a group of distichs, referred to

again below (xxiii. 29-35).

Beautiful in form, the proverbs of this collection certainly

are not ; one cannot apply to the author the saying in xxiv.

26, * He kisses the lips who answers in suitable words.' The

contents however are not without points of interest. In

xxiii. 1-3 we have a picture of a man of the middle class

admitted to the table of a governor. Being unused to

* dainties,' he is tempted to excess ; as a restraint, the ' wise

man ' bids him consider the capriciousness of princely favour

(comp. Kcclus. ix. 13), The abuse of luxuries such as wine

and meat was in fact a sore evil in the eyes of this writer
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(see the caution in xxiii. 20, 21 in the Septuagint version,

which reminds one of vii. 14). He has even left us a poem on

the evils of drunkenness (xxiii. 29-35) which contains several

striking details from its satirical opening, ' Who hath oi, who
hath aboi} ' (interjections expressing pain), to the picturesque

comparison of the drunkard to a man ' that lieth upon the top

of a mast,' ^ which shows incidentally that sea-life was by this

time a familiar experience. Another interesting passage,

though marred by its obscurity, is that in xxiv. 11, 12. The
innocent victims of a miscarriage of justice are about to be

dragged away to execution ; the pupil of the wise is exhorted

to ' deliver ' them, by intervening with resistless energy, like

the St. Ives of a favourite Breton legend, and testifying to the

innocence of the sufferers (see xxxi. 8). He may of course

refuse, thinking to pretend afterwards that he had not heard

of the case ; but God knows all, and will requite falsehood,

not perhaps at once, but at a future time, when ' the lamp of

the wicked shall be put out ' (xxiv. 20). The wise men, as

we have seen, clung firmly to the doctrine of retribution in

some one of its various forms. We are not therefore surprised

that a book of proverbs should conclude with a dissuasion

from consorting with lawless persons, and an earnest advice

to 'fear Jehovah and the king' (xxiv. 21).

Much need not be said of the second appendix (xxiv.

23-34). ' These also are by wise men,' writes the collector,

implying that he is to be distinguished from the editor of the

preceding collection. The proverbs are all ^ either in two,

four, or six lines, except ver. 27, where however it is possible

that some words have dropped out.^ At the end comes a

parable or apologue professedly drawn from the writer's ex-

perience (reminding us in this of vii. 6-23, but still more of

Job V. 3-5). The scene is laid in a vineyard which has run

to waste and become a wilderness from the carelessness of its

' The word for ' mast ' is a ott. Aey. The Septuagint and Peshitto have ' as a

steersman (or seaman) in great breakers.'

^ xxiv. 23/' is no exception ; it is merely the first line of a hexastich.

' For 'and afterwards' the Hebrew has 'afterwards and thou shalt build.'

' And ' may mean ' then,' marking out the perfect as consecutive, but it may also

have been intended to join two parts of a sentence.
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owner (comp. xx. 4). The inashal (xxiv. 30-32) has been

lengthened by the addition of two verses from vi. 9, 10,

originally no doubt a marginal note. It was needless

;

the story (if story it can be called) is more vivid in its

brevity, and forms a fitting close to this section of proverbial

wisdom.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE SECOND COLLECTION AND ITS APPENDICES.

The next proverbial anthology (xxv.-xxix.) like its chief pre-

decessor is described in the heading as ' Proverbs of Solomon.' ^

The social state however presupposed in many of them is so

different from that of the Solomonic age that we may at once

reject the theory of the wise king's authorship. Another

name with which in xxv. i the work is connected is that of

Hezekiah, who has been suggestively called ' the Pisistratus

of Judah.' The comparison halts, no doubt ; for Pisistratus

and his ' companions ' meant to collect the whole of the

Homeric poems, whereas completeness can hardly have been

the object of those ' friends (or counsellors) of Hezekiah

'

who ' collected ' ^ the ' Proverbs of Solomon ' in xxv. 2-xxix.

27 ; at least, we know that there was much proverbial wisdom

in circulation which had as good or as bad a claim to be called

' Solomonic ' as the sayings which they have admitted into

their anthology. It may indeed well be doubted whether the

compilers had any thought of collecting the relics (now already

' ' These also ' suggests that what follows is a last gleaning of Solomonic

proverbs. And in fact xxv. 24, xxvi. 13, 15, 22, xxvii. 12, 13, 21a, seem to be

taken from the ' Solomonic ' collection. Hitzig however rejects this view.

Why did not the collectors combine all the Solomonic proverbs they could find in

one work ? So he supposes this new collection to have been made ' aus dem

Volksmunde,' and remarks that a commission would be specially appropriate for

this task. To me this seems an anachronism. The proverbs of the Hezekian

collection are moreover as artistic as those of the first ' Solomonic.

'

- So virtually the Septuagint (e'leypdvl/ai/To), followed by the Peshitto and the

Targum ; Aquila, ixeTrjpav. The Greek, curiously enough, inserts an epithet for the

proverbs, viz. at aSi&KpiToi, i.e. either impossible to distinguish, miscellaneous (so

Sophocles, Lexicon), or better, difficult to interpret. Symmachus has &SidKpiros

for boM, Gen. i. 2. The Peshitto and Targum render the Greek of our passage

by 'deep proverbs,' i.e. enigmatical ones (so too Aquila and Theodotion in the

Syro-hexapla).
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more than 200 years old) of the wise king. The style of

these proverbs makes such a hypothesis even more improbable

than in the case of x. r-xxii. 16. The words with which the

heading begins arc of course not decisive, especially as the

whole verse appears to be due, not to the royal officials who

are spoken of, but to the author of the heading in xxiv. 23^;

(both headings begin with ' these also '). That Hezckiah

was the instigator of the compilation, need not however be

disputed. Even if not himself an author,' he may well have

shared his friend Isaiah's interest in literature ; and besides, it

was at that time one of the glories of a great king to be the

founder of a library.^ The word used in describing the

activity of his commissioners means literally ' transferred

'

(from one place to another), and will equally well apply to

the noting down of oral traditions and to the making extracts

from existing collections. Among the latter, the ' Proverbs of

Solomon ' in x. i-xxii. 16 are of course to be included, though

it is not quite certain whether the compilers of the later

anthology had the book before them. It is true that nine

proverbs are the same in the two books either absolutely

(xxv. 24= xxi. 9, xxvi. 22= xviii. 8, xxvii. I2= xxii. 3,

xxvii. I3 = xx. 16) or virtually (xxvi. I3 = xxii. 13, xxvi, 15

= xix. 24, xxviii. 6= xix. I, xxviii. I9= xii. 1 1, xxix. 13

= xxii. 2), besides two which agree in one line (xxvii. 21

= xvii. 3, xxix. 22 = xv. 18 ; comp. also xxvii. 15, xix. 13).

But there still remains the question, Why the collectors took

so little and left so much of manifest antiquity, and to this

question we cannot expect to find an answer. All that we
can say is that their compilation has striking characteristics

of its own. In technicalities they admit a greater variety than

those of the first antholog^^ They allow not only distichs but

tristichs(xxv. 8, 13, 20, xxvii. 10, 22, xxviii. lo),tetrastichs(xxv.

4, 5, xxv. 9, 10, xxv. 21, 22, xxvi. 18, 19, xxvi. 24, 25, xxvii. 15,

16), and in one case a pentastich' (xxv. 6, 7), agreeing in this

' Cheyne, The Prophecies of Isaiah^ i. 228-9 (f^n Isa. xxxviii. 9).

- Sayce's ed. of Smith's Chaldean Genesis, pp. 15, 26, 27.

' Sept., Synim., Pesh., Vulg., however, attach the last line of ver. 7 to ver.

8 CQux viderunt oculi tui, ne proferas in jurgio cito'), which m.-xkcs ver. 7 a

distich and ver. 8 a tetrastich.
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respect with the two appendices of the first anthology. There

is also a long uiashal, analogous to some we have had already,

which can only with some laxity be called a proverb, and

which extends over ten distichs (xxvii. 23-27). With regard

to parallelism, the antithetic kind, which predominates in the

first ' Solomonic ' anthology, is rare in this collection, except

in chaps, xxviii., xxix. ; sometimes indeed there is no parallel-

ism at all (see xxv. 8, 9, 10, 21, 22, xxvi. 18, 19, xxvii. i,

xxix. 12). As a compensation, similitudes abound in the

three first chapters of the collection. Sometimes the com-

parison is expressed, e.g.

As the cold of snow in the heat ^ of harvest

is a faithful messenger to those that send him :

he refreshes the soul of his master (xxv. 13) ;

at other times it is implied by the juxtaposition of the two

objects, e.g.

Apples of gold in chased work of silver,

a word smoothly spoken - (xxv. 11).

Let us pause on this favourite proverb of Goethe's. The

Hebrew ' wise men ' would not have agreed to a later sage's

depreciation of speech. ^ ' A word in due season, how good is

it ' (xv. 23) ; but when not only seasonable but set off by

charms of style, how much better is it ! The ' apples of gold
'

in xxv. 1 1 are probably oranges ; the ' chased work of silver
'

means either baskets of silver filagree, or, as I should like to

think with Mr. Neil, the brilliant white blossoms among

which the golden fruit is seen peeping out. If the 'gold'

is figurative, why not also the ' silver ' ? We are reminded of

Andrew Marvell's lines in the ' Emigrants' Song,'

He hangs in shades the orange bright,

Like golden lamps in a green night,

' Reading IPkhoin for l-i'ydm with Sept,

- Literally, ' a word spoken (or, perhaps, driven, or sent home) on its wheels,'

i.e. smoothly and elegantly ('ore rotundo'). So Schultens, who sees a reference

to the tropes and figures of elegant Oriental style. Comp. Neil, Palestine Ex-

plored, p. 197. The interpretation is an attractive one, though uncertain. Ewald

has a slightly different view (see History, ii. p. 14, n. 6).

' Carlyle however borrows an Arabic proverb (Freytag, Prov. Ar., iii. 92).
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though Marvell forgot what Addison {^Spectator, No. 455) well

knew, that flowers as well as fruit and leaves continue on the

orange-tree for the best part of the year.

But to return to our anthology. It would almost seem as

if two editors with different tastes had been concerned in it,

the one responsible for chaps, xxv.-xxvii., and the other for

chaps, xxviii , xxix. According to Ewald, the proverbs in

the latter section are mostly somewhat older than those in the

former. This is perhaps an impression rather than a judg-

ment ; and few will deny that some at least of the parabolic

proverbs in the first section may be as old as those of the

same class in x. i-xxii. 16.

It is difficult to suppose that many of the proverbs in

either part of the book go back to a remote date. The
cheerfulness of Israel's 'golden prime' is gone ; society seems

to have changed, not altogether for the better, even since the

first great anthology was made. The king is still looked up

to with awe ; the book begins with a group of four sentences

on the true glory of a monarch, followed by two on the right

behaviour for a subject (xxv. 2-7). The king is described

(surely with a touch of idealism) as inquisitive in the best

sense ; his ' heart,' or understanding, is unsearchable. But

this happy view of monarchy passes away. There are several

proverbs complaining of the wickedness of kings, which are

almost without a parallel in the earlier collection. Ungodly

rulers have made the people ' sigh ' (xxix. 2) ; they have been

like ' roaring lions and ravenous bears ' to the ' poor folk

'

(xxviii. 15, 16), and have completely destroyed the freedom

of social intercourse (xxviii. 12, 28). Sometimes, as in the

northern kingdom after the death of Jeroboam II.,' the crown

has become the object of competition to a crowd of pretenders

(xxviii. 2). The misery of the people has been heightened

by the greed of petty tyrants, according to the forcible

saying,—

' It is of course possilile that xxviii. 2 may lie of northern origin, but why
should not a wise man in Judah have watched with sympathy the course of events

in Israel ?
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A man who is rich ' and oppresses the poor

(is) a rain which sweeps away and gives no bread (xxviii. 3).

What kind of oppression is meant we may learn from Micah

(ii- 3).-
And they covet lands and take them by violence

;

houses, and take them away

;

and they oppress the owner and his house,

a man and his inheritance.

It is in short the same unscrupulous accumulation of landed

property to which Isaiah devotes one of his solemn * woes ' in

his earliest prophecy, and which is one of the causes of the

threatened captivity (Isa. v. 8-10 13). Exile has indeed

become a familiar idea to those who admitted xxvii. 8 into

the anthology, if, as most think, in the pathetic words of

xxvii. 8 we may hear an echo of the march of Assyrian

armies, ' to wander ' being an euphemism for going into

banishment.

As a bird that wanders from her nest,

so is a man that wanders ^ from his home (xxvii. 8).

As a rule, however, the proverbs relate to ordinary bourgeois

life. Religious proverbs occur but rarely.^ ' Folly ' too is

not so often mentioned as in the first collection, and the

censure which it has to bear is mostly indirect and more or

less satirical ; see e.g. the proverb

—

Though thou shouldest beat a fool in a mortar

in the midst of bruised corn with a pestle,

his folly would not depart from him (xxvii. 22),

and especially the paradoxical exhibition of the two sides of

a truth

—

Answer not the stupid man according to his folly,

lest thou thyself also become like unto him :

Answer the stupid man according to his folly,

lest he regard himself as wise (xxvi. 4, 5),

where the first distich dissuades from retaliating on a fool by

a word or an action on his own low moral plane, while the

' Reading, with Gr'atz, ^ashir for rash ' poor,' which makes no sense.

^ Sept. well airo|e(/a)077.

* Notice however the remarkable saying, already quoted, in xxix.
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second recommends giving his folly the exposure or the

sharp answer which it so richly deserves.' The wide mean-

ing of 'folly' in this pair of proverbs may be illustrated by

xvii. 12, where it evidently means a paroxysm of passion

Next to this noisy passionate ' folly,' if we may judge from

the arrangement of chap, xxvi., comes the vice of idleness

(xxvi. 13-16). How dangerous this was felt to be we have

seen already, and the exhortation to agricultural industry in

xxvii. 23-27 forms a counterpart to the meditation on the

'field of the slothful' in xxiv. 30-32. If the motives urged

for this and other duties are not lofty, the standard is at

least an easily attainable one.

Sometimes, indeed, the eye sharpened by a regard to

prudence discerns moral points of some refinement.^ This

proverb, for instance, strikes one as delicate, in spite of the

prudential motive attached to it in the next verse,

—

Conduct thy quarrel with thy neighbour,

but expose not the secret of another (xxv. 9);

and the well-known precept on showing kindness to one's

enemies, though partly supported by the prospect of a reward

(comp. xxiv. 17, 18), is so nobly expressed that an apostle can

adopt it without change (Rom. xii. 20),

—

If one that hates thee hunger, give him bread to eat,

and if he thirst, give him water to drink,

for thou heapest coals of fire thereby

upon his head, and Jehovah shall recompense thee (xxv. 21, 22).

Let us pause a moment on this proverb, which contrasts

so strongly with the advice on the treatment of enemies

given by Sirach. ' Coals of fire on the head ' is probably

here a metaphorical expression for what St. Augustine calls

' urentes conscientine gemitus ' {De doctr. Christ., 1. iii., c. 16).

The appositeness of the phrase will be heightened if we

suppose the enemy spoken of to be one who has never heard

' The proverbs xxvi. i, 3- 12, form a string of satirical attacks on the 'fool' or

stupid man.
^ One of these points however is noticed in the earliest part of the Law.

The love of one's enemy is taught in Ex. xxiii. 4, 5.

L2
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of the wise man's rule—a man of rude, uncultured nature,

and perhaps of alien race. To such a one, the being fed by

the very man whom he ' hated ' would give first of all a shock

•of surprise, and then a pang of intolerable remorse for his

own unworthiness.^ I wish one could be sure that this pang

was referred to as purifying as well as painful to the sufferer.

A parallel passage would be a great boon. Of course we

can apply the passage in the same sense as St. Paul when he

followed his quotation with the words, * Be not overcome of

evil, but overcome evil with good.'

But we should wrong our ' wise men ' by treating them as

pure utilitarians ; they are often sympathetic observers of cha-

racter and circumstance. For instance,

—

Vinegar falling upon a wound, ^

and he who sings songs to a heavy heart (xxv. 20).

Silver dross spread over an earthen vessel

—

fervent lips ^ and a bad heart (xxvi. 23).

Let another man praise thee, and not thine own mouth :

a stranger, and not thine own hps (xxvii. 2).

Faithful are the wounds of one who loves,

but the kisses of a hater are profuse * (xxvii. 6).

Thine own friend, and thy father's friend, forsake not

;

and go not to thy brother's house in the day of thy calamity :

better is a near neighbour than a far off brother^ (xxvii. 10).

He who blesses his friend with a loud voice, rising early in the

morning,

it is reckoned to him for a curse ^ (xxvii. 14).

Iron is sharpened by iron,

and a man sharpens the face (or edge) of his friend (xxvii. 17).

' See however Mr. Yonge in The Expositoj-, Aug. 1885, pp. 158-9.

- The received text has ' vinegar upon nitre
;

' but this would be rather an

emblem for anger. The correction is Bickell's, and is partly founded on Sept.

{^crirfp o|os e\Kei airvfifpopov). The opening words of the verse in rec. text arise

from the repetition in a corrupt form of the four last words of the preceding verse

(Lagardeand Bickell).

* The Septuagint has 'smooth lips.'

* To have added 'but perfidious,' would have made the line too long.

5 This seems a combination of two distinct proverbs. The one says that a

friend can give more sympathy than a relative ; the other, that a neighbour, being

on the spot, can give more help than a relative at a distance.

8 A humorous picture ! Such ostentatious and inopportune salutations are

execrable flattery.
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The three appendices to the Hezekian collection (xxx.,

xxxi. 1-9, xxxi. 10-31) are, to take the most conservative

position possible, obviously not earlier than the closing

century of the Jewish state. The art of proverb-writing has

declined ever since the compilation of the previous anthology.

The marks of simplicity and naturalness are wanting ; the

enigmatical and artificial seem to be sought for. Each part

of these two chapters has moreover something of its own
pointing in the direction of a late origin. The two first

appendices are very possibly even later than the return of

the Jews from Babylon.

The first appendix begins— ' The words of Agur the son of

Jakeh, the prophecy' (or, divine utterance)^ (comp. xxxi. i).

The heading is enigmatical ; in what sense are the ' words '
' a

prophecy,' and who are the persons spoken of? The latter

question we have no means of answering. The names are not

found elsewhere, and have been thought to be pseudonyms

(Agur might mean ' collector ' and Jakeh ' obedient,' i.e. ' reli-

gious ').'- As to the title ' the prophecy,' it must be admitted

that it is not by any means an appropriate one. It is too

bold to accuse the proverb-writer of claiming prophetic in-

spiration. (And why should the article be prefixed ?) The only

alternative to this is to read, with Prof Gratz, (for hainmassd

' the prophecy ') hammoshcl ' the proverb-writer.' After the

heading comes a group of four verses complete in itself.

The oracle of the man ' I have wearied ^ myself about God '

(?),

I have wearied myself about God and have not prevailed.^

For I am too stupid for a man,

and am without human reason
;

I have not learned wisdom,

nor have I knowledge of the All-holy.'^

Who has gone up to heaven and come down ?

' On the conjectural reading, ' the man of Massa ' (' Massa,' instead of ' the

prophecy '), see Chap. VL
•^ This was the view of St. Jerome, derived of course from his Jewish teacher.

' Pointing latthi.

* Reading with Hickell vUd ukdl. Another correction of the text is, v'ckel * and

have pined away.

* Q'cidshint, a word formed on the analogy of elohim ; comp. ix. 10, Ho.s.

xii. I.
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who has gathered the wind in his fists ?

who has bound up the waters in a garment ?

who has estabhshed all the ends of the earth ?

what is his name, and what is his son's name, if thou knowest ?

It is not easy to interpret this little passage. Evidently

the speaker is a ' wise man,' who, according to some critics,

inculcates a reverent humility by reporting the fruitlessness

of his own theological speculations. After long brooding

over the problems of the divine nature (so they explain), the

Hebrew sage was compelled to desist with the feeling of his

utter incapacity. Like Israel the patriarch he strove with

God, but unlike Israel he did not prevail. He knows indeed

what God has done and is continually doing ; He is the

Omnipresent One, the Lord of wind and flood, the Author of

the boundaries of the earth. But what is this great Being's

name, and (to know Him intimately) what is His son's name?

On this view of its meaning, the passage reminds one of the

words of Goethe's Faust, ' Who can name Him, or who confess,

I believe Him } Who can feel, and can be bold to say, I

believe Him not ?
' Or perhaps we may still better compare

Max Letteris' masterly Hebrew translation or adaptation, in

which the mediaeval doctor has been transformed into Ben

Abuyah (or Acher "inx), the famous apostate from Judaism in

the second century of our era. The passage with which we
are concerned as illustrative of the passage before us is on

page 164, and begins •in.??."' ''ip-'i •"in'n''3p ^p. Notice the delicate

tact in the choice of the second verb, ' Who can give Him
an honourable surname.'" (comp. Isa. xliv. 5, xlv. 4,) Later

on, after other names suggested by the German original, the

modern Hebrew poet continues, •IT'Stn 3|P': '•3 iot^ r^i^ '"IN, and

in a note refers to a parallel passage in a Hebrew poem by

Ibn Gabirol.

I must make bold to doubt the correctness of this ex-

planation, (i) Because it does not sufficiently account for

the language of ver. 2. (2) Because upon this view of the

questions of ver. 4, an Israelite's answ'er would simply be,

Jehovah (comp. Job xxxviii. 5, Isa. xl. 12). (3) Because it is

so difficult to see why the poet should have asked further,
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What is His son's name ? Is not the passage rather a philo-

sophic fragment from a school of ' wise men,' not so much
unbelieving as critical ? The speaker declares, soberly enough,

that he has tried in vain by thinking to find out God. Then

comes in a piece of irony. No doubt it is his own stupidity
;

grand theologians, such as the writer of Isa. xl. 12 &c., Job

xxxviii., Prov. viii. 22 &c., may well look down upon the

dullard, who has not passed through their school !
' But who

is it that is ever and anon coming down ' to earth, and that

performed all these creative works of which you delight to

speak ? I have never seen him ; tell me his name and his

son's name since you are so learned.' The latter phrase may
be an allusion, either (anticipating Philo, who calls Wisdom
God's Son) to the * I was brought forth ' in viii. 24, or more

probably '^ the primeval man (who might be called a ' son of

God ' in the sense of Luke iii. 38) spoken of in Job xv. 7,

who was the embodiment of all wisdom and sat in the council

of Elohim.^ The satirical turn of this secularistic ' wise man ' is

even perhaps traceable in the heading of his poem. He calls

his work an ' oracle,' taking up a favourite word of the

disciples of the prophets, and flinging it back to them with a

laugh. Obviously too the name of the writer, if genuine, is best

explained as an assumed name. [But the emphatic Jiagge-

bJier is very difficult. I cannot believe, with Ewald, that

haggebher is said ironically, as if ' the mighty one in his own

conceit;' comp. Isa. xxii. 17 (J), Ps. Hi. 3. The analogy of

Num. xxiv. 3, 15, 2 Sam. xxiii. i, suggests that there is a cor-

ruption in the text, and that haggebher, ' the man,' was

originally followed by words descriptive of the person referred

to. Gratz boldly corrects {haggebher) lo-khayil ' the man
without strength.]

Are we surprised at this .' But a strikingly parallel con-

' It may be objected thai ' hath gone up and come down ' does not suit this

explanation, and that, to refer to God, it should run ' hath come down and gone

up.' Hut we have 'angels of Elohim ascending and descending' in Gen. xxviii.

12 ; usage, in Hebrew as in English, forbids the phrase ' to go down and up.'

- ' More probably ; ' because the name of the siJcakcr in viii. 24 has been

told.

' Comp. Ewald, Die Lehre der Bibelyon Gott, iii. 2, pp. 81, 82.
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fession of honest scepticism is found in the Rig Veda (x. 129)^

though I would not of course identify the opinions of the

Sanskrit and the Hebrew poet,

Who knows, who here can declare, whence has sprung—whence,

this creation ? . . . . From what this creation arose ; and whether

[any one] made it, or not,—he who in the highest heaven is its ruler,

he verily knows, or [even] he does not know.'

The poet who 'takes up his parable' after Laithi-el calmly

and uncontroversially indicates his own very different religious

position. He earnestly prays that he may not ' become a

liar and ask, Who is Jehovah ?
' (xxx. 9) ; for him the divine

revelations (the outward form of which is already sacred) are

amply sufficient. ' Every utterance of God \_Eloak, the sing,

form, as in Job] is free from alloy (xxx. 5 ; see the commen-

tators on Ps. xviii. 31); the divine 'name' declared in Ex.

xxxiv. 6, should satisfy the wisest of men. Thus, like the

editors of Ecclesiastes, this later writer neutralises the doubt-

ful expressions of the poem which he has saved from perishing.

Can we avoid the impression that both these poets lived

in an age of advanced religious reflection and of Scripture-

study? The one is more of a philosopher, the other of a

Biblical theologian ; both would be at home only in the Exile

or in the post-Exile period, when doubt and even scepticism

lifted their heads side by side with Biblical study. Our
second more believing poet seems to be thinking of Ps. xviii.

30 ; but the portion of that verse which he adopts assumes

another colour through the warning which follows, derived

from Deut. iv. i,xiii. i. It is no longer the 'promise of God*

which is 'tried' or 'pure,' but the revelation of which the

Jewish Church is gradually finding itself the possessor.

The poet's prayer for himself (vv. 7-9) is followed by

eight groups of proverbs, each of which describes some

quality or character which is either commended or warned

against, and (with the exception of the first) contains a

similitude. In most of these the number four is conspicuous

generally as the climax after 'three' (vv. 15, 18, 21, 29).

' Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, w, 356 ; comp. lsi:i.yi'isl\A\ex,JIibbertLectitres,

p. 316.
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the Hebrew but not in this Sanskrit quaternion, are given in

a quatrain of a Vedic hymn to Varuna

—

The path of ships across the sea,

The soaring eagle's flight he knows. ^

The second appendix (xxxi. 1-9) consists of a single group

of sayings, described as ' the words of Lemuel, a king, the

prophecy [better the proverb, reading mdshdl'] with which his

mother instructed him.' Possibly, as Ewald suggests, Lemuel

(or rather, Lemoel, as the word is pointed in ver. 4) is an ima-

ginary name, descriptive of the character of an ideal monarch

(' God's own ;
' comp, Lael, Num. iii. 24). It is not necessary

to suppose that the poet himself lived under a native king; he

may, like the author of Koheleth, have thrown himself back

in imagination to Israel's golden prime. His own period

was late, judging from the unclassical Hebrew (notice the

Aramaisms in vv. 2, 3, and the strange expressions in vv. 5,

8). The form of the heading suggests that these ' words of

Lemuel ' formed part of the same collection as the ' words of

Agur ;

' and there is at least nothing in the contents to forbid

this view. The warnings of this queen-mother "^ (whose rela-

tion to Lemuel reminds us of that of Bathsheba to Solomon)

are very homely and practical ; one is against sensuality,

another against drunkenness ; upon which follows an ad-

monition to defend the cause of the poor. Even if there were

no native king at the time, the advice would be appropriate

for all members of the upper class of society.

The third appendix (xxxi. 10-31) contains the praise of

the virtuous woman. In style it is quite unlike the two

preceding sections ; it must come therefore from another

source. It is an alphabetic poem ; each distich begins with a

letter of the Hebrew alphabet. This, combined with the

position of the work at the close of the various collections of

proverbs, of itself suggests a date not far removed on the one

side or the other from the Exile-period, when Hebrew litera-

ture became undoubtedly more artificial and technical. From

' Muir, Metrical Translations {l^jg), p. l6o.

2 On the early importance of the queen-mother, see Cheyne's Isaiah, i. 47,

note I (on Isa. vii. 13).
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xxxi. 23 ('the elders of the land ') we may perhaps infer that

it was written in Palestine. It is very interesting to see the

ideal of womanhood formed by a late Hebrew poet. Activity

appears to him the one great feminine virtue—not however

the activity which is entirely devoted to trifling details, for the

ideal woman ' is like the ships of the merchant ; from far she

brings her food ' (ver. 14). Nor is she a stranger to sympa-

thetic impulses ;
' she holds out her hand (with something in

it) to the afflicted, and stretches forth her hands to the needy

[to bring them in],' ver. 20. Nor must we forget ' one of the

most beautiful features in the portrait ' (Dclitzsch) :
' she

opens her mouth with wisdom, and a law of kindness is on

her tongue ' (ver. 26). But for this verse, indeed, it would read

almost like satire that ' far above pearls is her value ' (ver. 10),

since no higher estimate than this has been offered for God's

choicest blessing, ' Wisdom.'

'

The poet does not say that he has found such a woman
(comp. Eccles. vii. 28). The picture is perhaps too brightly

coloured to be drawn from reality, unless with Hitzig we

bring down the composition of the poem as late as the Greek

period. Most probably, it is idealistic.

' This hardly recommends the view of Castelli, thai this poem is properly the

conclusion of the introductory treatise (i.-ix.)
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CHAPTER V.

THE PRAISE OF WISDOM.

' Thou hast kept the good wine until now, for ' good wine '

well describes the glorious little treatise at the head of our

Book of Proverbs (i. 7-ix. 18). I do not think it is right to

infer from the heading in i. i that its unknown author assumed

the mask of Solomon. In itself such a hypothesis would not

be incredible. We have the analogy of the Egyptian scribe

who represents Amenemhat I. ' rising up like a god ' and ad-

dressing to his son some instructions on the royal art of

governing.^ But it is more natural to explain the heading as

a repetition of the formula in x. i, for the * Praise of Wisdom '

(to coin another title) is in fact the introduction to the follow-

ing anthology,- together with which and its appendices it forms

the ' older book of Proverbs,' If we ask why an introduction

was prefixed, the answer must be that the writer wished to

recommend his own inspiring view of practical ethics as a

branch of divine wisdom ; in other words, to counteract the

sometimes commonplace morality of the earlier proverbs

by enveloping the reader in a purer and more ethereal atmo-

sphere. The key-note of the anthology is nothing but Expe-

rience ; that of the introductory treatise is Divine Teaching.

It is a sign of moral progress that the editor of an anthology

of Experience should have thought his work only half-done

till he had prefixed the ' Praise of Wisdom.' As a wise

teacher of our own time ^ has observed, ' It would not be un-

true to say that in all essential points Experience is the teacher

' (Maspero) Jiecoj-ds of the Past, ii. 9- 1 6.

^ Its close relation to the first of the two great anthologies is shown by the

linguistic points of contact between the two works (see Chap. VI.)

s Rev. J. H. Thorn.
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only of fools, of those who have gone astray through turning

a deaf ear to the voice of a prior and more legitimate teacher.'

The nature of the wisdom so earnestly commended by this

self-forgetting writer, we will consider presently ; and our

study will probably convince us that such a writer can only

have arisen at an advanced period of Israel's history. The
class or circle to which he belonged, and its characteristics,

can easily be determined ; but the precise period only with

some degree of hesitation. Without anticipating the discus-

sion which will be given at another point, I think it may safely

be laid down that each of those kindred poems—the ' Praise of

Wisdom' and 'Job'—must have arisen at one of three periods, i^

marked respectively by the composition of Deuteronomy, by
the Captivity, and by the Restoration. The progress of the

higher Israelitish wisdom was so gradual that it does not

perhaps, to the excgetc as distinguished from the historian,

greatly matter which of these periods wc select. For my own
part, however, I incline to connect at any rate the former ot

these works with the age of Deuteronomy. Apart from the

details to be mentioned elsewhere, it is clear (I speak now of

Prov. i.-ix.) that the tone of the exhortations, and the view of

religion as ' having the promise of the life that now is,' corre-

spond to similar characteristics of the Book of Deuteronomy,

And ifwe turn from the contents to the form of this choice little

book, the same hypothesis seems equally suitable. The pro-

phets had long since seen the necessity of increasing their

influence by committing the main points of their discourses to

writing ; some rhetorical passages indeed were evidently com-
posed to be read and not to be heard. It was natural that the

moralists should follow this example, net only (as in the

anthologies) by remodelling their wise sayings for publication,

but also by venturing on long and animated quasi-oratorical

recommendations of great moral truths.

Such a recommendation, addressed especially to the young
and impressionable (i. 4), lies before us in chaps, i.-ix. In

grave but harmonious accents the opening verses (which refer

chiefly to i. 7-ix. 18, but not without a secondary reference to

the anthology which follows) describe its object and character.
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Then follows a motto, the first line of which occurs again

near the close of the book in ix. 10 (Job xxviii. 28, Ps. cxi. 10),

and which stamps the author as belonging to a new and more

religious class of 'wise men' (see p. 121),^—

The fear of Jehovah is the beginning of wisdom,

i.e. the foundation of true wisdom (its ' root,' Ecclus. i. 20) is

reverence. The disciple is to begin by taking this upon trust,

but when further advanced he will see that it is the shortest

way to his goal, true wisdom having an objective existence in

the unseen world. At present he is simply to follow the

' direction ' of those wiser than himself :—our moralist is as

zealous for a tora as the author of Deuteronomy, But though

serious and authoritative, he is never stern ; indeed, to enforce

his appeal he breaks through a Hebrew writer's usual veil of

reticence and describes his own home-life (iv. 3, 4). He can

enter into the feelings of the young, for he too has ' borne the

yoke in his youth ' (Lam. iii. 27), and learned to prefer it to

' unchartered freedom.' The whole of chap. iv. is devoted to

a summary of the wise doctrine which he received from his

father ; indeed, throughout the book he shows a wonderful

appreciation of the parental and the filial relations, and, ac-

cording to Ewald's arrangement (see below), begins each

section with an exhortation to listen to parental instruction.

He himself feels like a father to his young disciples (iv. i).

The errors to which his hearers are specially tempted

are highway robbery (i. 11 -18, iv. 16, 17) and unchastity

(ii. 16, V. 3-20, vi. 24-35, vii. 5-27, ix. 13-18). From the

time that the simplicity of the ancient life began to give way

to the inroads of luxury, we meet in the Biblical writings with

complaints of acts of violence leading to murder (see, for in-

stance, in the prophecies, Isa. i. 15, v. 7, xxxiii. 15, Mic. iii. 10,

Jer. ii. 34, xxii. 17, Isa. lix. 3, 7, and in a collection of proverbs

contemporary with our book, Prov. xxiv. 15, 16). 'At no

time,' as Dean Plumptre well remarks, ' has Palestine ever

risen to the security of a well-ordered police-system ;
' even

down to the fall of Jerusalem, bands of robbers defied the

authority of the central government. The remarkable thing
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is that young men in the higher circles of society (for such

our morah'st appears to address) should be thought capable of

joining the banditti, at a time when ' bandit ' could not be

synonymous with ' patriot.' Our moralist contents himself

with dissuading his disciple from doing so, on the ground of

the retribution which will follow (i. 18, 19). The exhortation

to industry, with its slow but sure profits, comes later, and in

a less appropriate place (vi. 6-8). But the other besetting sin

of youth is still more earnestly denounced as the most glaring

specimen of folly.' Once indeed the ' strange, or alien, woman,'

i.e. the adulteress, is introduced dramatically as * Madam
Folly' (ix. 13). The picture is remarkable, and forms a de-

signed contrast to that at the beginning of the chapter. She
sits at the door of her house, counterfeiting her great rival

Wisdom (comp. ver. 14 with ver. 3, and ver. 16 with ver. 4), like

Dante's Siren ; but the disciple of the ' wise man ' knows

.... that i)hantoms are there,

and that her guests are in the depths of Sheol

(ix. 18; comp. ii. 18, xxi. 16).

' Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse his way ? ' is

the problem for our moralist to solve. He does so by insist-

ing on an education conducted in reliance on divine Wisdom.
The reward of diligent attention to the earlier lessons (for

each chapter is a lesson, and its repetitions have a pedagogic

justification) is the famous portrait of Wisdom in viii. 22-31.

She (for Wisdom, kJiokma, is a feminine word) has indeed

been mentioned before (i. 20, iii. 13-20, iv. 5-9), but from

viii. I to ix. 6 the poet is absorbed in his grand personification.

Wisdom is now presented to us, in the familiar dialect of

poetry, as the firstborn Child of the Creator. There is but

one Wisdom ; though her forms are many, in her origin she

is one. The Wisdom who presided over the ' birth ' of nature

is the same who by her messengers (the ' wise men ') calls

mankind to turn aside from evil (ix. 3). There can therefore

be no real disharmony between nature and morality ; the

picture leaves no room for an Ahriman, in this and other

respects resembling the Cosmogony in Gen. i. and portions of
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the striking descriptions in Job xxvi., xxviii., xxxviii. There

is also no time when we can say that ' Wisdom was not.'

Faith declares that even in that primitive Chaos of which our

reason has a horror divine Wisdom reigned supreme. The

heavenly ocean, the ancient hills, the combination of countless

delicate atoms to form the ground, the fixing of the vault of

heaven on the world-encircling ocean, the separation of sea

and dry land '—all these were later works of God than the

Architect through whom He made them. And how did

the Architect work ? By a ' divine improvisation ' which

allowed no sense of effort or fatigue, and which still continues

with unabated freshness. But though her sportive path ^ can

still be traced in the processes of nature, her highest delight

is in the regeneration of the moral life of humanity. The

passage runs thus— ^\^^

Jehovah produced ^ me as the beginning of his way,

as the first of his works, long since.

From of old I received my place.

from the beginning, from the first times of the earth.

When there were no floods, I was brought forth,

when there were no fountains rich in water.

Before the mountains were settled,

before the hills was I brought forth
;

While as yet he had not made the earth with (its) fields,

and the atoms of dust which form the ground.

When he established the heaven, I was there,

when he marked a circle upon the face of the flood,'*

' The poet, we can see, has not arranged the creative works as carefully as the

cosniogonist in Genesis.
" Pleaseth him, the Eternal Child,

To play his sweet will, glad and wild.—Emerson, Wood Notes,

8 ' Produced' seems the best rendering (Sept., eKTiae), in the sense of 'creating,'

not (as Del.) of 'revealing,' for which there is no authority. The secondary

meaning 'possessed' (Aquila &C. eKTriaaro, Yu\g. />ossed/t icomp. Ecclus. xxiv. 6)

is less agreeable to the context (see Hitzig's note). There is the same diversity of

rendering in Gen. xiv. 19-22. On the patristic expositions of this passage, see

Dean Goode, T/ie Divme Rule of Faith and Practice, ed. i, i. 299. The ante-

Nicene Fathers mostly apply it to the divine generation of the Son, the post-Nicene

to the "eneration of the human nature of Christ. Basil and Epiphanius are ex-

ceptions. The former applies the passage to ' that wisdom which the apostle

mentions ' (in i Cor. i. 21) ; the latter expresses a strong opinion that ' it does not

at all speak concerning the Son of God.'

•* Comp. Milton's noble conception of the Creator's golden compasses {Par.

Lost, vii. 225, 6).
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When he made firm the sky above,

when he strengthened the fountains of the flood,

When he appointed to the sea his bound,

that the waters should not transgress his command,
when he fixed the foundations of the earth.

Then was I beside him as architect,

and was daily full of delight,

sporting • before him at all times,

I who (still) have sport with his fruitful earth,

and have my dehght with the sons of men.

The bold originality of this passage requires no proof.

It cuts away at a blow the old mythical conception of the

world as the work of God's hands, and of an arbitrary

omnipotence. ' God,' as Hooker says, ' is a law both to

himself and to all things beside
;

' 'his wisdom hath stinted

the effects of his power.' 'Nor is the freedom of the will of/

God any whit abated, let, or hindered, by means of this
;

because the imposition of this law upon himself is his own
free and voluntary act ' (' Jehovah produced me '). The idea,

then, of the world as a Cosmos was not adopted by the

Jews from the Greeks ; it arose of itself as soon as religious

men pondered over the phenomena of nature. The author of

Job took up the idea, and reexpressed it worthily in xxviii.

12-28, the chief difference between him and his predecessor

being that he denies the attainableness for man of wisdom in

the larger sense, while the author of the ' Praise of Wisdom '

docs not raise the question whether the higher department of

wisdom is open to human enquiry.

At the subsequent history of the conception of Wisdom
we can barely glance.'- The cosmogonist in Gen. i., a sublime

' Comp. Delitzsch, System dcr christliclien Apologetik, § 16, where the history

of this conception in Jewish literature is traced in connection with that of the

Logos-idea ; also Ewald, Die Lehre der Bibelvon Gott, iii. 74-77.
" In Wisd. vii. 22 &c. the language appears to some to rise above poetical

personification, and to imply a conscious hypostatising of Wisdom. Dante, a

good judge on this point, certainly thought otherwise (C^ww/^, iii. 15); he evi-

dently holds that the Sophia of the Book of Wisdom is precisely analogous to his

own very strong personification of divine Philosophy. Still such language may
have partly prepared the way for the well-known Gnostic myth of Achamoth or

Sophia (comp. Baur, Three First Centuries, E. T., i. 207). It was well, as

Plumptrc remarks, that Philo adopted Logos rather than Sophia as the name of

M
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thinker, but addressing untutored minds, preferred to convey

truth in forms borrowed from mythology. The morah'sts

however saw the poetical and religious importance of the

personification of Wisdom, and repeatedly introduced it into

their didactic works (see Ecclus. i., xxiv., Wisd. vi.-ix.,' and

comp. Bar. iii. 29-37). Sirach even takes a step in advance

of his original, and at least for a moment identifies Wisdom
with the Law of Moses.^ It became indeed a tradition of

Jewish exegesis (see Pirke Aboth, vi. 10) to interpret the

absolute Khokma of the Tora, either in opposition to

Hellenistic views of the higher wisdom, or from a practical

instinct such as Wordsworth followed when in praise of Duty

he employed figures which had occurred long before in the

' Praise of Wisdom,' or (a closer parallel) Richard Hooker,

when he described the Scripture as one embodiment of that

divine Law which he so splendidly eulogises at the close ot

his first book. That Jewish legalism degenerated into a

mechanical formalism, should not blind us to the practical

instinct in which it originated.

The title ' The Praise of Wisdom ' has now, I hope, been

justified. The passage quoted above forms the high-water

mark of this elevated poetry, and points the way to the

grand things in the poem of Job. Regularity of structure is

not a merit of our treatise, but the repetitions are not feeble,

and are perhaps deliberately made. The author is a didactic

poet, and only after he can presume that his lessons have

been assimilated will he venture on his highest flights. Does

Ewald bear this in mind when he divides the book into three

sections, L a general exhortation to wisdom, in which the

the creative energy. A system in which Sophia had been the dominant word

might have led to an earlier development of Mariolatry (Introduction to Proverbs

in the Speaker's Commentary).
' Ecclus. xxiv. 23. (Comp. a sublime passage of E. Irving, identifying the

contents of the ' sacred volume ' with ' the primeval divinity of revealed Wisdom,'

Miscellanies, p. 380 &c. ) According to late Jewish theology, the Law is one of

the seven things produced before the creation of the world. The alphabet-fables

in Talmud and Midrash, in which letters of the alphabet converse with God, pre-

suppose the same view (comp. the Mohammedan view of the Koran).

2 So Milton (a Hebraist), Paradise Lost, vii. 10 ('didst play'), and again in

Tetrachordon (' God himself conceals not his own recreations,' &c.

)
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whole of the truth is touched upon, but no part is completely

unfolded (i. 8-iii. 35) ; II. an exhaustive treatment of a few

details (iv. i-vi. 19) ; III. a gradual rise to the highest and

most universal truth, closing in almost lyric enthusiasm (vi.

20-ix. 18) .'' Or Hitzig, when, to suit an artificial arrangement,

he omits as later additions iii. 22-26, vi. 1-19, viii. 4-12, 14-

16, ix. 7-10.'' These are the two extremes of critical theory
;

their failure may- be taken as a proof that the only possible

division is one like that of Delitzsch into fifteen poems, rather

loosely connected together, but presenting the same peculi-

arities of style and diction. MasJials we can only term them

in a wide sense of the word ; not condensation but expansion

is the characteristic of this book ; the discourse flows on till

the subject has been exhausted, and then, after a brief pause, it

gushes forth anew. One of the chapters (ii.) actually forms

a single carefully elaborated sentence. Now and then the

matter is more broken up ; we meet with some small groups

of detached sentences (e.g. iii, 27-35, vi. i-ii, 12-19), which

introduce some variety into the style, and suggest that the

author revised his work with the view of making it an ethical

manual, as well as an introduction to the anthology. In one

of these groups we find the interesting similitude of the ant,

which the Septuagint has supplemented by one of purely

Greek origin (see Hitzig and Lagarde) on the bee.

The author has the pen of a ready writer, and his work
shows that he has studied the literature of his time. He was
familiar ' with the phraseology of the ' Solomonic ' proverbs,

though he struck out a style of his own, in harmony
with the altered conditions of the teaching oflfice. He ad-

dresses those who have time to listen, and taste to appreciate

his flowing rhetoric. He implies throughout that his audience

belongs to the wealthier class, and his favourite images are

drawn from the life of the merchant.'- Clearly too he has a

strong hold upon the doctrine that prosperity and adversity

are indicative of moral character. Thus, speaking of ethical

Wisdom, he says,
"•

' The proof of this cannot be given here.

- See ii. 4, iii. 13-15, iv. 7, vii. 16, 17, 19, 20 (especially), viii. 10, 1S-21.

M 2
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Length of days is in her (Wisdom's) right hand,

in her left riches and honour (iii. 16).'

And yet there is evidence, even in Prov. i.-ix., of a nascent

scepticism on this point, originating probably in some recent

event, such as the captivity of the Ten Tribes. In words

which remind us of Psalms xxxvii. and Ixxiii. the writer

exclaims

—

Envy thou not the man of violence,

and have thou pleasure in none of his ways . . .

The curse of Jehovah is in the house of the ungodly,

but the habitation of the righteous he blesses (iii. 31, 33)

;

and to furnish his disciples with an answer to the sceptic

—

Truly, whom Jehovah loves, he corrects,

and as a father the son in whom he delights

(iii. 12 ; comp. Job v. 17).

With this sweet saying I take leave for the present of this

beautiful work. How true it is that the doubts of a believer

are the stepping-stones to higher attainments of faith !

' Comp. i. 32, 33, ii. 21, 22, iii. i-io, ix. 11, 12, 18.
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CHAPTER VI.

SUPPLEMENTARY ON QUESTIONS OF DATE AND ORIGIN.

There are two extreme views on the date of the Book of

Proverbs, between which are the theories of the mass of

moderate critics. The one is that represented by Keil in his

Introduction and Bishop Ellicott's Commentary, that the

whole book except chaps, xxx., xxxi., and perhaps the head-

ing i. 1-6, is in substance of Solomonic origin ; ' the other is

that of Vatke and Reuss (the precursors of Kuenen and

Wellhausen) that our proverbs as a collection come from the

post-Exile period. Much need not be said on the first of

these extreme views. It has been pointed out already that

the ethical and religious character even of the earliest pro-

verbial collection stands far removed from that of the his-

torical Solomon. It is indeed a pure hypothesis that any

Solomonic element survives in the Book of Proverbs. I

doubt not that many bright and witty sayings of Solomon

came into circulation, and some of them might conceivably

have been gathered up and included in the anthologies. But

have we any adequate means of deciding which these are }

It would appear from i Kings iv. 33 that the wisdom of the

historical Solomon expressed itself in spoken fables or moral-

isations about animals and trees. A few, a very few, of the

proverbs in our book may perhaps satisfy the test thus

obtained, and be plausibly represented as a Solomonic cle-

ment. But why Solomon should be singled out as the

author, it would tax one's ingenuity to say, and the judgment

of Hitzig (in such matters a conservative critic) must be

maintained that the survival of Solomonic proverbs is no

more than a possibility.'^

' Keil qualifies this however by admitting that Solomon may have incorpo-

rated many sayings of other wise men. * Die Spriiche Salome's, p. xvii.

/
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The other extreme view requires some Httle explanation.

Vatke does not deny that Solomon composed proverbs, but

only that his proverbs can have resembled those in the

canonical book. Putting aside some sayings of earlier date

Vatke holds that the stamp of the post-Exile period (and

more particularly of the fifth century) is as marked in the

Book of Proverbs as it is, according to him, in that of Job ;

in short, that both works imply, equally with the still later

Ecclesiastes, a long and earnest struggle between the prin-

ciples represented respectively by the higher prophets and

by the priests. The result of this struggle has become to

the authors of these books an objective truth which it is

henceforth their business to realise as true subjectively.^

The existence of a free-minded school of thought in the post-

Exile period is very plausibly defended both by Vatke and

by Kuenen,^ and if our only choice lay between the extreme

alternatives mentioned above, we should be shut up to the

acceptance of the latter.

I shall not however discuss here the post-Exile origin of

the Book of Proverbs as a whole, but only that part of the

hypothesis which relates to the very interesting section desig-

nated by Ewald the ' Praise of Wisdom.' If this portion is

not of Exile or post-Exile origin, I do not see how it can be

maintained that any other part of the book is so, except

indeed the sayings of Agur and Lemuel (xxx. i-xxxi. 9).

The following are some of the leading arguments for the

late origin of Prov. i.-ix. I. These chapters are said to con-

tain a few parallels to passages in works belonging probably

to the Exile or post-Exile period (ll, Isaiah,^ Job). I lay no

stress on the occurrence of Prov. i. 16 (with the addition of

* innocent ') in Isa. lix. ja, because this verse is not in the

rhythm of the rest of Prov. i.-ix., and is not found in the

Septuagint. There may however be a parallelism between

Prov. ii. 1 5 and Isa. lix. 8 ; the prophet is, at any rate,

influenced by some proverbial work similar to Prov. i.-ix.

' Die bihlische Theologie, i. 563. - The Religion of Isi-ael, ii. 242.

^ The passages in 11. Isaiah referred to in this paragraph belong to sections most

probably of post-Exile origin, (See art. ' Isaiah ' in Encyclopizdia Britannica,

new ed.

)
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There may also be one between Prov. i, 24, 26, 27 and Isa.

Ixv. 12, Ixvi. 4. More striking are the affinities already pointed

out between Prov. i.-ix. and the Book of Job, which may be

taken to prove that these works proceeded from the same circle

of ' wise men,' but not necessarily that they are of the same

period (see above, p. 85).

II. As to the religious ideas of these chapters, {a) The
Theism expressed is both pure und broad. Polytheism is

not even worthy to be the subject of controversy ; the tone

is throughout positive. Jehovah's vast creative activity fills

the writer's mind, and begins to stimulate speculative curiosity;

from this point of view comp. Prov viii. 22-31 with Job xv. 7,

8,' xxxviii. 4- II, and Gen. i. (The affinities with the cos-

mogony are only general,'^ but perhaps gain in importance

when taken together with the possible allusion to Gen. ii. in

'

Prov. iii. 18, ' She is a tree of life ' &;c.) {b) It is no objection

to the Exile or post-Exile date that the 'doctrine of invariable

retribution is presupposed in this treatise. We find this

doctrine both in the speeches of Elihu (Job. xxxii.-xxxvii.,

a separate work in its origin) and in the Wisdom of Sirach.

There is some weight in these arguments. But it can, I think,

be shown that the age of Jeremiah contained the germs of

various mental products which only matured in the later

periods, and Reuss seems to me singularly wilful in

assuming that the personification of Wisdom of itself proves

the late date of Prov. i.-ix.

III. The luxurious living implied in Prov i.-ix. would suit

the Exile and post-Exile period. As soon as the Jews had the

chance of participating in the world's good things, they eagerly

availed themselves of it. The prominence of the retribution'^

doctrine in these nine chapters might possibly be accounted

for by the prosperity of many of the dispersed Jews. To me
however the expression 'peace-offerings ' (vii. 14) points away

' We should perhaps read here v'thiggd for vUhigra, following Scpt.'s e<s 6e

<re a<plKtTO ffo<pla ; so Merx and liickell.

' Were the affinities with Gen. i. more definite, critics of Welllwusen's school

would naturally derive from them an argimient for the post-Exile origin of Prov.

i.-ix. I do not myself attach much weight to these slight parallelisms.
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from Babylon, just as the expression ' yarn of Egypt ' in

vii. 1 6 points away from Egypt.

IV. The phraseology of these chapters (as well as of the

rest of the book) is said by Hartmann ^ to be late. His

instances of late and Aramaising words and forms require

testing ; an argument of this sort (except in more extreme

cases) is not conclusive as to date. Reuss appears to base

his linguistic argument rather on the clearness of the style,

which ' betrays this section to be the latest part of the book,' ^

Noldeke however more soberly infers, from the ' flowingness

and facility of the language,' that the author lived subsequently

to Isaiah.^

On the whole, I am compelled to reject the hypothesis of

either the Exile or the post-Exile origin of Prov. i.-ix. The
Exile-date seems to be excluded by Prov. vii. 14, which

implies the sacrificial system ; the post-Exile by the want of

any sufficient reason for descending so late in the course of

history. The fifth century in particular, to which Vatke

refers the whole Book of Proverbs, seems to me out of the

question for this section of the book. Before the time of

Sirach, I cannot find a period in the post-Exile history in

which the life of Jerusalem can have much resembled the

picture given of it in Prov. i.-ix. But Sirach's evident imi-

tation of the ' Praise of Wisdom ' (we shall come back to this

in studying Ecclesiasticus) seems of itself to suggest that

Prov. i.-ix. is the monument of an earlier age, and this is con-

firmed by Sirach's different attitude towards ceremonial

religion.

There remains the hypothesis that the treatise, Prov. i.-ix.,

was written towards the close of the kingdom of Judah. There

seems to me no sufficient argument against this view, which

agrees with the result above attained on the relation of

Prov. i.-ix. to the Book of Job (p. 85). The collapse of the

state was sudden, and for some time after the composition or

at least promulgation of the Deuteronomic Tora the Jews ap-

' Die enge Verhiiidimg des A. T. mit deni Neuen, pp. 148-9.

^ Geschichte der heiligen Schriften Alien Testavients, p. 494.
^ Die alttestai/iejif/tche Literatjtr {l?)62,), p. 159.
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peared to be in the enjoyment of national prosperity. Now
the author of Prov. i.-ix. depicts a state of outward prosperity

and is evidently familiar with the exhortations of Deuteronomy.

Who, as Delitzsch remarks, can fail to hear in Prov. i. 7-ix.

an echo of the Sheina ('hear'), Deut. vi. 4-9 (comp. xi.

18-21)? This is quite consistent with the opinion that Prov.

i.-ix. is later than the proverbs in the two principal collections

of our book, an opinion which commends itself to most •

especially on account of the higher moral standard of Prov.

i.-ix., and its advance in the treatment of literary form.

I have said ' the composition or at least promulgation ' of

Deuteronomy. If Deuteronomy was written (which is at least

possible) as early as the reign of Hezekiah,^ we may perhaps

follow Ewald, who places the ' Praise ofWisdom ' in the period

of relative prosperity which, he thinks, closed the reign of

Manasseh.3 It is noteworthy that Mic. vi., which Ewald

plausibly assigns to the period of Manasseh's persecution, also

presents some points of contact with Deuteronomy.-* And"
yet it seems to me safer to date the book in the reign of

Josiah, when, as we know from history and prophecy, the dis-

courses of Deuteronomy first became generally known. ^

Next, as to the body of the work. That the collection in

x. i-xxii. 16 is the earliest part of the book is admitted by

most critics. The fact that chaps, i.-ix. present linguistic

points of contact with it, does not prove the two parts to be

of the same date, for the opening chapters also display pecu-

liarities quite unlike those of the ' Solomonic ' anthology."' I

have already set forth my own view on this and on other

critical points, and will now only register the results of Ewald

' Hitzig, however, almost alone among recent critics, regards the opening

chapters as the oldest part of the book.

- This seems to me the earliest probal)Ie date, but docs not exclude the possi-

bility that early traditional material has been worked into the book.

* History of Israel, iv. 219. It should be mentioned however that Ewald

places Job (except the Elihu-portion), Prov. i.-ix., and, last in order, Deuteronomy

all in the rcit^n of Manassch. He fails to recognise the influence of Deuteronom

on the ' Praise of Wisdom.'
^ See Micah in the Cambridge School and College Bible.

• Delitzsch, Proverbs, i. 33 ; Kuenen, Onderzock, iii. 75.
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and of Delitzsch. Both are agreed that the older Book of

Proverbs extends from i. i to xxiv. 22, i. 1-6 (or 7) being the

descriptive heading of the work, and i. 7 (or 8) -ix. 18 a horta-

tory treatise, by the author, more or less introductory to the

sayings which follow. The date of the collection of the latter

Ewald places at the beginning of the eighth century ; that of

the heading and introduction in the middle of the seventh.

Towards the end of the seventh century the three appendices

(xxii, 17-xxiv. 22, xxiv. 23-35, XXV. i-xxix. 27) were added
;

the contents of the two former were derived from two popular

proverbial collections, while the latter was a great and offici-

ally sanctioned anthology dating from the end of the eighth

century. The remaining parts of the book (xxx, i-xxxi. 9,

and xxxi. 10-31) Ewald assigns to the seventh century,

Delitzsch (whose view is perhaps the most conservative one

still tenable) dates the publication of the first Book of Proverbs

as early as the reign of Jehoshaphat (referring to 2 Chr. xvii.

7-9). To its editor he ascribes not only the authorship of

i. i-ix. 18 but the conclusion of the ' older book ' by the words

of the wise, xxii. 17-xxiv. 22, while a later editor is responsi-

ble both for the supplementary sayings of the wise, xxiv. 22-

34, and for the great Hezekian collection, of which he thus

ensured the preservation. The same person probably ap-

pended the obscure sayings ofAgur (xxx.) and of Lemuel (xxxi.

1-9), possibly too the closing alphabetic poem (xxxi. 10-31),

which is assigned by Delitzsch to the pre-Hezekian period.

Both Ewald and Delitzsch are substantially agreed as to the

existence of a genuine Solomonic element in both the great

anthologies (especially in the first), but upon very conjectural

grounds.

One point only remains to be considered, however briefly.

The Book of Job has already furnished an example of the

poetical fiction of the non-Israelitish authorship of a Hebrew
poem. It is possible enough that this and the similar instance

of the Balaam-oracles were not alone in Hebrew literature.

Nor are they so, if a view of the first words of the headings in

Prov. xxx. I, xxxi. i, which has found many friends, be correct,

and we may render in the one case, ' The words of Agur the
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son of Jakch, of (the country of) Massa,' reading cither 7;itm-

massd (or, as DcHtzsch proposes, mimincshd) or liavimassai ^)
;

and in the other, ' The words of Lemuel the king of Massa.'

Muhlau in his monograph on * Agur ' and ' Lemuel ' thinks

that both the contents and the language of the sayings of Agur
* almost necessarily point to a region bordering on the Syro-

Arabian wastes, but his theory of an Israelitish colony in a

certain Massa in the Hauran (comp. i Chr. v. 10), like a some-

what similar theory of H itzig's (he places ' Massa ' in N. Arabia,

comparing i Chr. iv. 42, 43, where the Simeonites are said to

have settled in Mount Seir, and Isa. xxi. 11, 12
'-), is too con-

jectural to be readily accepted. There is however much force

in a part of the arguments of Muhlau, especially in his first

and second (referring to xxxi. i), ' The word melek in apposi-

tion to Lemuel cannot go without the article,' ^ and ' Massa
" utterance " is never used elsewhere except of (prophetic)

oracles.' If any one therefore likes to adopt the above render-

ings, taking Massa as the name of a country (comp. Gen. xxv.

14, 1 Chr. i. 30), I have no strong objection. Ziegler's view cited

by Muhlau,'* that Lemuel was an Emeer of an Arabian tribe in

the east of Jordan, and that an Israelitish wise man translated

the Emeer's sayings into Hebrew, is perhaps not as untenable

as Muhlau thinks, provided that ' translation ' be taken to in-

clude recasting in accordance with the spirit of the Old Testa-

ment religion. For my own part, however, I prefer the

' In the version known as the Graais Venetiis (14th or 15th cent.) xxx. la

runs thus, hSyoi iyovpov vUws laKfois tov fiaa-dov (Jakeh the Massaite). Delitzsch's

view, given above, is taken from his art. on ' Proverbs ' in Herzog-Plitt's Ency-

clopaedia ; he refers to Friedrich Delitzsch's Parcuiies, p. 303 ; comp. 243.

- On Isa. xxi. 11, 12, see The Prophecies of Isaiah, i. 129, ii. 152. Hitzig's

theory, originally stated in Zeller's Theol. Jahrbiicher, 1844, pp. 269-305, will be

found in the well-known short commentary {Kurzgefassics exeg. Handbuch, 1847)

by Bertheau, who substantially accepts it.

" This is a little too strong. We should certainly have expected melek Lemuel

(or Loitoel) rather than Lemuel melek, on the analogy of w^M Ydreb, Hos. v. 13,

X. 6. As it stands in the text, melek (after Lemuel, and without the article) can

only be a definition of class. The Lemuel spoken of was quite unknown to the

reader, and therefore the editor appends the descriptive title 'king.' Comp. Ex.

xxxiii. II, where Joshua, son of Nun, being introduced for the first time, is de-

scribed as tia'ar 'a squire.'

* Referring to A''^//^ Uebersetuing tier Detikspriiche Salomd's, 1 791, p. 29.
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simpler explanation given already in considering chaps, xxx.,

xxxi. 1-9. I account for the Aramaisms, Arabisms, and other

peculiarities of these sections by their post-Exile origin, with

which the character of the contents of the most striking portion,

xxx. 1-6, appears to me to harmonise (notice e.g. the strong

faith in the words of revelation in xxx. 5). But I am not

writing a commentary, and can only draw the reader's atten-

tion to some of the most important exegetical phenomena.

Let me refer in conclusion to a critical note on p. 175, which

has a bearing on the question raised by some whether Job

and this part of Proverbs may fitly be called Hebrseo-Arabic

works. It is strange that Hitzig should have renounced the

support for his theory (see p. 171) to be obtained from Prov.

xxx. 31.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE TEXT OF PROVERBS.

The sense of proverbs is naturally most difficult to catch

when there has been no attempt to group them by subjects.

Hence the textual difficulties of so large a part of the earliest

anthology. Gratz has made some valuable among many too

arbitrary corrections ; but a systematic use of the ancient

versions is still a desideratum. Lagarde, Oort, Bickell, and
others have led the way ; but much yet remains to be done.

My space only allows me to give some preliminary hints, which
may at least stimulate further inquiry, on the relation of the

Hebrew text to the versions, especially the Septuagint ver-

sion (if T should not rather speak of * versions '). How comes
it, we may ask first of all, that the Septuagint contains so

many passages not found in the Hebrew ? One answer is

that in a foreign land, with a new language and a new circle

of ideas, explanation was as necessary to the Hellenistic

Jews as translation. Hence the tendency of the Septua-

gint translators to introduce glosses. But the form of the V
Book of Proverbs specially favoured interpolations. Some-
times only a few words were inserted to make the text more
distinct (e.g. i. 22, xii. 25, xxiv. 23) ; at other times explana-

tory or suggested remarks were added, at first perhaps in

the margin. Of course, it is perfectly conceivable that the •
received Hebrew text itself may contain similar additions •

the analogy of other books, in which such interpolations

occur, even favours this idea. One such insertion is patent

;

there can be no doubt that i. 16 was added in the Hebrew,
to the detriment of the connection, from Isa. lix. 7. As this

passage is wanting in the best MSS. of the Septuagint, we
might be tempted to use this version as a means of dctectino-
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other interpolations in the Hebrew. This however would

lead us into researches of too much complexity.

Some of the Septuagint additions are also found in the

Vulgate, some again also in the Peshitto ; and where a Sep-

tuagint addition is not found in the Vulgate we may, at least

in some cases, assume that the Septuagint text did not in

St. Jerome's time contain the additional matter. Among the

most interesting passages from a text-critical point of view

peculiar to the Septuagint are those found at iii. 15, iv. 27, vi.

8, II, vii. 2, ix. 12,' 18, xi. 16, xii. 13, xv. 18, xvi. 5, xix. 7,

xxvi. II, xxvii. 20, 21, xxviii. 10. Most of these can be ren-

dered back into Hebrew, though this is difficult with vi. lib

as it stands, and impossible with vi. 8 (' the bee '). In any

case the Hebrew origin of a proverb does not prove that it

was inserted by the original collector or collectors. With

regard to the Targum and its deviations from the Hebrew

text, it is to be observed that this version has the same rela-

tion to the Peshitto as the Vulgate to the old Latin version

on which it is based. The Peshitto translates from a Hebrew

text substantially the same as our own ; though the translator

has consulted the Septuagint (according to Hitzig) in the

portion of the book beginning at vii. 23.

There are also some remarkable transpositions in the

Septuagint Proverbs, reminding us of those in the Septuagint

Jeremiah. The three appendices to the Hezekian collection

are given in a very different order from that of the Hebrew.

The first fourteen verses of chap. xxx. are inserted between

ver. 22 and ver. 23 of chap, xxiv., and all the remainder, together

with xxxi. 1-9, is placed before chap. xxv. The treatment

of the headings in the Septuagint is also remarkable, and

seems arbitrary ; e.g. it looks as if the translator had expunged

all those peculiarities in the superscriptions which suggested

a variety of authorship. The proper names in chaps, xxx,^

xxxi. have been explained away, and the heading in x. i»

which limits the Solomonic authorship too much for the

translator, has been actually omitted.

' The addition here is very poetical, and may, as Ewald says, have been ex-

tracted from an ancient anthology. But it disturbs the connection.
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On the Septuagint additions to Proverbs, comp. Deane in

Expositor, 1884, pp. 297-301 ; on the larger subject of the

Greek and the Hebrew text, see introduction to Hitzig's

commentary, Lagarde's Annierkiingeri &c., and a series of

papers, thorough but less masterly than Hitzig's or Lagarde's

work, by Heidenheim (title in ' Aids to the Student,' below).

NOTE ON PROVERBS XXX. 31.

Some assume here a corruption of the text, but the margin of the

Revised Version gives an appropriate sense. It implies indeed the

admission of a downright Arabism, but there are parallels for this in

vv. 15, 16, 17, and alqw?i for the Arabic al-qaiim is (see Gesenius)

like elgdhhlsh (Ezek. xiii. 11, 13, xxxviii. 22) and alinodad (Gen. x. 26).

' The king when his army is with him ' may very fitly be adduced as a

specimen of the ' comely in going.' M. Halevy indeed has suggested

that (]nm in alqfim may be the Qdvam or Qdjam often mentioned in

the Sinaitic inscriptions {Bulletin No. 28 of the Societe de Lin-

guistique ; see Academy, March 27, 18S6). But the former view is

still the more plausible one. Why should a king with whom is ' God
Qavam ' be described as specially 'comely in going ' ? Wetzstein too

has stated that alqaum is still pronounced al-qom by the Bedawins.

Comp. Blau, ZeitscJir. d. deiitschen inorg. Ges., xxv. 539.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE RELIGIOUS VALUE OF THE BOOK OF PROVERBS.

~^It is only in modern times that the Book of Proverbs has

been disparaged ; the early Christian Fathers considered it to

be of much ethico-religious value. Hence the sounding title,

first used by Clement of Rome {Co7\, c. 57), ?; Travdpsros

(TO(f)La. From our point of view, indeed, the value of the

book is different in its several parts, but no part is without

its use. Can any Christian help seeing the poetic foregleams

of Christ in the great monologue of Wisdom in chap. viii. ?

Dorner may be right in maintaining that the idea of the

Incarnation cannot have been evolved from Hebraism or

Judaism, and yet the description of Wisdom, ' sporting with

Jehovah's world ' and 'having her delights with the sons of men'

(viii. 31), cannot but remind us of the sympathetic, divine-

human Teacher, who ' took the form of a servant' How
deeply this great section has affected the theology of the past,

I need not here relate. Will it ever lose its value as a symbolic

picture of the combined transcendence and immanence of the

Divine Being?

Turning to the other parts of the book, do they not fur-

nish abundant justification of that type of Christianity which

accepts but does not dwell on forms, so bent is it upon moral

applications of the religious principle? Do they not show

y that the ' fear of the Lord ' is quite compatible with a deep

interest in average human life and human nature? The
Book of Proverbs, taken as a whole, seems to supply the

necessary counterweight to the psalms and the prophecies.

The psalmists love God more than aught else ; but must
every one say, ' Possessing this, I have pleasure in nothing
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upon earth ' (Ps. Ixxiii. 26) ? Would it be good to be al-

ways in this mood ? Is there not something more satisfac-

tory in the Pauline saying, ' All things are yours, and ye are

Christ's '
? And as for the prophets—do they not (we may

conjecture and perhaps partly prove this) depreciate too much
the morality and religion of their neighbours ? The Book of y^

Proverbs gives us only average morality and religion
;
yet, if

we judge it fairly, how pleasing on the whole is the picture

!

Taking it as equally authoritative with the psalms and pro-

phecies, shall we not rise to a more comprehensive religion

than a mere pupil of psalmists or prophets knew—to one that

charges us, not to love God less, but our neighbour more?

It would no doubt be easy to criticise the Book from a New
Testament point of view. But the New Testament itself

has absorbed much that is best in it, and quotations from

it occur not unfrequently, especially in the Epistles. Nor
can any teacher of the people afford to neglect its stores of

happily expressed practical wisdom. We must not even de-

spise its ' utilitarianism.' The awful declarations of ' Wisdom '

in Prov. i. 24-32 are simply the voice of the personified laws

of God ' warning men that the consequences of their acts,

even if they may be overruled for good, yet cannot by any

cunning be escaped. Does the New Testament quite super-

sede this form of teaching .-* And does not the Hebrew sage

once at least give a suggestion of that very overruling love of

God which is among the characteristic ideas of Christian lore

(see Prov. iii. 11)?

' So we may venture to paraphrase ' Wisdom ' in this connection.

N
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AIDS TO THE STUDENT.

The ' aids ' here mentioned are sucli as might otherwise escape notice.

W. Nowack, Die Sprilche Salomons ?ls.7ck (a recast of Bertheau's

commentary in the Kurzgefasstes Exeg. Handbuch), 1883 ; H.

Deutsch, Die Sprilche Salome's nach der Aiiffassimg it?i Talmud nnd

Midrasch dargestellt imd kritisch ^intersucht (erster Theil, 1885)

;

Bickell, ' Exegetisch-kritische Nachlese : Proverbien und Job,' in

Ztitschr. fur kathol. Theologie, 1886, pp. 205-208; Aben Ezra's

commentary on Proverbs, edited by Chaim M. Horowitz, 1884 ;

I^oewenstein, Die Proverbien Salomons, mil Be?iutzung iilterer ujid

neuerer Manuskripte, 1837 (text and commentary in Hebrew, with

German metrical version ; contains valuable contributions to a

more critical Massoretic text from the papers of W. Heidenheim)
;

M. Heidenheim, ' Zur Textkritik der Proverbien,' in his Vierteljahres-

schrift for 1865 and 1866 ; Lagarde, AnmerkiingeJi zur griechischen

Uebersetzung der Proverbien, 1863 ; Gratz, ' Exegetische Studien zu

den Salomonischen Spriichen,' in his Monatsschrift, 1884 ; Dijserinck,

' Kritische Scholien,' in Theologisch Tijdschrifi, 1883, p. 577 &c. ; Oort,

'Spreuken I.-IX.,' in same periodical, 1885, p. 379 &c. ; Bottcher,

Aehrenlese, part iii., 1865 (contains 39 pages on Proverbs); Miihlau,

De proverbioruin Agur et Lemuel origine, 1869; Bruch, Weisheitslehre

der Hebrder, 185 1 ; Hooykaas, Gesch. van de beoefening der Weisheid

onder de Hebrein, 1862 ; Dukes, Rabbinische Blimmilese, 1844 (in-

cludes Talmudic proverbs; comp. the older works of Drusius, 1590-1,

and Briill's supplement in his Jahrbiicher, 1885) ; Delitzsch, art.

'Spriiche Salomo's,' in Yierzog-VYiii's Peal-E7icyklopadie, &6.. 2, vol.

xiv. ; and the works of Oehler and Schultz on Old Testament

Theology (the former in Clark's Library).



THE WISDOM OF JESUS THE
SON OF SIRACH.

CHAPTER I.

THE WISE MAN TURNED SCRIBE. SIRACIl'S MORAL
TEACHING.

The inclusion of Sirach within our range of study, as an ap-

pendix and counterpart to the canonical Book of Proverbs,

requires no long justification. The so-called ' Wisdom of

Solomon ' is in form and colouring almost as much Greek as

Hebrew, and has no place in a survey of the wisdom of Pales-

tine. But the ' Wisdom ' more modestly ascribed to the son

of Sirach is a truly Israelitish production, though as yet none

but the masters of our subject have recognised its intrinsic

importance. Whence comes this prevalent neglect of a svork

still known as ' Ecclesiasticus ' or a 'church-book '? Doubtless

it has fallen in estimation from being combined with books

more difficult to appraise fairly and consequently regarded

with suspicion. The objection which some Jewish doctors

entertained to recommending parts of the Hagiographa has

been felt by many moderns with regard to the Apocrypha.

The objection is too strong and general not to have some
foundation, but it implies an unhistorical habit of mind.

Granted that the Apocryphal writings of the Old Testament

belong in the main to a period of outer and inner decadence

(though the noble Maccabcan days may qualify this)
; yet

periods of decadence are often also periods of transition to

some new and better thing, which cannot be understood or
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appreciated without them. Ewald has suggested the title of

' intermediate writings ' (yZivischenschriften ') as a substitute for

Apocrypha, to indicate that transitional character which gives

these books so high a value for the student of both Testaments.

The book now before us—the largest and most compre-

hensive in the Wisdom-literature—is one of these ' inter-

mediate writings,' but in what sense beyond the most

superficial one remains to be seen. It is mentioned here first

of all because of the proof which it gives of the great literary

force of the canonical Book of Proverbs. But no product of

literature could maintain itself as Sirach has done if it were a

mere imitation ; Sirach, not less than the Wisdom-books of

the Old Testament proper, is at least a partial reflection of the

life of the times. Its date indeed has been disputed. Suffice

it to say here that the author was, beyond reasonable doubt,^

a contemporary of ' Simon the high priest, the son of Onias.'

Now there were five high priests who bore the name of Simon

or Simeon, two of whom, Simon L (B.C. 310-290) and

Simon II. (B.C. 2 19-199), have by different critics been thought

of The weight of argument is in favour of the second of the

name, who was certainly the more important of the two, and

who is referred to in the Talmud under the name of Simeon

the Righteous.^ This is in accordance with the Greek trans-

lator's statement in his preface that he was the grandson of

the author, and we may conjecturally fix the composition of

the book at about 180 B.C. The translator himself came into

Egypt, as he tells us, in the 38th year of king Euergetes *

(comp. Luke xxii. 25). Now Euergetes II. Physkon, who

must be here intended, began to reign jointly with his brother

' Revelation, p. 365 ; Die Lehre der Bibel von Goti, i. 378.

* Note the phrase in 1. i, 'who ifi his life repaired the house,' implying

'now indeed he is dead.' Gratz in fact is the only scholar who doubts the author's

contemporaneousness with Simon ( Monatsschrift, 1872, p. 114).

3 See, besides the well-known passage in Pirke Aboth (i. 2), the legendary

extracts from {Bah.) Yoma, 39/^, translated by Wiinsche, Der bab. Talimid, i. I,

pp. 368-9 ; and comp. Derenbourg, Hist, de la Palestine, i. 44 &c.

* So we must paraphrase er Ttif o-^'^it^ koX rpiaKoffrcS ere: iirl rov Evepyerov

j3a<r/A.ews. See Stanley's note in Jewish Clmrch, iii. 235, and Abbot's note in

the American edition of Smith's Bible Diet. (I am indebted to Bissell for the latter

reference). Comp. Wright, The Book of Koheleth, p. 34 n.
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Philometor B.C. 170; his brother died B.C. 145, and he reigned

alone for twenty-five years longer (till B.C. 116). Hence the

translator's arrival in Egypt and possibly the translation itself

fall within the year 132. The object of his work, we gather

from the preface, was to correct the inequalities of moral and

religious culture (TraiSsia) among the Jews of Egypt^by setting

before them a standard and a lesson-book of true religious

wisdom.

Let us pause a little over these dates. It has been well

observed by Mommsen that the foundation of Alexandria

was as great an event in the history of the people of Israel

as the conquest of Jerusalem. It must indeed have seemed

to many Israelites more fraught with danger than with hope.

Never before had Paganism presented itself to their nation in

so attractive a guise. Would their religion exhibit sufficient

power of resistance on a foreign soil ? The fears, however,

were groundless ; at any rate, for a considerable time. The
forms of Egyptian-Jewish literature might be foreign, but its

themes were wholly national. Even in that highly original

synthesis of Jewish, Platonic, and Stoic elements—the Book
of Wisdom—the Jewish spirit is manifestly predominant. In

Palestine there was also a Hellenic movement, thousfh less

vigorous and all-absorbing than in Egypt. Without a

spontaneous manifestation of Jewish sympathy, Antiochus

Epiphanes would never have made his abortive attempt to

Hellenise Judaea. Girt round by a Greek population, the

Palestinian Jews, in spite of Ezra's admirable organisation,

could not entirely resist the assaults of Hellenism. It is

probable that not merely Greek language, but Greek philo-

sophy, exerted a charm on some of the clearest Jewish

intellects. But we are within the bounds of acknowledged

fact in asserting that the ardour of Juda^an piety, at least in

the highest class, greatly cooled in the age subsequent to

Ezra's, and in ascribing this to Greek influences. The high

priest Simeon II.,' surnamcd the Righteous (i.e. the strict

' The Mishna (/V/vCv Aboth, i. 2) ascribes this saying to Simeon tlie Righteous :

' On three things the world stands—revelation (iora), worship, and the bestowal

of kindnesses.'
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observer of the Law), of whom so glowing an account is given

by Sirach (chap. ].), is the chief exception to this degeneracy
;

yet he was powerless to stem the revolutionary current even

within his own family. His cousin Joseph was the notorious

farmer of the taxes of Palestine, who by his public and private

immorality ^ sapped the very foundations of Jewish life, while

two of Simeon's sons, Jason and Menelaus, became the

traitorous high priests who promoted the paganising movement
under Antiochus. It is well known that many critics refer

the Book of Ecclesiastes to the period immediately preceding

this great movement. The deep and almost philosophical

character of the unknown author's meditations seems to be in

harmony with this date. On the other hand, there is the

well-ascertained fact that the Book of Sirach shows no trace

of really philosophical thought : it is little more than a new
version of the ordinary proverbial morality. It is to this book,

the ' Doppelganger des kanonischen Spruchbuchs,' as Schurer

calls it, the work, as a Greek writer puts it, of an attendant

(oiraBos) of Solomon, that these pages are devoted. Nothing

is more remarkable (and it ought to make us very deliberate

in determining dates upon internal evidence) than the appear-

ance of such a book at such a time.

The name of the author in full is Joshua (Jesus) ben Sira

(Sirach),^ but he maybe called Sirach for shortness, this being

the form of his family-name in the Greek translation. He
tells us himself that he was of Jerusalem ; that from his

youth up his desire was for wisdom ; that he laboured

earnestly in searching for her ; and that the Lord gave him a

tongue for his reward (1. 27 ; li.) Sirach, in fact, is one of

those ' wise men ' to whom was entrusted so large a part of

the religious education of the Jewish people. The remarkable

fact that ' wise men ' exist so long after the time of their

prototype Solomon, proves that their activity was an integral

part of the Jewish national life. The better class of ' wise

' See Jos., ^/?A, xii. 4.

^ On the identity of the Ben Sira of the Talmud and our Sirach, see Horowitz

in Frankel's Monatsschrift, 1865, p. 181 &c. The ch in the form Sirach may be

due to an old error in the Greek text.
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men ' gave an independent support to the nobler class of

prophets. With their peremptory style, the prophets would

never have succeeded in implanting a really vigorous religion,

had not the 'wise men,' with their more conciliatory and

individualising manner of teaching, supplemented their en-

deavours. The Babylonian Exile introduced a change into

the habits of the ' wise men,' who, though some of them used

the pen before the overthrow of the state, became thence-

forward predominantly, if not entirely, writers on practical

moral philosophy. Such was Sirach. He is not indeed a

strictly original writer, nor does he lay claim to this. This is

how he describes the nature of his work (xxxiii. 16)

—

I too, as the last, bestowed zeal,

and as one who gleans after the vintage
;

By the blessing of the Lord I was the foremost,

and as a grape-gatherer did I fill the winepress.

Sirach, then, was first of all a collector of proverbs, and he

found that most of the current wise sayings had been already

gathered. It is not likely that up to xxxvi. 22 he merely

combined two older books of proverbs (as Ewald supposed'),

though it is more than probable that older proverbs do really

lie imbedded in his work. But whether old proverbs or new,

Sirach has this special characteristic, that he loves to arrange

his material by subjects. This was already noticed by the

early scribes,-' and is well brought out by Holtzmann in

Bunsen's Bibehverk, and I will merely refer to chap. xxii. j-6,

'On good and bad children;' 7-18, 'The character of the

fool ;' 19-26, ' On friendship,' 27-xxiii. 6, ' Prayer and warn-

ing against sins of the tongue and lusts of the flesh ;' 7-15,

'The discipline of the mouth ;' 16-27, 'On adultery ;' xxix.

1-20, 'On suretyship;' 21-28, 'An independent mode of life.''

The plan of grouping his material is not indeed thoroughly

carried out, but even the attempt marks a progress in the

' Hist, of Israel, v. 263-4. Ewald includes xxxix. 12-35 '" ''1*^ portion be-

longing to the second (supposed) collection.

* See the headings at certain points of the Greek version.

* With vv. 21, 23 comp. St. Paul, Phil. iv. 11, 12.
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literary art. This is one of the points in which Sirach differs

from his canonical predecessors.

In other respects his indebtedness is manifest. Night and

day he must have studied his revered models to have attained

such insight into the secrets of style. But, so far from

affecting originality, he delights in allusions to the older

proverbialists. Many parallelisms occur in the sayings on

Wisdom (comp. Sir. i. 4, Prov. viii. 22 ; Sir. i. 14, Prov. i. 4,

ix. 10 ; Sir. iv. 12, 13, Prov. iv. 7, 8 ; Sir. xxiv. i, 2, Prov. viii.

I, 2; Sir. xxiv. 3, Prov. ii. 6; Sir. xxiv. 5, Prov. viii. 27).

This we might expect ; for Wisdom in a large sense is more

persistently the object of Sirach than it was at any rate of

the earlier writers in Proverbs. But, besides this, points of

contact abound in very ordinary sayings. Thus compare,

among many others which might be given,

{a) Better a mean man that tills for himself

than he that glorifies himself and has no bread

(Prov. xii. 9, Sept. &c.)

Better he that labours and abounds in all things

than he that glorifies himself and has no bread

(Sir. X. 27, Fritzsche).

{b) A merry heart makes a cheerful face,

but with sorrow of heart is a crushed spirit (Prov. xv. 13).

The heart of a man alters his face,

as well for good cheer as for bad
;

A merry face betokens a heart in good case (Sir. xiii. 25, 26a).

(c) A passionate man stirs up strife,

and one that is slow to anger allays contention (Prov. xv. 18).

Abstain from strife, and thou shalt diminish thy sins,

for a passionate man will kindle strife (Sir. xxviii. 8).

(d) An intelligent servant rules over the son that causes shame

(Prov. xvii. 2).

Unto the wise servant shall free men do service (Sir. x. 25).

(e) Death and life are in the power of the tongue (Prov. xviii, 21).

Good and evil, life and death
;

and the tongue rules over them continually (Sir. xxxvii. 18).

( /) Golden apples in silver salvers
;

a word smoothly spoken (Prov. xxv. 11).

Golden pillars upon a silver pediment

;

fair feet upon firm soles (Sir. xxvi. 18, Fritzsche).
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(g) He who digs a pit shall fall therein,

and he who rolls a stone, upon himself it shall return

(Prov. xxvi. 27).

He who casts a stone on high, casts it on his own head
;

He who digs a i)it shall fall therein (Sir. xxvii. 2^a, 26a).

(//) The crucible for silver, and the furnace for gold,

and a man is tried by his praise (Prov. xxvii. 21).

The furnace proves the potter's vessels,

the trial of a man is in his discourse (Sir. xxviii. 5).

It will be seen from these examples that, though Sirach

adapted and imitated, he did so with much originality.

His style has colour, variety, and vivacity, and though

Hengstcnbcrg accuses the author of too uniform a mode of

treatment, yet a fairer judgment will recognise the skill with

which the style is proportioned to the subject ; now dithy-

rambic in his soaring flight, now modestly skimming the

ground, the author of the Travaperos ao(f)La (for so Sirach, no

less than Proverbs, was called ') is never feeble and rarely

trivial. 'Its general tone,' says Stanley, 'is worthy of that

first contact between the two great civilisations of the ancient

world.' ' Nothing is too high, nor too mean,' says Schiirer, ' to

be drawn within the circle of Sirach's reflections and admoni-

tions.' I have elsewhere spoken of his comprehensiveness.

This quality he partly owes to his being so steeped in the

Scriptures. One result of this is that he is more historical

than his predecessors, and connects his wisdom with those

narratives of early times, which were either but little known
to or valued by the proverb-writers of antiquity. The earlier

psalmists and prophets indeed show the same neglect of the

traditions of the past : they lived before the editing and

gradual completion of any roll of ' Scriptures.' Sirach on

the other hand (see his preface) had ' the Law and the

Prophets, and the rest of the books,' the latter collection

being a kind of appendix, still open to additions. He was

a true 'scribe,' and gloried in the name (xxxviii. 24), not in

the New Testament sense, but in one not unworthy of a

religious philosopher ; he gave his mind to the wisdom both

' See St. Jerome, Prir/. ad Libros Salomonis, antl coiiip. Lighlfoot's Clement

0/ Ko/iie, p. 164 ^:c.
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of the Scriptures and of ' all renowned men,' and travelled

through strange countries, trying the good and evil among

men. If parts at least of the Book of Job probably contain

an autobiographical element, it is still more certain that the

chapter (xxxix.) which closes the book before us expresses

the ideal of the author's life. And if he does sometimes take

delight in his own attainments, yet why is this to be censured

as mere 'bose Selbstgefalligkeit ' ?' A deep consciousness of

moral imperfection is not equally to be expected in the Old

Testament and in the New, nor should the philosophic writings

in the former be appealed to for striking anticipations of fun-

damental Gospel ideas. Sirach does no doubt in some sense

claim inspiration (xxiv. 32-34, 1. 28, 29), and place his own

work in a line with the prophecies (xxiv. 33), but why should

this be set down to arrogant inflation ? Lowth, with more

charity, quotes similar language of Elihu (Job xxxii. 8, xxxvi.

4.) in proof of the speaker's modesty {^Prcelect. xxxiv.) It was

probably a characteristic of the later ' wise men ' so to account

for their wisdom (see above, p. 43), and surely in that wide

sense recognised by the Anglican Prayerbook he tvas ' inspired,'

he was a ' son of the prophets.' I am only sorry that he forgot

the lesson of Ex. xxxi. 2 when he wrote so disparagingly of

trades (xxxviii. 25 &c.), and agree with Dr. Edersheim ^ that

the Jewish teachers of the time of Christ and afterwards were

more advanced on this point than the son of Sirach.

It is true enough that there are sayings in this book which

offend the Christian sentiment, and which serve to show how

great was the spiritual distress which the Gospel alone could

relieve. For instance,

(a) He who honours his father shall make atonement for sins (iii. 3).

Water will quench a flaming fire,

and alms make atonement for sin (iii. 30).

Brethren and help are against time of trouble
;

but alms deliver more than both (xl. 24).

Here is one of those ' false beacon lights ' of which Prof

Bissell speaks {ApocrypJia, p. 282). But in arrest of judgment

' Keerl, Die Apokrypheufrage (1855), p. 214.

- Sketches ofJewish Social Life, p. 189.
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remember that long discipline in the duties spoken of has

produced some of the finest qualities in the Jewish character.

ib) Happy the man who has not offended in his speech,

and is not pricked with grief for sins (xiv. i).

(<r) Gain credit with thy neighbour in his poverty,

that thou mayest rejoice in his prosperity
;

abide stedfast unto him in the time of his affliction,

that thou mayest be heir with him in his heritage (xxii. 23).

{d) Nine things I in my heart pronounce happy, ....
and he that lives to see the fall of enemies

(xxiv. 7 ; comp also xii. 10-12, xxx. 6).

{e) Who will praise the Most High in Hades,

instead of those who live and give praise? (xvii. 27.)

For man cannot do everything,

because the son of man is not immortal (xvii. 30).

With the latter saying, contrast Wisd. of Sol. ii. 23, ' For God

created man for immortality.'

(/) (Give me) any plague but the plague of the heart,

and any wickedness but the wickedness of a woman &c.

(xxv. 13-26).

This opening verse might perhaps be otherwise rendered,

Any wound but a wound in the heart,

and any evil but evil in a wife.

The misfortune of having a bad wife is often touched

upon in the Talmud. Ewald's sentence is however just, that

Sirach's ' estimate of women, and sharp summary counsel

concerning divorce [see ver. 26], place [him] far below the

height of the Hebrew Bible.'

'

I admit the imperfection of these moral statements ; but

can they not several of them be paralleled from the Psalms,

Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes ? And can we not find as many
more anticipations of the moral teaching of the Synoptic

Gospels and St. James (e.g. iv. 10, vii. 11, 14, xi. 18, 19, xv.

14, xvii. 15, xxiii. 4, 11, 18)? Do not let us undervalue any

forcgleams of the coming dawn.

' Ewald, Revelation, p. 364 n.
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CHAPTER II.

SIRACH's teaching {continued), his place in the
MOVEMENT OF THOUGHT.

Passing now from Sirach's moral statements to those which

are concerned with doctrine, an honest critic must admit that

the author is here even less progressive. The Messianic

hope, in the strict sense of the word, has faded away.^ In

xlv. 25 (comp. xlviii. 15) the 'covenant with David' is de-

scribed as being ' that the inheritance of the king should be

only from father to son ; ' similarly in xlvii. 22 the ' root of

Uavid ' denotes Rehoboam and his descendants. But this

want of a definite Messianic hope is characteristic of the age
;

it is no special defect of Sirach. But what shall we say of

another charge brought against our author, viz. that he has

unbiblical conceptions of the Divine nature ? One of these

(xi. 16 ; see A.V.) may be dismissed at once, the passage

having insufficient critical authority. Another

—

We may speak much and not attain
;

indeed to sum up, He is all (xliii. 27)

—

has been misapprehended. The BeresJiith Rabba says (c. 6%\
' Why is the Holy One also called Makom (place) } Because

He is the place of the world ; His world is not His place.'

This is all that Sirach means, and Philo, too, who uses similar

words, accused by Keerl of heresy, and adds, are zh koI to

irav avTos wv-

The doctrines of the Satan and the Resurrection, which

Sirach probably regarded somewhat as we regard the ' develop-

' Ewald {History, v. 263, n. 3) refers to iv. 15, x. 13-17, xi. 5 sq., xxxii. 17-

19, xxxiii. I-I2, xxxvi. II-17, xxxvii. 25, xxxix. 23, xlviii. lO sq., but only for a

vague Messianism (in the last passage the Greek seems to be interpolated). I

would add xxxv. 1 7-1 9, xxxvi. I-IO.
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ments' of the Papal Church, he appears studiously to ignore

'

—more especially the latter—and he thereby puts himself into

direct opposition to the newer popular orthodoxy. For

though not the invention (as M. Rcnan regards it) of the

Maccabean period, there can be no doubt that the doctrine of

the Resurrection became then for the first time an article of

the popular creed. Instead of the ' awakening to everlasting

life ' {Dan. xii. 2), it is the peaceful but hopeless life of the

spirits in Sheol to which he resignedly looks forward.

Weep for the dead, for he hath lost the light,

and weep for the fool, for he wanteth understanding :

make little weeping for the dead, for he is at rest,

but the life of the fool is worse than death.

^

This, however orthodox (as former generations had counted

orthodoxy), was rank Sadduceanism, and hence (for how
othervv'ise to interpret the glosses of the Greek and Syriac

versions of xlviii. iil?^ it is difficult to see) very early readers

of Sirach, especially perhaps well-meaning but unscrupulous

Christian readers, effected an entrance for their cherished

beliefs by violence.

Another point on which Sirach is equally—shall we say

orthodox, or reactionary i*—is the connection between piety

and temporal prosperity. He really seems to be no more
troubled by doubts on this ancient doctrine than the author

of the beautiful, but in this respect naively simple, introduc-

tion to the Book of Proverbs. This perhaps was strange

under Sirach's circumstances. How striking and even pain-

' Tnie, the Greek version of Sirach has, at xxi. 27, the words, ' When the un-

godly curseth the Satan, he curselh his own soul ;' but 'the Satan' may here be

synonymous with the depraved will, the yJcer ra' (this seems to have Talmudic
authority ; sec Weber, 5yj/drw dcr altsynaq. pal. T/ieol., pp. 228-9). I" Balia

bathra, i5(Z, Satan is not distinguished from 'Cnc yc^er ra. Sec Appendix.
- Chap. xxii. 11. Comp. xiv. 1 1-19 (correcting by the help of the Syriac),

xvii. 27, 28, 30. Contrast the glowing language of the 'Wisdom of Solomon,'

iil. 1-4.

' The Syriac has, ' Nevertheless he dieth not, but liveth indeed.' The Greek
version I have quoted farther on. Also the Latin, which probably corresponds

most to the original. See Geiger, Zeitschr. d. d. morg. Ges., xii. 536. The
false reading MKoifjit)ixtvoi, adopted by A.V., for KfKoafjLTjfifvoi, in xlviii. iiar, is

due to the same theological motive.
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ful is the contrast between Josephus' vivid and truthful com-

parison of Judaea at this period to ' a ship in a storm, tossed

by the waves on both sides,' • and that proverb of Sirach,

worthy, considering the times, of the * miserable comforters ' of

Job—
The gift of the Lord remains with the godly,

and his favour brings prosperity for ever.^

In short, Sirach represents the reconciliation between the

practical ethics of the inspired ' wise men ' of old and the all-

embracing demands of the Law. Himself only in a com-

paratively low sense inspired—for we should not hastily reject

his claim to a ' tongue ' from above—he did nothing, on the

ethical side, but repeat the old truths in their old forms, though

one gladly admits that he shows a genuine and unassumed

interest in the varieties of human character. But on the re-

ligious side he is really in a certain sense original, in so far as

he combines the traditional ' wisdom ' with a heartfelt regard

for the established forms of religion, such as the older ' wise

men' scarcely possessed. On the latter point he would

sympathise with the author of Ps. cxix. Unlike the older

proverb-writers, he recommends the punctual observance of

rites and ceremonies. These however are to be penetrated

by a moral spirit ; hence he says.

Do not [seek to] corrupt [the Lord] with gifts, for he receives them not

;

and trust not to unrighteous sacrifices.

He who serves acceptably shall be received,

and his prayer shall reach unto the clouds (xxxv. 12, 16).

By Greek philosophy Sirach, as far as we can see, was wholly

uninfluenced.

And yet Sirach cannot have been entirely unacquainted

with Greek culture, in the more general sense of the word.

One striking proof of this is his attitude towards medical

science,^ which is exactly the opposite of the Chronicler's (2

1 Antiquities, xii. 3, 3.

* Ch. xi. 17 ; comp. ii. 7 &c. ; xvi. 6 &c.; xl. 13, 14. There are, however,

passages in which Sirach betrays some little feeling of the practical difficulties of

the older form of the doctrine of retribution ; see xxxv. 18 [xxxii. 18].

^ See Dukes, Rabbinische Blumenlese, pp. 29, 30 ; Gratz, Schir ha-schiriiii,

p. S6. Grotius even supposed the author to be a physician.
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Chr. xvi. 12). It seems as if the older generation were

offended by human interference with the course of nature,

appealing perhaps to Ex, xv. 26 ; a curious Talmudic tradi-

tion ascribes a similar view to Hezekiah and his wise men.

Sirach, however, appealing to the passage preceding that re-

ferred to above (see Ex. xv. 23-25), seeks to reconcile the op-

posing parties (xxxviii. 1-15). No doubt he had learned this

at Alexandria : he tells us himself that he had travelled and

learned many things (xxxiv. 9-1 1), and from xxxix. 4 we may
even infer that he had appeared at court, where probably his

life was endangered by calumnious accusations (li. 6). There,

perhaps, he acquired his taste for the Greek style of banquet,

with its airy talk and accompaniment of music, a taste which

seems to have inspired a piquant piece of advice to the kill-

joys of his time, who insisted on talking business out of

season (xxxii. 3-5)

—

Speak, O elder, with accurate knowledge, for it beseemeth thee,

but be not a hindrance to music'

When playing is going on, do not pour out talk
;

and show not thyself inopportunely wise.

A seal-ring of carbuncle set in gold,

[such is] a concert at a banquet of wine.

In a similar mood he writes (xiv. 14)—

Defraud not thyself of a joyous day,

and let not a share of a lawful pleasure escape thee.

But his tone is commonly more serious. Though no ascetic,

he cautions his readers against the unrestrained manners which

had invaded Jud;ea, especially against consorting with the sing-

ing and dancing girls (/xsra \lraX\ovai]9, ix. 4, includes both
;

Vulg. an/i saltatrice)y and draws a picture of the daughters of

Israel (xlii. 9, lo) which forms a melancholy contrast with

the Old Testament ideal. His prayer to be guarded from the

infection of lust (xxiii. 4, 5) finds its commentary in the story

already mentioned of Joseph the tax-farmer. He notes with

' KoX n^ ifiTToSlffTis /xovcTiKd. So xHx. I, ojs nov<TiKa. iv ffvfjLiroa-ltfi o'fuov; comn.

Ex. xxxii. iS Sept. That Greek music \v.-is known in Palestine very sJioi-tly after-

wards may be inferred from the Greek names of musical instruments in the Book

of Daniel.
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observant eye the strife of classes. What bitter sighs must

have prompted a saying Hke this (xiii. 2, 3)

—

A burden that is too heavy for thee take not up,

and have no fellowship with one that is stronger and richer than

thyself

:

For what fellowship hath the kettle with the earthen pot ?

this will smite, and that will be broken.

The rich man doth wrong, and he snorteth with anger,

the poor man is wronged, and he entreateth withal.

And again (xiii. 18)

—

What peace hath the hyaena with the dog ?

and what peace hath the rich man with the poor ?

He is painfully conscious of the deserved humiliation of

his country, and the only reason which he can urge why

God should interpose is the assured prophetic word (xxxvi.

15, 16=20, 21). Elsewhere he ascribes all the evil of his

time to the neglect of the Law (xli. 8), which, by a strong

hyperbole, he almost identifies with personified Divine Wis-

dom (xxiv. 23 ; see above on Prov.viii.) Not however without

a noble introduction leading up to and justifying this identifi-

cation. In the true indshdl-siyXo. he describes how Wisdom
wandered through the world seeking a restingplace,

—

Then the Creator of all gave me a commandment,

and he that made me caused my tent to rest,

and said, Let thy dwelling be in Jacob,

and thine inheritance in Israel (xxiv. 8).

And after a series of wondrous images, all glorifying the

Wisdom enthroned in Jerusalem, he declares

—

All this [is made good in] the book of the covenant of the Most

High God,

the Law which Moses commanded us

as a heritage unto the congregations of Jacob (xxiv. 23).

This remarkable chapter deserves to be studied by itself ; it is

most carefully composed in 72 (ttIxol. Lowth and Wessely ^

have with unequal success retranslated it into Hebrew. I

' Wessely was one of the most eminent fellow-workers of the great Moses

Mendelssohn. See Wogue, Histoire de la Bible et de Cexcgcse bibliqtie (1881),

PP- 334-337-
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have already spoken (on Proverbs) of its interest for the

student of doctrine ; it has indeed been thought to show clear

traces of Alexandrinism, but this is improbable and unproved.

It remains to notice the author's interest in nature and

history. The hymn of praise for the works of creation (xlii.

I 5-xliii. 32) is only poor if compared with parts of the Book

of Job. But perhaps more interesting is the panegyric of

' famous men ' (xliv.-l.), from Enoch the patriarch to Simeon

the Righteous, whose imposing appearance and beneficent

rule are described with the enthusiasm of a contemporary.'

It is worth the student's while to examine the contents of this

roll of honour. A few corrections of the text may be noticed

as a preliminary. At xlviii. i \b, the Greek has ' for we shall

surely live (again).' But the Latin has, ' nam nos vita

vivimus tantum, post mortem autem non crit tale nomen
nostrum.' There is good reason in this instance, as we shall

see presently, to prefer the reading of the Latin to that of

the Greek. At 1. i, after ' son of Onias,' it is well to remove

the abruptness of the transition by inserting from the Syriac,

' was the greatest of his brethren and the crown of his people.'

At 1. 26 (27), for ' Samaria ' we should probably read ' Seir
'

(else how will there be three nations .'), and for ' foolish,'

' Amoritish ' (with the Ethiopic version and Ewald, comp.

Ezek. xvi. 3). Turning to the names of the heroes com-

memorated, it is startling to find no mention made of Ezra,

the second founder of Jewish religion. Aaron, on the other

hand, is celebrated in no fewer than seventeen verses. This

cannot be a mere accident, for the veneration of the later Jews

for Ezra was hardly less than that which they entertained for

Moses. Notice, however, that Moses himself is only praised in

five verses. It seems as ifAaron better than Moses symbolised

those ritual observances in which Sirach perhaps took a

special delight. The name of l^zra, too, may have had its

' The Mussaph prayer in the liturgy of the Day of .Vtonenienl (German

ritual) contains a striking imitation of Sirach's elo([uent description of the high

priest (see Delitzsch, Gcsi/t. der jiui. Poesie, \). 21), every verse of which closes

with the refrain inar'eh kohcn ' the appearance of the priest ;
' Meshullam bar-

Kleonymos is known to Ik; the author.

O
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symbolic meaning to the author. He may have had deficient

sympathy with those elaborators of minute legal precepts,

who took Ezra as their pattern. Not that he disbelieved in

the continuity of inspiration—for in some sense he claims it

for himself (e.g. xxiv. 33), but that he did not fully recognise

the workings of the spirit in the ' fence about the Law.' Other

names which he passes over in silence are Daniel and Mordecai.

Does this mean that he was unacquainted with the Books of

Daniel and Esther .•* Whatever be the date of these books,

so much as this is at least a probable inference.

The panegyric seems to have originally closed with the

ancient liturgical formula in verses 22-24. But the writer

could not resist the temptation of giving a side-blow to the

hated Samaritans (those 'half-Jews,' as Josephus the historian

calls them), called forth perhaps by the dispute respecting the

rival temples held at Alexandria before Ptolemy Philometor.^

The last chapter of all (chap. H.) contains the aged author's

final leave-taking. It is a prayer of touching sincerity and

much biographical interest. The immediateness of the re-

ligious sentiment is certainly greater in this late ' gatherer
'

than in many of the earlier proverb-writers.

Enough has been said of the contents of the book to give

a general idea of its moral and religious position. Let us

now consider its outward form. The work, as we have seen,

was originally written in Hebrew. This indeed was to have

been expected. For although the influence of the Seleucidae

had greatly strengthened the hold of Aramaic on the Jewish

population of Palestine, Hebrew was still, and for a long time

afterwards remained, the language of scholars and litterateurs.

The author of the ' Wisdom of Sirach ' was both. He was

thoroughly penetrated with the spirit and style of the Scrip-

tures, especially of those of the KJioknia, and he would have

thought it as much a descent to lavish his great powers on

Aramaic as Dante did at first to write in Italian. Is this

Hebrew original still extant } Alas ! no ; Hebrew literature,

so scantily represented for this period, has to mourn this great

loss. A page of fragments, gathered from the Talmud and

' Jos., Ant., xiii. 3, 4.
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the Midrashim,' is all that we can, with some occasional hesi-

tation, plausibly regard as genuine. There is indeed a small

work, called the Alphabet of Ben Sira, consisting of two series

of proverbs, one in Aramaic, and one in Hebrew. But no sig-

nificance can be attached to this. The genuineness of many
of the Hebrew proverbs is guaranteed by their occurrence in

the Talmud, but the form in which the alphabetist quotes them

is often evidently less authentic than that in the Talmud. The
original work must have been lost since the time of Jerome, if

we may trust his assurance'^ that he had found it in Hebrew,

and that it bore the name ' Parables ' {m'shallm). Of the

ancient versions, the Syriac and the Old Latin are (after the

Greek) the most important ; the former is from the Hebrew,

the latter from a very early form of the Greek text. Neither

of them is always in accordance with the Greek as we have it,

but such differences are often of use in restoring the original

text. All the versions appear to contain alterations of the

text, dictated by a too anxious orthodoxy, and in these the

one may be a check upon the other. Bickell indeed goes

further than this, and states that an accurate text of Sirach

can only be had by combining the data of the Greek and the

Syriac. Lowth, in his 24th Lecture, strongly urges the re-

translation of Sirach into Hebrew. Such an undertaking

would be premature, if Bickell's judgment be correct that the

book consists of seven-.syllabled verses or crT/;^oi, grouped in

distichs,-' except in the alphabetic poem on wisdom (li. 13-20).

The latter, consisting of 22 arlyot', he has translated into

German from his own corrected text, dividing it into four-lined

strophes, as also the preceding, ' alphabetising ' poem, con-

' See Zunz, Gotlesdienslliclie l'ortra}^c, p. 1 02 ; Delitzsch, Zur Gesch. dcr

jiidisclicn Poesie, p. 204 (comp. p. 20, note 5) ; Dukes, Kaiiliinisc/ie Blumenlese,

p. 67 &c. It should be noticed that among these Tahnudic ni'shallin there are

some, and even long ones, which do not occur in the Greek Sirach.

- Ftuf. in libr. Sal. ' Fertur et Troj'opeToj Jesu filii Sirach liber et alius

i|/€u5«iri7po4)oi liber . . . Quorum priorem Ilebraicum reperi, non Ecclesiasticum,

ut apud Latinos, sed parabolas privnotatum, cui juncti erant Ecclesiastes et Canti-

cum canlicorum.' Nowhere since has .Sirach been found in this position, nor

with this title.

' lUit is not a strophic division sometimes visible, e.g. ii. 7-17? See Sclig-

mann, Das Bach Jer Weishcit des J. S., &c., p. 34.

o 2
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sistingof 22 distichs (li. 1-12), in the ZeitscJirift fiir katJio-

liscJie TJieologie, 1882, pp. 326-332.

We must reserve our opinion on Bickell's theory till the

appearance of a complete edition from his pen. Meantime

three passages (xxiv. 27, xxv. 15, xlvi. 18) maybe referred

to as giving striking proof of the Hebrew original of the

work. In xxiv. 27 the translator seems to have found in his

Hebrew copy ")i<3, i.e. properly I'X^? ' as the Nile ' (the weak

letter '' being elided in pronunciation as in "iX3, Am. viii. 8),

but as he supposed "iiS3 'as the light' In xxv. 15, he found

B'Xi, which in the context can only mean * poison,' but which

he inappropriately rendered 'head.' In xlvi. 18, the Hebrew

had Cinv, i.e. D^iy ' enemies,' but, according to the translator,

Qi-j\f « Tyrians.' Compare also in this connection the allu-

sions to the meanings of Hebrew words in vi. 22 (' wisdom ')

and xliii. 8 (' the month '). There are still questions to be

decided which can only be adverted to briefly here. Did the

translator make use of the Septuagint, and more particularly

of the portion containing the prophets ? He certainly refers

to a translation of the Scriptures in his preface, but Frankel

thinks that a Targum may be meant, and even doubts the

genuineness of the passage ; he explains the points of con-

tact with the Septuagint which are sometimes so interesting ^

in the Greek version of Sirach by Ueberarbeitung, i.e. the

' working over ' of the version by later hands.- This seems

to me a forced view. It is more probable that a Greek

version is meant, or perhaps we may say Greek versions ; no

special honour is given to any one translation. Next, as to

the position accorded to the Wisdom of Sirach. It is often

cited in the Talmud with formula; which belong elsewhere to

the Scriptures, and was therefore certainly regarded by many

as worthy to be canonical (see Appendix). In strict theory,

this was wrong. According to the Tosephta Yadayim, c. 2,

the book of Ben Sira, though much esteemed, stood on the

border between the canonical and extraneous or non-canonical

books. Such books might be read cursorily, but were not to

' See especially xlvi. 19, wilh which comp. the Septuagint of i Sam. xii. 3.

* Vorstudien zu dcr Scftua^inta (1841), p. 21, note iv.
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be studied too much.' Sirach neither claimed the author-

ship of a hero of antiquity, nor was it, according to the rising

Pharisaic school, orthodox ; thus perhaps we may best

account for the fact that a work, regarded in itself, in no way

inferior to the Book of Proverbs, was left outside the sacred

canon.

No certain allusions to our book are traceable in the New
Testament ; the nearest approach to a quotation is James i.

19 ; comp. Ecclus. v. 13. Clement of Alexandria is the first

Christian writer who quotes directly from Sirach. From its

large use in the services of the Church the book received

the name Ecclesiasticus, to distinguish it perhaps from the

canonical book which was also often called ' Wisdom.' In

later times, it half attracted, but—owing to the corrupt

state of the text—half repelled, the great Hellenist Camera-

rius, the friend of Melancthon, who published a separate

edition of Sirach (the first) at Basle in i 55 i. It appears from

his preface that it was highly valued by the reformers from

an educational point of view. Bullinger proposes it as a less

dangerous text book of moral philosophy than the works of

Plato and Aristotle, and Luther admits it to be a good house-

hold book, admired however too much by the world, which

' sleepily passes by the great majestic word of Christ concern-

ing the victory over death, sin, and hell.'

No impartial critic will place the Wisdom of Jesus the

son of Sirach on the same literary eminence with the so-called

Wisdom of Solomon. It is only from its greater fidelity to

the Old Testament standard, or at least to a portion of this

standard, that it can claim a qualified superiority. A few

noble passages of continuous rhetoric it no doubt contains,

especially the noble Hymn of Praise on the works of creation

(xxxix. i6-xliii. 33) ; and a few small but exquisite gems

especially the sayings on friendship (counterbalanced, I admit

by those on the treatment of one's enemies, xii. 10-12, xxv. 7,

XXX. 6), e.g.—

' Wright, A'o/iekl/i, p. 48 n. ; Strack, art. ' Kanon des A. T.' in lierzog-Plitt,

Reakncyclopadie, vii. 430, 431 ; Griitz, Koluicl, p. 48.
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Forsake not an old friend,

for the new is not comparable to him.

A new friend is as new wine,

when it is old, thou wilt drink it with pleasure (ix. 10),

with which we may bracket the noble passage on the treat-

ment of a friend's trespass (xix. 13-17). One of the fine re-

hgious passages has been quoted already (xliii. 27 ; comp.

Job xxvi. 14) ; we may couple this ' with it

—

As a drop from the sea, and a grain of sand,

so are a few years in the day of eternity (xviii. 9).

Still the chief value of the book is, historically, to fill out the

picture of a little known period, and doctrinally, to show the

inadequacy of the old forms of religious belief, and the moral

distress from which the Christ was a deliverer.

AIDS TO THE STUDENT.

Besides the commentaries of Bretschneider (1806), Fritzsche (1859),

and Bissell (in the American edition of Lange), see Gfrorer, F/iilo,

ii. (1831), pp. 18-52 ; Dahne, Geschichtliche Darstelhmg dcr jiidisch-

alexandrin. Religionsphilosophie, ii. (1834), pp. 126-150 ; Zunz, Die

gottesdienstl. Vortrdge derJiiden (1832), pp. 100-105; Ewald, y<7/zr-

biicher der bihl. IVissenschaft, iii. (1851), pp. 125-140; History of

Israel, v. 262 <&:c.
; Jost, Gesch. des Jiidenthums, i. (1857), p. 310

&c. ; Herzfeld, Gesch. des Volkes Jisrael, iii. (1863), see Index
;

Horowitz, Das Buck Jesus Sirach (1865) ; Dyserinck, De Spreuken

van Jesus den zoon van Sirach vertaald (1870) ; Gratz, Motiatsschrift

for 1872, pp. 49 &c., 97 &c. ; Seligmann, Das Biich der Weisheit

des Jesus Sirach (1883); Fritzsche, art. in Schenkel's Bibellexikon,

iii. 252 &c. ; Stanley, y^zf'zV/^ Church, vol. iii. (see Index) ; Westcott,

art. ' Ecclesiasticus ' in Smith's Bible Dictionary ; Deane, ' The

Book of Ecclesiasticus : its Contents and Character,' The Expositor,

Nov. 1883 ; Wright, The Book of Koheleth, 1883, chap. ii. (decides,

perhaps, too hastily that Sirach in many passages imitates Koheleth).

' Bishop Butler, who is fond of Sirach, quotes this saying in his 4th sermon.



THE BOOK OF KOHELETH
;

OR, ECCLESIASTES.

CHAPTER I.

THE WISE MAN TURNED AUTHOR AND PHH^OSOPHER.

.... II mondo invecchia,

K invccchiando intristisce.

—

Tasso, Aiiiiuta.

In passing from the book of Ecclcsiasticus to that of Eccle-

siastes, we are conscious of breathing an entirely different

intellectual atmosphere. ' Seek not out the things that are too

hard for thee,' said Sirach, ' for thou hast no need of the secret

things' (iii. 21, 22), but the book now before us is the record

of a thinker, disappointed it is true, but too much in earnest

to give up thinking. Of meditative minds there was no lack

in this period of Israel's history. The writers of the 1 19th

and several other Psalms, as well as Jesus the son of Sirach,

had pondered over the ideal life, but our author (the only

remaining representative of a school of writers ') was meditative

in a different sense from any of these. He could not have

said with the latter, ' I prayed for wisdom before the temple

'

(Ecclus. li. 14), nor with the former, ' Thy commandment is

exceeding broad ' (Ps. cxix. 96). The idea of the religious

primacy of Israel awakened in his mind no responsive enthu-

siasm. We cannot exactly say that he conceals the place of

his residence,-' but he has certainly no overpowering interest in

' The 'many books' spoken of in xii. 12 were probably less orthodox than

Ecclesiastes, but in so far as Ecclesiastes, especially in its uncorrected state, is

sceptical, it may be grouped with them.

' In common with most interpreters, I regard Ecclesiastes as a Jud.van work.
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the scene of his life's troublesome drama. In this feature he

resembles to a considerable extent the humanists of an earlier

date (see p. 1 19), but in others, and those the most character-

istic, he differs as widely from them as the old man from the

child. They believed that virtue was crowned by prosperity
;

even the writer of Job, as some think, had not wholly cast off

the consecrated dogma ; but the austere and lonely thinker

who has left us Ecclesiastes finds himself utterly unable to

harmonise such a theory with facts (viii. 14). To him, living

during one of the dreariest parts of the post-Exile period, it

seemed as if the past aspirations of Israel had turned out a

gigantic mistake. That home-sickness which impelled, if not

the Second Isaiah himself, yet many who were stirred by his

eloquence, to exchange a life of ease and luxury for one of

struggle and privation—in what had it issued ? In 'vanity

and pursuit of wind ' (comp. Isa. xxvi. 18). To quote a great

Persian poet, who in some of his moods resembles Koheleth

(see end of Chap. IX.),

The Revelations of Devout and Learn'd,

Who rose before us and as Prophets burn'd,

Are all but Stories, which, arose from Sleep,

They told their fellows, and to Sleep return' d.

Such thoughts as these made the history of Israel an aid

to scepticism rather than to faith ; added to which it is

probable that society in Koheleth's ^ time seemed to him too

corrupt to admit of an idealistic theory of life. For an

individual to seek to put in practice such a theory would

expose him to hopeless failure and misery. Therefore, * be

not righteous overmuch,'^ neither pretend to be exceedingly

wise; why wilt thou ruin (lit. desolate) thyself .''' (vii. 16).

Some, no doubt, as the Soferim or Scripturists, had tried it,

but they had only succeeded in making their lives * desolate,'

without any compensating advantage. Nor can we say that

Ecclesiastes had given up theistic religion. He does not indeed

' Following the precedent of the Epilogue (xii. 9), I designate the author by

the name which he has invented for his hero.

^ There is a touch of humour in the expression, which can perhaps best be

reproduced in our northern Doric, • Be not unco' guid.'
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believe in immortality and a future judgment, and is thus

partly an exception to the rule of Lucretius,

. . . nam si certam finem esse viderent

Aerumnarum homines, aliqua ratione valerent

Religionibus atque mineis obsistere vatum.

{De rertun jiatiera, i. 108-110.)

He mentions God twenty-seven times, but under the name

Elohim, which belonged to Him as the Creator, not under that

of Yahveh, which an Israelite was privileged to use ; and his

one-sided supernaturalism obscured the sense of personal

communion with God. He accepts only the first part of the

great proclamation concerning the dwelling place of God in

Isa. Ixvii. 1 5 (see Eccles, v. 2). It is no doubt God who
' worketh all ' (xi. 5), but there are nearer and almost more

formidable potentates, an oppressive hierarchy of officials

ranging from the taxgathcrcr to the king, ' a high one watching

above the high, and high ones over both ' (v. 8). True, our

author seems to admit—at least if the text be sound (iii. 17 ;

comp. viii. 12, 1 3)—that ' God will judge the righteous and the

wicked ' (i.e. in this life, for he does not believe in another),

but the comfort of this thought is dashed with bitterness by

an unspoken but distinctly implied complaint, which may
perhaps be well expressed in the language of Job (xxiv. i),

' Why are judgments laid up (so long) by the Almighty,' and

(why) do they that know him not see his days .''

' or in other

words. Why is divine retribution so tardy? It is, in fact, this

extreme tardiness of God's judicial interpositions which our

author considers one of the chief causes of the prevalence of

wickedness ;

—

' Because sentence against the work of wickedness is not speedily

executed, therefore the heart of the sons of men is fully set in them

to do evil' (viii. 11).

On the whole, we may sa}- that the older humanists were

sincere optimists, while Kohcleth, though theoreticall)- perhaps

an optimist (iii. i i), constantly relapses into a more congenial

• malism.' I use this word designedly. Kohcleth can only be

' I fdllou Sept. and Dr. Mors. Tlic received reading is very harsh.
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called a pessimist loosely. Bad as things are, he does not

believe that the world is getting worse and worse 'and hasting

to its ruin. He believes in revolutions, some for evil, some

for good, some for * rending ' or ' breaking down,' others for

' sewing ' or ' building up.' He believes, in other words, that

God brings about recurrent changes in human circumstances.

But (like another wise man, Prov. xxv. 21) he does not trust

revolutions of human origin (' evil matters ' he calls them, viii.

3) ; he is no carbonaro (x. 20). And so for the present he is

a ' malist,' and having no imaginative faculty he cannot sym-

pathise with the ' Utopian ' prospects for the future contained

in the prophetic visions.

Yet, in spite of appearances, Koheleth builds upon a true

Israelitish foundation. It is already something that he cannot

bear to plunge into open infidelity, that he is still (as we have

seen) a theist, though his theism gives him but little light and

no comforting warmth. Now and then he alludes to the

religious system of his people (see v. 1-5, 17, viii. 10). A
stronger proof of his Israelitish sympathies is his choice of

Solomon as the representative of humanity ; I say, of

humanity, because the author evidently declines to place

himself upon the pedestal of Israelitish privilege. (Perhaps,

too, as Herzfeld thinks,^ he would console his people by show-

ing them that they have companions in misfortune every-

where ' under the sun ; ' and we have already seen Job snatch

a brief alleviation of pain from the thought of suffering

humanity.) Koheleth is not only a Jew, but a man of culture.

He cannot perhaps entirely defend himself from the subtle

influence of the Greek view of life, and is even willing to

associate from time to time with the ministers of alien sove-

reigns. True, he has noted with bitter irony the absurd and

capricious changes in the government of Palestine (x. 5-7),

but he has no spark of the spirit of the Maccabees, unless

indeed in viii. 2-5, x. 4, 20, beneath the garb of servile

prudence we may (with Dr. Plumptre) detect the irony of

indignation. To the simple-minded reader at any rate he

appears to counsel passive obedience, and a cautious crouching

' Geschichte des VolkcsJisrael, iii. 30,
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attitude towards those in power. I suspect myself that either

the advice is but provisional, or else Koheleth still feels the power

of the prophetic Utopia : ce peuple rcve toiijoiirs qiielqiie chose

(Tinternational} Nay ; shall we not carry our generosity even

farther ? That ' last word,' which he would have spoken had

he lived longer, may possibly not have been that which the

Soferim have forced upon him. Not a future judgment, but

a return of prosperity to a wiser though sadder Israel, may
have been his silent hope, and in this prosperity we may be

sure that a wider and more philosophic culture would form a

principal ingredient. This is by no means an absurd fancy.

Koheleth firmly believed in recurrent historical cycles, and

if there was ' a time to break down,' there was also 'a time

to build up ' (iii. 3). Sirach knows no future life and no

Messiah ; but he believes in the eternity of Israel ; why, on

the ground of his fragmentary remains, deny the same con-

solation to Koheleth? Much as I should prefer to imagine

a far more satisfactory close for his troubled life (see Chap. IX.),

I think we ought to admit the possibility of this hypothesis.

As an author, the characteristics of Koheleth are in the

main Hebraic, though not without vague affinities to the

Greek philosophic spirit. His work is without a model, but

the dramatic element in it reminds us somewhat of the Book

of Job. Just as the writer of that great poem delineates his

own spiritual struggles—not of course without poetic ampli-

fication—under the assumed name of Job, so our author, with

a similar poetical license, ascribes his difficulties to the

imaginary personage Koheleth (or Ecclesiastes). There are

also passages in which, like Job, he adopts the tone, style and

rhythm - of gnomic poetry, though far from reaching the

literary perfection of Job or of the proverbial collections.

The attempt of Koster and Vaihinger to make him out an

artist in the management of strophes is a sport of fancy.

Unity and consistency in literary form were be\'ond the

reach, if not of his powers, yet certainly of his opportunities
;

even his phraseology, as a rule, is in the highest degree rough

' Renan, JJ'Aiitcchrist, ji. 228.
-' On the rliylhni, comp. IJickell, Dcr Prcdi};cr {\%^i,), pp. 27, 46-53.
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and unpolished. This is the more striking by contrast with

the elegant workmanship of Sirach. But the unknown author

has very strong excuses. Thus, first, the negative tone of his

mind must have destroyed the cheerful composure necessary

to the artist. ' The burden of the mystery ' pressed too heavily

for him to think much of form and beauty. His harp, if he ever

had one, he had long since hung up upon the willows. Next, it

is highly probable that he was interrupted in the midst of his

literary preparations. Noldeke has remarked ' that his object

was not to produce ' ein literarisches Schaustiick.' That is

perfectly true ; his primary object was ' to scatter the doubts of

his own mind.' But he did not despise the literary craft ; he

was well aware that even ' the literature of power ' may in-

crease its influence by some attention to form. It seems to

me that the ' labour of the file ' has brought the first two

chapters to a considerable degree of perfection ; but the rest

of the book, upon the whole, is so rough and so disjointed,

that I can only suppose it to be based on certain loose notes

or adversaria, written solely with the object of dispersing his

doubts and mitigating his pains by giving them expression.

The thread of thought seems to break every few verses, and

attempts to restore it fail to carry conviction to the unbiassed

mind. The feelings and opinions embodied in the book are

often mutually inconsistent ; in Ibn Ezra's time, and long

before that, the Jewish students of the book were puzzled by

this phenomenon, so strange in a canonical Scripture. Not a

few scattered remarks have absolutely no connection with the

subject. The style, too, is rarely easy and natural, and some-

times (especially in viii. i6, 17) we meet with a sentence

which would certainly not have passed an author's final re-

vision. The most obvious hypothesis surely is that from

chap. iii. onwards we have before us the imperfectly worked-

up meditations of an otherwise unknown writer, found after

his death in proximity to a highly finished fragment which

apparently professed to be the work of king Solomon. The

meditations and the fragment were circulated in combination

(for which there was much excuse, especially as some parts of

' Die alttestavientUche Literatttr, p. 173.
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the notes seemed to be in the narrative and even autobio-

graphic style), and were received with much favour by the

students of ' wisdom,' more, I should think, owing to the in-

trinsic interest of the book than to the literary fiction of

Solomonic authorship. If this hypothesis be correct, we need

not be surprised either at the author's inconsistencies in

opinion, or at the general roughness of his style. The book ma\'

not even be all one man's work. Luther has already brought

Ecclesiastes into connection with the Talmud.' Now the

proverbial sayings which interrupt our thinker's self-question-

ings on ' vanity of vanities ' are like the Haggadic passages

which gush forth like fountains in the weary waste of hair-

splitting Talmudic dialectics. No one has ever maintained the

unity of the Talmud, and no one should be thought un-

reasonable for doubting the absolute freedom of Ecclesiastes

from interpolations."^

The third and last excuse which I have to offer is that

the meditations of Kohcleth partake of the nature of an ex-

periment. He may indeed (as I have remarked) be a member
of a school of writers, but his strikingly original manner

compels us to regard him as a master rather than a disciple.

No such purely reflective work had, so far as we know, as

yet been produced in Hebrew literature. Similar moral

difficulties to those which preoccupied our author had no

doubt occurred to some of the prophets and poets, but

they had not been sounded to their depths. Even in the

Book of Job the reflective spirit has very imperfect scope.

The speeches soon pass into a lyric strain, and Jehovah

Himself closes the discussion by imposing silence. But the

author of Ecclesiastes was a thinker, not a lyrist, and was

compelled to form his own vehicle of thought. He ' sought,'

indeed, ' to find out pleasant words ' (xii, 10), but had to strain

the powers of an unpliant language to the uttermost, to coin

(presumably) new words, and apply old ones in fresh senses,

till he might well have complained (to apply Lucretius) ' propter

' ' Dazu so ist's wie ein Talmud aus viclen Biichern zusammengezogen.'

Luther's Tischreden, quoted in Ginshurg, p. 113.

'^ See Supplementary Chapter.
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egestatem linguae et rerum novltatem.' ' He deserves great

praise for his measure of success ; Luzzatto in his early work

failed to do him justice. He is not ambitious ; as a rule, he

abstains from fine writing. Once indeed he attempts it, but,

as I venture to think, with but ill success— I refer to the

closing description of old age (xii. 4-9), which has a touch

of the extravagant euphuism of late Arabic literature.^ From
a poetical point of view, the prelude (i. 4-8) is alone worthy to

be mentioned, though not included either by Renan or by

Bickell among the passages poetical in form (for a list of

which see below ^). Let us mark this fine passage, that we

may return to it again in another connection.

' £)e rent;// 7iatura, i. 140 (appositely quoted by Mr. Tyler).

- See the passage quoted from Chenery's translation of Hariri by Dr. Tayloi

{Dirge of Coheleth, p. 55) ; comp. Riickert's rhyming translation {Hariri, i.

I04-5)-

^ Kenan's list is i. 15, 18; ii. 2, 14; iii. 2-8, iv. 5, 14; v. 2; vii. I-6; 7, 8;

ijb; 13/;; 24; viii. i, 4; ix. 16, 17; x. 2, 12, 18; xi. 4, 7; xii. 3-5; lO; II,

12. Bickell's, i. 7, 8 ; 15; 18 ; ii. 2 ; v. 9; vi. 7 ; iv. 5; ii. 14; viii. 8; ix.

16-X. I ; vii. 1-6, vi. 9, vii. 7-9; vii. II, 12; vii. 20; v. 2 ; x. 16-20; xi. 6;

xi. 4; viii. 1-4, X. 2, 3 ; x. 6, 7 ; x. 10-15 ; ix. 7; xi. 9, 10, xii. \a; xii.

1^-5 ; 6. (The order of these passages arises out of Bickell's critical theory ; on

which see Chap. XH.)
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CHAPTER II.

'TRUTH AND FICTION' IN AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

Let us now take a general survey of this strange book, re-

garding it as a record of the conflicting moods and experi-

ences of a thoughtful man of the world. The author is too

modest to appear in his own person (at least in i. i-ii. 12),

but, like Cicero in his dialogues, selects a mouthpiece from

the heroic past. His choice could not be doubtful. Who so

fit as the wisest of his age, the founder and patron of gnomic
poetry, king Solomon (r Kings iv. 30-32)? After the pre-

luding verses, from which a quotation has been given above,

Ecclesiastes continues thus :

—

I Koheleth have been ' king over Israel in Jerusalem ; and I

gave my mind to making search and exploration, by wisdom, con-
cerning all that is done under heaven ; that is a sore trouble which
God hath given to the sons of men to trouble themselves therewith !

I saw all the works which are done under the sun ; and behold, all

is vanity and pursuit of wind.

That which is crooked cannot be straightened,

and a deficiency cannot be reckoned (i. 12 15).

The name or title ' Koheleth ' is obscure. According to

the Epilogue ' Koheleth was a wise man ' (xii. 9)—a statement

which confirms the explanation of the name as meanino-

•one who calls an assembly.'- The 'wise men' of Israel

' See the fantastic legend to account for the past tense. in Midrash Koheleth

(transl. Wiinsche), or Ginsburg (p. 268 ; comp. p. 38).

' Dean PUimptre thinks Koheleth (like iKK\rt(ria(rrris), which is rendered by
him 'the Debater,' means rather a member of an assembly, than a teacher or

preacher, and compares Ecclus. xxxviii. 33, where the son of Sirach says of la-

bourers and artisans that they 'shall not sit high in the congregation,' i.e. in the

ea/esfa or academy of sages. But judging from the parallel line the 'congrega-

tion ' is rather that of the people in general (comp. Ecclus. xv. 5^ The Dean's
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gathered their disciples together, and such an able teacher as

Koheleth would fain gather all who have ears to hear around

his seat. But Koheleth is also Solomon (though only for a

short time—the author did not, I suppose, live long enough

thoroughly to fuse the conceptions of king and philosopher '),

The wise king is to be imagined standing on the brink of

the grave, and casting the clear-sighted glance of a dying

man on past life, somewhat as Moses in parts of Deutero-

nomy or David in 2 Sam. xxii., xxiii. 1-7. A subtle and

poetic view of Solomon's career is thus opened before us.

He is not here represented in his political relation, but as

a specimen of the highest type of human being, with a

boundless appetite for pleasure and every means of gratifying

it. But even such a man's deliberate verdict on all forms of

pleasure is that they are utterly unsubstantial, mere vanity

(lit. a vapour—Aquila, arfits ; comp. James iv. 14). Neither

pure speculation (i. 13-18), nor riotous mirth (ii. i, 2), nor even

the refined voluptuousness consistent with the free play of the

intellect - (ii. 3), could satisfy his longing, or enable him, with

Goethe's Faust, to say to the flying moment, ' Ah ! linger

yet, thou art so fair.' It is true that wisdom is after all better

than folly ; Solomon from his * specular mount ' could ' see
'

this to be a truth (ii. 1 3) ; but in the end he found it as

resultless as ' the walking in darkness ' of the fool.

' And I myself perceived that one fate befalleth them all. And
I said in my heart, As the fate of the fool will be the fate which shall

befall me, even me ; and why have I then been exceeding wise ? and

view that the book embodies the inward debates of a Jewish philosopher may be

to a great extent true, but for all that Koheleth is throughout represented as speak-

ing alone and with authority. On the philological explanation of the word, see

Appendix.
' This seems a reasonable view. Bickell boldly maintains that i. i, 12, 16,

ii- 7) 8, 9 [12] are interpolations (made presumably to facilitate the recognition of

the book as canonical). Observe however that the (fictitious) author is nowhere

declared to be Solomon, but only ben-Uavid (i. i). He claims attention merely

as a private person, as an interpreter of the complaints of humanity. Though he

does once expressly refer to his royal state (i. 12), it is only to suggest to his

readers what ample opportunities he has enjoyed of learning the vanity of earthly

grandeur. So, very plausibly, Bloch {Ursprung des Kohelet, p. 17).

- The passage indeed is obscure and possibly corrupt (so Bickell), but the

above words probably do justice to the mood described.
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I said in my heart that this also is vanity' (ii. 14^, 15), i.e. that this

undiscriminating fate is a fresh proof of the delusiveness of all

things.

And in this strain Kohelcth runs on to nearly the end of

the chapter, with an added touch of bitterness at the thought

t>f the doubtful character of his successor (ii. 18, 19). Then
occurs one of those abrupt transitions which so often puzzle

the student of Ecclesiastes. In ii. i-ii Koheleth has rejected

the life of sensuous pleasure, even when wisely regulated,

as ' vanity.' He now returns to the subject, and declares this

to be, not of course the ideally highest good, but the highest

good open to man, if it were only in his power to secure it.

But he has seen that both sensuous enjoyment and the wis-

dom which regulates it come from God, who grants these

blessings to the man who is good in his sight, while profitless

trouble is the portion of the sinner. He repeats therefore

that even wisdom and knowledge and joy, the highest attain-

able goods, are, by reason of their uncertainty, ' vanity and

pursuit of wind ' (ii. 26).

At the end of this long speech of Koheleth, we natur-

ally ask how far it can be regarded as autobiographical.

Only, I think, in a qualified sense. Its psychological depth

points to similar experiences on the part of the author, but to

experiences which have been deepened in their imaginative re-

production. It is truth mingled with fiction

—

Wa/wheit iind

Dichtiing—which we meet with in the first two chapters, A
more strictly biographical narrative appears to begin in chap,

iii., from which point the allusions to Solomon cease, and

are replaced by scattered references to contemporary history.

The confidences of the author arc introduced by a passage

(iii. 1-8) in the gnomic style, containing a catalogue of the

various actions, emotions, and states of feeling which make
up human life. Each of these, we are told, has its own al-

lotted season in the fixed order of nature, but as this is

beyond the ken and influence of man, the question arises,

' What profit hath he that worketh in that wherewith he

wearicth himself .'

' (iii. 9.) Thus, the ' wearisome trouble ' of

the ' sons of men ' has no permanent result. All that you can

1'
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do is to accustom yourself to acquiesce in destiny : you

will then see that every act and every state in your ever-shift-

ing life is truly beautiful or seemly (iii. ii), even if not

profitable to the individual (iii. 9). More than this, man has

been endowed with the faculty of understanding this kaleido-

scopic world, with the drawback that he cannot possibly em-

brace it all in one view :
—

^

Also he hath put the world into their heart (i.e. mind), except

that man cannot find out from beginning to end the work which

God hath made (iii. 11).

In fact, to quote Lord Bacon's words in the Advancement

of Learning, 'God has framed the mind like a glass, capable

of the image of the universe, and desirous to receive it, as the

eye to receive the light.' But here a dark mood interrupts

the course of our author's meditations ; or perhaps it is the

record of a later period which is but awkwardly attached to

the previous passages. * To rejoice and to fare well '—sen-

sual (or, let us say, sensuous) pleasure, in short— is now repre-

sented as the only good for man, and even that is not to be

' Among the many other interpretations of this difficult passage, two may be

mentioned here, (i) 'He has also set worldliness in their heart, without which

man cannot understand the work that God does, from beginning to end.' So

Kalisch {Path and Goal, frequently). This is an improvement upon the transla-

tion of Gesenius and others, who render, not ' without which ' &c. , but ' so that

man may not ' &c. The objection to the latter rendering is that it gives ' world-

liness' a New Testament sense (comp. i John ii. 15). Kalisch, however, in full

accord with the spirit of Judaism, makes Koheleth frankly accept 'worldliness' as

a good, understanding by ' worldliness ' a sense of worldly duties and enjoyments.

Had this however been Kohelelh's meaning, would he not have coined another of

his favourite abstract terms (comp. the Peshitto's 'olmoyutho = aXmv in Eph. ii. 2) ?

(2) 'Also he has put eternity into their heart, but so that man cannot' &c. So

Ginsburg and Delitzsch [desiderium cEternitatis, taking ' eternity ' in a metaphysical

sense = 'that which is beyond time') ; so also Nowack (taking it in the popular

sense of years following upon years without apparent limit). Ginsburg's view is

against the context, in which the continuance of the human spirit is doubted ; but

Nowack's explanation is not unacceptable. Man has been enabled to form the idea

of Time (for the popular view of ' eternity ' comes practically to this), and has

divided this long space into longer and shorter periods ; what happens in one

period or season, he can compare with what happens in another, thus finding all

well-adapted and ' beautiful.' But he cannot grasp the whole of Time in one

view. But I still prefer the explanation given in the text, as being simpler, in

spite of the fact that 'oldin nowhere else occurs in the sense of ' world ' (or the

present order of things), so common in later Hebrew.
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too absolutely reckoned upon, for * it is the gift of God ' (iii.

12, 13, 22 ; comp. ii. 24). Certainly our author at any

rate did not succeed in drowning care in the wine-cup : he is

no vulgar sensualist. His merriment is spoiled by the thought

of the misery of others, and he can find nothing ' under the

sun ' (a passionate generalisation from life in Palestine) but

violence and oppression. In utter despair he pronounces

the dead happier than the living (iv. i, 2). In fact, he says,

neither in life nor in death has man any superiority over the

other animals, which are under no providential order, and

have no principle of continuance. Such is the cynical theory

which tempts Koheleth ; and yet he seems to have hesitated

before accepting it, unless we may venture with Bickell to

strike out iii. 17, as the work of a later editor who believed in

retributions hereafter (like xi. gb, xii. 7, 13, 14). I confess

that consistency seems to me to require this step ; the verse is

in fact well fitted to be an antidote to the following verse, which

seems to have suggested the opening phrase. This is how

the text runs at present :

—

I said in my heart, The righteous and the wicked shall God
judge ; for there is a time for every purpose and for every work there

(emphatically for ' in the other world ;
' or read, hath he appointed).

I said in my heart, (It happens) on account of the sons of men, that

God may test them, and that they may see that they are but beasts.

For the sons of men are a chance (comp. Herod, i. 32), and beasts

are a chance
;
yea, all have one chance : as the one dies, so dies the

other
;
yea, they all have one spirit ; and advantage of the one over

the other there is none, for all is vanity. All go unto one place ; all

are of the dust, and all turn to dust again. Who knows whether the

spirit of man goes upward, and whether the spirit of the beast goes

downward to the earth ? ' (iii. 17-21.)

' This is the rendering of the four principal versions and of all the best critics,

including Mercier, Ewald, Ginsburg, Griitz and Delitzsch ; it agrees with the

general tendency of Koheleth, and in particular with xii. 5, where the grave is

called man's 'eternal home' (see below). It is no doubt opposed by the vowel-

points, which are followed in King James's Bible. But it is more than probable

(considering other parallel phenomena) that the authors of the points were directed

by a theological and therefore uncritical motive, that, namely, of effacing as far as

possible a trace of Koheleth's opposition to the doctrine, by that time recognised

as orthodox, of the immortality of the soul.

r 2
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Our author's abiding conviction is that ' the spirit does

but mean the breath ' {In Memoriam, Ivi.), so that man
and the lower animals have 'one spirit' and alike end in

dust. ' Pnlvis et nmhra siiimis! It is true, some of his contem-

poraries hold the new doctrine of Immortality, but Koheleth, in

his cool scepticism, hesitates to accept it. Which indeed of

its enthusiastic advocates can claim to ' know ' that which he

asserts ; or can prove to Koheleth's satisfaction that God (as

a psalmist in Ps. xlix. 15 puts it) will ' receive' the spirit of

man, in spite of the fact that the vital principle of beasts loses

itself in the dust of death ? It is no doubt an awkward con-

struction which Koheleth adopts : he seems to express an un-

certainty as to the fate of the lower animals. To convey the

meaning which I have given, the construction ought to have

been disjunctive, as in this line from a noble modern poem,

Friend, who knows if death indeed have life, or life have death

for goal ?
^

But there is, or rather there ought to be, no doubt as to Ko-

heleth's meaning. Dean Plumptre frankly admits that ' it is

not till nearly the close of the book, with all its many wander-

ings of thought, that the seeker rests in that measure of the

hope of immortality which we find ' [but this is open to con-

siderable doubt ]
' in xii. 7.'

' Swinburne, On the Verge.
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CHAPTER III.

MORE MORALISING, INTERRUPTED BY PROVERBIAL
MAXIMS.

Let us now resume the thread of Koheleth's moraHsing-. Vio-

lence and oppression were two of the chief evils which struck

an attentive observer of Palestinian life. But there were two

others equally worthy of a place in the sad picture—the evils

of rivalry and isolation. First, with regard to rivalry (iv. 4-6).

What is ' skilful work,' or art, but an ' envious surpassing of

the one by the other'? This also is 'pursuit of wind;' it

gives no permanent satisfaction. True, indolence is self-de-

struction : but on the other hand a little true rest is better

than the labour of windy effort, urged on by rivalry yielding

no rest ' (Delitzsch). Such at least is the most probable con-

nection, supposing that vv. 5 and 6 are not rather interpolated

or misplaced. If however it be objected (here Koheleth passes

to a second great evil—that of isolation) that a man may
labour for his child or his brother, yet who, pray, is benefited

by the money-getting toils of one who has no near relative,

and stands alone in the world .-' A pitiable sight is such un-

profitable toil ! The fourth chapter closes with maxims on

the blessings of companionship (iv. 9-12), followed by a vivid

description of the sudden fall of an old and foolish king (iv. 1
3-

16), who had not cared to appropriate one of the chief ofthese

blessings, viz. good advice. There is much that is enigmatical

in the last four verses. We should expect the writer to be al-

luding to some fact in contemporary history, but no plausible

parallel has yet been indicated." Ver. 16 is certainly either cor-

' Hitzig in his commentary refers to the history of the high priest Onias and his

nephew Joseph. Afterwards he recalled this opinion ; but we may be thankful to

him for directing attention to this curious and instructive historical episode.
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rupt or mutilated. Bickell thinks that it must originally have

run somewhat as follows :

—

There was no end of all the people, even of all those who [ap-

plauded him and cast reproaches on the old king. For because he

had despised the counsel of the prudent, to rule foolishly and to

oppress the people, therefore they hated him, even as those had

hated him] who were before them ; they also that came afterwards

did not rejoice in him.

At this point the ideal autobiography of Koheleth is in-

terrupted. From V. i (= iv. 17 in the Hebrew) to vii. 14 we
are presented with a mixture of proverbial sayings (such

perhaps as Koheleth was continually framing and depositing

in his note-books) and records of the wise man's personal ex-

perience. Notice especially the reappearance of the old

Israelitish instinctive sympathy with husbandmen (or, shall I

say, with yeomen) in ver. 9. Both proverbs and personal

records are the offspring of different moods, and therefore not

always consistent. Thus at one time our author repeats his

preference of sensuous enjoyment to any other mode ofpassing

one's life.

For (then) he will not think much on the (few) days of his life,

because God responds to the joy of his heart (v. 20).

But the writer is too pessimistic to rest long in this thought.

It is a ' common evil among men ' to have riches without the

full enjoyment of them :
' better an untimely birth,' he cries,

than to be in such a case (vi. 3). Note here in passing the

fondness of our author for using a comparison in expressing

an emphatic judgment (comp. iv. 9-16, vii. 1-8). Better, he

continues, is a momentary experience of real happiness than

to let the desire wander after unattainable ends. ' There are

many things that increase vanity ;
' with the reserve of good

taste, he understates his meaning, for what human object, ac-

cording to Koheleth, is not futile .'' That gift which to the

Christian is so wondrously fair— the gift of life—to him be-

comes ' the numbered days of his life of vanity ;
' and ' who

knows what is good for man in life, which he spends as a

shadow ? For who can tell a man what shall be after him
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under the sun?' (vi. 12.) Koheleth, we sec, has no faith in

his nation, nor in humanity.

I do not feel sure that we may say with Dean Bradley

that ' out of this very gloom and sadness come forth in the

next chapter thoughts that have gone, some of them, the

round of the world.' No doubt there is more than a mere

tinge of the same midnight gloom in some of these proverbial

sayings. But surely there is a complete break in the thread

of thought of vi. 1 2, and a fresh collection of looser notes has

found a place at the head of chap. vii. At any rate, these

sayings supply a convincing proof that Koheleth was not a

mere hedonist or Epicurean. He recalls in vii. 2 his former

commendation of feasting, and declares,

It is better to go into the house of mourning than to go into the

house of feasting,

inasmuch as that is the end of all men, and the living can lay it

to his heart (vii. 2).

I said that Koheleth was too pessimistic to remain long

under the influence of hedonism. I might have said that he

was too thoughtful : a rational man could not, without the

anticipations of faith, close his mind to the suggestions of

pessimism in the circumstances of Kohclcth's age. Better

thoughtful misery than thoughtless mirth, is the keynote of

the triad of maxims (vii. 2-6) on the compensations of misery

which follows the dreary sentence praising death, in vii. i.'

Resignation is the secret of inward peace ;
' with a sad face

the heart may be cheerful.' Not only in view of the great

problem of existence, but in your everyday concerns, restrain

your natural impulses whether to towering passion or to

brooding vexation at the wrongness or the slowness of the

course of human affairs (vii. 8, 9). Above all, do not give way
to an ignorant idealism. It is unwise to ask ' How is it that

' The mechanical juxtaposition of the two halves of ver. i is obvious. The
proverb gains considerably, if read with Bickcll's very plausible supplements,

' lietler is a good name than precious ointment,

[but wisdom is still better than fame
;

better is not-being than being ]

and the day of death than the day of one's birth.'

The ' wisdom ' meant will be that of resignation and renunciation.
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the former days were better than these ?' (vii. lO.) The former

time, so bright and happy, and the present, with its predominant

gloom, were alike ordained by God (vii. 13 should follow

vii. 10) ; and as a last consolation for cool and rational

thinkers, be sure that there is nought to fear after death ; there

are no torments of Gehenna. This in fact is the reason why

God ordains evil ; there being no second life, man must learn

whatever he can from calamity in this life.

On a good day be of good cheer, and on an evil day consider

(this) : God hath also made this (viz. good) equally with that (evil),

on the ground that man is to experience nothing at all hereafter ^

(vii. 14 ; comp. ix. 10).

Thus, not only ' be not righteous over much ' (vii. 16), but

' do not believe over much ' is the teaching of our rationalist-

thinker. There is neither good nor evil after death. But is

there no present judgment ? Yes ; but this is not a thought of

life and hope. It is a true ' religion ' to him ; it binds him in

his words as well as his actions. But although Hooker so ad-

mired the saying in v. 2 (' God is in heaven, and thou upon

earth, therefore let thy words be few ') as to quote it in one

of his finest passages,^ yet the context of v. 2 sufficiently

shows how different was the quality of the reverence of the

two writers. Be careful to pay thy vows, says Koheleth, lest

when thou invokest God's name. His angel should appear, and

call thee to account.

Suffer not thy mouth to bring punishment upon thy body ; and

say not before the angel, It was an oversight ;
^ wherefore should

God be angry at thy voice, and destroy the work of thy hands ?

'

(v. 6.)

' ' Hereafter ' is, literally, ' after him ' (for the meaning of which see iii. 22,

vi. 12); 'experience,' literally 'find' (comp. Prov. vi. 33). For other views,

see Wright, who objects to the above explanation that it 'is opposed to the teach-

ing of Koheleth respecting a future judgment.' But the question is, Did Koheleth

believe in a future judgment ?

2 Eccles. Polity, i. 2, § 3.

^ There is a touch of humour here ; comp. the wretch in the fable who called

Death to his aid, but refused him when he came. Klostermann has done well in

reviving this interpretation, which, in Germany at least, had been generally aban-

doned. (Delitzsch thinks the ' angel ' is the priest whom the man who has vowed

approaches with a request to be released from his vow. This is supported by
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To Koheleth the mention of the divine name is a possible

source of danger ; to Hooker God is One ' whom to know is

Hfe, and joy to make mention of his name.' Koheleth has

only fear for God's holy name— a fear which is not indeed

ineffectual but very pale and cheerless ; Hooker, a ' perpetual

fear and love,' and the love gives a new quality and a new

efficacy to the fear,

Mai. ii. 7, where the priest is called ' the messenger of Jehovah Sabaoth ; ' but

see the notes of Ginsburg and Kingsbury. Renan renders, a Cenvoyc des pretres.)

The angel is the destroying angel, whose action is discerned by faith in the judicial

calamities which, sometimes at least, overtake the wrong-doer. (So the Targum,

but postponing the appearance of the angel to the /}//«;'£• judgment.)
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CHAPTER IV.

FACTS OF CONTEMPORARY LIFE.

At vii. 15a new section begins, consisting almost entirely

of the author's personal experiences, very loosely connected
;

it continues as far as ix. 12, A curious passage at the outset

appears to describe virtue as residing in the mean between

two extremes (vii. 15-18). The appearance however is de-

ceptive : it is as much out of place to quote Aristotle's famous

definition of virtue {/jlso-ottjs Svo KaKCMv), as Buddha's counsel to

him who would attain perfection to ' exercise himself in the

medium course of discipline.' Koheleth merely offers prac-

tical advice how to steer one's ship between the rocks. Do
not, he says, make your life a burden by excessive legalism.

But on the other hand, do not earn the reputation of caring

nothing for the precepts of the law. That were folly, and

would bring you to an early death.' Koheleth expresses this

sharply and enigmatically ; do not be too ' righteous,' and do

not be too ' wicked.' ' Righteous ' and ' wicked ' are both to

be taken in the common acceptation of those terms in the re-

ligious world : the words are used ironically. Our author's

only theory of virtue is that no theory is possible. The
* wisdom ' which both gives ' defence ' and ' preserves life

'

(vii. 12) is the practical wisdom of resignation and moderation.

Of essential wisdom (or philosophy as we should call it'^) he

says, alluding to Job xxviii. 12-23, that it is ' far off, and ex-

ceeding deep ; who can find it out ? ' (vii. 24.) The old theory,

' As Plumptre well remarks, the vices thought of and the end to which they

lead are those of sensual license (comp. Prov. vii. 25-27).

- In Koheleth's phrase, 'that which is ;' comp. Wisd. vii. 17-21, where 'the

infallible knowledge of the things that are ' is equivalent to a perfect natural

science. Here a similar phrase means rather philosophy.
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which claimed to give the secret of history, and which even

afterwards satisfied some wise men {e.g. Sirach)—the theory

that the good are rewarded and the bad punished in this world

— is not borne out by Koheleth's experience,

—

There is (many) a righteous man who perishes in spite of his

righteousness, and there is (many) an ungodly man who lives long in

spite of his wickedness (vii. 15 ; contrast the interpolated passage

viii. 12, 13).

But though Koheleth, like Job, despairs of essential wisdom,

he ' turns ' with hope to the wide field of wisdom—or, as he

calls it,
' wisdom and reasoning,' i.e. moral inquiries pursued

on the inductive method. And what is the result of his in-

quiry ? He gives it with much deliberateness, stating that he

(viz. ' the Koheleth,' sec on xii. 8) has put one fact to another

in order to form a conclusion (ver. 27) and it is that women-

tempters are more pernicious than Death (man's great enemy

personified, as so often). Or, putting it in other words, which

I am forced to paraphrase to bring out their meaning—words

to which the well-known poem of Simonides is chivalry itself—

' A few rare specimens of uncorruptcd human nature I have

found, so rare that one may reckon them as one among a

thousand ; but not one of these truly human creatures was a

woman.' ' The latter statement is the stronger, and shows

that our author agrees with Kcclus. xxv. 19, that 'all wicked-

ness is but little to the wickedness of a woman.' And so much

in earnest is he, that he even tries a third mode of expressing

his conclusion. Carefully limiting himself he says, ' Lo ! this

only have I found ; that God made mankind upright, but

they have sought out many contrivances ' (ver. 29) ; that is,

men and women are both born good, but are too soon sophis-

ticated by civilisation (and the leaders in this downward

process, we may infer from the context, are the women).

Koheleth scarcely means to imply that civilisation is bad in

' So Klostermann. The ordinary interpretation is, 'One man among a thou-

sand (men) I have found, but a woman among all these I have not found ;
' i.e. I

have tested a thousand men and a thousand women ; I have found one true man,

but not one true woman. The objection is that ''adam elsewhere (e.g. ver. 29)

means human lieings without distinction of sex.
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itself ; if he does, the few good men he has met must apparently

have been hermits ! But though not essentially immoral, the

inventive or contriving faculty (so wonderful to Sophocles)

seems to Koheleth the chief source of moral danger.

But are these the only results of Koheleth's wide induc-

tion from the facts of contemporary life ? Yes ; a time

such as this ' when man rules over man to his hurt ' (viii. 9)

suggests, not only prudential maxims, but this sad conclusion,

already (vii. 15) mentioned by anticipation, that the fate proper

to the wicked falls upon the righteous, and that proper to the

righteous on the wicked (viii. 14), or to express this in the

concrete.

And in accordance with this I have seen ungodly men honoured,

and that too in the holy place (i.e. the temple ; comp. Isa. xviii. 7) ;

but those who had acted righdy had to depart and were forgotten in

the city. This too is vanity ' (viii. 10).

No wonder that wickedness is rampant ! It requires singular

courage to do right when Nemesis delays her visit ; or, as

Koheleth puts it, in language which sorely displeased a later

editor,

Because sentence against a wicked work is not executed speedily,

therefore men have abundant courage to do evil. For I know that it

even happens that a sinner does evil fora long time, and yet lives long,

whilst he who fears before God is short-lived as a shadow ^ (viii. 12, 13).

Koheleth does not, of course, include himself among the reck-

less evil-doers. He acquiesces in the painful inconsistencies

of the world, and seems to comfort himself with the relatively

best good— ' to eat and drink and be merry ' (viii. 1 5). Charity

may perhaps suggest that this is not said without bitter

irony.

Then follows a clumsy but affecting passage (viii. 16, 17)

on the uselessness of brooding (as the author had so long

' Following Bickell. In viii. lo it is the linguistic form, and in viii. 12, 13

the contents of the Massoretic text which excite suspicion. The former verse is

thus rendered by Delitzsch, ' And then I have seen the wicked buried, and they

entered into (their ' perpetual house,' the grave) ; but they that had done right had

to depart (into exile) from the holy place (Jerusalem ; cf. n. Isa. xlviii. 2), and

were forgotten out of the city : this too is vanity.'
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done) over the mysteries of human life, which introduces the

concluding part of the section (ix. 1-12). These twelve

verses are full of a restrained passion. Such being the unfree

condition of man that he cannot even govern his sympathies

and antipathies, and so regardless of moral distinctions the

course of destiny, and there being no hereafter,' what remains

but to take such pleasure as life— especially wedded life— can

offer, and to carry out one's plans with energy ? Yet, alas !

it is only too true that neither success nor freedom of action

can be reckoned upon, for ' the race is not to the swift,' and

men are ' snared ' like the fishes and the birds.

The section which begins at ix. 13 is of still more varied

contents. It begins with a striking little story about the

' poor wise man,' a Themistocles in common life, ' who bv his

wisdom delivered the city, and no one remembered that poor

man' (ix. 14, 15). Surely here (as in iv. 13, 14, viii. 10) we
catch the echo of contemporary history. It is not a generali-

sation (comp. Prov. xxi. 22), but a fact which the author

gives us, and it may plausibly be conjectured that he was the
* poor wise man ' himself. The rest of the section (down to

X. 15) contains proverbs on wisdom and folly, and some
bitterly ironical remarks on the exaltation of servants and
burden-bearers ^ above the rich and the princely,

' The view expressed in ix. 10 is, I hope, very far from being the private belief

of the many preachers who are accustomed to quote it. See the chapter on Eccle

siastes from a religious point of view.

- Correcting the text in x. 6 with A. Krochmal.
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CHAPTER V.

THE WISE man's PARTING COUNSELS.

A NEW section begins at x. i6—no ingenuity avails to esta-

blish a connection with the preceding verses. We are ap-

proaching our goal, and breathe a freer air. From the very-

first the ideas and images presented to us are in a healthier

and more objective tone. The condemnation expressed in

ver. 1 6 does credit to the public spirit of the writer, and, I need

hardly say, is not really inconsistent (as Hitzig supposed) with

the advice in ver. 20. In the words

—

Even among thine acquaintance ' curse not the king, and in thy

bedchambers curse not the rich ; for the birds of the heaven may
carry the voice [comp. the cranes of Ibycus] and that which hath

wings may report the word

—

Dean Plumptre perhaps rightly sees 'the irony of indio--

nation ' which ' veils itself in the garb of a servile prudence.'

There is no necessity to reduce Koheleth to the moral level

of Epicurus, who is said to have deliberately preferred despot-

ism and approved courting the monarch.

It is a still freer spirit which breathes in the remainder of

the book. Let courtiers waste their time in luxury (x. 18),

but throw thou thyself unhesitatingly into the swift stream of

life. Be not ever forecasting, for there are some contingencies

which can no more be guarded against than the falling of

rain or of a tree (xi. 3, 4). Act boldly, then, like the corn-

merchants, who speculate on such a grand scale,

—

Send forth thy bread upon the wide waters [lit. upon the face of
the waters], for thou mayst find it [i.e. obtain a good return for it]

after many days (xi. i).

' Altering the points with Klostermann.
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But since fortune is capricious, do not risk thine all on a

single venture. ' Ships are but boards, sailors but men ' &c.

as Shylock says. Divide thy merchandise, and so, if one
vessel is wrecked or plundered, much may still be saved ; or

another possible interpretation—store thy property in various

hiding-places, so that, in case of some political revolution,

thine all may not be taken from thee.—

Make seven portions, and also eight ; for thou knowest not what
evil shall be upon the earth (or, the land) (xi. 2).

This is not, of course, the usual explanation of these two
verses, which are enigmas fairly admitting of more than one
solution. Most commentators understand them as recom-
mending beneficence, which vcr. 2 requires to be of extensive

range, and which ver. i compares to cakes of bread thrown
upon the water, and gathered up no one knows by whom.
So perhaps (besides Rashi, Aben Ezra, Ginsburg &c.) Goethe
in the Westdstlichc Divan

Was willst du untersuchen

Wohin die Milde fliesst !

Ins Wasser wirf dein Kuchen

—

War weiss wer sie geniesst !
•

I do not think that this suits the context, which suggests

activity and caution as the two good qualities recommended
by Koheleth. But it is very possible that the proverb was
a popular one which the author took up, giving it a fresh

application.

Such is the author's parting advice to the elder part of his

readers,—not very elevated, but not without a breath of

courageous faith (xi. 5). Not that he has given up his advo-

cacy of pleasure. Side by side with work, a man should

cherish, even to the very last, all those sources of joy which
God Himself has provided, remembering the long dark days
which await him in Sheol. Then, at ver. 9, he addresses the

' But Goethe may have thought of the Turkish proverb, • Do good, throw the
loaf into the water ; if the fish knows it not, the Creator does,' or the story from
the life of the Caliph Mutewekyil [Mutawakkil ?] quoted, with this proverb, from
H. F, V. Dicz by Dukes, Kabhinischc Bhi/nenkse, pp. 73-74. Comp. also the
stories in the Midrash Koheleth on our passage.
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young, and in measured distichs intreats them to enjoy life

while they may.

Rejoice, O young man, in thy youth,

and let thy heart gladden thee in the flower of thine age
;

and walk in the ways of thy heart

and according to the sight of thine eyesj

And banish discontent from thy heart,

and put away evil from thy flesh :

—

for youth and the prime of life are vanity.

Between lines 4 and 5 we find the received text bur-

dened with a prosaic insertion, which is probably not due

to an after-thought on the part of the writer, but to the

anxiety of later students to rescue the orthodoxy of the book.

The insertion consists of the words, Rabbinic in expression as

well as in thought, ' But know that for all this God will bring

thee into the judgment.' ' It was the wisdom of true charity

to insert them ; but it is our wisdom as literary students to

' banish discontent ' with the discord which they introduce

by restoring the passage to its original form.

At this point Koheleth turns away from the young to those

(presumably) of his own age. Again there are traces at least

of a series of distichs which must once have stood here, but

either the author or one of his editors, or both, have so far

worked over them that the series is no longer perfect. The

first suspected instance of this ' overworking ' occurs at the

very outset. ' Remember thy Creator in the flower of thine

age,' are the opening words of Koheleth's second address.

They are usually explained as taking up the idea of the last

judgment expressed at the close of xi. 9. ' Since God,' to quote

Dr. Ginsburg's paraphrase, ' will one day hold us accountable

for all the works done in the body, we are to set the Lord

always before our eyes.' The importance of this passage, when

thus interpreted, is manifest. It suggests that Koheleth had

struggled through his many difficulties to an assured doctrinal

and practical position, and that it is not mere rejoicing, but

'rejoicing in the Lord,' that Koheleth recommends in xii. i—
' What judgment ? Present or future (i.e. after death) ? The latter gives a

more forcible meaning (comp. iii. 17, xii. 14).
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an edifying view of the old man's final result which every one

must desire to be true if only it be consistent with the rest

of the book. I fear that this is not the case. Elsewhere in

the book sensuous pleasure in moderation is praised without

any reference to God, and in the immediate neighbourhood

of this verse the motive given for rejoicing is not the thought

of God, but that of the many days of darkness (i.e. of Sheol)

which are coming. Besides, the exhortation ' Remember thy

Creator ' does not perfectly suit the close of the verse, or

indeed of the section. What is the natural inference from

the fact that at an advanced age life becom.es physically a

burden ? Surely this—that man should enjoy life while

his powers are fresh. Cannot an o/d man ' remember ' his

Creator ? (To * remember ' is to think upon ; it is not a

synonym for conversion.) The text therefore is almost cer-

tainly incorrect.

Has an editor, then, tampered with the text of the opening

words of the exhortation ? May we, for instance, follow

Gratz and read, for bdr''cka ' thy Creator,' bdr'ka ' thy foun-

tain ' (lit. thy cistern), taking this as a metaphorical expres-

sion for 'thy wife' or 'thy wedlock' (as in Prov. v. 15-18)?

The objection certain to be raised is that the text when thus

corrected brings the book to a lame and impotent conclusion.

It may be true, as Bishop Temple has said, that chastity and

monotheism are the chief legacies which the Jewish Church

has bequeathed to mankind.' There is nothing in an exhor-

tation to prize a pure married life unworthy of a high-minded

Jewish teacher. But in this connection it is certainly to a

Western reader strange, and one is sorely tempted to suppose

a displacement of the words, and, following Bickell, to make
the distich

—

And remember thy fountain

in the flower of thine age

—

the conclusion of the stanzas beginning at xi. 9. This, it

is true, involves (i) the excision of the words 'for youth
and the prime of life are vanity,' and (2) an alteration of the

' Essays and Kevic'us (1869), pp. 15- 17.
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construction of xii. i, 2 (reading * and evil days shall come' &c.)

This violent change is no doubt justified by Bickell on metri-

cal grounds, but as I cannot unreservedly adopt his metrical

theory, I have not sufficient excuse for accepting his rear-

rangement of the text.

I wish some better remedy than that of Gratz could be de-

vised. I would gladly close these Meditations with admiration

as well as sympathy. But at the risk of being called unimagi-

native, I must venture to criticise the entire conclusion of the

original Book of Koheleth (xii. 1-7). Most English critics

admire the poem on the evils of old age which follows on the

earnest * Remember,' and naturally think that it requires some

specially sublime saying to introduce it. I do not join them

in their admiration, and consequently find it easier to adopt

what seems to some the * low view ' of Dr. Gratz. Observe

that we have already met with an eulogy of wedded bliss side

by side with a gloomy picture of death in an earlier section

(ix. 9, 10).

This is the poem (if we may call it so) with which the

second exhortation of Koheleth is interwoven

—

Ere the evil days come, and the years approach

of which thou shalt say, I have no pleasure in them :

Ere the sun be darkened, and the light, and the moon, and the

stars,

and the clouds keep returning after heavy rains \the winter

rains, i.e. old age] :

In the day when the keepers of the house [the hands and arms]

tremble,

and the strong men [thefeet and legs] bow themselves,

and the grinding-maids [the teeth] cease because they are

few,

and the (ladies) who look out at the lattice [the eyes] are

darkened :

And the doors [the lips] are shut towards the street,

while the sound of the grinding is low,

And the voice riseth into a sparrow's [' childish treble ']

and all the daughters of song [7vords] are faint.

They are afraid too of a steep place,

and terror besets every way
;
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and the almond-tree is in bloom \jiihite hair^\

and the locust drags itself along,

and the caper-berry fails \to excite the appetite\

For the man is on the way to his eternal home,

and the mourners go about in the street.

Ere the silver string \the tongue\ be tied,

and the golden bowl \the Jiead\ break,

and the pitcher \tJie heart\ be shivered at the fountain,

and the windlass \the breathing apparatus^ break into the pit.

With a little determination the traces of development in

the Biblical literature can be more or less effaced. The pious

but unphilological editors of Koheleth were not deficient in

this quality. After altering the introduction of the poem on

old age they proceeded to furnish it with a finale. Not only

the opening words of ver. i., but the comfortless expression ' his

eternal house '
^ in ver. 5 gave them serious offence. One remedy

would have been to transpose (with the Syriac translator) two

of the letters of the Hebrew, and thus change ' home of his

eternity ' into ' home of his travail ' (i.e. the place where ' the

weary are at rest '). They preferred, however, to add two

lines

—

and the dust return to the earth as it was,

and the spirit return unto God who gave it.

This no doubt is a direct contradiction of iii. 21. But the

ancients probably got over this, as most moderns still do, by

supposing that the earlier passage did but express a sceptical

suggestion which skimmed the surface of Koheleth's mind.

The excision of these words would of course not be justi-

fied in a translation intended for popular use ; but for the pur-

poses of historical study seems almost inevitable. It hangs

together with the view adopted as to the origin of xi. <^b, and

implies the assumption that the Targum rightly paraphrases,

' Does the eastern sun blanch the ' crimson broidery ' of the almond-blossom ?

From the language of travellers like Thomson and Bodenstedt it would seem so.

* The Hebrew ^olain here expresses perpetuity (comp. Jer. li. 39, Ps. cxliii.

51, £zek. xxvi. 20), not (as some moderns, after Aben Ezra) long continuance

It is true, that in the Targum of Isa. xlii. il an exit from the 'eternal house ' is

spoken of ; but no one doubts that the belief in the Resurrection was general in

the fourth century A.l>.

Q2
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* and thy spirit (lit. thy breath, nisJuii'thak) will return to stand

in judgment before the Lord who gave it thee.' It ought to be

mentioned, however, that some critics (accepting the clause as

genuine) see in that return to God nothing more than the

absorption of the human spirit into the divine (whether in a

naive popular or in a developed philosophical sense).' This

will seem plausible at first to many readers. As a Lutheran

writer says, ' Si spes, quam nos fovemus laetissimam, Eccle-

siastae adfulsisset, non obiter ipse tetigisset et verbis ambiguis

notasset rem maximi momenti ' (Winzer, ap. Hengstenberg).

But if the Hebrew rilakh means, as I think it does, the per-

sonal, conscious, spiritual side of man in iii. 21,^ I fail to see

why it should not bear that meaning here.

' Mr. Tyler interprets it in a Stoic sense of absorption in the World-Soul.

^ Nowack denies this meaning of ruakh altogether, but this seems a Gezvalt-

streich.
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CHAPTER VI.

KOHELETIl'S 'PORTRAIT OF OLD AGE;' THE EPILOGUE,

ITS NATURE AND ORIGIN.

We have now arrived at the conclusion of the meditations of

our much-tried thinker. It is strongly poetic in colouring
;

but when we compare it with the grandly simple overture of

the book (i. 4-8), can we help confessing to a certain degree

of disappointment ? It is the allegory which spoils it for

modern readers, and so completely spoils it, that attempts

have been sometimes made to expel the allegorical element

altogether. That the first two verses are free from allegory,

is admitted, and it is barely possible that the sixth verse may be

so too—may be, that is, figurative rather than allegorical.

Poets have delighted in these figures ; how fitly does one of

them adorn the lament in Woolner's My Beautifiil Lady,—
Broken the golden bowl

Which held her hallowed soul !

The most doubtful part, then, is the description in vv. 3-5. I

am not writing a commentary, and will venture to express an

opinion in favour of the allegorists (it is not fair to call them

satirically the anatomists).' It is true that there is much

variety of opinion among them ; this only shows that the al-

legory is sometimes far-fetched, not that it is a vain imagina-

tion. Can there be anything more obscure than the canconi

' The title only belongs to pre-critical writers like Dr. John Smith, who, in his

Portrait of Old Age (1666), sought to show that Solomon was thoroughly ac-

quainted with recent anatomical discoveries. In revising my sheets, I observe

that even such a fairminded student as Dean Bradley speaks of ' the long-drawn

anatomical explanations of men who would replace with a dissector's report a

painter's touch, a poet's melody.' But the Dean only refers to ver. 6 ; I under-

stand his language, though I tliinl< him biassed by poetic associations.
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in Dante's Convito, which we have the poet's own authority

for regarding as allegorical ? And if we compare the rival

theories with that which they attempt to displace, can it be

said that Taylor's dirge-theory/ or Umbreit's storm-theory,2

or that adopted by Wright from Wetzstein ^ is more suit-

able to the poem than the allegorical theory ? Certainly the

latter is a very old, if not the oldest theory, and on a point of

this sort the ancients have some claim to be deferred to.

They seem to have felt instinctively that the intellectual at-

mosphere of Koheleth (as well as of the Chronicler) was that

of the later Judaism. The following story is related in a Tal-

mudic treatise.* ' The Emperor asked R. Joshua ben Hanan-

yah, " How is it that you do not go to the house of Abidan

(a place of learned discussions) .'' " He said to him, " The

mountain is snow (my head is white) ; the hoar frosts sur-

round me (my whiskers and my beard are also hoary) ; its dogs

do not bark (I have lost my wonted power of voice) ; its mil-

lers do not grind (I have no teeth) ; the scholars ask me whe-

ther I am looking for something I have not lost (referring

probably to the old man feeling here and there)."

'

Once more (see i. 2) the mournful motto, ' Vanity of vani-

ties ! saith the Koheleth ; all is vanity ' (xii. 8;, and the book

in its original form closes.'^ Did the author himself attach

this motto .'' Surely not, if the preceding words on the return

of the spirit to its God (see above, on iii. 21) are genuine, for

' Namely, that vv. 3-5 are cited from an authorised book of dirges (comp. 2

Chr. XXXV. 25). There seems, however, no assignable reason for separating these

verses from the context. And how can the supposed mourners have sung the

latter part of ver. 5 ?

^ This supposes the approach of death to be described under the imagery of a

gathering storm.

* Namely, that the evil days of the close of life are described by figures drawn

from the ' seven days of death,' as the modern Syrians designate the closing days

of their winter. In a native Arabic rhyme, February says to- March, 'O March, O
my cousin, the old women mock at me : three (days) of thine and four of mine—
and we will bring the old woman to singing (another tune).' Wright, Ecclesiastes,

p. 271 ; Delitzsch, Hoheslied tind Kohelet, p. 447.

^ Shahbath, 151^, 152/' (Wright, Ecclesiastes, p. 262). The anecdote is given

in connection with an allegoric interpretation of our poem.
* Dean Plumptre and Dr. Wright, however, make this the opening verse of

the Epilogue. But between ver. 8 and that which follows there is no inner con-

nection.
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then ' Vanity of vanities ' would be a patent misrepresenta-

tion. All is not ' vanity,' if there is in human nature a point

connecting a man with that world, most distant and yet most

near, where in the highest sense God is. If Koheleth wrote

xii. 'jb, he cannot have written xii. 8, any more than the

author of the Imitation could have written Vafiitas vanztatum

both on his first page and on his last. Yet who but Koheleth

can be responsible for it ? For the later editors of whom I

have spoken, would be far from approving such a reversal of

the great charter of man's dignity in the eighth Psalm. To
me, the motto simply says that all Koheleth's wanderings had

but brought him back to the point from which he started.

* Grandissima vanita,' as Castelli, in his dignified Italian, puts

it, ' tutto e vanita.' All that I can assign to the editors in

this verse are the parenthetic words ' saith the Koheleth.'

Everywhere else we find ' Koheleth ;
' here alone, and perhaps

vii. 17 (corrected text), 'the Koheleth.'

'

Let us now consider the Epilogue itself

And moreover (it should be said) that Koheleth was a wise man
;

further, he taught the people wisdom, and weighed and made search,

(yea) composed many proverbs. Koheleth sought to find out

pleasant words, and he wrote down - plainly words of truth. The
words of the wise are like goads, and like nails well driven in ; the

members of the assemblies * have [in the case of Ecclesiastes] given

them forth from another shepherd."* And as for all beyond them,

my son, be warned ; of making many books there is no end, and

' The object of the article is perhaps to suggest that Koheleth is not really a

proper name. In vii. 27 we should correct am'rd/i qohcleth to dinar liaqqaheleth.

Probably these words are an interpolation from the margin. They are nowhere

else used in support of Koheleth's t)pinions. The author of the interpolation may
have wished to indicate his disagreement with Koheleth's low opinion of women.

'^ So Aquila, Pesh., Vulg. , Griitz, Kenan, Klostermann {v'kdtlicd'),

' I.e. the assemblies of 'wise men' or perhaps of Soferim. Surely ba'-alc

must refer to persons. The meaning ' assemblies ' is justified by Talmudic pas-

sages quoted by Gratz, Delitzsch, and Wright.

' So Klostermann. ' Shepherd ' must, I think, mean teacher (conip. Jer. ii.

8, iii. 15 i.\:c.
) ; the expression is suggested liy the 'goads.' 'One shepherd ' (the

text-reading) might mean .Solomon ; and we might go on to suppose the Solomonic

origin of Proverbs a.s well as Ecclesiastes to be asserted in this verse. Put the

author of the Epilogue apparently considers Koheleth to be merely fictitiously

Solomon, but really a wise man like any other. If so, he cannot have grouped it

with Proverbs as a strictly Solomonic work.
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much study is a weariness of the flesh.—That which the word ' all is

vanity ' comes to :
^ it is understood (thus), Fear God, and keep His

commandments. For this (concerns) every man. For every work
shall God bring into the judgment (which shall be) upon all that is

concealed and all that is manifest, whether it be good or whether it

be evil.

This translation has not been reached without some emen-

dations of the text. It seems to me that everything in this

Epilogue ought to be clear. There is but one verse which

contains figurative expressions ; the rest is simple prose. It

is only fair, however, to give one of the current renderings of

those verses in which an emendation has been attempted

above.

Koheleth sought to find out pleasant words and that which was

written down frankly, words of truth. Words of wise men are like

goads, and like nails driven in are those which form collections [or,

the well-compacted sayings, Ewald ; or, the well-stored ones, Kamp-
hausen]—they have been given by one shepherd. . . . Final result,

all having been heard :—Fear God and keep His commandments,
for this (concerns) every man.^

The first scholar to declare against the genuineness of the

Epilogue was Doderlein {Scholia inlibros V. T.poeticos, 1779),

who was followed by Bertholdt {Einleitung, p. 2250 &c.),

Umbreit, Knobel, and De Jong.^ It was however a Jewish

scholar, Nachman Krochmal,** who first developed an elaborate

theory to account for the Epilogue. According to him, it

' So Klostermann, regarding this verse down to ' commandments ' as an ad-

ditional note on this difficult saying of Koheleth's,which was liable to give offence

to orthodox readers. The word ' (is) vanity ' is supposed to have dropped out of

the text. The object of the note is to show under what limitations it can be ad-

mitted that 'all is vanity.' Then the writer continues, ' For this (concerns) every

man ; for every work' &c., to show that the limiting precept is not less univer-

sally applicable than Koheleth's melancholy formula.

^ Thus Delitzsch, who takes the ' words of the wise ' and the ' collections ' in

ver. 1 1 to refer at least in part, the former to the detached sayings, and the latter to

the continuous passages, which together make up Ecclesiastes. The ' one shep-

herd ' is held to be God, so that the clause involves a claim of divine inspiration.

^ De Jong's discussion of the Epilogue deserves special attention {De Frediker,

p. 142 &c.); comp. however Kuenen's reply, Ondei'zoek, iii. 196 &c.)

Krochinal died in 1840, but his view on the Epilogue first saw the light in

1 85 1 in vol. xi. of the Hebrew journal Mori nebfike hazzondn (see Gratz, Kohe-

let, p. 47). His life is to be found in Zunz, Gesanuiielte Schriften, ii. 150 &c.
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was added at the final settlement of the Canon at the Synod

of Jamnia, A.D. 90, and was intended as a conclusion not

merely for Ecclcsiastes, but for the entire bodyof Hagiographa.

He thinks (but without any historical ground) that Ecclcsi-

astes was added at that time to close the Canon. The cor-

rectness of this view depends partly on its author's interpreta-

tion of vv. II, 12, partly on his definition of the object of the

Synod of Jamnia (see Appendix.) The two former verses

are condensed thus,

The words of the wise are like ox-goads, and the members of the

Sanhedrin are like firm nails, not to be moved. As for more than

these, beware, my son ; of making many books there is no end.

The ' wise ' spoken of, thinks Krochmal, are the authors

of the several books of the Hagiographa, and the warning in

ver. 12 is directed against the reception of any other books into

the Canon. Whether the Song of Solomon and Ecclesiastes

were to be admitted, was, according to him, a subject of de-

bate at the Synod referred to.

But there is no necessity whatever for this interpretation

of vv. II, 12. The phrase, ' the words of the wise,' is not a fit

description of all the books of the Hagiographa (of Psalms,

Daniel, and Chronicles for instance), and the warning in

ver. 12 more probably has relation to the proverbial literature

in general, such as Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Wisdom
of Sirach, or at least to the Book of Proverbs, to which

Kleinert conjectures that Ecclesiastes once formed an ap-

pendix. There is nothing in the Epilogue to suggest a re-

ference to the Canon. The ' many books ' spoken of are

probably such as did not proceed from thoroughly orthodox

sources. Wc have absolutely no information as to Jewish

literature outside the Canon. That there was a heterodox

literature, has been inferred by Ewald from Jer. viii. 8, Prov.

XXX. 1-4 ; it is also clear from several passages in the Book

of Enoch. Tyler and Plumptrc may possibly be right in

seeing here an allusion to the incipient influence of Greek

literature upon the Jews. This is at any rate more justifiable

than to assume an arrangement of the Hagiographa with
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Ecclesiastes for the closing book for which there is no ancient

testimony,

Krochmal's ingenious theory has, however, been adopted

by Jost, Gratz and Renan,^ though Renan is wilHng to admit

that vv. 9, lo may be from the pen of the author himself.

* Cet epilogue complete bien la fiction qui fait la base du livre.

Quel motif d'ailleurs eut amene a faire posterieurement une

telle addition ? ' - I do not myself hold with Krochmal, but

vv. 9-12 seem to me to hang together, and I do not think

that the author himself would be at the pains to destroy his

own fiction, whereas a later editor would naturally append

the corrective statement that the real Koheleth was not a

king, but a wise man. (Observe too that ' Koheleth ' in ver. 8

has the article, but in vv. 9, 10 is without it, suggesting a

change of writer.) I agree however with Renan that vv. 1 3,

14, which differ in tone and in form from the preceding verses,

appear to be a later addition than the rest of the Epilogue.

Renan, it is true, distrusts this appearance ; he fears a too

complicated hypothesis. But we must at least hold that vv.

13, 14 were added (whether by the Epilogist or by another)

by an after-thought. The Epilogue should therefore be

divided into two parts, vv. 9-12, and vv. 13, 14. In the first

part, the real is distinguished from the fictitious author ; his

qualifications are described ; the editors of his posthumous

work are indicated ; and a warning is given to the disciple of

the Epilogist (to apply the words of M. Aurelius) ' to cast

away the thirst for books.' ^ In the second part, a contra-

diction is given to what seemed an unworthy interpretation of

a characteristic expression of Koheleth's, and the higher view

of its meaning is justified—justified, that is, to those who

approach the work from the practical point of view of those

who have as yet no better moral ' Enchiridion.'
•*

' See Jost {Gesch. des Jiidentlmms, i. 42, n. 2). Derenbourg too seems to

tend in this direction {Revue des etudes jiiives, i. 179, note). Reuss, Bickell,

and Kleinert too agree in denying that ' Koheleth ' composed the Epilogue. So

also apparently Geiger {Jiid. Zeitschr., iv. 10, Anm.)
2 DEcclcsiaste, p. 73.

^ Meditations, ii. 3.

• I designedly refer to the great work of Epictetus, as its adaptation by Chris-

tian hands to the use of Christian believers to some extent furnishes a parallel for

the editorial adaptation of Ecclesiastes.
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At what period was the Epilogue added ? The conside-

ration of its style may help us at least to a negative result.

The Hebrew approaches that of the Mishna, but is yet suffi-

ciently distinct from it to be the subject of expository para-

phrase in the Talmuds.* It is therefore improbable that it

was added long after the period of the author himself. Books

like Sirach and Koheleth soon became popular, and attracted

the attention of the religious authorities. Interpolation or

insertion seemed the only way to counteract the spiritual

danger to unsuspicious readers.

' Delitzsch, Hoheslied ti. Kohcklh, p. 215.
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CHAPTER VII.

ECCLESIASTES AND ITS CRITICS (FROM A PHILOLOGLCAL

POINT OF VIEW).

By comparison with Ecclesiastes, the books which we have

hitherto been studying may be called easy ; at any rate, they

have not given rise to equally strange diversities of critical

opinion. A chapter with the above heading seems therefore

at this point specially necessary. Dr. Ginsburg's masterly

sketch of the principal theories of the critics down to i860

dispenses me, it is true, from attempting an exhaustive sur-

vey.' It is not the duty of every teacher of Old Testament

criticism to traverse the history of his subject afresh, any

more than it is that of the commentator as such to begin with

a catena of the opinions of previous writers. Suffice it to call

attention to two of the Jewish and two of the Christian expo-

sitors mentioned by Dr. Ginsburg, viz. Mendelssohn and Luz-

zatto, and Ewald and Vaihinger. MENDELSSOHN seems im-

portant not so much by his results as by his historical position.

His life marks an era in Biblical study, most of all of course

among the Jews, but to some extent among Christians also.

His Hebrew commentary on Koheleth deserves specially to be

remembered, because with it in 1770 he broke ground anew
in grammatical exegesis. To him, as also to Vaihinger,
the object of Koheleth is to propound the great consolatory

truth of the immortality of the soul, while EwALD, more in

accordance with facts, describes it as being rather to combine

' For the Jewish traditions and theories, see further Schiffer, Das Buck Kohelet

nach der Atiffassnng der IVeisen des Talmud tind Midrasch und der jiidischen

Erkldrer des Mittelalters, Theil i, Leipzig, 1885; and to complete Dr. Ginsburg's

survey of the literature, see Zockler's list in Lange's Commentary and the additions

to this in the American edition ; also the preface to Wright's treatise on Eccle-

siastes.
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all that is true, however sad, and profitable, and agreeable to

the will of God in a practical handbook adapted to those

troublesome times. Ewald and Vaihinger both divide the

book into four sections,—(i) i. 2-ii. 26, (2) iii. i-vi. 9, (3) vi.

lO-viii. 15, (4) viii. i6-xii. 8, with the Epilogue xii. 9-14.

The latter, whose view is more developed than Ewald's, and

whom I refer to as closing and summing up a period, main-

tains that each section consists of three parts which are again

subdivided—for Kohcleth, though you would not think it, is

a literary artist—into strophes and half-strophes, and that the

theme of each section is thrown out, seemingly by chance,

but really with consummate art, in the preceding one. Thus

the four sections interlace, and the unity of the book is esta-

blished. The Epilogue, too, according to Vaihinger, can thus

be proved to be the work of the author of Koheleth ; for it

docs but ratify and develope what has already been indicated

in xi. 9, and without it the connection of ideas would be in-

complete.' I think that our experience of some interpreters

of the Book of Job may predispose us to be sceptical of such

ingenious subtleties, and I notice that more recent critics show

a tendency to insist less on the logical distribution of the con-

tents and to regard the book, not indeed as a mere collection

of rules of conduct, but at any rate as a record of a practical

and not a scholastic philosopher. This tendency is not in-

deed of recent origin, though it has increased in favour of late

years. Prior the poet had already said that Ecclesiastes * is

not a regular and perfect treatise, but that in it great trea-

sures are " heaped up together in a confused magnificence ; "
'^

Bishop Lowth, that ' the connection of the arguments is in-

volved in much obscurity ;

'' wiiilc Herder, in his letters to a

theological student, had penned this wise though too enthusi-

astic sentence, which cuts at the root of all attempts at

logical analysis,

Kein Buch ist mir aus dem Alterthum bekannt, welches die

Summe des menschlichen Lebens, seine Abwechselungen und

' See Vaihinger's article in Herzog's Reakncyclopadie, xii. 92- 106. I have
not seen his book on Ecclesiastes (1858).

* Ginsburg, Coheklk, p. 168. » Ibid., p. 178.
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Nichtigkeiten in Geschaften, Entwlirfen, Speculationen und Ver-

gniigen, zugleich mit dem was einzig in ihm wahr, daurend, fortge-

hend, wechselnd, lohnend ist, reicher, eindringlicher, kiirzer be-

schriebe, als dieses. ^

But I must retrace my steps. One of my four critics has

yet to be briefly characterised— S. D. LUZZATTO of Padua, best

known as the author of a Hebrew commentary on Isaiah,

but also a master in later Hebrew and Aramaic scholarship.

As a youth of twenty-four he wrote a deeply felt and some-

what eccentrically ingenious treatise on Koheleth, which he

kept by him till i860, when it appeared in one of the annual

volumes of essays and reviews called Ozar Nechmad. In it

he maintains, with profound indignation at the unworthy

post-Exile writer, that the Book of Ecclesiastes denies the im-

mortality of the soul, and recommends a life of sensuous plea-

sure. The writer's name, however, was, he thinks, Koheleth,

and his fraud in assuming the name of Solomon was detected

by the wise men of his time, who struck out the assumed

name and substituted Koheleth (leaving however the words

* son of David, king in Jerusalem,' as a record of the impos-

ture). Later students, however, were unsuspicious enough to

accept the work as Solomon's, and being unable to exclude a

Solomonic writing from the Canon, they inserted three quali-

fying half-verses of an orthodox character, viz. ' and know

that for all this God will bring thee into judgment ' (xi. 6b)
;

' and remember thy Creator in the days of thy youth ' {xii. \d)
;

' and the spirit shall return to God who gave it ' (xii. Zb).

This latter view, which has the doubtful support of a Talmudic

passage,^ appears to me, though from the nature of the case

uncertain, and susceptible, as I think, of modification, yet in

itself probable as restoring harmony to the book, and in accord-

ance with the treatment of other Biblical texts by the Sofe-

rim (or students and editors of Scripture). Geiger may have

fallen into infinite extravagances, but he has at any rate

shown that the early Soferim modified many passages in the

interests of orthodoxy and edification."^ If so, they did but

' Werke (Suphan), x. 134.
" Shahbath, gja (see Ginsburg, p. 98)'.

3 See his Urschrift und Uebersetztingen der Bihel(\%^']).
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cany on the process already begun by the authors of the

sacred books themselves ; it may be enough to remind my
readers of the gradual supplementing of the original Book of

Job by later writers. To the three passages of Koheleth

mentioned above, must be added, as Geiger saw,' the two

postscripts which form the Epilogue, From the close of the

last century a series of writers have felt the difficulties of

this section so strongly that they have assigned it to one or

more later writers, and in truth, although these difficulties

may be partly removed, enough remains to justify the obe-

lising of the passage.

There is no evidence that Luzzatto ever retracted the criti-

cal view mentioned above. To the character of the author, it

is true, he became more charitable in his later years. I do

not think the worse of him for his original antipathy. An
earnest believer himself and of fiery temperament, he could

not understand the cool and cautious reflective spirit of the

much-tried philosopher ;
- and as a lover of the rich, and, as the

result of development, comparatively flexible Hebrew tongue,

he took a dislike to a writer so wanting in facility and grace

as Koheleth.'^ It was an error, but a noble one, and it shows

that Luzzatto found in the study of criticism a school of

moral culture as well as of literary insight.

The adoption of Luzzatto's view,'* combined with Doder-

Icin's as to the epilogue, removes the temptation to interpret

Koheleth as the apology of any particular philosophical or

theological doctrine. The author now appears, not indeed

thoroughly consistent, but at least in his true light as a

thinker tossed about on the sea of speculation, and without

' Jiidische Zeilschri'ft, iv. 9 &c.

- David Castelli, a cool and cautious scholar but not original, is naturally

better fitted to appreciate Koheleth (see II libra del Kohelct, Pisa, 1866).

* ' Die harte, ungeriigige, tiefgesunkene Sprache des Buches cntzog ihni in

Luzzatto's Augc den verklrirenden Lichtglanz ; er blickte mit einergewissen Miss-
achtung auf den Schriftsteller, der sovvcnig Meister dcr edlen ihn erfiillenden

Sprache war ' ((ieiger).

* Not only Geiger, but the learned and fairminded Kalisch, has made this

view his own {Bible S/iitlics, i. 65) ; among Christian scholars it has been adopted
by Nbldeke and Bickell (the latter includes iii. 17 among the inserted passages,

and I incline to follow him).
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any fixed theoretic conclusions. Without agreeing to more

than the relative lateness of the epilogue, De Jong,' a Dutch

scholar, recognises the true position of Koheleth, and in the

psychological interest of the book sees a full compensation

for the want of logical arrangement. De Jong indeed was

not acquainted with the theory of Nachman Krochmal, which

if sound throws such great light on the reason of the addition

of the epilogue (see end of Chap. VI.) This has been accepted

by Gratz and Renan, but, as I have ventured to think, upon

insufficient grounds. The brevity of my reference to these

two eminent exegetes must be excused by my inability to

follow either of them in his main conclusions. The glossary

of peculiar words and the excursus on the Greek translation

given by the former (1871) possess a permanent value, and

there is much of historical interest in his introduction. But I

agree with Kuenen that the student who selects Gratz as his

o-uide will have much to unlearn afterwards.- In order to

show that Ecclesiastes is a politico-religious satire levelled

against king Herod, with the special object of correcting cer-

tain evil tendencies among the Jews of that age, Gratz is com-

pelled to have recourse to much perverse exegesis which I

have no inclination to criticise.^ Renan's present view differs

widely from that given in his great unfinished history of the

Semitic languages. But I shall have occasion to refer to his

determination of the date of our book later.

Among recent English students, no one will refuse the palm

of acuteness and originality to Tyler (1874). His strength

lies not in translation and exegesis, but in the consistency

with which he has applied his single key, viz. the comparison

of the book with Stoic and Epicurean teaching. He is fully

aware that the book has no logical divisions. Antithesis and

contradiction is the fundamental characteristic of the book.

Not that the author contradicts himself (comp. the quotation

from Ibn Ezra in Ginsburg's CoJieleth, p. 57), but that a faith-

ful index of the contradictions of the two great philosophical

' De Prediker vertaald en vei-klaart door P. de Jong (Leiden, 1861).

« Theologisch Tijdschrift, 1883, p. 114.

^ See however Kuenen's condensed criticism in I'heol. Tijdschrift, p. 127 &c.
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schools gives a greater point to his concluding warning against

philosophy. It is the ' sacrificio dell' intelletto ' which the

author counsels. But Mr. Tyler's theory or at least his point

of view demands a separate consideration. It may however

be fairly said here that by general consent Mr. Tyler has

done something to make the influence of Greek philosophical

ideas upon Ecclesiastes a more plausible opinion.

To a subsequent chapter I must also beg to refer the

reader for a notice of Gustav Bickell's hypothesis (1884) re-

lative to the fortunes (or misfortunes) of the text of Koheleth.

This critic is not one of those who grant that the book had
from the first no logical division, and his hypothesis is one

of the boldest and most plausible in the history of criticism.

Its boldness is in itself no defect, but I confess I desiderate

that caution which is the second indispensable requisite in

a great critic. The due admixture of these two qualities

nature has not yet granted. Meantime the greatest successes

are perhaps attained by those who are least self-confident,

least ambitious of personal distinction. Upon the whole,

from the point of view of the student proper, are there more
thankworthy contributions to criticism not less than to exege-

sis than the books of Plumptre (1881), NOWACK (1883), and

above all the accomplished altnieister Franz Delitzsch

(1875)? Whatever has been said before profitably and well,

may be known by him who will consult these three accom-

plished though not faultless expositors. I would not be

supposed to detract from other writers,' but I believe that the

young student will not repent limiting himself, not indeed to

one, but to three commentaries.

' Hitzig, for instance, has been passed over in spite of Niildeke's jvidgmem

that no modern scholar has done so much for tlie tietailed explanation of the text.

This may be true, or at least be but a small exaggeration. No critic has so good
a right to the name as Hitzig, who, though weak in his treatment of ideas, has the

keenest perception of what is possible and impossible in interpretation. IJut for

the larger critical <)uestions Hitzig has not done much ; the editor of the second

edition of his commentary (Nowack) has therefore been obliged to rewrite the

greater ))art of the introduction. The historical background of the book cannot

be that supposed by Hitzig, nor has he hit the mark in his description of Koheleth

as 'eine planmiLssig fortschreitende Untersuchung.' Wright fails, I venture to

think, from different causes. He is slightly too timid, and deficient in literary art ;

and yet his scholarly work does honour to the Protestant clergy of Ireland.

K
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CHAPTER VIII.

ECCLESIASTES AND ITS CRITICS (FROM A LITERARY AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL POINT OF VIEW).

It is not every critic of Ecclesiastes who helps the reader to

enjoy the book which is criticised. Too much criticism and

too Httle taste have before now spoiled many excellent books

on the Old Testament. Ecclesiastes needs a certain prepa-

ration of the mind and character, a certain ' elective affinity/

in order to be appreciated as it deserves. To enjoy it, we

must find our own difficulties and our own moods anticipated

in it. We must be able to sympathise with its author either

in his world-weariness and scepticism or in his victorious

struggle (if so be it was victorious) through darkness into

light. We must at any rate have a taste for the develop-

ment of character, and an ear for the fragments of truth which

a much-tried pilgrim gathered up in his twilight wanderings.

Never so much as in our own time have this taste and this

ear been so largely possessed, as a recent commentary has

shown in delightful detail, and I can only add to the names

furnished by the writer that of one who perhaps least of all

should be omitted, Miss Christina Rossetti.' But to prove

the point in my own way, let me again select four leading

critics, as representatives not so much of philology as of that

subtle and variable thing—the modern spirit, viz. Renan,

Gratz, Stanley, and Plumptre. The first truly is a

modern of the moderns, though it is not every modern who

will subscribe to his description of Ecclesiastes as ' livre char-

mant, le seul livre aimable qui ait ete compose par un Juif '

^

' See especially her early sonnet 'Vanity of Vanities,' and her striking poem

•A Testimony.' "^ VAiifkhrist, \:). loi.
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One might excuse it perhaps if in some degree dictated by

a bitter grief at the misfortunes of his country
;
pessimism

might be natural in 1872. But alas! ten years later the

same view is repeated and deliberately justified, nor can the

author of Koheleth be congratulated. He is now described '

as ' le charmant ccrivain qui nous a laisse cette delicicuse fan-

taisie philosophique, aimant la vie, tout en en voyant la

vanitc,' or, as a French reviewer condenses the delicate

phrases of his author, ' homme du monde et de la bonne

societe, qui n'est, a proprement parler, ni blase ni fatigue,

mais qui sait en toutcs choses garder la mesurc, sans enthou-

siasme, sans indignation, et sans exaltation d'aucune espece.'

A speaking portrait of a Parisian philosophc, but does it fit

the author of Ecclesiastes? No ; Koheleth has had too hard

a battle with his own tongue to be a ' charming writer,'

and even if not exactly blase (see however ii. i-ii), he is

' fatigued ' enough with the oppressive burdens of Jewish

life in the second century u.c. That he has no enthusiasm,

and none of those visions which are the ' creators and

feeders of the soul,' - is cause for pity, not for admiration
;

but that he has had no visitings of sceva indignatio, is an un-

just inference from his acquired calmness of demeanour. He
is an amiable egoist, says M. Renan ; but would Koheleth

have troubled himself to write as he does, if egoism were the

ripened fruit of his life's experience ? Why does this critic

give such generous sympathy to the Ecclesiastes of the Slav

race,-' and such doubtful praise to his great original } It is

true, Koheleth seems to despair of the future, but only perhaps

of the immediate future (iii. 21), and Turgeniefif does this too.

* Will the right men come ?
' asks one of the personages of

TurgeniefTs Helen, and his friend, as the only reply, directs a

questioning look into the distance. That is the Russian

philosopher's last word ; Koheleth has not told us his. His

literary executors, no doubt, have forced a last word upon

him ; but we have an equal right to imagine one for ourselves.

M. Renan ' likes to dream of a Paul become sceptical and dis-

' UEcclesiaste, pp. 24, 90. - Mordecai in Daniel Dcronda.
* See his funeral clogc, reprinted in Academy, Oct. 13, 1883, p. 248,

R 2
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enchanted ;
'

^ his Koheleth is an only less unworthy dream.

M. Renan praises Koheleth for the moderation of his philoso-

phising ; he repeatedly admits that there was an element of

truth in the Utopianism of the prophets ; why not 'dream'

that Koheleth felt, though he either ventured not or had no

time left to express it, some degree of belief in the destiny of

his country?

M. Renan, in fact, seems to me at once to admire Kohe-

leth too much, and to justify his admiration on questionable

grounds. It might have been hoped that the unlikeness of

this book to the other books of the Canon would have been

the occasion of a worthy and a satisfying estimate from this

accomplished master. A critic of narrower experience repre-

sents Koheleth partly as a cynical Hebrew Pasquin, who
satirises the hated foreigner, Herod the Great, and the minions

of his court, partly as an earnest opponent of a dangerous

and growing school of ascetics. I refer to this theory here,

not to criticise it, but to call attention to its worthier con-

ception of Koheleth's character. The tendency of Ecclesiastes

Dr. Gratz considers to be opposed to the moral and religious

principles of Judaism and Christianity, but to the man as dis-

tinguished from his book he does full justice. It is a mistake

when this writer's theory is represented by Dean Plumptre as

making Koheleth teach ' a license like that of a St. Simonian

rehabilitation of the flesh.' ^ Koheleth's choice of language is

not indeed in good taste, but it was only a crude way of em-

phasising his opposition to a dangerous spirit of asceticism.

Such at least is Dr. Gratz's view. ' Koheleth is not the slave of

an egoistic eudemonism, but merely seeks to counteract pie-

tistic self-mortification.' ^ Dr. Gratz thinks, too, and rightly,

that he can detect an old-fashioned Judaism in the sup-

posed sceptical philosopher : Koheleth controverts the new

tenet of immortality, but not that of the resurrection. I am
anticipating again, but do so in order to contrast the sym-

pathetic treatment of the Breslau professor with the un-

sympathetic or at least unsuitable portraiture of Koheleth

given by the Parisian critic.

' nAntichrist, p. 200. ^ Ecclesiastes, p. 8. ' Gratz, KoheUt, p. t^t^.
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Of all writers known to me, however, none is so sympa-

thetic to Kohelcth as Dr. Plumptre, in whose pleasing article

in Smith's Dictionary we have the germ of the most interest-

ing commentary in the language. A still wider popularity

was given to the Herder-Plumptre theory by Dr. Stanley, who

eloquently describes Ecclcsiastes as ' an interchange of voices,

higher and lower, within a single human soul.' ' It is like,' he

continues, ' the perpetual strophe and antistrophe of Pascal's

Pcnsces. But it is more complicated, more entangled, than

any of these, in proportion as the circumstances from which

it grows are more perplexing, as the character which it repre-

sents is vaster, and grander, and more distracted.' ' In his

later work, Dr. Plumptre aptly compares the 'Two Voices'

of our own poet (strictly, he remarks, there are three voices

in Ecclcsiastes), in which, as in Koheleth, though more de-

cidedly, the voice of faith at last prevails over that of

pessimism.- I fear, however, that Dr. Plumptre's generous

impulse carries him farther than sober criticism can justify.

The aim of writing an ' ideal biography ' closing with the

' victory of faith ' seems to me to have robbed his pen of that

point which, though sometimes dangerous, is yet indispensable

to the critic. The theory of the ' alternate voices,' of which

Dr. Plumptre is, not the first,'' but the most eloquent advocate,

seems to me to be an offspring of the modern spirit. It is so

very like their own case—the dual nature^ which a series of

refined critics has attributed to Koheleth, that they in-

voluntarily invest Koheleth with the peculiar qualities of

modern seekers after truth. To them, in a different sense from

M. Kenan's, Ecclcsiastes is ' un livre aimable,' just as Marcus

Aurelius and Omar Khayyam arc the favourite companions of

those who prefer more consistent thinking.

Certainly the author of Ecclcsiastes might well be satisfied

with the interest so widely felt in his very touching con-

fidences. It is the contents, of course, which attract so many

' Je-Mish Chnnli, \\. 256. - Eccksiaslcs, pp. 53, 259.

^ See the passage from Herder quoted in Appendix (end).

* Comp. J.icobi's confession (imitated by Coleriilge ?) that he was with the

head a heathen, and with the licart a Christian.
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of our contemporaries—not the form : only a student of

Hebrew can appreciate the toilsome pleasure of solving philo-

sophical enigmas. And yet M. Renan has made it possible

even for an exigeant Parisian to enjoy, not indeed the process,

but the results, of philological inquiry, in so far as they reveal

the literary characteristics of this unique work ; he has,

indeed, in his function of artistic translator, done Koheleth

even more than justice. In particular, his translations of the

rhythmic passages of Koheleth which relieve the surrounding

prose are real tours de force. These passages M. Renan,

following M. Derenbourg,^ regards as quotations from lost

poetical works, reminding us that such poetical quotations are

common in Arabic literature. To represent in his translation

the character of the Hebrew rhythm, which is 'dancing, light,

and pretentiously elegant,' M. Renan adopts the metres of

Old French poetry. ' II s'agissait de calquer en francais des

sentences con^ues dans le ton degage, goguenard et pru-

d'homme a la fois de Pibrac, de Marculfe ou de Chatonnet, de

produire un saveur analogue a celle de nos quatrains de

moralites ou de nos vieux proverbes en bouts-rimes.' Of the

poem on old age he says that it is ' une sorte de joujou funebre

qu'on dirait cisele par Banville ou par Theophile Gautier et

que je trouve superieur meme aux quatrains de Khayyam.'^

I should have thought the comparison very unjust to the

Persian poet. To me, I confess, the prelude or overture

(i. 4-8), though not in rhythmic Hebrew, is the gem of the

book. Questionable though its tendency may seem, if we look

at the context, its poetry is of elemental force, and appeals to

the modern reader in some of his moods more than almost

anything else in the Old Testament outside the Book of Job.

I cannot help alluding to Carlyle's fine application of its

imagery in Sartor Resartus, ' Generations are as the Days of

toilsome Mankind : Death and Birth are the vesper and the

matin bells, that summon mankind to sleep, and to rise re-

freshed for new advancement' How differently Koheleth,

—

' Revue lies itildes jttives,\. 165-185. I do not myself see why Koheleth, who
sought 'pleasant words,' should not have written poetry as well as prose.

* UEccUsiaste, pp. 83, 84.
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One generation goeth, another cometh
;

but the earth abiclcth for ever :

And the sun ariseth, and the sun goeth down,

and panteth unto his place where he ariseth :

It goeth to the south, and whirleth about unto the north,

the wind whirleth about continually
;

and upon his circuits the wind returneth.

All streams run into the sea, and the sea is not full
;

unto the place whither the streams go, thither they go again.

All things are full of weariness ; no man can utter it
;

the eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor the ear filled with

hearing.

Compare with this the words, so Greek in tone, of xi. 7, as

well as the constantly recurring formula ' under the sun

'

(e.g. i. 3, iv. 3). We can see that even Koheleth was affected

by nature, but without any lightening of his load of trial.

The wide-open eye of day seemed to mock him by its

unfeeling serenity. He lacked that susceptibility for the

whispered lessons of nature which the poet of Job so pre-

eminently possessed ; he lacked too the great modern con-

ception of progress, embodied in that fine passage from

Carlyle. He was prosaic and unimaginative, and it is partly

because there is so little poetry in Ecclesiastes that there is

so little Christianity. But I am already passing to another

order of considerations, without which indeed we cannot

estimate this singular autobiography aright. We have next

to consider Koheleth from a directly religious and moral

point of view.
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CHAPTER IX.

ECCLESIASTES FROM A MORAL AND RELIGIOUS

POINT OF VIEW.

We have seen how large a Christian element penetrates and

glorifies the bold questionings of the Book of Job. Whatever

be our view on obscure problems of criticism, the character-

drama which the book in its present form presents is one

which it almost requires a Christian to appreciate adequately.

It is different with the Book of Ecclesiastes. ' He who will

allow that book to speak for itself, and does not read other

meanings into almost every verse, must feel at every step that

he is breathing a different atmosphere from that of the teach-

ing of the Gospels.' ^ Still more is this the case if we claim

the right of free criticism, and deny that the hints of a

growing tendency to believe are due to the morbidly scepti-

cal author of the book (if it may be called a book). Certainly

the religious use of Koheleth is more directly affected by
modern criticism and exegesis than that of any other Old

Testament writing. The early theologians could dispense

with criticism, because they so frequently allegorised or un-

consciously gave a gentle twist to the literal meaning. But

we, if for a religious purpose we use the book uncritically,

must be well aware that we often misrepresent both the

author of Koheleth himself and Christian faith. Let me only

mention three texts in the use of which this misrepresentation

very commonly takes place. The fixity of the spiritual state

in which a man is at death may or may not be an essential

Christian doctrine, but we have no right to quote either

' Dean Bradley, Lectures on Ecclesiastes (1885}, p. 7.
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Kohelcth's despairing description of the inert life of the

shades (ix. 10), or the proverbial saying on the unalterable-

ness of the laws of nature (xi. 3), in support of this ; nor is it

well to adopt a phrase (descriptive of Sheol) from xii. 5,

which favours the false idea expressed in the too common
' Here licth ' of the churchyard. Anticipations of really fun-

damental Christian doctrines are, I admit, rarely sought for in

Ecclesiastes. It is well that this should be so. How completely

the evangelical elements in Jewish religion had been obscured

later on in this period, we have seen from the Wisdom of

Sirach. It seemed in fact as if the only alternatives then for a

thoughtful Jew were a more or less strict legal orthodoxy and

a resigned acquiescence in things as they were, brightened

only by gleams, eagerly hailed, of intellectual or sensuous plea-

sure. Sirach chose the former of these, Koheleth the latter.

Koheleth's was not in itself the better choice. But the worse

alternative needed perhaps to be stated as forcibly as pos-

sible, that men might see the rock and avoid shipwreck.

Ecclesiastes, like the first part of Goethe's Faust, may, with

the fullest justice, be called an apology for Christianity, not

as containing anticipations of Christian truth—the error of

Hengstenberg ; ' but inasmuch as it shows that neither wisdom,

nor any other human good or human pleasure, brings perman-

ent satisfaction to man's natural longings. It is at any rate

a contribution towards the negative criticism with which such

an apology must begin, just as the Book of Job is a contribu-

tion, or a series of contributions, towards a more perfect and

evangelical theodicy.

There is at least one point, then, which the moral and

religious critic of Ecclesiastes can adopt out of all the strangely

distorted views of patristic writers, so ably summed up by Dr.

Ginsburg in his Introduction, viz. that the gloomy sentence,

Vanitas vanitatiwi, is perfectly accurate when applied to the

life of Koheleth, but only to a life like his. Thomas a Kempis

' See Jhr Picdigcr Salotiio ( 1S59). Hengstenberg misses, it is true, any direct

reference to the Christian hope, hut finds the idea of chastisement as a proof

of divine Kne in iii. 18, vii. 2-4, an emphatic aftirmation of eternal life in iii. 21,

and the resignation of a faith like Job's in iii. 11, vii. 24, viii. 17, xi. 5. Kohe-

leth's (jucstionings are therefore according to him ' eine heilige Philosopliie.'
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could prelude with two verses from Koheleth (i. 2, 8), but he

could only prelude. A life of true service—one whose centre

is outside self or family or even nation— is not vanity nor

vexation of spirit : Koheleth might have added this as the

burden of a second part of his book. But did he not actually

append it as his epilogue ? Did he not ' faintly trust ' the hope

of immortality (xii. 7) ? Did he not work his way back to a

living faith, like ' Asaph ' in Ps. Ixxiii. .'' There is no question

that the book was admitted into the Canon on the assumption

that he did. As a great Jewish preacher says, the book [in

its present form] opens with Nothingness, but closes with the

fear of God.' It is parallel in this respect to many Jewish

lives, like that of Heine, which may be described as the

prodigal son's quest of his long-lost father. Accepting this

view, we may join with another Jewish writer in his admira-

tion of the influences of Jewish theism, which were then at

least so strong that a consistent Jewish sceptic was an im-

possibility. ' It is this,' he remarks, ' that gives the peculiar

charm to this little book.' ^ It is impossible to give a conclusive

refutation of this view, which I should like to believe true, but

which seems to me to labour under exegetical difficulties.

To me, Koheleth is not. a theist in any vital sense in his

philosophic meditations, and his so-called ' last word ' seems

forced upon him by later scribes, just as Sirach's orthodoxy

was at any rate heightened in colour by subsequent editors.

To me, Derenbourg's view is a dream, though an edifying one.

It may be that the author did return to the simple faith of

his childhood. He certainly never lost his theism, though pale

and cheerless it was indeed, and utterly unable to stand

against the assaults of doubt and despondency. It may be

that history, neglected history, taught him at last to believe in

the divine guidance of the fortunes of Israel. I would fain

imagine this retracing of the weary pilgrim's steps ; but other

and less pleasing dreams to a Christian are equally possible

and I do not venture to accept the return of the prodigal as a

well-authenticated fact.

' Preface to vol. iii. of S. Holdheim's Predigten.

^
J. Derenbourg, Revue des i'ttidesjuives, No. 2, Oct. l88o.
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1

We must remember too that the troubled wanderer had not

really so many steps to retrace. Much that both Christians

and Jews now regard as essential to faith was not, in the time

of Kohcleth, commonly so regarded. I am well aware of the

great intuitions of some of the psalmists at certain sublime

moments, and admit that they seem to us to lead naturally

on to our own orthodoxy. But these intuitions could not and

did not possess the force of dogmas. The great doctrines of

the Resurrection and of Immortality had long to wait for a

moderate degree of acceptance (they were not held, for instance,

by Sirach), and longer still before they coalesced in anew and

greater doctrine of the future life. Koheleth's dissatisfaction

with the doctrine of present retribution (the central point both

of his heterodoxy and of Job's) might have helped him to

accept the former of these. His acquaintance with non-Jewish

philosophical literature, if we may venture to assume this as a

fact, might have led him, as it led the author of the Wisdom
of Solomon, to embrace the hope of immortality, l^ut though

there probably is an allusion to this hope as well-founded in

xii. jb, we have seen reason to doubt whether the words came
from Koheleth himself; at any rate, they are isolated, and

many do not admit the allusion. Either of these doctrines

would have saved Koheleth from despondency had he accepted

it. From our present point of view, we must blame him for

not accepting one refuge or the other, or even that simpler

belief in the imperishableness of the Jewish race which Sirach

had, and which has preserved so many Israelitish hearts in

trials as severe as Koheleth's. There must have been a strange

weakness in his moral fibre ; how else can we account cither

for his want of Jewish feeling or, I would now add, using the

word in its looser sense, for his pessimism .-' As Iluber has

well observed,' none of the ancient peoples was naturally less

inclined to pessimism than the Jews, so that a work like

Ecclesiastes is a portent in the Old Testament, and alien to

the spirit of true Judaism. I cannot wonder that both Jews

and Christians have now and again been repelled b}' this

' Dtf Pessiiiiisiiius, 1876, p. 8. .Schopenhauer too calls the Jews the most opti-

mistic race in history.
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strange book ' and denied its title to canonicity, partly for

its pessimism, partly for its supposed Epicureanism, or that

the author of the Book of Wisdom before them should have

given Koheleth the most scathing of condemnations by

putting almost its very language into the mouth of the un-

godly.- The true student may no doubt be equally severe

upon Koheleth for his despair of wisdom and depreciation of

its delights (i. 17, 18, ii. 15, 16), which are hardly redeemed

by the utilitarian sayings in vii. 11, 12.

I cannot justify Koheleth, but I can plead for a mitigation

of these censures, and altogether defend the admission of the

Book (not, of course, as Solomonic) into the sacred Canon.

Whether Jewish or not, the pessimistic theory of life has a

sound kernel. ' Our sadness,' as Thoreau says, ' is not sad>

but our cheap joys. Let us be sad about all we see and are,

for so we demand and pray for better. It is the constant

prayer [of the good] and whole Christian religion.' ^ This too

is the burden of E. von Hartmann's criticism of a crudely opti-

mistic Christianity ; and need we reject the truth for the ex-

travagances of the teacher ? Next, as to the preference of

sensuous enjoyment to philosophic pursuits in Koheleth. I

would not seek to weaken passages like ii. 24, viii. 15, by

putting them down to the irony of a scBva indignatio. But as

for the depreciation of intellectual pleasure, may it not be ex-

cused by the author's want of a sure prospect of the ' age to

come ' such as we find in those lines of Davenant,^

Before by death you nearer knowledge gain

(For to increase your knowledge you must die).

Tell me if all that knowledge be not vain,

On which we proudly in this life rely.

And as to the commendations of sensuous pleasure, have they

not a relative justification } ^ The legalism of the ' righteous

' See Appendix.
2 Wisd. ii. 6 ; comp. Plumptre, Ecclesiastes, p. 71 &c., Wright, Koheleth, pp.

69, 70.
'* Letters to Various Persons, p. 25.

» See the extracts in Trench's Household Book of English Poetry, p. 405.

^ I do not of course assent to the form in which Gratz puts this, to serve his

hypothesis as to the age of Koheleth. See Appendix.
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overmuch ' threatened already perhaps to make life an in-

tolerable burden. And though Koheleth erred in the form of

his teaching, yet he did well to teach the ' duty of delight

'

(Ruskin) and to oppose an orthodoxy which sought, not

merely to transform, but to kill nature. It is to his credit

that he touches on the relations of the sexes with such

studious reserve.' As a rule, the enjoyments which he recom-

mends are those of the table, which in Sirach's time (Ecclus.

xxxii. 3-5) and perhaps also in Koheleth's included music

and singing,—in short, festive but refined society. His praise

of festive mirth is at any rate more excusable morally than

Omar Khayyam's impassioned commendations of the wine-

cup.^ As Jeremy Taylor says, ' It was the best thing that

was then commonly known that they should seize upon the

present with a temperate use of permitted pleasures.' ^ Lastly,

the admission of the book into the Canon is (perhaps we may
say) not less providential than that of the Song of Songs.

The latter shows us human nature in simple and healthy

relations of life ; the former, a human nature in a morbid

state and in depressed and artificial circumstances. How to

return at least to inward simplicity and health, the latter

part (not the I'^pilogue) of the Book of Job beautifully

shows us.

Our great idealist poet Shelley, who so admired Job, dis-

liked Ecclesiastes for the same reason as the ancient heretics

already mentioned. One greater than he, our ' sage and

serious ' Milton, justifies the sacred Scripture for the variety

of its contents on the same ground that he advocates ' un-

licensed printing.' Both are ' for the trial of virtue and the

exercise of truth.' We need not, then, he says, be surprised

if the Bible 'brings in holiest men passionately murmuring
' Once Koheleth appears as a sharp critic of the female sex (vii. 26-29).
- Lagarde descriiies Omar as ' ein schlemmer, der die angst des irdischen

daseins und die ode langeweile seiner noch in den anfangen stehenden wissenschaft

hinwegzuschwelgen suchlc ' (Sym/nif/a, 1877, p. 9). Too hard a judgment per-

haps on this changeful and impressionable nature. -See iiodenstedt's version as

well as Fitzgerald's.

^ T/ie Rule and Exercises oj Holy Dying, chap, i., sect. 3. I'arts of this

chapter remind us strongly of Koheleth, and are strange indeed in a book of

Christian devotion.
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against Providence through all the arguments of Epicurus.' ^

The Bible, according to Milton, is perfect not in spite but

because of its variety ; it is like the rugged ' mountains of

God,' not like the symmetrical works of human art. But

Milton has also reminded us that a fool may misuse even

sacred Scripture.

' Prose Works, ed. Bohn, ii. 69.
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CHAPTER X.

DATE AND PLACE OF COMPOSITION.

Jewish tradition, while admitting a Hczekian or post-

Hezekian redaction of the book, assigns the original author-

ship of Ecclesiastes to Solomon. The Song of Songs it

regards as the monument of this king's early manhood, the

Book of Proverbs of his middle age, and the semi-philosophi-

cal meditations before us as the work of his old age. The
tradition was connected by the Aggada with the favourite

legend ' of the discrowned Solomon, but is based upon the

book itself, the passages due to the literary fiction of Solomon's

authorship (which Bickell indeed attributes to an interpolator)

having been misunderstood. Would that the author of the

Lectures on the Jezoish Church had given the weight of his

name to the true explanation of these passages ! The
reticence of the lines devoted in the second volume of the

Lectures to Ecclesiastes has led some critics to imagine that

according to Dean Stanley, this book, like much of Proverbs,

might possibly be the work of the 'wisest' of Israel's kings.

Little had the author profited by Ewald if he really allowed

such an absolute legend the smallest standing-ground among
reasonable hypotheses ! Whichever way we look, whether

to the social picture, or to the language, or to the ideas of the

book, its recent origin forces itself upon us. The social

picture and the ideas need not detain us here. Either

Solomon was transported in prophetic ecstasy to far distant

times (the Targum on Koheleth frequently describes him as

a prophet), or the writer is a child of the dawning modern

age of Judaism. The former alternative is plainly impos-

sible. Political servitude, and a generally depressed state of

' Sec the Midrasch Kohekt (eil. Wiinschc, iSSo), or Ginsburg, p. 38.
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society (exceptional cases of prosperity notwithstanding),

mark the book as the work of a dark post-Exile period. The

absence of any national feeling equally distinguishes it from

the monuments of the earlier humanistic movement (even

from Job). The germs of philosophic thought, which cannot

be explained away, supply, if this be possible, a still more

convincing argument. We shall return to these later on : at

present, let us confine ourselves to the linguistic evidence,

which has been set forth with such accuracy and complete-

ness by Delitzsch ' and after him by Dr. Wright of Dublin.

The Hebrew language has no history if Ecclesiastes

belongs to the classical period ; indeed, the Hebrew name of

the book may seem of itself to stamp it as of post-Exile

origin (see note on Koheleth in Appendix). The student

would do well, however, to examine all the peculiar words

or forms in Delitzsch's glossary, and to classify them for

himself, under two principal heads, (i) those which occur

elsewhere but in distinctively late-Hebrew books, (2) those

only found in Koheleth, with four subdivisions, viz., {a) words

which can be explained from Biblical Hebrew usage, {b) those

which belong to the vocabulary of the Mishna, {c) those of

Aramaic origin and affinities, {d) those borrowed from non-

Semitic languages. The student should also notice the strik-

ing grammatical peculiarities of Koheleth, especially the fact

that the ordinary historic tense (the imperfect with Waw con-

secutive) is hardly ever used. The scholar's instinct but

three times reveals itself in the adoption of this old literary

idiom (i. 17, iv. i, 7), but elsewhere the usage of the Mishna

is already law. Almost equally important is the fact that

the Hebrew mood-distinctions are so little used in Koheleth

(on which point see Delitzsch's introduction) ; indeed, we may

say upon the whole that that which gives a characteristic flavour

to the old Hebrew style is ' ready to vanish away.' The Mishnic

peculiarities of the book are especially interesting, as confirm-

ing our view of its origin. The author is very different in

his opinions from the doctors of the Mishna, but he resembles

them in his questioning and reflective spirit, and helped to

' Comp. the glossary at the end of Gratz's commentary.
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form the linguistic instrument which they required. Less

important, but not to be ignored, are the Aramaic elements.

Even Dr. Adam Clarke, untrained scholar as he was, pro-

nounced that the attempts which had as yet been made to

overthrow the evidence, were ' often trifling and generally in-

effectual.' ' The Aramaisms of Kohelcth are irreconcileable

with a pre-Exilc date ; they can only be paralleled and ex-

plained from the Aramaic portions of the books of Ezra and

Daniel. That they arc comparatively few, only proves that

the force of the Aramaising movement has abated, and that

the Hebrew language, at any rate in the hands of some of its

chief cultivators, is passing into a new phase (the Mishnic).

The judgment of Ewald, as already expres.sed in 1837, appears

to mc on the whole satisfactory :
' One might easily imagine

Koheleth to be the very latest book in the Old Testament.

A premature conclusion, since Aramaic influence extended

very gradually and secretly, so that one writer might easily

be more Aramaic in the colouring of his style than another.

But though not [even if not] the latest, it cannot have been

written till long after Aramaic had begun powerfully to in-

fluence Hebrew, and therefore not before the last century of

the Persian rule.'^

For the sake of my argument, it is hardly necessary to

refer to the words of non-Semitic origin, which are (as most

critics rightly hold) but two in number ; i Di."]3 (ii. 5, plur.) un-

doubtedly a Hcbraised Persian word, on which I lay no stress

here, because it occurs, not only in Neh. ii, 8, but also in Cant,

iv. 13, where many critics deny that it militates against a

pre-Exile date, and 2 DjriS (viii. 11), which occurs in the

Aramaic parts of Ezra and Daniel, and also in Esth. i. 20,

and while used in the Targums and in Syriac, did not become

naturalised in Talmudic. This word, too, is commonly
regarded as Hebraised Persian, but, following Zirkel, the

eminent Jewish scholar Mcinrich Gratz declares it to be the

Hcbraised form of a Greek word. Is this possible or pro-

bable ? Are there any genuine Graecisms of language, and

' Quoted by Ginsburg, Cohekth, p. 197.

Die poetisehen Biieher Jes Alien Bumles, Theil iv.
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consequently also of thought, in the Book of Koheleth ? An
important question, to which we will return.

The date suggested by Ewald, and accepted by Knobel,

Herzfeld, Vaihinger, Delitzsch, and Ginsburg, suits the politi-

cal circumstances implied in Koheleth. The Jews had long

since lost the feelings of trust and gratitude with which in

' better days ' (vii. 10) they regarded the court of Persia ; the

desecration of the temple by Bagoses or Bagoes (Jos. Aiit. xi.

7) is but one of the calamities which befel Judaea in the last

century of the Persian rule. It is a conjecture of Delitzsch that

iv. 3 contains a reminiscence of Artaxerxes II. Mnemon (died

about 360), who was ninety-four years old, and according to

Justin (x. i), had 115 sons, and of his murdered successor

Artaxerxes III. Ochus. Probably, if we knew more of this

period, we should be able to produce other plausible illustra-

tions. Certainly the state of society suits the date proposed.

As Delitzsch remarks, 'The unrighteous judgment, iii. 16; the

despotic depression, iv. i, viii. 9, v. 8 ; the riotous court-life,

X. 16-19 ; the raising of mean men to the highest dignities,

X. 5-7 ; the inexorable severity of the law of military service,

viii. 8 ; the prudence required by the organised system of

espionage,—all these things were characteristic of this period.'

Probably an advocate of a different theory would interpret

these passages otherwise ; but as yet no conclusive argument

has been offered for supposing allusions to circumstances of

the Greek period.

Let me frankly admit, in conclusion, that the evidence of

the Hebrew favours a later date than that proposed by Ewald
—favours, but does not actually require it. It seems, how-

ever, that if the book be of the Greek period, we have a right

to expect some definite traces of Greek influence. This will

supply the subject of the next chapter.

At any rate, the author addresses himself to Palestinian

readers. He lives, not (I should suppose) in the country, as

Ewald thought, but near the temple, or at least has oppor-

tunities of frequenting it (v. i,' viii. 10). Some recent scholars

' The 'house of God' must, I think, mean the temple of Jerusalem, That of

Onias IV. was not built till 160 B.C. The synagogues would not be called 'houses

of God ' (on Ps. l:^xiv. 8, see Hitzig).
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place him in Alexandria ; but the reference to the corn trade

in xi. I does not prove this to be correct ; indeed, the very same

section contains a reference to rain (so xii. 2). Sharpe ^ is

alone in preferring Antioch, the capital of the Greek king-

dom of Syria. Kleinert's remark that ' king in Jerusalem
'

(i. 12) implies a foreign abode is met by the remark that

Jerusalem was in the writer's time no longer a royal city.

The author may have travelled, and like Sirach have had

personal acquaintance with the dangers of court-life (either

at Susa or at Alexandria). The references to the king do

not perhaps compel this supposition ;
' are not my princes

altogether kings?' (Isa. x. 8) could be said of Persian satraps.

' History of the Hebreiu Nation and its Literature (ed. 2), p, 344.

S 2
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CHAPTER XI.

DOES KOHELETH CONTAIN GREEK WORDS OR IDEAS ?

We now begin the consideration of the question, Are there

any well-ascertained Graecisms in the language and in

the thought of this obviously exceptional book ? That there

are many Greek loan-words in Targumic and Talmudic, is

undeniable, though Levy in his lexicon has no doubt exag-

gerated their number. G. Zirkel, a Roman Catholic scholar,

was the first who answered in the affirmative, confining himself

to the linguistic side of the argument. His principal work,'

Untersuchimgen iiber den Prediger (Wiirzburg, 1792), is not in

the Bodleian Library, but Eichhorn's review in his Allgemeine

Bibliothek, vol. iv. (1792), contains a summary of Zirkel's

evidence from which I select the following.

(a) nQJ, in sense of mXoc 'becoming' (iii. 11, v. 17). This is one

of the Graecisms which commend themselves the most to Gratz and

Kleinert. The former points especially to v. 17, where he takes

na''X*'i< 31t3 together as representing koXov Kuyadvy (comp. Plumptre

on V. 18). The construction, however, is mistaken (see Delitzsch).

The second "IK'X indicates that nS'' is a synonym of 2t31 'excellent.'

The notion of the beautiful can b developed in various ways. The
sense ' becoming,' characteristic of later Hebrew, is more distinctly

required in iii. 11.

(i)) 'In the clause iriMX '•pX •'npsn nsj' (ii. 15) the words "in'' tN

must signify en /naWor : quid mihi prodest majorem adhuc sapientias

operam dare ?
' But the demonstrative particle TX means, not 'in,

but ' in these circumstances ' (Jer. xxii. 15). Its position and con-

nection with "iJT' are for emphasis. The fact of experience men-

tioned makes any special care for wisdom unreasonable.

(c) '3iD nib's/ (iii. 12) is a literal translation of tv npuTTfn'.' This

' He also published Der Prediger Salomon ; ein Lesehuchfiir denjungen Welt-

biirger ; ubersetzt ttud erkldrt ( 1 792). The very title bears the mark of the century.
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is accepted by Kleincrt and also by Tyler. The very next verse

seems to explain this phrase by 31t3 nX") (comp. v. 17) ; certainly the

ethical meaning is against the analogy of ii. 24, iii. 22, and similar

passages. But should we not, with Griitz and Nowack, correct

aitoniNI in iii. 12?

{d) ''iJi D'TiSniI '3 (v. 19) must mean, God gives him joy of heart.

x\l^ "respondere" seems to have borrowed the meaning "remunerari"

from ufitiihrrdui, which has both senses. The ancient writer of the

book thought thus in Greek, on Otvg anEifitTm (avrov) tv(l)ponvi y Tf]Q

Kuptiug.' Zirkel forgets Ps. Ixv. 6. See however Delitzsch.

(e) t^*DJ";lS^ (vi. 9) = ofV"' '"'/? ^^xvc [M. Aurelius iii. 15]. But

the phrase is idiomatic Hebrew for ' roving of the desire.'

(/) D^3-nK X.V.^ (vii. 18). 'The Hebrew writer found no other

equivalent for /i«fViji' ftali^ur.' But unless he borrowed the idea

(that of cultivating the mean in moral practice), why should he have

tried to express the technical term ?

(^) D7Nn"?3 nt"'3 (xii. 13). 'A pure Grgecism, tovto ttuitoc

ut'6fjsl)7rov.' But how otherwise could the idea of the universal obli-

gation to fear God have been expressed ? Comp. the opening words

of iii. 19.

To these may be added {//) nniD DV2 (vii. 14) = tuijiitpUi (see

however xii. i)
; (/) the 'technical term' ~)1D (i. 13, ii. 3, vii. 25) =

(TKfir-KTt)(ii [but good Hebrew for 'to explore '] ; (/') DJns (viii. 11) =
fUtyfiu ; (/) ^'\~\^ (ii. 15) = Tzapacttmii, (see above).

No one in our day would dream of accepting these

' Graecisms ' in a mass,

Zirkel tried to prove too much, as Gratz himself truly

observes. Any peculiar word or construction he set down as

un-Hcbraic and hurried to explain it by .some Greek parallel,

ignoring the capacity of development inherent in the Hebrew
language. His attempt failed in his own generation. Three

recent scholars however (Gratz, Kleincrt, and Tyler), have been

more or less captivated by his idea, and have proposed some

new and some old ' Grajcisms ' for the acceptance of scholars.

To mc it seems that, their three or four very disputable words

and phrases are not enough. If the author of Koheleth really

thought half in Greek, the Greek colouring of the language

would surely not have been confined to such a (qw expres-

sions. If n^nt^^no (vii. 24) were really derived from to ri sariy,

as Kleinert supposes, should we not meet with it oftencr ?
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But the phrase most naturally means, not ' the essence of

things/ but 'that which hath come into existence
;

' phenomena

are not easily understood in their ultimate causes, is the

simple meaning of the sentence. I have said nothing as yet

of the supposed Graecism in the epilogue—the last place

where we should have expected one (considering ver. 1 2). But

Mr. Tyler's proposal to explain Pisn (xii. 13) by rb KadoXov

or TO oKov (a formula introducing a general conclusion), falls

to the ground, when the true explanation of the passage has

been stated (see p. 232).

There are therefore no Graecisms in the language of the

book. Of course ideas may have been derived from a Greek

source notwithstanding. The book, as we have seen already,

is conspicuous by its want of a native Jewish background, nor

does it show any affinity to Babylonian or Persian theology.

It obviously stands at the close of the great Jewish humanistic

movement, and gives an entirely new colour to the traditional

humanism by its sceptical tone and its commendations of

sensuous pleasure. It is not surprising that St. Jerome should

remark on ix. 7-9, that the author appears to be reproducing

the low ideas of some Greek philosophers, though, as this

Father supposes, only to refute them.
' Et hffic inquit, aliquis loquatur Epicurus, et Aristippus et Cyren-

aici et Cceterae pecudes Philosophorum. Ego autem, mecum dili-

genter retractans, invenio '

' &c.

Few besides Prof Salmon would accept the view that

Eccles. ix. 7-9 and similar passages are the utterances of an

infidel objector (see Bishop Ellicott's Commentary) ; but it is

perfectly possible to hold that there are distinctively Epicurean

doctrines in the Koheleth. The later history of Jewish

thought may well seem to render this opinion probable.

How dangerously fascinating Epicureanism must have been

when the word ' Epicuros ' became a synonym in Rabbinic

Hebrew for infidel or even atheist.^ It is indeed no mere

' opera, ii. (1699), 765 {Co>nm. in Ecclesiasten). Comp. the use made of

Koheleth's phraseology by the author of Wisdom (ii. 6-10).

2 See Sanhedrni, x. I :- n^nn |''X IDISn N3n D^PIJ?^ yhn DH^ pXlJ' 'h^

• Dnip"'ssi D''DCJ' ;» n"iin |^ki minn p Denton—Comp. Ahot/i, ii. 14 (10

Taylor), and Genesis 7\alil'ah, 19 (' the serpent was f^picuros').
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fancy that just as Pharisaism had affinities with Stoicism, so

Sadducceism had with Epicureanism. As Harnack well says,

* No intellectual movement could withdraw itself from the

influences which proceeded from the victory of the Greeks

over the Eastern world.' ' Mr. Tyler,- however, and his ally

Dean Plumptre, have scarcely made the best of their case, the

Epicurean affinities which they discover in Koheleth being

by no means striking. Much use is made of the De Rerum
Naturd of Lucretius— a somewhat late authority! But if

points of contact with Lucretius are to be hunted for, ought

we not also to mention the discrepancies between the ' wise

man ' and the poet? If Lucr. i. 11 3-1 16 may be used to

illustrate Eccles. iii. 21, must we not equally emphasise the

diffisrence between the festive mirth recommended by Koheleth

(ix. 7, 8 &c.) and the simple pleasures so beautifully sung by

Lucretius (ii. 20-33), ^"d which remind us rather of the

charming naturalness of the Hebrew Song of Songs ? * The
number of vague analogies between Koheleth and Epicu-

reanism might perhaps have been even increased, but I can

find no passage in the former which distinctly expresses any

scholastic doctrine of Epicureanism. For instance the doctrine

of Atomism assumed for illustration by Dean Plumptre/

cannot be found there by even the keenest exegesis ; the

plurality of worlds is not even distantly alluded to, and the

denial of the spirit, if implied in iii. 21 (see p. 212), is only

implied in the primitive Hebrew sense, familiar to us from Job

and the Psalter. The recommendation of drapa^ia (to use the

h'.picurean term), coupled with sensuous pleasure (v. 18-20),

requires no philosophic basis, and is simply the expression of

2i pococurante mood, only too natural in one debarred from a

• Lehrbuch der Dogmenf^eschic/Ue, \>. 46.

- See his Eccksiasles, a Contribution to its Interpretation, «!v;c. (1874). The
main results of this work were acceptcil by I'rof. Siegfried, who reviewed it in the

Zeitschrift f. wissensc/iaftl. T/ieologie, 1875, PP- 284-291.
^ This tliscrepancy I had noted down before observing that Dean Phuiiptre

had (|uoted the very same passage of Lucretius a:; a parallel to Eccles. ii. 24.

For my own view of Kohelelh's rec<)uimendatit)ns, see p. 253. Lucretius seems

to me, in this strain, to soar higher than Koheleth ; Omar Khayyam to fall below

him.

* Ecclesiastes, p. 47.
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career of fruitful activity. Lastly, there is nothing in the

phraseology either of the Hebrew or of the Septuagint to

suggest an acquaintance with Epicureanism.

A stronger case can be made for the influence of Stoicism.

The undoubted Oriental affinities of this system and its moral

and theological spirit would, as Mr. Tyler observes, naturally

commend it to a Jewish writer. We know that, at a some-

what later day. Stoicism exercised a strong fascination on

some of the noblest Jewish minds. Philo,' the Book ofWisdom,

and the so-called Fourth Book of Maccabees, have undeniable

allusions to it ; and more or less probable vestiges of Stoicism

have been found in the oldest Jewish Sibyl ^ (about B.C. 140)

and in the Targum of Onkelos.^ But how does the case

stand with Koheleth ? First of all, are there any traces of

Stoic terminology .-* That terminology varied no doubt

within certain limits, and could not be accurately reproduced

in Hebrew. Still even under the contorted forms of expression

to which a Hebrew-writing Stoic or semi-Stoic might be driven

we could hardly fail to recognise the familiar Stoic expressions,

slfiapixivrj, Trpovoia, cf)avTacria, (f)vcns, ^povrjaLS, dpsri]. The
Septuagint version ought to help us here. But among the

twenty words almost or entirely peculiar to the Greek of

Ecclesiastes, the only two technical philosophic terms are

<TO(j)ia and 'yvwcrcs.

Next, can we detect references to distinctive Stoic doc-

trines ? Mr. Tyler lays great stress in his reply on the

Catalogue of Times and Seasons (iii. 1-8), which he regards

as an expansion of the Stoic ofioXoyovfisvws ^ijv. But the

idea that there is an appointed order of things, and that

every action has its place in it, is much more a corollary of

the doctrine of Destiny than of the doctrine of Duty. The
essence of the latter doctrine is that men were meant to con-

form and ought to conform to the Universal Order, acquiesc-

' Philo alludes, e.g., to the Stoic doctrine of revolutions (which some have

found in Koheleth) and remarks that the Stoics think of God as of a boy who
builds up sandhills, and then throws them down again.

- Hilgenfeld, y/'/disc/ie Apokalyptik, p. 51, &c.

^ See Deut. viii. 18, and especially Gen. ii. 7 (Neubiirger in Gratz's Monais-

schrifty 1873, p. 566).
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ing in that which is inevitable, shaping in the best way that

which is possible to be moulded. Upon this the practical

ethics of Stoicism depend. But this is the very point which

is absent in Ecclesiastes. The Catalogue of Times and

Seasons ends not with the Stoic exhortation sKirX'qpov rijv

)^copav, ' Fulfil thy appointed part,' but with the despondent

reflection of the Fatalist, ' What profit hath he that worketh

in that wherein he toileth ?
' (iii. 9.) A second argument is

that the idea ' There is no new thing under the sun '
(i. 9)

is a phase of the Stoic doctrine of cyclical revolutions. But

all that which gave form and colour to the Stoic doctrine is

entirely absent—especially, as Mr. Tyler himself admits, the

idea of EKirvpcoacs. The idea, as it is found in Ecclesiastes,

has nothing Stoic or even philosophical about it. It is simply

an old man's observation that human actions, like natural

phenomena, tend to repeat themselves in successive genera-

tions.'

That there are analogies between Stoicism and the ideas

of Koheleth need not be denied ; Dr. Kalisch has collected

some of them in his very interesting philosophico-religious

dialogue.- Prominent among these is the peculiar use of the

terms ' madness ' and ' folly.' ' From the followers of Zeno/

remarks Dean Plumptre,^ * he learned also to look upon

virtue and vice in their intellectual aspects. The common
weaknesses and follies of mankind were to him, as to them,

only so many different forms and degrees of absolute insanity

(i. 17, ii. 12, vii. 25, ix. 3).' But this division of mankind into

wise men and fools is common to the Stoa with the ancient

Hebrew sages who ' sat in the gate.' When the great popu-

lariser of Stoicism says, ' Sapientia perfectum bonum est

mentis humana;,' * he almost translates more than one of the

proverbs which we have studied already. Another point of

contact with Stoicism is undoubtedly the Determinism of the

' Eor ihis ciilicisin upon Mr. Tyler's view of iii. 1-8, I am indebted to Dr.

Hatch.

- Pa(/i and Coa/, p. 1 16. But see p. 92.

' Ecclisiastc.<, p. 45.

* Seneca, Ep. 89, ([uoted by Bruch, Weisheitslehre der Htbraer, p. 253, with

reference to the teaching of Proverbs.
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book, which, as Prof. Kleinert observes, leaves no room for

freedom of the will, and fuses the conceptions of slfMap/xsurj

and irpovoLa (see especially chap. iii.). But such Determinism

need not have been learned in the school of Zeno. It is

genuinely Semitic (did not Zeno come from the Semitic

Citium ?) What is the religion of Islam but a grandiose system

of Determinism ? Indeed, where is virtual Determinism more

forcibly expressed than in the Old Testament itself (e.g., Isa.

Ixiii. 17) ?

Those who adopt the view which I am controverting are

apt to appeal to somewhat late philosophic authorities. I

cannot here discuss the parallelisms which have been found

in the Meditations or Self-communings (Ta sis kavrov) of

the great Stoic emperor. Some, for instance, consider the

pvasts Kol aXkoLuxTSis which ' renew the world continually

'

{^M, A. vi. 15) and the TrspioScKr) iraXL'yysvsala tmv oXqjv

{M. A. yii. i) to be alluded to in Eccles. i. 5-9. More

genuine are some at least of the other parallelisms, e.g.

Eccles. i. 9, M. A. vi. 37, vii, i, x. 27, xii. 26 ; Eccles. ii. 25,

M. A. ii. 3 {ad init.)\ Eccles. iii. 1 1, J/, yi. iv. 23 {ad init.)
;

Eccles. vi. 9, M. A. iv. 26; Eccles. xi. 5, M. A. x. 26.

I admit that there is a certain vague affinity between the

two thinkers ; both are earnest, both despair of reforming

society, both have left but a fragmentary record of their

meditations. But the ' humanest of the Roman race ' ' stands

out, upon the whole, far above the less cultured and more

severely tried Israelite. Alike in intellectual powers and

in moral elevation the soul of the Roman is of a truly

imperial order. He is not, like Koheleth, a ' malist ' (see

pp. 201-202) ; he boldly denies evil, and his strong faith in

Providence cannot be disturbed by apparent irregularities in

the order of things. It is true that this does but make the

sadness of his golden and almost Christian book the more

depressing. But the book is ' golden.' ^ Koheleth and M.

Aurelius alike call forth our pity and admiration, but in v/hat

different proportions

!

' R. H. Stoddard, The Morals ofM. Aurelius.

- Comp. Niebuhr, Lectures on the History of Rome, iii. 247.
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If, then, there are points of agreement between Koheleth

and M. Aurelius, there must also of necessity be points of

disagreement. Every page of their writings would, I think,

supply them. Suffice it to put side by side the saying of

Koheleth, ' God is in heaven, and thou upon earth ' (v. 2),

and M. Aurelius' invocation of the world as the ' city of God '

(iv. 23). The comparison suggests one of the greatest dis-

crepancies between Koheleth and the Stoics—the doctrine

of God. Such faith as the former .still retains is faith in a

transcendent and not an immanent Deity. The germs of a

doctrine of Immanence which the older Wisdom-literature

contains (Klcinert quotes Ps. civ. 30, Job xxvi. 13), have

found no lodgment in the mind of our author, who is more

affected by the legal and extreme supernaturalistic ' point of

view than he is perhaps aware.

Mr. Tyler's introduction to his Ecdesiastes is a work of

great acuteness and originality, and seeks to provide against

all reasonable objections ; I cannot do justice to it here.

One part of his theory, however, is too remarkable to be

passed over (see above, pp. 240, 241). He supposes that

Stoic and Epicurean doctrines were deliberately set over

against each other by the wise man who wrote our book, in

order by the clash of opposites to deter the reader from

dangerous and unsatisfying investigations. The goal of the

author's philosophising thus becomes the negation of all

philosophy, and this * sacrificio dell' intelletto ' he insinuatingly

commends by the subtlest use of artifice. Such a theory

may have occurred to one or another early writer (see

Ginsburg), but seems out of harmony with the character of the

author as revealed in his book. He is not such a weak-kneed

wrestler for truth. You may fancy him sometimes a Stoic,

sometimes an ICpicurcan ; but he always speaks like a man
in earnest, however his opinions may change through the fluc-

tuations of his moods. Mr. Tyler's theory confounds Koheleth's

point of view with that of a far inferior thinker, the author of

Ecclesiasticus (see above, p. 199).

' The plirasc is ()bjcclional)ly modern, but in this connection could not he

avoided.
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I cannot, therefore, be persuaded to explain this enig-

matical book by a supposed contact with Greek philosophy

such as we do really find in the Book of Wisdom. I have

no prejudice against the supposition in itself. It would help

me to understand the Hellenising movement at a later day if

Stoic and (still more) Epicurean ideas had already filtered

into the minds of the Jewish aristocracy. The denunciations

in the Book of Enoch (xciv. 5, xcviii. 15, civ. 10) not impos-

sibly refer to a heretical philosophical literature (see p. 233) ;

the only question is, To a native or to a half foreign litera-

ture .-* I see no sufficient reason at present for adopting the

latter alternative. Koheleth is really a native Hebrew
philosopher, the first Jew who, however awkwardly and in-

effectually, * gave his mind to seek and explore by wisdom

concerning all things that are done under heaven ' (i. 13).

Very touching in this light are the memoranda which he has

left us. They are incomplete enough ; Koheleth is but the

forerunner of more systematic philosophisers. His ideas are

nothing less than scholastic ; how could we expect anything

different, his first object being in all probability to soothe

the pain of an inward struggle by giving it literary expres-

sion ? If, however, I was compelled to suggest a secondary

reference to any foreign system, I could most easily suppose

one to the pessimistic teaching of Hegesias Peisithanatos,

who, after Ptolemy Soter and Philadelphus had made Alex-

andria the seat of the world's commerce and the centre of

Greek literature and culture, was seized with the thought of

the vanity of all things, of the preponderance of evil, and of

the impossibility of happiness.^ Koheleth's teaching would

be a safeguard to any Jew who might be tempted by this

too popular philosopher. He admits [xaratoT'qs fj.aTaiOTi]TO)v,

but insists that, granting all drawbacks, ' the light is sweet

'

(xi. 7), the living are better off than the dead (ix. 4-6), and

sensuous pleasure, used in moderation, is at least a relative

good (ii. 24) ; also that it is futile to inquire * why the former

days (of the earlier Ptolemies ?) were better than these

'

(vii. 10), and, if a later view of his meaning may be trusted,

' Zeller, Philosophie der Gn'cclieii, ii. i, p. 278.
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he sought to displace the many dangerous books which were

current by words which were at once pleasantly written and

objectively true (xii. 10, 12).

Koheleth is a native Hebrew philosopher. The philo-

sophy of an eastern sage is not to be tied up in the rigid

formulae of the West. Easterns may indeed take kindly to

Western doctrines ; but where they think independently, they

eschew system. Kohelcth's seeming Stoicism is, as we have

seen, of primitive Hebrew affinities ; his seeming Epicureanism,

if it be not sufficiently explained as a mental reaction against

the gloom of the times, may perhaps be connected more or

less closely, not with the schools of Greek philosophers, but

with the banquet-halls of ICgypt. The Hebrew writer's in-

vitations to enjoy life remind us of the call to ' drink and be

happy,' which accompanied the grim symbolic ' coffin,' or

mummy, at Egyptian feasts (probably they were funeral-

feasts), according to Herodotus (ii. 78), and of the festal dirges

translated by Goodwin and Stern. ^ A stanza in one of the

latter may be given here. It is from the song supposed to

be sung by the harper at an anniversary funeral feast in honour

of Ncferhotep, a royal scribe, and still to be seen cut in the

stone at Abd-el-Gurna, in the Theban necropolis. As Ebers

has remarked,- the song * shows how a certain fresh delight

in life mingled with the feelings about death that were

prevalent among the ancient Egyptians, who celebrated

their festivals more boisterously than most other peoples.'

By a poetic fiction, the dead man is supposed to be present,

and to listen to the song.

Make a good day, ( ) holy father !

Let odours and oils stand before thy nostril.

Wreaths of lotus are on the arms and the bosom of thy sister,

Dwelling in thy heart, sitting beside thee.

Let song and music be before thy face,

And leave behind thee all evil cares !

Mind thee of joy, till cometh the day of pilgrimage,

When we draw near the land which loveth silence.

' Records of the Past, \v. 115-11S; vi. 127-130.
-' •Cairo, the Old in the New,' Contemp. Rev., xliii. S52.
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We have seen that the Wisdom of Sirach betrays a taste

for Egyptian festivity (p. 191). May we not suppose that

Koheleth too had travelled to Alexandria? This view com-

mends itself to Kleinert, and I have no objection to it with

due limitations. Koheleth may have envied and sought to

copy the light-hearted gaiety of the valley of the Nile. But

we ought not to conceal the fact that the lines quoted

above are followed by others which have no parallel in

Koheleth.

Good for thee then will have been (an honest life),

Therefore be just and hate transgressions,

For he who loveth justice (will be blest).

(They in the shades) are sitting on the bank of the river.

Thy soul is among them, drinking its sacred water.

.... (woe to the bad one !)

He shall sit miserable in the heat of infernal fires.

There is a wide difference between a people who believed

in a happy Amenti where Osiris himself dwelt and the Jew
who doubted much but believed firmly in Sheol. I admit

then the probability that the latter had travelled, and was not

unaffected by the brightness of Egyptian society, but I see

no reason to suppose that he knew and was influenced by

the expressions of Egyptian songs. The resemblances

adduced are to me as fortuitous as those between the love-

poems of the Nile valley and the Hebrew Song of Songs,

or (we may add) as that striking one between Eccles. i.

4 and some of the opening lines of the * Song of the

Harper,'

—

Men pass away since the time of Ra [the sun of day]

And the youths come in their stead.

Like as Ra reappears every morning,

And Tum [the sun of night] sets in the horizon,

Men are begetting.

And women are conceiving.'

I make no excuse for the length of this inquiry. If we
could trace Greek influences, linguistic or philosophical, in

' Records of the Past, vi. 127.
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the Strange book before us, its date would be decided.

Taking into account the circumstances of the writer, we

might assign it to the reign of Ptolemy IV. Philopator, when

the Egyptian rule began to be calamitous for Judaea.

Kleinert would place it rather in one of the early, fortunate

reigns {Heraog-Plitt, xii. 173) ; but he forms perhaps too

favourable a view of the social picture in Koheleth. Hitzig,

who gives a very restricted range to Greek philosophical

influence upon our book, and accepts none of Zirkel's Grae-

cisms, fixes the date in the first year of Ptolemy V. Epi-

phanes. Geiger, Noldeke, Kuenen, Tyler, and Plumptre, on

various grounds, think this the most probable period,' and

the view is endorsed by Zeller, the historian of Greek

philosophy.

A Maccaba^an and still more a Herodian date seem to

me absolutely excluded, though Zirkel and Renan have advo-

cated the one, and Heinrich Griitz (see p. 240) the other.

The book is certainly pre-Maccabaean, not merely because of

a Talmudic anecdote,^ but because of its want of religious

fervour (comp. Esther) and its cosmopolitanism. The germs

of the Jewish parties may be there, but only the germs. To
me Hitzig's is the latest possible date ; but if we vmst admit

a vague and indirect Greek influence, should we not place

the book a little earlier as suggested above ? But I do not

see that we in2tst admit even a vague Greek influence. The

inquiring spirit was present in the class of ' wise men ' even

before the Exile, and the circumstances of the later Jews were,

from the Exile onwards, well fitted to exercise and develope

it. Hellenic teaching was in no way necessary to an ardent

but unsystematic thinker like Koheleth. The date proposed

by Ewald and DelitzscJi is on this and other grounds probable,

and on lingnistic grounds not impossible.

There are two recent treatises on the philosophical affi-

nities of Koheleth which may be mentioned here, though

' Geiger, Urschrift, pp. 60, 61; Nijkieke, Die alttcstamcntliche Literatur.,

p. 175; Kuenen, Hist.-krit. Onderzoek., iii. 188, Theologisch. Tijdschrift, 1883,

P- 143-

- See reference, p. 280.
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only the first is known to me. Paul Kleinert, who has long

made a special study of Koheleth (see his Prediger Saloino,

1864), contributed to the Theolog. Studien und Kritiken, 1883,

p. 761, &c., a striking paper called ' Sind im Buche Koheleth

ausserhebraische Einflusse anzuerkennen,' and August Palm

in 1885 published a prograimne entitled ' QoJielet Jind die

nacharistoteliscJie PhilosopJiie ' (Mannheim).
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CHAPTER XII.

TEXTUAL PROBLEMS OF KOIIELETH.

According to Delitzsch, the Song of Solomon is the most

difficult book in the Old Testament. If so, Ecclesiastes

comes next in order. None of the attempts to discover a

logical plan having been successful, Gustav Bickell's new
hypothesis (1884) deserves a respectful hearing, since it

endeavours to solve the enigma in a most original way,

connecting it with the problem of the text. This critic starts

from the observation that continuous passages of some extent

are suddenly closed by an abrupt transition, and that such

passages are pretty equal in length. His explanation of this

is a purely mechanical one. The troubles of the commen-
tators have arisen principally from an accident which

happened to a standard MS., called by Bickell, ' die Un-
fallshandschrift ' (the Accident-manuscript). This MS. seems

to have consisted of 21 or 22 leaves, with an average of

518 to 535 letters to a leaf. To speak more precisely, it was

composed of fasciculi of four double leaves each ; the book

began on the sixth leaf of the first fasciculus, and ended on

the second, or more probably on the third leaf of the fourth.

Through a loosening of the two middle fasciculi, a disloca-

tion took place, and an almost entirely new order arose,

though with one exception the leaves which had been placed

in pairs remained together. But the story of the fortunes of

Ecclesiastes has not yet been told. Three liands, besides

the original writer, have worked on this ill-fated book. One
of these is considered to have been a downright 'enem)'' who

T
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tampered with the text before the dislocation had taken place.

From him proceed ' the protests against Koheleth's principles

on the obedience due to the king in viii. i, ^a as well as the

offensive expressions in xi. 5, xii. 4, 5, by which he sought to

make the book ridiculous and contemptible.' Subsequently

to him, and after the leaves had been thrown into confusion,

another writer made 'well-meaning additions,' and so brought

the book into nearly its present form ; among these addi-

tions was the Epilogue. His aim was * to brighten Koheleth's

gloomy view of the world, partly by emphasising the doc-

trine of a present retribution, but still more by pointing to a

future judgment in which inequalities should be rectified.'

The third hand is that of the so-called pseudo-Solomonic

interpolator. He must have gone to work after the

Epilogist, for the latter simply knows Koheleth as a wise man
skilled in proverbial composition. Bickell also claims to

make transpositions on a small scale, and offers many emen-

dations sometimes based on the Septuagint. ' Habent sua

fata libelli.'

I have said that Bickell's explanation of the want of order

in Ecclesiastes is a purely mechanical one. It is not on that

account to be rejected. A German reviewer ' has mentioned

a case within his own experience in which the double leaves

of one of the fasciculi of an Oriental MS. had been disarranged

in the binding, a circumstance which had led to various

additions and alterations. It may indeed be urged as an

objection that the Septuagint text differs in no very material

respect from the Massoretic. But a work like Ecclesiastes

had at first in all probability but a very slight circulation,

so that an accident to a single MS. would naturally involve

unusually serious consequences. Still from the possibility to

the actuality of the * accident ' is a long step. Apart from

other difficulties in the theory, the number and arbitrariness

of the transpositions, additions, and alterations are reason

enough to make one hesitate to accept it ; and when we pass

from the very plausible arrangement of the contents (Bickell,

PP- 53> 54) to the translation of the text, it is often only

' In the Theologisches Literaturhlatt, Sept. 19, 1884.
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possible to make them tally by a violent and imaginative

exegesis.

Among the transpositions (to which I have no theoretic

objection ') are the following

:

V. 9-16 placed after ii. 11,

vin.
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Cappel) has done most for the text among the earher critics

(see his Critica Sacra, Par. 1650) ; Gratz has also made use-

ful suggestions based upon the versions. Renan, and (as we

have seen) Bickell, have corrected the text on a larger scale
;

occasional emendations of great value are due to Hitzig,

Delitzsch, Klostermann, and Krochmal. The notes in the

expected new edition of Eyre and Spottiswoode's Varioriun

Bible will indicate the most important various readings and

corrections ; to these I would refer the reader. The correc-

tions of Bickell are those least known to most students. In

considering them, we must distinguish between those which

arise out of his peculiar critical theory and those which are

simply the outcome of his singular and brilliant insight. Of

the latter, I will here only mention two. One occurs in

iii. II, where for Dpyrrn^ (or DpiynTi^ the Oriental or Baby-

lonian reading), he gives (see below, p. 299) D^yD"'??"rii^ t^i?)?'?,

remarking that "/|i survived in the text translated in the Sep-

tuagint. The fact is, however, that though Cod. Vat. does

read crvfJiTravTa rov alcova, Cod. Alex., Cod. Sin., and the

Complutensian ed. all read avv rov aloiva, and as the verse

begins To, a-vfjuravra (v. LSvixiravra) it is probable enough that

(TvixTravra was written the second time in Cod. Vat. by mistake.

At any rate, copyists both of the Greek and of the Hebrew

were sometimes inclined to insert or omit ' all ' at haphazard

;

thus, in iv. 2, Cod. Vat. inserts ' all,' which is omitted in Cod.

Alex, and Cod. Sin.

Another, adopted above at p. 220, is in viii. 10. Read
•13^'n''i t*\'^\> Dipm-l (or Cllip?) nna?. ixni is a fragment of the

correct reading Dlpoai which stood side by side with the alter-

native reading Dipntoi.

On the question of interpolations, enough has been said

already. Probably Cornill's book on Ezekiel will dispose

many critics to look more favourably on attempts to purify

Biblical texts from glosses and other interpolations, Gratz's

conclusion certainly cannot be maintained, ' SammtHche

Sentenzen gehoren strcng zu ihrer nachbarlichen Gedanken-

gruppe, fijhren den Gedanken weiter oder spitzen ihn zu,'

I have still to speak of the Septuagint version. Its import-
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ance for textual criticism is great ; indeed, we may say
with Klostcrmann that the Massoretic text and this translation

are virtually two copies of one and the same archetype. It

is distinguished from the Scptuagint versions of the Books of

Job, Proverbs, and even Psalms by its fidelity. Those versions

approximate more or less closely to the elegant manner of

Symmachus, but the Greek style of the Septuagint Koheleth
is most peculiar, admitting such words as dvTcpptjcns, syKoiros,

£KK\ir}aiacni]s, svTpix^rjfjLa, STrtKoa/xstv, Trapacpopd, 7reptovaiacr/J,6s

'7r£pi(f>£p£ia, TreptcTTracryLtos', 'Trpoaip£cns (in special sense, ii. 17)

£^ov(Tid^£t,v (not less than eleven times), and such abnormal

phrases as vtto rov ijXtov (i. 3 and often), and especially avv

as an equivalent of riK when distinctive of the accusative

(ii. 17, iii. 10, iv. 3,vii. 15, and nine other passages ; elsewhere

avfiiravra or the like). The last-named peculiarity reminds

us strongly of Aquila ' (comp. [God created] avu rov ovpavov

Koi <Tvv rrjv 'yrjv, Aquila's rendering of Gen. i. i); but it

must be also mentioned that in more than half the pas-

sages in which nx of the accusative occurs in the original,

this characteristic rendering of Aquila is not found. This

fact militates against the theory of Gratz,- that the Septua-

gint version of P^cclesiastes is really the second improved

edition of Aquila, and against that of Salzberger,^ who
argues that the fragments given as from Aquila in Origen's

Hexapla are not really Aquila's at all, the one and only true

edition of Aquila's l^xclesiastes being that now extant in the

Septuagint (comp. the caseof Thcodotion's Daniel). It seems

clear that the Septuagint version, as it stands, is a composite

one, but it is possible, as Montfaucon long ago pointed out,*

that an early version once existed, independent of Aquila.

' On Aquila and liis tlieory of interpretation, comp. Renan, UEcclhiaste,

p. 54 ; and on his artificial vocabular)', Field's remarks, Hexapla, Prolegomena,

p. xxii.

-' A'o/ukt, Anhang. IJefore Gratz, Frankel was already inclined to think that

the Septuagint version might he really Aquila's ( V'orstudioi, p. 238, note w). So
more positively I-reudenthal. Renan inclines to agree with (iriitz.

•' Gratz's Moiiatsschrift, 1873, pp. 168-174
' Hexapla (17 13), i. , Pr;eliminaria, p. 42. Montfaucon indicates vii. 23a as

manifestly made up of a genuine version, and one interpolated from Aquila.

Comp. Clericus' note on Fccles iv. i.
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The question of the origin of this version is of some critical

importance, for if the work of Aquila, the Septuagint Eccle-

siastes cannot be earlier than 1 30 A.D. Supposing this to be

the first Greek version of the book, we obtain an argument

in favour of the Herodian date of Ecclesiastes advocated by

Gratz. Upon the whole, however, there seems no sufficient

reason for doubting that there was a Septuagint version of the

book distinct from Aquila's, as indeed Origen's Hexapla and

St. Jerome in the preface to his commentary attest, and that

this version in its original form goes back, like the versions

of Job and Proverbs, to one of the last centuries before Christ.

On the Peshitto version of Koheleth and Ruth there is

a monograph by G. Janichs, Antinadversiones criticce &c.

(Breslau, 1871), with which compare Noldeke's review. Lit.

Centralblatt, 1871, No. 49. For the text of the Grceais

Venetus, see Gebhardt's edition (Leipz. 1874). Ginsburg's

well-known work (1861) contains sections on the versions.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE CANONICITY OF ECCLESIASTES AND ECCLESIASTICUS.

I.

It is not surprising that these strange Meditations should

have had great difficulty in penetrating into the Canon.

There is sufficient evidence (see the works of Plumptre and

Wright) ^ that the so-called Wisdom of Solomon is in part a

deliberate contradiction of sentiments expressed in our book.

The most striking instance of this antagonism is in V/isd,

ii. 6-10 (cf. Eccles. ix. 7-9), where the words of Koheleth are

actually put into the mouth of the ungodly libertines of

Alexandria. The date of Wisdom is disputed, but cannot

be earlier than the reign of Ptolemy VII. Physcon (B.C. 145-

117). The attitude of the writer towards Koheleth may
perhaps be compared with that of the Palestinian teachers

who relegated the book among the apocrypha on this

among other grounds, that it contained heretical statements,

e.g. ' Rejoice, O young man, in thy youth ' &c. (xi. 9).

Nothing is more certain than that the Book of Koheleth

was an Antilcgomcnon in Palestine in the first century

before Christ. And yet it certainly had its friends and

supporters both then and later. Simeon ben Shetach and

his brother-in-law, King Alexander Janna:us (n.c. 105-79),

' riumptre, Eci/esiashs, pp. 71-74; Wright, Kohcklli, pp. 67-70. It is

plainly impossihle in the light of the history of dogma to place Wisdom before

Ecclesiastes. Vet Hitzig has done this. Nachtigal took a sounder view in 1799
when he published a book on Wisdom regarded als Gci^cnstiuk des Koheleth. It

forms vol. ii. of a singular work called Die Wrsaiiniilttiig Jer Weisen, of which

Koheleth forms vol. i.
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were as familiar with Koheleth as the young men of Alex-

andria, and Simeon, according to the Talmudic story

'

{BeresJiitJi Rabba, c. 91), quoted Eccles, vii. \2a with a prefix

(nTiDT ' as it is written ') proper to a Biblical quotation. From
another Talmudic narrative {Baba bathra, 4«) it would seem

that Koheleth was cited in the time of Herod the Great as

of equal authority with the Pentateuch, and from a third

{Skabbath, 2)Ob) that St. Paul's teacher, Gamaliel, permitted

quotations from our book equally with those from canonical

Scriptures. Like the Song of Songs, however, it called forth

a lively opposition from severe judges. The schools of

Hillel and Shammai were divided on the merits of these

books. At first the Shammaites, who were adverse to them,

carried a majority of the votes of the Jewish doctors. But

when, after the destruction of Jerusalem, Jewish learning

reorganised itself at Jamnia (4^ leagues south of Jaffa), the

opposite view (viz. that the Song and Koheleth ' defile the

hands '— i.e. are holy Scriptures) was again brought forward

in a synod held about A.D. 90, and finally sanctioned in a

second synod held A.D. 1 1 8. The arguments urged on

both sides were such as belong to an uncritical age. No
attempt was made to penetrate into the spirit and object of

Koheleth, but test passages were singled out. The heretically

sounding words in xi. ga were at first held by some to be

decisive against the claim of canonicity, but—we are told

—

when the ' wise men ' took the close of the verse into consi-

deration (' but know that for all this God will bring thee into

the judgment'), they exclaimed nOPK' "IDK nS'', ' Solomon has

spoken appropriately.' -

This first synod or sanhedrin of Jamnia has played an

important part in recent arguments. According to Krochmal,

Gratz, and Renan, one object of the Jewish doctors was to

decide whether the Song and Koheleth ought to be admitted

into the Canon. It seems, however, to have been satisfactorily

' See Schiffer, Das Bitch Kolielct uach der Aiiffassmig der Wciscn, part i.,

pp. 100- 1 02.

* MidrascJi KohektJi, §1,3; comp. Pesikta of R. A'a/iaiia, % 8 (Schiffer,

pp. 6, 7).
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shown ' that their uncertainty was not as to whether these

books ought to be admitted, but whether they had been

rightly admitted. It is true that there was, even as late as

A.D. 90, a chance for any struggling book (e.g. Sirach) to find its

way into the Canon. But in the case of the Song and Kohe-

leth a preliminary canonisation had taken place ; it only

remained to set at rest all lingering doubts in the minds of

those who disputed the earlier decision. Another matter was

also considered, according to Krochmal, at the synod of A.D.

90, viz. how to indicate that with the admission of Ecclesiastes

the Canon of the Hagiographa was closed. I have already

referred to this scholar's view of the Epilogue (p. 232 &c.), and

need only add that, ifwe may trust the statementof the Talmud,

the canonicity of Koheleth was finally carried in deference to

an argument which presupposes that xii. 13, 14 was already

an integral part of Koheleth. The Talmudic passage is well

known ; it runs thus

—

' The wise men ' [i.e. the school of Shammai] ' sought to

" hide " the Book of Koheleth because of its contradictory

sayings. And why did they not "hide" it .'' Because the

beginning and the close of it consist of words of Tora ' [i.e.

are in harmony with revealed truth ^]. By the 'beginning'

the Jewish doctors meant Koheleth's assertion that ' all a

man's toil which he toileth under the sun (i.e. all earthly, un-

spiritual toil) is unprofitable (i. 3), and by the ' close ' the

emphatic injunction and dogmatic declaration of the epilogist

in xii. 13, 14. The Talmudic statement agrees, as is well

known, with the note of St. Jerome on these verses. 'Aiunt

Hebr.x'i quum inter ca^tera scripta Salomonis quae antiquata

sunt, nee in memoria duraverunt, et hie liber obliterandus

videretur, eo quod vanas Dei assererct creaturas, et totum

putarct esse pro nihilo, et cibum, et potum, et delitias trans-

euntes pra.'ferret omnibus ; ex hoc uno capitulo meruisse

auctoritatem, ut in divinorum voluminum numero poneretur,

' By Delitxsch'; sec Wright's A'Mt'/c///, p. 471, and comp. Str.ick, art. 'Kanon
des A. T.' in Hcrzog-Plitt, vol. vii.

"- I quote the characteristic closing words, nmn ^121 1D1D1 min n2T in^'nn
{Shabbatli, c. 30/').
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qu6d totam disputationem suam, et omnem catalogum hac

quasi avaKs^aXaidxrsi, coarctaverit, et dixerit finem sermonum
auditu esse promtissimum, nee aliquid in se habere difficile :

ut scilicet Deum timeamus, et ejus praecepta faciamus ' {Opera,

ii. 7^7)-

The canonicity of Ecclesiastes was rarely disputed in the

ancient Church. The fifth oecumenical council at Constanti-

nople pronounced decisively in its favour. On the Christian

heretics in the fourth century who rejected it, see Ginsburg,

CoJieletJi, p. 103.

Let me refer again, in conclusion, to the story in which

that remarkable man— ' the restorer of the Law '—Simeon
ben Shetach plays a chief part. It not only shows that

Koheleth was a religious authority at the end of the second

or beginning of the first century B.C., but implies that at this

period the book was already comparatively old, and, one may
fairly say, pre-Maccabi^an. I presume too that the addition

of the Epilogue (see pp. 234-5) with the all-important 13th

and 14th verses had been made before Simeon's time.

II.

It was remarked above that as late as a.d, 90 there was

a chance for any struggling book to gain admission into the

Canon. Now for at least 1 80 years the Wisdom of Ben Sira

had been struggling for recognition as canonical. In spite of

the fact that it did not claim the authorship of any ancient

sage, and that, like Koheleth, it contained some questionable

passages, it was certainly in high favour both in Alexandria

and in Palestine. As Delitzsch points out, 'the oldest

Palestinian authorities (Simeon ben Shetach, the brother of

Queen Salome, about B.C. 90, seems to be the earliest) quote

it as canonical, and the censures of Babylonian teachers only

refer to the Aramaic Targum, not to the original work. The
latter was driven out of the field by the Aramaic version,

which, though very much interpolated, was more accessible

to the people.' ' Simeon ben Shetach was counted among

' Gesch. dcrjiidiscJteii Poesie, p. 20.
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the Jewish * fathers/ and a saying of his is given in /^ir^e

Aboth^ i. 10. It is remarkable that the very same passage of

BeresliitJi Rabba (c. 91) which contains this wise man's

quotations from Koheleth (see above) also contains one from

Sirach introduced with the formula 2'n3 xn'D pn NiDDn, ' in the

book of Ben Sira it is written.' The quotation is, ' Exalt her,

and she shall set thee between princes '—apparently a genuine

saying of Ben Sira (Sirach), though not found in our Ecclc-

siasticus. The first word (' Exalt her') comes, it is true, from

Prov. iv. 8, but, as Dr. Wright remarks,' Ben Sira * was fond

of tacking on new endings to old proverbs.' At a much
later period, a quotation from Ben Sira (Sir. vii. 10?) is

made by Rab (about 165-247 A.D.) introduced with the

formula loxrc D1L"0, 'because it is said,' Eriibin, c. 65^.

Strack indeed supposes that Rab meant to quote from

canonical Scripture, but by a slip quoted from Ben Sira

instead ; but this is too bold a conjecture. Lastly, Rabba
(about 270-330 A.D.) quotes a saying of our book (Sir. xiii.

15 ; x.xvii. 9) as 'repeated a third time in the Kethubhim

(the Hagiographa)'—D^3inD3B'^iC'0, Baba Kanniia, c. 92^^.

It is quite true that, according to the Talmudic passage

referred to on p. 196, the Book of Ben Sira stands on the

border-line between the canonical and the non-canonical

literature : the words are, ' The Books of Ben Sira, and all

books which were written thenceforward, do not defile the

hands.' But taking this in connection with the vehement

declaration of Rabbi Akiba that the man who reads Ben

Sira and other 'extraneous' books has no portion in the

world to come,- we may safely assume that the l^ook of Ben

Sira had a position of exceptional authority with not a iQ.\i

Jewish readers. It is equally certain, as the above quotations

show, that even down to the beginning of the fourth century

A.D. sayings of Sirach were invested with the authority of

Scripture. Whatever, then, may have been the theory (and

no one pretends that the Synods of Jamnia placed Sirach

' K'oliektit, p. 46.

- Sec the iiassaij;c from Saiilicdrin (Jor. Talm.), x. 28.7, (luotcd at length in

Wright's A'o/ich't/i, pp. 467-468.
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on a level with Koheleth), the practice of some Jewish

teachers was to treat Sirach as virtually canonical, which

reminds us of the similar practice of some Christian Fathers.

St. Augustine says (but he retracted it afterwards) of the two

books of Wisdom, 'qui quoniam in auctoritatem rccipi meiu-

erunt, inter propheticos numerandi sunt ' {De doctr. Christiana,

ii. 8), and both Origen and Cyprian quote Sirach as sacred

scripture. Probably, as Fritzsche remarks, Sirach first became

known to Christian teachers at Alexandria at the end of the

second century.
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AIDS TO THE STUDENT

The literature u[)on Koheleth is unusually large. Some of the

most important books and articles have been referred to already, and

the student will naturally have at hand Dr. Wright's list in The Book

of Koheleth (1883), Introd., pp. xiv.-xvii. It may suffice to add
among the less known books, J. G. Herder, Briefc das Siiidium der

Theologie betreffend^ erster Theil (xi.), Werke, ed. Suphan, Bd. x.
;

Theodore Preston, JEcdesiastes, Hebrew Text a7id a Latin Version

^

with original Jiotes, and a translation of the Comm. of Mendelssohn

(1845) ; E. Bohl, Disscrtationcs de aravmisinis libri Koheleth

(Erlangen, i860) ; Bernh. Schiifer, N'etie Untcrsuchungen fiber das

Buch Koheleth (Freiburg in Breisgau, 1870) ; J. S. Bloch, Urspruug
und Entstehiingszeit des Biiches Kohelet (Bamberg, 1872); Sttidien

zur Gesch. der Sammlung der althebr. Literatur (Breslau, 1876) ;

C. Taylor, The Dirge of Coheleth in Eccl. xii., discussed and literally

translated (1874) ; J. J. S. Perowne, articles on Ecclesiastes in

Expositor, begun 1879 ; M. M. Kalisch, Path and Goal (contains

translation of our book and much illustrative matter), 1880 ; A.

Kuenen, Religion of Israel {\Zi'^\ iii. 153 &c., also Onderzoek (1873),

vol. iii., and article in Tiieologiscli Tijdschrift, 1883, p. 113, Szc; S.

Schiffer, Das Buch Kohelet nach der Auffassung der Weisen des

Talmud und Afidrasch und der jiid. Erkliirer des Mittelalters, Theil i.

(Lcipz. 1885); Engelhardt, ' Ueber den Epilog des Koheleth' in

Studien utid Kritiken, 1875; Klostermann, article on Wright's AW/r-

leth, in same periodical, 1885. See also Pusey's Daniel the Prophet,

ed. 2, pp. 327-8, and the introduction to Prof. Salmon's commen-
tary in Ellicott. [Prof. A. Palm's bibliogra])hical monograph. Die
Qohelet-Litcratur, ein Beitrag zur Gcschichte der Exegcse des Alien

Testaments, 1886, ai)iieared too late to be of use.
]





APPENDIX
IN WHICH VARIOUS POINTS IN THE BOOK ARE ILLUS-

TRATED OR MORE FULLY TREATED.

1. Pfleiderer on St. Paul (p. 3).

2. The word Kcnotic ; Phil. ii. 7 (p. 7).

3. Kleinert on Job vi. 25 (p. 21).

4. On Job xix. 25-27 (pp. 33-35)-

5. Job's repudiation of sins (p. 39).

6. On Job xxxviii. 31, 32 (p. 52).

7. Source of story of Job (pp. 60-63).

8. Corrected text of Deut. xxxii. 8, 9

(p. 81).

9. The style of Elihu (p. 92).

10. The Aramaisms and Arabisms of

Job (p. 99).

11. Herder on Job (pp. 106-111).

12. Septuagint of Job (pp. 113, 114).

13. Harun ar-Rashid and Solomon

(P- 131)-

14. On Prov. xxvii. 6 (p. 14S).

15. Eternity of Koran (p. 192).

16. Text of Proverbs (p. 173).

17. Religious value of Prover])s (p. 176,

177).

18. Aids to the Student (p. 178).

19. Dateof Jesussonof Sirach (p. 180).

20. On Sirach xxi. 27 (p. 189).

21. Sirach's Hymn of Praise (p. 193).

22. Ancient versions of Sirach (p. 195).

23. Aids to the Student (p. 198).

24. On the Title Koheleth (p. 207).

25. On Eccles. iii. ii (p. 210).

26. On Eccles. vii. 28 (p. 219).

27. On Eccles. xi. 9-xii. 7 (pp. 223-

227).

28. On Eccles. xii. 9 <S:c. (p. 232).

29. Griitz on Koheleth's opposition to

asceticism (p. 244).

30. Herder on the alternate voices in

Koheleth (p. 245).

1. Page 3.— Pfleiderer, in the spirit of Lagarde, accounts for the

Pauhne view of the atonement by the ' stereotyped legal Jewish

'

doctrine of the atoning merit of the death of holy men {Hibhert

Lectures, p]). 60 62). But was not this idea familiar and in some

sense presumably real to Jesus ? And why speak of a ' stereo-

typed ' formula ? Examples of a self-devotion designed to 'merit'

good for the community, or even for an individual, abound in

Judaism.

2. Page 7, uoie 2.—The word Kcnotic is conveniently descriptive

of a theory, and does not bind one who uses it to any particular expo-
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sition of the difficult Greek of Phil. ii. 7. I need not decide, there-

fore, whether we should render tr i-iop(p[j Oeou D^n^Kn ni?3n2 with

Dehtzsch, or DM^Pi^ nionn with Salkinson. To the names of emi-

nent exegetes mentioned on page 7, add that of Godet.

3. Page 21 (on Job vi. 25).—Kleinert {TJieol. Studietiu. Kritiken,

1886, pp. 285-86) improves the parallelism by translating ' Wie so gar

nicht verletzend sind Worte der Rechtschaffenheit, aber wie so gar

nichts riigt die Rechtsriige von euch.' He thinks that HO here, as

occasionally elsewhere, and ma often in Arabic, has the sense of

'not '(see Ewald, Lehrbuch, § 325^); comp. ix. 2, xvi. 6, xxxi. i,

and the characteristic nr33 'how seldom,' xxi. 19. Without entering

into his doubtful justification of ' verletzend,' it is possible to render

' How far from grievous are straightforward speeches, but how little

is proved by the reproof from you !

'

4. Pages 33-35 (Job xix. 25-27).—First, as to the sense of Goel

(A.V. and R.V. 'redeemer'). The sense seems determined by

xvi. 18 (see above, p. 31). It is vengeance for his blood that Job

demands, and hence in xix. 29 he warns his false friends to beware

of the sword of divine justice. The ' friends ' have identified them-

selves with that unjust Deity against whom Job appeals to the

' witness in heaven ' (xvi. 20)—the moral God of whom he has a

dim but growing intuition. The whole plan of the book, as Kleinert

remarks, calls for a definite legal meaning. But as no direct

reference to Job's blood occurs in xix. 25-27, ' my vindicator ' will

be a sufficiently exact rendering (as in Isa. xliv. 6). I cannot

however follow Kleinert in his recognition of the hope of immor-

tality in this passage.

Next as to the text. Bickell's recension of it, when pointed in

the ordinary manner, is as follows :

—

nxT nsip? ny ~\m.\ 2«

••^-ntQi? "'3X; i^« 27

: '-pna ^n''^? 63

Bickell does not attempt to make easy Hebrew ; the passage ought

not in such a connection to be too easy. He renders ver. 26^', 'Et

postea, his pr?esentibus absolutis, veniet testis mens ' (God, his

witness, as xvi. 19), comparing for the sense of nsp: Isa. xxix. i.

Certainly we seem to require in ver. 26 some further development of
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the idea suggested by the appearance of the Goel on the dust of

Job's burial-place, and such a development is not supplied by the

received text. We must not look at any corrupt passage by itself,

but take it with the context. Those who defend the text of ver. 26 as

it stands have on their side the parallelism of '•"liy and ''"IK'2 (comp.

ver. 20) ; but this parallelism is counterbalanced by the want of

correspondence between nST"1Q|93 and ni^N nrnN. Dr. C. Taylor

suggests an aposiopesis, and gives the sense intended by the writer

thus, ' When they have i)enetrated my skin, and of my flesh have

had their fill ' (comp. ver. 22h). Is it not more likely that nt^sp-l

came into the text through a reminiscence of ver. 22^? 'I shall see

these things from Shaddai ' will be, on Bickell's view, equivalent to

' I shall see these things attested by Shaddai.' As yet, the sufferer ex-

claims, I can recognise this, viz. my innocence, for myselfalone ; mine

eyes have seen it, but not another's (Prov. xxvii. 2). The connexion

is in every way improved. Job first of all desired an inscribed testi-

mony to his innocence, but now he aspires to something better.

Bickell's is the most natural reconstruction of the passage as yet

proposed ; so far as ver. 2^b is concerned, it is supported in the main

by the Septuagint. More violent corrections are offered by Dr. A.

Neubauer, Atheticeum, June 27, 1885.—As a rendering of the text as

it stands, I think R.V. is justified in giving ' from my flesh ' (with

marg., ' Or, without
') ;

' mine eyes shall see ' (= ' will have seen
')

certainly suggests that Job will be clothed with some body when he

sees God (Dillmann's reply is not adequate). 'Without my flesh
'

(so Amer. Revisers) is in itself justifiable (see especially xi. 15); in the

use of the privative \ became more and more frequent in the later

periods (comp. the Talmudic D)3''j; IINO = ' blind ').

5. Page 39.—Job's catalogue of the sins which he repudiates.

The parallel suggested between Job and an Egyptian formulary may
be illustrated by a passage in the life of the great Stoic Emperor. A
learned Bishop, popular in his day, reminds us of ' that golden Table

of Ptolomy {sic) Arsacides, which the Emperour Marcus Aurelius

found at Thebes, which for the worthiness thereof that worthy

Emperour caused every night to be laid at his bed's head, and at his

death gave it as a singular treasure to his sonne Commodus. The
Table was written in Greeke characters, and contained in it these

protestations :
" I never exalted the proud rich man, neither hated

the poor just man : I never d enied justice to the poor for his poverty

neither pardoned the wealthy for his riches. ... I alwaies favoured

the poor that was able to do little, and God, who was able to do
much, alwaies favoured me." ' {The Practice of Quietnesse, by George
Webbe, D.D., 1699 ?)

U
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6. Page 52 (On Job xxxviii. 31, 32, ix. 9).—(i) I admit that the

identification of nO"'? and the Pleiades is uncertain. Still it is

plausible, especially when we compare Ar. kumat ' heap.' And even

if it should be shown that kimtu was not the Babylonian name for

the Pleiades, this would not be decisive against the identification

proposed. The Babylonians did not give the name kisihiv to Orion,

yet Stern's argument {Jiidische Zeitschrifi, 1865, Heft 4 ; comp.

Noldeke, Schenkel's Bibel-Lexikoti, iv. 369, 370) in favour of

equating k'sil and Orion remains valid. (2) As to ni31i;C) ' sweet

influences ' is fortunate enough to exist by sufferance in the margin

of R.V. It is sometimes defended by comparing i Sam. xv. 32.

But the only possible renderings there are ' in bonds ' or ' trembling

'

(see Varionwi Bible ad loc). Dr. Driver has shown that ' sweet

influences' is a legacy from Sebastian Miinster (1535). (3) n'n-TD

is probably not to be identified with ni>T)p (2 Kings xxiii. 5), in

spite of the authority of the Sept. and the Targum (see Dillmann's

note). In this I agree with G. Hoffmann, whose adventurous

interpretations of the astronomical names in Amos and Job do not

however as yet seem to me acceptable. According to him, khtia =
Sirius, k'sU = Orion, Mazzaroth — the Hyades and Aldebaran,

'Ayish' = the Pleiades (Stade's Zeitschrift, 1883, Heft i). Mazza-

roth = Ass. inazarati ; Mazzaloth (i.e. the zodiacal signs) seems to

be the plural oiinazzdla = Ass. manzaliu station.^

7. Pages 60-63.—That the story of Job is an embellished folk-

tale is probable, though still unproved. The delightful humour
which in the Prologue (see pp. 14, no), as in the myths of Plato,

stands side by side with the most impressive solemnity of itself

points to this view. No one has expressed this better than Well-

hausen, in a review of Dillmann's JHob, Jahrbikher filr deiitsche

Theologie, xvi. 552 &c. : 'Den launigen und doch miirrischen Ton,

den der nonchalante Satan Gott gegeniiber anschlagt, so ganz auf

Du und Du, wiirde schwerlich der Dichter des Hiob gewagt haben
;

schwerlich auch wiirde es ihm gelungen sein, mit so merkwiirdig

einfachen Mitteln so wunderbar plastische Figuren zu entwerfen.'

He also points out the inconsistencies of the story, precisely such as

we might expect in a folk-tale, and concludes (a little hastily) that

the Prologue is altogether a folk-story and had no didactic object.

Eichhorn, too, in a review of Michaelis on Job {Allgemeine Biblio-

thek^ i. 430 &c.), well points out that the illusion of the poem is

much impaired by not admitting an element in the plot derived

from tradition. Of course this view of yob as based on a folk-tale

iS quite reconcileable with the view that the hero is a personification.

• On Mazzaloth, see Friedrich Delitzsch, Prolegomena Sec. (1886), p. 142.
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The latter is much older than the last century ; it explains the Jewish

saying (p. 60) that 'Job was a parable,' and the fascination which the

book possessed for the age preceding the final dispersion of the

Jews.'

8. Page 81 (further correction of text of Ueut. xxxii. 8, 9).—The
passage becomes more rhythmical if with Bickell we reproduce the

Septuagint Hebrew text at the close of ver. 8 as D\"i?S ^32 and continue

(ver. 9;,

[or lay] npu* nin^ p?n)

The correction of the last couplet is important as a supplement of

the explanation of ver. 8 given in the text. To other nations God
gave protective angels, but He reserved Israel for Himself. (See

Bickell, ZeitscJirift f. katJiol. Theologie, 1885, pp. 718-19, and comp.

his Carmina V. T. ?/ietrict\ 1S82, p. 192, where he adheres in both

verses to the received text.)

77/ 1' Style of Elilni.

9. Page 92.—No student of the Hebrew of ^(?(^will overlook the

admirable ' studies ' on the style of Elihu by J. G. Stickel {Das Buck

/fiob, 1842, pp. 248-262) and Carl Budde {Beitriige zur Kritik des

Buches Hiob, 1876, pp. 65-160). The former succeeded in obtain-

ing the admission of such an eminent critical analyst as Kuenen, that

style by itself would be scarcely sufficient to prove the later origin of

the Elihu si)eeches. It also, no doubt, assisted Delitzsch to recog-

nise in Elihu the same ' Hebrsoarabic ' impress as in the rest of the

book. In spite of this eftective ' study,' Dillmann's brief treatment

of the same subject in 1869 made it clear that the subject had not

yet by any means been threshed out, and perhaps no more powerful

argument against chaps, xxxii. -xxxvii. has been produced than that

contained in a single closely-printed page (289) of his commentary.

There was therefore a good chance for a Privatdocent to win himself

a name by a renewed attempt to state the linguistic facts more tho-

roughly and impartially than before. This indeed foirly expresses

IJudde's object, which is not at all to offer a direct proof that the

disputed chapters belong to the original poem, but merely to show
that the opposite view cannot be demonstrated on stylistic grounds.

His method is to collect, first of all, points of resemblance and then

points of difference between 'Elihu' and the rest of the book.

Last among the latter appear the Aramaisms and Arabisms. Budde

' See Rosenthal, Vier apokryphische Biicher aus der Zeit uud Schule Akiba's

(1S85), pp. 6-12.

U 2
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rejects the view, adopted from Stickel (see p. 92) by Canon F. C.

Cook, that the deeper colouring of Aramaic is only the poet's

way of indicating the Aramaean origin of Elihu. He denies that

there is any such greater amount of Aramaism as can form a real

distinction between 'Elihu' and the undisputed chapters. I will

not inquire whether the subjectivity of a writer may impress itself on

his statistics, and willingly grant that the Aramaic colouring in ' Elihu

'

may perhaps affect the reader more owing to the faults of style to

which Budde himself alludes on p. 157, and which, to me, indicate

an age or at least a writer of less taste and talent than the original

author. The Aramaisms may be thrown into stronger relief by these

infirmities, and so the colouring may seem deeper than it is. I am
not however sure that there is an illusion in the matter. Among
the counter-instances of Aramaism given by Budde from the speeches

of Eliphaz, there are at least two which have no right to figure there,

viz. vhyo, XV. 29, and "•« for ).^K, xxii. 30, both which forms are pro-

bably corrupt readings. Until Dillmann has published his second

edition I venture to retain the statement on p. 92. There is a

stronger Aramaising element in Elihu, which, with other marks of a

peculiar and inferior ^ style, warrants us in assigning the section to a

later writer. This is, of course, not precluded by the numerous

Hebraistic points of contact with the main part of the book, which

Carl Budde has so abundantly collected (^^//ra^i?, pp. 92-123). No
one can doubt that the original poem very early became an absorbing

study in the circles of ' wise men.'

As to the words and phrases (of pure Hebrew origin) in which

Elihu differs from the body of the work, I may remark that it is

sometimes difficult to realise their full significance from Budde's

catalogue. Kleinert has thrown much light on some of them in a

recent essay. He has, for instance, ^ shown the bearings of the fact

that the disputed chapters persistently avoid the juristic sense of piy

(Kal), except in a quotation from speeches of Job (xxxiv. 5), Elihu

himself only using the word of correctness in statement (xxxiii. 12),

or of moral righteousness (xxxv. 7), and that y^t?'"in has the sense of

' acting wickedly ' only in a passage of Elihu (xxxiv. 1 2). The use

of pTii p'l'^V' and nj^'lV in xxxii. i, xxxiii. 26, xxxv. 8, xxxvi. 3, is also

dwelt upon in this connexion. It is true that Budde does not con-

ceal these points ; he tabulates them correctly, but does not indicate

' ' Ist's denkbar, dass ein solcher Dichter demjenigen Redner, dem er die

Hauptrolle zugedacht, die Charakteristik jenes hiferioren Redetypus zugewiesen

haben kbnnte ? ' Kleinert.

2 Das spezifisch-hebraische im Buch Hiob, Theol. Studieii und Kritiken, 1 886,

pp. 299-300.
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the point of view from which they can be understood. Kleinert

supplies this omission. The body of the poem, he remarks, is juristic

in spirit ; the speeches of Elihu ethical and hortatory. This brings

with it a different mode of regarding the problem of Job's sufferings.

' Die Reden Elihu's haben zu dem gerichtlichen Aufriss der Buch-

anlage nur das alleriiusserlichste Verhiiltniss. Sie verlassen die scharf-

gezogenen Grundlinien der rechtlichen Auseinandersetzung, um in

eine ethisch-pariinetische, rein chokmatisch-didaktische Erorterung

der Frage uberzulenken.' Kleinert also notes one peculiar word of

Elihu's which I have not met with in Budde, but which, from Klei-

nert's point of view, is important—133, ' a ransom ' (xxxiii. 24, xxxvi.

18). Why did not the juristic theologians of the Colloquies use it?

Evidently the speeches of Elihu are later compositions.

The Aramaisms attd Arabisins of yob (excepting the Elihu portion).

10. Page 99.—The critic, no less than the prophet, is still with

too many a favourite subject of ironical remark ;
' they say of him,

Doth he not speak in riddles ' ? ' The origin of J^ol), upon the lin-

guistic as well as the theological side, may be a riddle, but the interest

of the book is such that we cannot give up the riddle. We may not

all agree upon the solution ; the riddle may be one that admits of

different answers. All that this proves is the injudiciousness of

dogmatism, which specially needs emphasising with respect to the

bearings of the linguistic data. To say, with Noldeke,^ 'We have no

ground for regarding the language of J^ob as anything but a very

pure Hebrew' seems to me as extreme as to assert with G. H.
Bernstein (the well-known Syriac scholar) that the amount of

Aramaic colouring would of itself bring the book into the post- Exile

period. Bernstein carried to a dangerous extreme a tendency already

combated by Michaelis and Eichhorn ;
^ but his research is thorough-

going and systematic. Those who, like the present writer, have no
access to it, may be referred to L. Bertholdt's Historisch-kritische

Einleitung^ (Erlangen, 1812-1819), where it is carefully examined,

and its arguments, as it would seem, reduced to something like their

just proportions. Bertholdt does not scruple to admit that distinc-

tively Aramaising constructions are wanting in J^ob, and that words

' Ezek. XX, 49.

* Die altlesiamciitlichc Literattir, p. 192.

' See Eichhorn's notice of Michaelis in vol. i. of his Allgemcine Bibliothek der

bibUsehen Literatur.

* Pp. 2076, 2077. Bernstein's title is, Ueber das Aller, den In/iali, den

Zweek und die gegenwartige Gestalt dcs Btuhcs Hioh (in Keil and Tzschirner's

Auakkten, i8lj, pp. 1-137).
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with Aramaic affinities may have existed in Hebrew before the Exile.

Still he decides that though part of the argument falls to pieces, yet

for most there is a real foundation. This too, is substantially the

judgment of Carl Budde. ' Despite all deductions from Bernstein's

list it remains true that just the Book of Job is specially rich in

words which principally belong to the Aramaic dialects.' ' Uillmann,

too, who takes pains to emphasise the comparative scarcity of

Aramaisms in the strictest sense of the word, yet finds in the body of

the work (excluding the Elihu portion) Aramaising and Arab-

ising words enough to suggest that the author lived hard by

Aramaic- and Arabic-speaking peoples.^ By taking this view, Dill-

mann (whose philological caution and accuracy give weight to his

opinion) separates himself from those who, like Eichhorn and more

recently the Jewish scholar Kaempf,^ confidently maintain that the

peculiar words in J^ob are genuine Hebrew ' Sprachgut' To make

this probable, we ought to be able to show that they have more

affinities with northern than with southern Semitic (see p. 99), a task

as yet unaccomplished. Dillmann, too, would certainly dissent from

Canon Cook's opinion that the Aramaisms of Job are only ' such as

characterise the antique and highly poetic style.' According to him,

they are equally unfavourable to a very early and to a very late date.

Various lists of Aramaising words have been given since Bernstein's.

I give here that of Dr. Lee in his Book of the Patriarch jFob (p. 50),

which has the merit of having been constructed from his own reading

of Job. It refers to the whole book :

—

mn: (iii. 4) ; injn (iv. 12) ; ^ns^ (v. 2) ; t^'-nx (ib. 8), occur in

the Aramaic, not the Hebrew sense ; 'p'pjDH (viii. 2) ; r\i^^ (ib. 7)

;

Dn3D (xi. 20); noy (xii. 2); p'po (ib. n); ^<''Jlb•o (ib. 23) ; ^mnNi ^n'po

(xiii. 17); ninK (xv. 17); rw\ for iK'xi (ib.); n2n^t> (ib. 31); -nSa

(xvi. 15) ; monon (ib. 16) ; '•VJp (xviii. 2) ; ^ur • • • "iny (xxi. 10) ;

|>''nn (xxiv. 22) ; >nnn (xxxi. 33) ; rnnx (xxxii. 10, iS) ; uns (xxxiii.

24) ; "ID^PSK (ib. 33) ; inD (xxxvi. 2) ; mnn (ib. 21); in: (xxxviii. 3) ;

"ITIJ (xli. 12). I will not criticise this list, which no doubt contains

some questionable items. We might, however, insert other words in

exchange, e.g. b'ltO (ix. 26) ; inb (xvi. 19) ; D^DD (xxx. 6) ; and |D3

(v. 22, xxx. 3) ; and perhaps 3p"l (xiii. 28), which Geiger plausibly

compares with Syr. rakbo 'wineskin' (so the tradition represented by

the Septuagint, the Peshitto, and Barhebrseus). Some supposed

Arabisms may also in all probability be transferred to the list of

Aramaisms ; but the Arabisms which remain will abundantly justify

' Beitrdge zur Kritik des Buches Hiob (1876), p. 140.

* Hiob (1869), Einleitung, pp. xxvii. xxix.

^ Die Grahschrift Eschnninazar''s (1874), p. 8.
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what has been stated in the section on J^ob. I have not attempted

to decide precisely where the poet heard both Arabic and Aramaic.

Dillmann accepts the view mentioned on p. 75. But Gilead, too,

was at all times inhabited by Arab tribes, both nomad and settled,'

and the region itself was called Arabia.^

II. Pages 106-111.—Herder (to whom I gladly refer the

student) is perhaps the best representative of the modern literary

point of view. \Vhatever he says on the Hebrew Scriptures is

worth reading, even when his remarks need correction. No one

felt the poetry oijob more deeply than Herder ; to the religious ideas

of the poem his eyes were not equally open. Indeed, it must

have been hard to discern and appreciate these adequately in the

eighteenth century ; the newly-discovered sacred books of the East,

with their deep though obscure metaphysical conceptions, for a time

almost overshadowed the far more sobre Hebrew Scriptures. Like

Carlyle (who is to some extent his echo) Herder underrates the

specifically Hebrew element in the book, which is of course not very

visible on a hasty perusal. One point, however, that he sees very

clearly, though he does not use the expression, is that Job is a cha-

racter-drama. He denies that the speeches are monotonous.
' So eintonig fiir uns alle Reden klingen, so sind sie mit Licht

und Schatten angelegt und der Faden, oder vielmehr die Verwirrung

der Materie, nimmt zu von Rede zu Rede, bis Hiob sich selbst

fasset und seine Behauptungen lindert. Wer diesen Faden nicht

verfolgt und insonderheit nicht bemerkt, wie Hiob seinem Gegner

immer den eigenen Pfeil aus der Hand windet ; entweder das

besser sagt, was jener sagte, oder die Griinde jenes eben fiir sich

braucht— der hat das Lebendige, Wachsende, kurz die Seele des

Buchs verfehlet' {Hiob ah Composition betracJitet, Werke, Suphan, ii.

318)-

He has also clearly perceived the poet's keen sympathy with

mythology, and this, combined with the (supposed) few imitations

oi Job in the Old Testament, confirmed him in the erroneous view

that the original writer of Job was an Edomitish Emeer. On the

limited influence oi Job he has some vigorous sentences, the edge of

which, however, is turned by more recent criticism. It is of the

prophets he is chiefly thmking, when he finds so few traces of

acquaintance with Job in the Scriptures, and of the pre-Exile

prophets. ' Wie driingen und driicken sich die Propheten ! wie

borgen sie von einander Bilder in einem ziemlich engen Kreise und
fiihren sie nur, jeder nach seiner Art, aus ! Diese alte chrwiirdige

' Blau, Zeitschr. der deutsch. morgenl. Ges., xxv. 540.
- Wetzstein in Dclitzsch's fob, p. 528.
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Pyramide steht im Ganzen unnachgeahmt da und ist vielleicht un-

nachahmbar.' This passage occurs in the fifth conversation in his

Geist der Ebrdischen Poesie (IVerke, ed. Suphan, xi. 310). The

student of /ob will not neglect this and also the two preceding very

attractive chapters. The description of Elihu is not the least inte-

resting passage. Herder does his best to account for the presence of

this unexpected fifth speaker, but really shows how unaccountable it

is except on the theory of later addition. Prof. Briggs's theory

(p. 93) that the poor speeches of Elihu are intended ' as a literary

foil ' was suggested by Herder. ' Bemerken Sie aber, dass er nur

als Schatte dasteht, dies Gottes-Orakel zu erheben'
(
IVerke, xi. 284).

12. Pages 113, 114.—The latest study on the original Septuagint

text of the Book of Job is by Bickell in the Zeitschriftfilr katholische

Theologie, 1886, pp. 557-564. As to the date of the Alexandrine

version, Hody's remark, De Biblioriim Texfilms, p. 196, deserves

attention, viz. that Philo already quotes from it,—T/c yap, wc o 'Iw/3

^i\(Ti, KadapoQ airo pvirov, /cat aj' fiia ij/xipa iarty ?/ 4wj) (Sept. of Job

xiv. 4 o iilog) ; De Miitatione Nomimiin, § 6 (i. 585).

13. Page 131.—The character of Harun ar-Rashid, in fact, be-

came almost as distorted by legend as that of Solomon. Neither of

them were models of civil justice (Weil, Geschichte der Chaliferiy

ii. 127).

14. Page 148 (Prov. xxvii. 6).—Consult, however, the Septuagint,

which seems to have read 'o at the beginning of the second line

(' More faithful .... than' &c.). See Cornill on Ezek. xxxv. 13.

15. Page 162, 7iote i.—The Mo'tazilites ('the Protestants of

Islam ') denied the eternity of the Koran because it implied the

existence of two eternal beings (Weil, Gesch. der Chalifen, ii. 262).

16. Page 173.— Text of Proverbs. Among the minor additions

in Sept., note the \ii] in Prov. v. 16 (so Vatican and, originally,

Sinaitic MS.), if we may follow Lagarde and Field. The Alexandrine

MS., however, and the Complutensian edition, omit ^»), which is also

wanting in Aquila. Comp. Field's Hexapla ad loc.

17. Pages 176, 177 (Religious Value of Proverbs).—To appre-

ciate the religious spirit of this fine book, we require some imagina-

tive sympathy with past ages. The ' staid, quiet, " douce," orderly

burgher of the Book of Proverbs, who is regular in his attendance

at the Temple, diligent in his business, prosperous in his affairs, of

repute among the elders, with daughters doing virtuously, and a

wife that has his house decked with coverings of tapestry, while her

own clothing is silk and purple ' (Mr. Binney's words in Is it possible

to make the best of both worlds?), is not the noblest type of man, and

therefore not the model Christian even of our own day.
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18. Page 178 {Aids to the Student).—Add, Les sentefices et

prm'erbes du Talmud et du Midrasch. Par Moise Schuhl. Par. 1878.

19. Page 180.—On the date of Jesus son of Sirach, comp. Hody,

De Bibliorum Textibus Originalibus {0\on., 1705), pp. 192-194.

20. Page 189, ?wte i (Sirach xxi. 27).—Fritzsche weakens the

proverb by taking ' Satan ' as equivalent to ' accuser ' (Ps. cix. 6,

Zech. iii. i). The wise man says that it is no use for the ungodly

man to disclaim responsibility for his sin. ' The Satan ' either means

the depraved will (comp. Dukes, Pabbin. Bhanenlese, p. 108) or the

great evil spirit. In the latter case the wise man says that for all

practical purposes the tempter called Satan may be identified with

the inborn tempter of the heart. Comp. Ps. xxxvi. 2, ' The ungodly

man hath an oracle of transgression within his heart.'

21. Page 193 (The Hymn of Praise).—Frankel suspected xliv.

16 to be an interpolation, on the ground that the view of Enoch as

an example of /jieruroia is Philonian {Pa/dstim'sc/ie Exegese, p. 44).

Against this see Fritzsche, who explains the passage as a character-

istically uncritical inference from Gen. v. 22. Enoch was a pattern

of /itrcirotrt because he walked with God after begetting Methuselah.

22. Page 195 (Ancient Versions of Sirach).—The Peshitto version

deviates, one may venture to assume, in many points from the

original Sirach. Geiger has pointed out some remarkable instances

of this (Zeitschr. der deiitschen morgenl. Ges. xii. 536 &c.), and if the

Greek version is to be regarded as absolutely authoritative, the num-

ber of deviations must be extremely great. Fritzsche goes so far as

to say that in the latter part of the Syriac Sirach (from about chap.

XXX.) the original is only hazily traceable ('durchschimmert '). He
describes this version as really no version, but ' eine ziemlich leicht-

fertig hingeschriebene Paraphrase ' (' a rather careless paraphrase ').

This, as fairer judges of the Syriac are agreed, is not an accurate

statement of the case. It can be readily disproved by referring to

some of the passages in which the Greek translator has manifestly

misrendered the original (e.g. xxiv. 27; see above, p. 196). Dr. Eders-

heim, who is working upon both versions, agrees with Bickell that

the Syriac often enables us to restore the Hebrew, where the Greek

text is wrong. This is not placing the Syriac in a superior position

to the Greek, but giving it the subsidiary importance which it de-

serves. Doubtless, the Hebrew text which the Syriac translator

employed was in many places corrupt.—The best edition of the

Peshitto, I may add, is in Lagarde's Libri Vet. Test. Apocryphi Syriaci

(1861). It is from Walton's Polyglot, but 'codicum nitriensium ope

et coniecturis meis hie illic emendatiorem ' [one sixth-century MS. of

Ecclesiasticus is used].
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The Old Latin has many peculiarities ; its inaccuracies are no
proof of arbitrariness ; the translator means to be faithful to his

Greek original. Many verses are transposed ; others misplaced.

For instances of the former, Fritzsche refers to iii. 27, iv. 31, 32,

vi. 9, 10, ix. 14, 16, xii. 5, 7 ; for the latter, to xvi. 24, 25, xix. 5, 6,

xlix. 17. Sometimes a double text is translated, e.g. xix. 3, xx. 24.

It is to be used with great caution, but its age makes it valuable for

determining the Greek text. For the text of Ecclesiasticus in the

Codex Amiatinus, see Lagarde's Mittheilungen.

23. Page 198 {Aids to the Student).—To the works mentioned

add Bruch, Weisheitslehre (185 1), p. 283 &:c., and especially Jehuda
ben Seeb's little known work The Wisdom of Joshua ben Sira reti-

dered into Hebrew and German, and paraphrased in Syriac with the

Biur, Breslau, 1798 (translated title), and Geiger, ' Warum gehort

das Buch Sirach zu den Apocryphen ?
' in Zeitschr. d. deutschen mor-

genl^. Gesellschaft, xii. 536 &c.

The Title Qoheleth {twice, see beloic, ' the Qo/ieleth ').

24. Page 207, note 2.—The name is undoubtedly an enigma,

and M. Renan thinks that ordinary philological methods are inade-

quate to its solution. Even Aquila leaves it untranslated (i^wXed).

Without stopping here to criticise M. Renan's theory that QHLTH
were the initials of words (comp. Rambam, Rashi) in some way de-

scriptive of Solomon,* let me frankly admit that none of the older

explanations is absolutely certain, because neither Qohel nor Qohe-

leth occurs elsewhere in the Old Testament literature. Two views

however are specially prevalent, and I will first mention that which

seems to me (with Gesenius, Dehtzsch, Nowack &c.) to deserve the

preference. In one respect indeed it harmonises with the rival

explanation, viz. in supposing Qal to have adopted the signification

of Hifil (the Hifil of Q H L is found in the Old Testament), so that

(2(?/^^/will mean ' one who calls together an assembly.' The adoption

thus supposed is found especially in proper names (e.g. rr^^ni). But

how to explain the feminine form Qoheleth'^ By a tendency of

later Hebrew to use fem. participles vvith a masc. sense."^ In

Talmudic Hebrew, e.g., we find nin-lp^, 'buyers,' nn-1p3, 'stone-

masons,' nit-ly^, 'foreigners' (passive participles in this stage of the

language tend to adopt an active sense). But even earlier we find

the same tendency among proper names. Take for instance So-

phereth (Jiassofereth in Ezra ii. 55 ; sofereth in Neh. vii. 57), Po-

kereth (Ezraii. 57). Why should not the name Qoheleth have been

' On this, see Wright, Eccksiastes &c. p. 127.

^ Strack, Lehrhnch der neuhebr. Sprache, p. 54.
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given to the great Teacher of the book before us, just as the name

Sophereth was given apparently to a scribe ? Delitzsch ' reminds us

that in Arabic the fern, termination serves sometimes to intensify

the meaning, or, as Ewald puts it, ' ut abstracto is innuatur in quo

tota haec virtus vel alia proprietas consummatissima sit, ut ejus ex-

emplum haberi c^ueat.' - Thus Qoheleth might mean ' the ideal

teacher,' and this no doubt would be a title which would well de-

scribe the later view of Solomon. It is simpler, however, to take

the fem. termination as expressing action or office ; thus in Arabic

khalifa means i, succession or the dignity of the successor, 2, the

successor or representative himself, the ' caliph,' and in Hebrew

and Assyrian pekhd/i, pakhatu ' viceroy.' Comp. >'/ iXovaiu, ' die

Obrigkeit.'

The alternative is, with Ewald, Hitzig, Ginsburg, Kuenen, Klei-

nert, to explain Qoheleth as in apposition to riDDn, Wisdom being

represented in Prov. i. 20, 21, viii. 1-4, as addressing men in the

places ofconcourse (Klostermann eccentrically explains // auWoyt'^ouffa

or cfvWoyirjTiicJi). Solomon, according to this view, is regarded by

the author as the impersonation of AVisdom (as Protagoras was called

-o^t'o). It is most unlikely, however, that Solomon should have

been thus regarded, considering the strange discipline which the

author describes Qoheleth as having passed through, and how dif-

ferent is the language of Wisdom when, as in Prov. i.-ix., she is

represented as addressing an assembly ! A reference to vii. 27, where

Qoheleth seems to be spoken of in the fem., is invalid, as we should

undoubtedly correct haqqoheleth in accordance with xii. 8 ^ (comp.

hassofereth, Ezra ii. 55).

The Sept. rendering ii^i^Xyj/naaTiic, whence the 'concionator'

of Vulg., is therefore to be preferred to the singular Greek rend.

// ikt:\r)in('iiTTpia of Grsecus Venetus.

25. Pa^e 210.—Eccles. iii. 11. Might we render, ' Also he hath

put (the knowledge of) that which is secret into their mind, except

that,' &c., i.e. ' though God has enabled man to find out many
secrets, yet human science is of very limited extent ' ? This implies

Bickell's pointing Dpy.

26. jRage 219.— Eccles. vii. 28. The misogyny of the writer was

doubtless produced by some sad personal experience. Its evil effect

upon himself was mitigated by his discover)' of another Jonathan

with a love 'passing the love of women.' This reminds us of the

• Hoheslicd tiud Kohektii, pp. 212-3.

^ Grammatica arabica, § 2S4 (i. 1 67). Comp. Wright, Arabic Grammar, i.

157 (§233)-
^ The mistake was caused by the rarity of n?ni5 with the article.
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author of the celebrated niediasval ' Romance of the Rose.' ^ ' What
is Love ? ' asks the lover, and Reason answers, ' It is a mere sickness

of the thought, a sport of the fancy. If thou scape at last from Love's

snares, I hold it but a grace. Many a one has lost body and soul in

his service' (comp. Eccles. vii. 26). And then he continues, 'There

is a kind of love which lawful is and good, as noble as it is rare,—the

friendship of men.' To quote Chaucer's translation.

And certeyn he is wel bigone

Among a thousand that hndeth oon.

For ther may be no richesse

Ageyns frendshippe of worthynesse.

The allusion to Eccles. vii. 29 is obvious. Thus the same varieties of

character recur in all ages. This point of view is very different from

that of the Agadic writers who borrow from Eccles. vii. 26 a weapon
against ' heresy ' {mlnfeth), a term which includes the Jewish Chris-

tian faith. All are agreed that the ' bitter woman ' is heresy, and

one of them declares that the closing words of the verse refer to

'the men of Capernaum' (see Matt. ix. 8). Delitzsch, £in Tag
in Kaperjimim^ 1886, p. 48; comp. Wiinsche, Midrasch Koheleth,

p. no.

27. Pages 223-227.—Eccles. xi. 9-xii.-7. The key to the whole

passage is xi. 8. ' For, if a man lives many years, let him rejoice in

them all, and let him remember the days of darkness, that they shall

be many.' I cannot accept the ingenious conjecture of Dr. C. Taylor,

which might (see Chap. X.) have been supported by a reference to

Egypt, that xii. 3-5 are cited from an authorised book of dirges.

Not only these verses but xii. xb-d form a poem on the evils of

old age, the whole effect of which is lost without some prefix, such

as 'Rejoice in thy youth.' Doderlein supphes this prefix in xii. 6 ;

but this is not enough. If we hesitate, with Luzzatto, Geiger, and

Noldeke to cancel xii. \a as a later addition for purposes of edifica-

tion, we must, with Gratz and Bickell, read either TiiSTlN or TJIXSTIK.

These two readings seem to have existed side by side, and to an

ingenious moralist this fact apparently suggested a new and edifying

reading ?jS4ni3"nN. Hence Akabia ben Mahalallel,^ one of the

earliest of the Jewish ' fathers,' and probably a contemporary of

Gamaliel I., advises considering these three points as a safeguard

against sin, ' Whence thou comest, whither thou goest, and before

whom thou wilt have to give an account.' ' Whence thou comest,'

' Comp. British Quarterly Review, Oct. 1871.

2 Aboth, iii. I (ed. Strack) ; comp. Schiffer, Das Buck Kohelet nach der

Auffassung der Weisen, part i., p. 49.
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implying ^1X3, * thy fountain ;
'

' whither thou goest,' "Ti'ia,
' thy pit,

or grave ; '
' before whom thou wilt stand,' ^Nl"}i3, ' thy creator.'

28. Page 232.—Doderlein (in a popular work on Ecclesiastes,

p. 119) describes xii. 9 &c. as the epilogue, 'perhaps, of a larger

collection of writings and of the earlier Hebrew canon.' Herder,

too, thinks that the close of the book suggests a collection of sayings

of several wise men (JVerl'e, ed. Suphan, x. 134).

29. Page 244.—According to Gratz, Koheleth is not to be taken in

earnest when he writes as if in a sombre and pessimistic mood. Such

passages Gratz tries to explain away. Koheleth, he thinks, is the

enemy of those who cultivate such a mood, and who, like the school

of Shammai, combine with it an extravagant and unnatural asceticism

^comp. vii. 16, 17). The present, Koheleth knows, is far from ideal,

but he would fain reconcile young men to inevitable evils by pointing

them to the relative goods still open to them. This attitude of the

author enables Gratz to account for Koheleth's denial of the doctrine

of Immortality. This doctrine, he remarks, was not of native Jewish

origin, but imported from Alexandria, and was the source of the

ascetic gloom opposed by Koheleth. Koheleth's denial of the Im-
mortality of the Soul does not, according to Gratz, involve the denial

of the Resurrection of the Body, the Resurrection being regarded in

early Judaism as a new creative act.' It is not clear to me, however,

that Koheleth accepts the Resurrection doctrine, even if he does not

expressly controvert it.

30. Page 245, nofe 3.'—Herder says with insight, though with

some exaggeration, that most of Koheleth consists of isolated obser-

vations on the course of the world and the experience of the writer.

No artistic connection need be sought for. But if we must seek for

one (so thai Herder is not convinced of the soundtiess of the theory), it

is strange that no one has observed the twofold voice in the book,
' da ein Griibler Wahrheit sucht, und in dem Ton seines Ichs meistens

damit, "dass alles eitel sey," endet ; eine andre Stimme aber, im
Ton des Du, ihn oft unterbricht, ihm das Venvegne seiner Unter-

suchungen vorhiilt und meistens damit endet, " was zuletzt das Re-
sultat des ganzen Lebens bleibe ? " Es ist nicht vollig Frag' und
Antwort, Zweifol und Auflosung, aber doch aus Einem und dem-
selbcn Munde ctwas, das beyden gleicht, und sich durch Abbriichc

und Fortsetzungen unterscheidet.' Briefe das Stiidium dcr Theologie

betrefend, erster Theil {Jl'erhe, Suphan, x. 135-136).

' Kohekt, p. 29. Certainly this is not the view of Talmudic Judaism, at

least not in the sense described by Dr. Griitz. See Weber, Altsynagogale Theo-

logie, p. 323.
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AAR

Aaron, celebrated by Sirach, 193
Achamoth, Gnostic myth of, 161 ;/.

Adam, occurrence of the woid in

'Proverbs,' 119
Addison, 145
Age, ascribed to Job, 71 ; descrip-

tion of, 229 S(J.

Agur, 1 54, 1 70 S(].

Ahriman, 80
Akabia V)en Mahalallel, 300
Akiba, Rabbi, 283
Alexandria, importance of, to Jews,

181

Allegorical view of 'Job,' 65 ; ot

Koheleth's portrait of old age,

229 sq.

Alphabet of Ben Sira, 195 sq.

Amenemhat I., 156
Amos, parallels to ' Job ' in, 87
Amos iv. 13, V. 8, perhaps interpo-

lations, 52 «.

Angels, doctrine of, 44 sq. See also

Spirits

Apap, the serpent, 76
Apocrypha, value of the, 179
Aquila, versions of, 277
Arabian theory of angels, 44 ;/.

Arabic Literature, euphuism in,

2C»6

Arabic Poets, subjectivity, 64

;

jiarallels to 'Job' in, 100

Arabic Proverbs compared with
Hebrew, 134 ; one quoted, 64

Arabisms, in 'Job,' 99, 291 sq. ; in

Proverbs, 172
Aramaisms, in 'Job,' 15 ;/. , 92,97,

99, 291 sq., 294 ; in ' Proverbs,'

154, 168, 172; in Koheleth, 257
Aristeas, the fragment of, 96
Aristotle, dcfmition of Virtue, 28
Arnold, Matthew, 122

Artaxerxes II. and III., 25S
Ashmedai, 80

BOO
Assyrian, Discoveries, 5 sq. ; Policy

of uprooting nations, 73 ; Theory
of Angels, 44 «.

Atomism, doctrine of, 263
Atonement, doctrine of the, 3, 287,

45
Augustine, Saint, quoted, 147, 284
Aurelius, Marcus, mentioned, 289 ;

quoted, 234; compared with
Koheleth, 245, 266 sq.

Babylonian, animal fables, 126;
physical theology, 52

Bacon, Lord, the N'e-.v Atlantis,
132 ; Adv. of Learning, 210

Bagoses, 258
Bede, the Yen., on 'Job,' 90
Bedouin prayer, 52
Behemoth, 56
Ben Abuyah, 150
Bereshith Rabba, quoted, 188
Bernstein, on 'Job,' 293
Bertholdt, on 'Job,' 293
Bible, Milton's view of the, 253
Biblical criticism, i sq.

Bickell, as a critic, 241 ; on Job
(xix. 25-27), 35, 2S8 ; on Prov.
(xxii. 19-21), 138; on Sirach,

195; on Koheleth (iv. 13-16),
213, (iii. 11) 276, (viii. 10) 220,
276 ; list of poetical passages in
Koheleth, 206 ; on the text of
Koheleth, 273 ; and passim

Bildad, his home, 15 ; the advocate
of tradition, 17, 23

Binney, Mr., 296
Birthday, Job's curse of his, 16
Blake, William, quoted, 54; his

illustrations to 'Job,' 19, 45 «.,

50. 56, 59. 65, 106 sq.

Book of the Dead, parallels with
'Job,' 39, 76
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Box

Bottcher, on ' Job,' 68
Bradley, Dean, 215, 229 »., 248
Breton legend of St. Ives, 140
Briggs, Prof., on Elihu's speeches,

93. 296
Budde, on Aramaisms in 'Job,'

291 sqq.

Buddha, 218
Buddhist sayings, 128

Budge, Mr., on Tiamat, 78
Bullinger, on Sirach, 197
Bunsen, quoted, 108 «.

Bunyan, 109

Camerarius, edition of Sirach,

197
Canon, the, final settlement, 233,

281

Carlyle, quoted, 112, 144 «., 246
Ceremonial system, value of, 119

sq. ; approved by Sirach, 190
Chabas, M., quoted, 57
Chaldeans, 73 ; their philosophy

known to Job, 51

Chateaubriand, quoted, 65
Chinese proverbs, 129
Christ, never used directly anti-

sacrificial language, 3 sq. ; Keno-
tic view of His person, 7 ; whether

Job a type of, 102 sq. ; foregleams

of, in Prov. viii., 176
Christian doctrine in Koheleth, 248

sq.

Church of England, attitude to

Biblical criticism, l sq.

Cicero, dialogues, 207
Clement, of Rome, 176
Coleridge, quoted, 108

Constantinople, Councils at, 107,

282
Cosmos, conception of the world as,

52, 161

Cox, Dr., quoted, 46

Daniel, plural authorship of the

Book of, 8

Dante, allusions to, 28, 51, 66, 76,

159, 194, 230 ;
quotations from,

45, 54, 130; comparison of the

Divina CommediaXo 'Job,' ill

Davenant, quoted, 252
David, idealisation of, 131 sqq.

Davidson, on Job (xix. 25-27), 34
Dawn, personified, 77
De Jong, on Koheleth, 240
Delitzsch, on the Praise of Wisdom,

163 ; on the date of Proverbs,

ELE

170 ; on the period of Koheleth,

258 ; his Hebrew New Testa-

ment, 288 ; and passim
Derenbourg, quoted, 100
De Sanctis, quoted, viii.

Determinism, in Koheleth, 265 sqq.

Deuteronomy, in the reign of Josiah,

6 ; points of contact with Job,
86 ; influence on the Praise of

Wisdom, 168 sq. ; (xxxii. 8) ex-

plained, 81 «., 291
De Vere, Aubrey, quoted, 105
Dillmann, on style of Job, 294
Dm Ibrahim, morality of the, 98
Dragon Myth, 16, 24, 76
Dramatic character of 'Job,' 107
Drunkenness, 140, 156

Ebers, Prof., 40, 269
Ecclesiastes, the Book of

—

{a) Canonicity, 279 sqq.; title,

207 n. , 298 ; date and place

of composition, 2555^^., 271,

278 ; break in its composition,

204 ; language, 256 ; style,

203, 207, 246 ; how far auto-

biographical, 209 ; compari-
son with Job, 203 ; with
Sirach, 279 ; its standpoint,

200 sqq. ; its pessimism, 215,

251 sq., 301 ; its relation to

Epicureanism, 215, 222, 252,
262 sq. ; to Stoicism, 264

{b) Passages explai7iedoremended:
(iii. II, 12) 210, 260, 276,

299; (iii. 17-21) 211; (iv.

13-16) 213 ; (v. 17) 260; (v.

19) 261 ;
(vi. 9) 261

;
(vii. i)

215 ;
(vii. 18) 261

;
(vii. 27)

219; (viii. 10) 220, 276;
(viii. 12) 220; (x. 20) 222;
(xi. 9-xii. 7) 300; (xii. I-7)

226; (xii. 8- 14) 229 sqq.,

261, 301
Transpositions, 273 sq. ; In-

terpolations, 275, and 211,

213, 224 sq., 226, 22g sq.

Ecclesiasticus, see Sirach

Edwards, Sutherland, on Mephis-
topheles, no

Egypt, theory that 'Job' was com-
posed in, 75

Egyptian, animal fables, 126 «. ;

discoveries, 5 ; incantations, 16;
proverbs, 129 ; influence on Ko-
heleth, 269 sq.

Egyptian-Jewish literature, 181

Elephantiasis, Job's disease, 22
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Elephants, 57
Llilni, j^cnealog)', 42 n ; speeches

"if, 6S, ()osi/ij.; their date, 42,

92 ; tlicir slylc, 47, 92, 291
Eliphaz, his lionie, 15 ; the 'depo-

sitary of a revelation,' 17
Elohini, the sons of the, 14, 79, 81,

82, 151

Emerson, quoted, 160

Enoch, 297 ; Book of, 268
Epictetus, 234 n.

Epicureanism, in Koheleth, 240 jy.,

252, 262 SiJ.

Epicurus, 222
Ethics, practical, relation to Hebrew-
Wisdom, 118 sq. ; of the Pro-

verbs, 135 S(J.

Euergetes II. Physkon, i8o
Ewald, his division of the Book of

Proverbs, 134; of the Praise of

Wisdom, 162 ; on the date of

Proverbs, 190 ; on Koheleth, 236
sqij. ; and passim

Ezekiel (xiv. 14), 60
Ezra, why not mentioned in Sirach,

193 !<!•

Eamii.y life, in Proverbs, 136
Farmers, Israelitish goodwill to,

136, 214
Faust, the Hebrew, 150
Fees, whether paid to the ' W^ise

Men,' 124 //.

Fenelon, 67
Friends, Job's, Emeers, 15; repre-

sentatives of orthodoxy, 17 ; their

narrowness, 30
Froude, J. A.

,
quoted on Job xxvii.

,

95''-

AMAI.IEI., 2S0
eiger, on Koheleth, 238 S(/.

enesis, no protest against Idolatry

in, 71 ; opening chapters of, 6 ;

(\iv. 19-22) 160

iichrist. Life of P.lake, 107
insburg, Dr., on 'proportionate

retribution' in Job, 69; on Ko-
heleth, 236; on Eccles. (iii. 12),

210//.; and passim
nostic myth of Achanioth, 161

od, name of, in Koheleth, 201,217
odet, 2SS
ratz, on Koheleth, 244, 301
rave, Job's, 60
reek influence on Koheleth, 202,

241, 260 JV/,/.

ISR

Green, Prof., of Princeton, on Job,
(xix. 25 27) ^i, 34 «.; (xxvii.-

xxviii.) 94
Gregory the Great, on ' Job,' 90

Hai Gaon, Rabin, on 'Job,' 61

Harischandra compared to Job, 63
Harnack, quoted, 263
Harun ar-Kashid, 131, 296
Hegesias Peisithanatos, 268
Heine, on 'Job,' 104
Hellenic movement in Palestine, 181

Hengstenberg, on 'Job,' 61 ; on
Koheleth, 249 v/.

Herder, on 'Job,' 295; on Kohe-
leth, 301

Ilezekiah, the Song of, 88; his

supposed authorship of Proverbs
XXV. -xxix., 142 S(j.; his views on
medical science, 191

Hillel, Rabbi, a copious fabulist,

1 28 ; the School of, on Koheleth,
280

Ilitopadesa, quoted, 153
Hitzig, as a critic, 241 n. ; on the

arrangement of the Praise of Wis-
dom ,163; and passim

Hooker, 161, 162, 216 stj.

Hosea, parallels to 'Job ' in, 87
Ihmiboldt, A. von, 46
Huninur, touches of, in ' [ob,' 13,

14,49, I09> 290; in Proverbs, 148
;/. ; in Koheleth, 200, 216

Husbandmen, Israelite goodwill to,

136, 214

IiiN Ezra, opinion that ' Jol) ' was a
translation, 96

Il)ycus, the cranes of, 222
Idealism, of the Prophets, 119
Immortality, the hope of, in Pro-

verbs, 122 S(j.; attitude of Kohe-
leth to, 216, 251, 301

Inconsistencies in the Canonical
Scriptures, 204

Indian, animal fables, 126 ;/. ; pro-

verbs, 129
Inspiration, view of, liroadened by

literary criticism, 7
Irving, Edward, 162
Isaiah, mythological allusions in,

78 ; parallels to 'Job' in, 84, 87 ;

xxviii. 14, 120 //.

Israel, Job a type of, 58 ; the word
not in Proverbs, 119; Koheleth
indifferent to its religious primacy,

199

X
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ISR

Israelites, low religious position be-

fore the Exile, 6 ; their sympath)'

with husbandmen, 136, 214
Italian moralists, their use of ' Jol),'

viii.

Ives, Saint, Breton legend of, 140

JAMNIA, Synod of, 233, 280
Jehovah, the name, 71, 72 «. ; con-

sistency of the speeches of, in

'Job,' 48, 94
Jeremiah, parallels to 'Job ' in, 86

Jerome, Saint, on metrical charac-

ter of 'Job,' 12 n. ; on Epicurean-

ism in Koheleth, 262, 281

Jewish nation, like Job, a byword,

32

Job, the Book of

—

{a) Proposed title for, 12; divi-

sions of, 12 sq.
;

perhaps a

translation, 96 sq. ; probable

stages of the growth of, 66
sqq. ; date of, 67 sqq. , 88,

157 ;
place of composition,

75 ; effect of removing the

interpolations in, 70 ; Ara-

maic colouring of, 15 ''. , 92 ;

whether historical, 60 sq.,

183, 290 ; whether autobio-

graphical, 63 ; whether a

drama, 107 ;
polemical aim

of, 65 ; religious teaching of,

102 sqq. ; feeling for nature

in, 51 ; humour in, 13 sq., 49,

109, 290 ; influence of, on
other writers, viii. 83 sq.

{/>) Author, the greatest master

of Hebrew Wisdom, II ; cir-

cumstances of his age reflected

in xvii. 6-9, 32 ; a traveller,

75, 97 ; looks beyond Israel,

65 ;
place of writing, 75

((•) Hero, his name, 62 ; title

given him by the Syrians, 65 ;

his nationality, 13, 59, 1 17,

170; whether historical, 60
sqq., 103; great age ascribed

to him, 71; his grave, 60;
dual aspect of, 32; a type, 17,

21, 22, 28, 31, 32, 58, 65
{(i) Text. (i. ) Passages explainedor

emended: (vi. 25) 288 ;
(xi. 6)

26; (xiii. 15) 28; (xv. 7) 167;
(xvi. 2) 31 ;

(xix. 25-27) 33
sqq.t 288 sq. ;

(xxxiii. 13)

44; (xxxviii. 41) 52 ;/. ;

^xxxix. 10) 53 n.

LUT

(ii.) Passages misplaced, list of,

114; also 38, 39«. , 40/?., 41,

50, 68, 94, 115

(iii.) Passages inteipolated, 55
sq. , 68 sq.

, 94, &c.

Joel ii. 17 explained, 32

Joseph, the tax farmer, 1S2, 191,

213
Josephus, quoted, 190

Joshua ben Hananyah, Rabbi, 230

Kalisch, Dr., on Eccles. iii. 12,

210 ;;. ; his PalA and Goal, 265
Kant, on Job's friends, 37
Kenotic view of Christ's person, 7,

287
Khida, a riddle, 125

Kings, First Book of, (iv. 32) 132,

(xix. 12) 19
Kleinert, on Job (vi. 25), 288 ; on

the style of Elihu, 293
Klostermann, translation of Eccles.

vii. 21, 219
Koheleth, the name, 207, 231 ; his

personality partly fused with

Solomon, 208 ; his originality,

205, 268 .f(/. See also Ecclesiastes

Koheleth, the Book of, see Eccle-

siastes

Koran, quoted, &c., 31, 62 n., 63,

79 n.

Krochmal, N., on Epilogue to

Koheleth, 232 sq.

K'sil, = Orion, 77
Kuenen, on the Lcvitical Law, 3

Lagarde, on the use of ' Eloah,'

72 n.

Lamentations, parallels to 'Job' in,

86
Landed property, accumulation of,

146
Law, the Levitical, authorship of,

3 sqq. ; not enforced in pre-Exile

period, 6 ; identification of, with

personified wisdom, 162, 192 ;

Koheleth's attitude to, 218

Lee, Prof. S., on 'Job,' 97, 294
Lemuel, 154, 170 sq.

Letteris, Max, 150
Leviathan, 56
Love for one's enemies, 147

Lowth, Bp., 16, 61, 107, 186, 237
Lucretius, quoted, 201, 205 ; com-

pared with Koheleth, 263

Luther, on Job, 61 ; on Sirach,

197 ; on Koheleth, 205
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LUZ

Luzzalto, on the ' Ciod of Job,' 104 ;

on Kohelclh, 238 .?</.

Mai/ak VAHVfe, 80
Mal'akini, 79, 80, 82
Marduk, tlie god, 77
Mariolatry, 162 ;/.

Marvell, Andrew, quoted, 144
M(is/i(i/, 125 s<j., 132, 163
Maspero, quoted, 76
Massa, in the Hauran, Israelite co-

lony at, 171

Medical Science, attitudes of Sirach

and Ilezekiah to, 190 S(j.

Meir, Rabbi, the writer of animal
fables, 128

Mendelssohn, on Koheleth, 236
Mephistojiheles, no//.
Merodach, the f^od, 77
Merx, view of Job, 62, 1 13
Messianic hope, 119, 188

Midrash, proverlis in, 128

Milton, allusions to, 53, 62, 107,

108, 112, 162, 253 ; quotations

from, 19, 41, 107, 160, 162

Mishnic peculiarities in Koheleth,

256
J\rii\a, a dark saying, 125
Mohammed, delight of, in ' Job,

63 ; religion of, 98
Mommsen, quoted, 181

Monarchy, view of, in Proverbs,

145 ; in Koheleth, 222
Monogamy, in Proverbs, 136
Monotheism, of Job, 74 ; in Pro-

verbs, 130
Morality, of the Proverbs, 135 w/.

,

177
Moses, authorship of the Law, 3 ;

nature of his work, 6
Mo'tazilites, 98, 162 ;/. , 296
Mozley, quoted, 103
^lussaph prayer, 193
Mythology, in 'Job,' 76

Naukaiivf. poetry, alien to lie-

brew genius, 13

Nature, feeling U)X, in 'Job,' 51 ; in

Sirach, 193
Nebuchadnezzar, 73
Neferhotcp, stanzas in honour of,

269
Neubauer, Dr. A., 289
New Testament, attitude to Pro-

verbs, 177
Nowack, on Eccles. (iii. 12), 210/1.

Numerical Proverbs, 153

PRO

Old Testament, general remarks
on the criticism of, i scj(/. ; need
to distinguish between the parts

of, 7 ; critical problems of, not

l)rominent in Christ's time, 7
Omar Khayyam, 200, 245, 246,

253. 263
Onias, the High Priest, 213
Onkclos, Targum of, 264
Oort, Dr., on proverbs, 127
Orion, 77

Palmer, Major, 52
Parables, in the Old Testament, 126
Paradise, tradition of, 123
Patriarchal Age, whether delineated

in Job, 13, 71 s</,/.

Paul, Saint, doctrine of the Atone-
ment, 3, 287

Pentateuch, the literary analysis of

h, ss</.

Peshitto translation of Proverbs, 1 74
Philo, 151, 161 //., 264
Pisa, Job frescoes at, 106
Pleiades, 52, 290
Plumptre, Dean, 122, 15S, 207 ;/.,

212, 245-, 263, 265 ; and/,7.ww
Prior, the poet, on Koheleth, 237
Prophetical books, plural authorship

in, 8

Prophets, their antisacrificial langu-
age, 4 ; their horizon that of their

own times, 8 ; their relations to
the ' Wise Men,' 1 19 S(/(/., iSise/.

Proverbs, different names for, 125 ;

no collection of popular, 125 ;

some originally current as riddles,

127
Proverbs, the Book of—

;<?) The division of, 134 ; repeti-

tions in, 133, 143 ; no subject

arrangement, 134; the lone
of the different parts of, 135,
146, 167, 177 ; their dales,

130, 133. .145' 149, 152, 165
S(/t/. ; their authorship, 130
s,/,/., 142, 135, 165 s,/. ; their

form and style, 133, 139, 143,
149, 154,168; interpolations

in, 173 sijtj. ; transpositions

in, 174
(/') Passas^cs (xplainedoreiiioukd :

(v. 16) 296 ; (viii. 22) 160;
(xiv. 32) 122; (xviii. 24)
137; (xix. I) 135 ;/.

; (xix.

7) 134; (xxii. 19-21) 138;
(xxiii. 18) 123; (xxvii. 6)

148, 296 ; (xxx. I-S) 149 sq..
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170 ; (xxx. 15-16) 153 ;

(xxx. 31) 175 ;
(xxxi. I) 170

Psalms, relations of, to 'Job,' 84,

88 ; Psalm viii. 5 parodied in

'Job ' (vii. 17, 18), 22
Ptahhotep, Proverbs of, 121

Ptolemy Arsacides, Golden Table,

289
Pusey, Dr. quoted, I

Q'dushim, 80, 149 u.

Quinet quoted, 105

Ra, the sun god, 76
Rahab, the helpers of, 24, 76
Raven (in Job xxxviii. 41), 52 n.

Realism of the 'Wise Men,' 119
Renan, on the style of Elihu, 47 ;

on Koheleth, 206, 234, 242 sq.,

246, 298 ; and passim
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sq., 251, 301
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58, 73, 98, 121, 140, 167, 189,

190 II., 200, 219, 251
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Romans, vii. 20 adopted from Pro-
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of Job to, 71. See also Law
Salmon, Prof., on Eccles. (ix. 7-9),

262
Samaritans, 194
Sammael, 80
Sandys', George, translation of

'Job,' 106

Satan, the, 14, 79, So, 109, 1S8 sq.,

297
Schiller, 12

Schultens, Albert, quoted, 61, 97, 99
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Seneca, quoted, 57, 265
Septuagint version, of 'Job,' 113,

114, 296; of Proverbs, 173; of

Koheleth, 277
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124
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Shedim, 80

TAL

Shelley, delight in Job, 112, 253 ;

dislike of Koheleth, 253
Sibyl, the oldest Jewish, 264
Simeon ben Shetach, 282 sq.

Simon IL, 180, 181 sq.
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Sirach, the Book of—
(rt) Canonicity, 279 sq., 2^2 sq.

the name Ecclesiasticus, 197
written in Hebrew, 194, 196
ancient versions of, 297 ; its

date, 180 sqq. ; subject ar-
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whether autobiographical,
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verbs, 184 ; no philosophical

thought in, 182 ; imperfect

moral teaching in, 187 ; con-

ception of the divine nature,

188

(
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(xi. 16) 188; (xxi. 27) 189
n. ; (xxiv. 27) 196; (xxv.

15) 196 ; (xlvi. 18) 196

;

(xlviii. 11) 189, 193 ; (1. i)

193 ; (1. 26) 193
Soferim, 238. See also ' Wise Men '

Solar Myths, 16, 22, 24, 76, 77
Solomon, secular turn of, 72 ; re-

puted authorship of Proverbs,

ITfi sqq., 165, 170; Koheleth's

representative of humanity, 202,

207 ; reputed authorship of Kohe-
leth, 255, 27s

Sophia, Gnostic myth of, 161 n.

Sophocles, 107, 220
Spanheim, quoted, 97
Spenser, the poet, 12

Spinoza, on Job, 61

Spirits, classes of, 44 sq.

Stanley, Dean, on Koheleth, 245,

255
Star worship, 71, 82
Steersmanship, the term, 133
Stickel, quoted, 102

Stoicism, in Koheleth, 240^;/., 264
Swift, 15
Swinburne, quoted, 21

2

Syrian title for Job, 65

Talmud, on Job, 64 ; proverbs in

the, 128; Sirach cited in, 196;
comparison of Koheleth with,

205 ; on Koheleth, 281
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Taylor, C, on Job (xix. 26), 289
Taylor, Jeremy, 253
Temple, Bishop, 225
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Theism, arjjumcnl for, early based
on tradition, 23 ; of the IVaise of

Wisdom, 167
Theodore of Mopsucstia, 107
Thirlwall, Bishop, quoted, 2

Thomas ;i Kempis, 231, 249
Thomson, the poet, quoted, 21

Thoreau, quoted, 106, 252
Tiamat, 77
Trades, disparaged in Sirach, 1S6
Turgenieff, 243
Turner, Studies Biblical and Orien-

tal, quoted, 46
Tyler, on Koheleth, 240, 263 sq.

Unicorn, in Job (xxxix. 10), 53 n.

Utilitarianism of the Wise Men,
121, 137

Uz, locality of, 13 it.

Vaiiiincek, on Koheleth, 236 .u/.

Varuna, \'edic hynui to, 154

2\VI

Vatke, on date of Proverbs, i

Vedic hymns, 77, 154. Sec also Y\\g

Veda
Virtue, Kohelcth's 'theory of,'

218

Webbe, George, cpiotcd, 113
Wellhausen, on Levitical Law, 3

S(/(/. ; on Job, 290
Wisdom, the Hebrew, nature of,

117 stj. ; personification of, 162,

192
Wise Men, the, 118, 123, 148, 182

Women, in Proverbs, 135, 154 ; in

Sirach, 187 ; in Koheleth, 219,

299
Woolner, quoted, 229
Wordsworth, 162

Wright, Bateson, on Jol), 113

Zeno, 265 S(}.

Zirkel, on Gr^ecisms in Job, 260 sq.

Zophar, home of, 15; the ' man of

common sense,' 17
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the Tendency of Hamlet from Allusions in Contemporary Works. Crown
8vo. $s.

Five o'Clock Tea. Containing Receipts for Cakes of every description,
Savoury Sandwiches, Cooling Drinks, &c. Ey the Author of 'Breakfast
Dishes ' and 'Savouries and Sweets.' Fcp. Svo. is. 6J., or is. sewed.

FLOREDICE (IV. ^)—A Month among the Mere Irish. Small
crown Svo. 55.

Frank Leward. Edited by Charles Bampton. Crown Svo. "js. 6d.

FULLER {Ren. Morris)—The Lord's Day ; or, Cliristian Sunday. Its
Unity, History, Philosophy, and Perpetual Obligation. Sermons. Demy Svo.
los. 6d.

GARDINER {Samuel R.) ami J. BASS MULLINGER, M.A.—
Introduction to the Study of English History, Second Edition.

Large crown Svo. 91.

GARDNER {Dorsey) — Quatre Bras, Ligny, and Waterloo. A
Narrative of the Campaign in Belgium, 1815. With Maps and Plans. Demy
Svo. 16^.

GELDART {E. AT.)—Echoes of Truth. Sermons, with a Short Selec-
tion of Prayers and an Introductory Sketch, by the Rev. C. B. Upton. Crown
Svo. 6^.

GEORGE {Henry)—Progress and Poverty : an Inquiry into the
Causes of Industrial Depressions, and of Increase of Want with Increase of

Wealth. The Remedy. Fifth Library Edition. Post 8vo. 7^. bd. Cabinet
Edition, crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

*4f* Also a Cheap Edition, limp cloth, is. 6d.
; paper covers, is.

Social Problems. Crown Svo. 5^.

*^* Also a Cheap Edition, paper covers, i.c

Protection, or Free Trade. An Examination of the Tariff
Question, with especial regard to the Interests of Labour. Crown Svo. 5.>-.

GLANVILL {/ose/>//)—ScEP?,i^ Scientifica ; or, Confest Ignorance, the
Way to Science ; in .in Essay of the Vanity of Dogmatising and Confident
Opinion. Edited, with Introductory Essay, by John Owen. Elzevir Svo.

printed on hand-made paper, 6s.

Glossary of Terms and Phrases. Edited by the Rev. H. Percy Smith
and others. Medium Svo. 'js. 6d.

GLOVER {F.) il/..^.—Exempla Latina. A First Construing Book, with
Short Notes, Lexicon, and an Introduction to the Analysis of Sentences. Second
I^dition. Fcp. Svo. 2.s.

GOLDSMID {Sir Francis Henry) Bart., Q.C., J//'.— Memoir of.
Second Edition, revised. Crown Svo. 6s.

GOODENOUGH {Commodore/, a)—Memoir of, with Extracts from
his Letters and Journals. Edited by his Widow. With Steel Engraved
Portrait. Third Edition. Crown Svo. 5.f.
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GORDON {Major- Gen. C. G.)—His Journals at Kartoum, Printed
from the Original ?^IS. With Introduction and Notes by A. Egmont Hake.
Portrait, 2 Maps, and 30 Illustrations. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 21s. Also a

Cheap Edition in i vol., 6^.

Gordon's (General) Last Journal. A Facsimile of the last

Journal received in England from General Gordon. Reproduced by Photo-

lithography. Imperial 4to. £2,. 3^.

Events in his Life. From the Day of his Birth to the Day of his-

Death. By Sir H. W. GORDON. With Maps and Illustrations. Demy 8vo. 185.

GOSSE {Edmund') — Seventeenth Century Studies. A Contri-
bution to the History of English Poetry. Demy 8vo. loj. 6c/.

GOULD {Rai. S. Baling) M.A.—Germany, Present and Past. New
and Cheaper Edition. Large crown 8vo. 7^. 6d.

The Vicar of Morwenstow : a Life of Robert Stephen Hawker^
M.A. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 5^-.

GOWAN {Major Walter E.) — A. Ivanoff's Russian Grammar.
{i6th Edition). Translated, enlarged, and arranged for use of Students of the

Russian Language. Demy 8vo, 6s.

GOWER {Lord Ronald)—My Reminiscences. Limp Parchment, An-
tique, with Etched Portrait, 10^. 6d.

Last Days of Mary Antoinette. An Historical Sketch. With
Portrait and Facsimiles. Fcp. 4to. 105. 6d.

Notes of a Tour from Brindisi to Yokohama, 1883-1884. Fcp.
8vo. 2s. bd.

GRALLAM ( Williain) ALA.—The Creed of Science, Religious, Moral,
and Social. Second Edition, revised. Crown 8vo. bs.

The Social Problem in its Economic, Moral, and Political.
Aspects. Demy 8vo. 14^-.

GREY {Roidand).—In Sunny Switzerland. A Tale of Six Weeks.
Small crown Svo. 5^'.

Lindenblumen, and other Stories. Small crown Svo. ^s.

GRLMLEY {Rev. LL. N) M.A.—Tremadoc Sermons, chiefly on the
Spiritual Body, the Unseen World, and the Divine Humanity.
Fourth Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

The Temple of Hu]\ianity, and other Sermons. Crown Svo. 6s.

GUSTAFSON (^jc<?/)—The Foundation of Death. A Study of the

Drink Question. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. 5^-.

Some Thoughts on Moderation. Reprinted from a Paper read at

the Reeve Mission Room, Manchester Square, June 8, 1885. Crown Svo. 15.

LLADDON {Caroline)—The Larger Life, Studies in Hinton's
Ethics. Crown Svo. 5^-.

LLAECKEL {Prof. Ernst)—1:y{.^ History of Creation. Translation
revised by Professor E. Ray Lankester, M.A., F.R.S. With Coloured Plates

and Genealogical Trees of the various groups of both plants and animals,

2 vols. Third Edition. Post Svo. 32^-.

The History of the Evolution of Man. With numerous Illustra-

tions. 2 vols. Post Svo. 32J.

A Visit to Ceylon. Post Svo. 7^. 6d.

Freedom in Science and Teaching. With a Prefatory Note by
T. H. Huxley, F.R.S. Crown Svo. 5^.
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Half-Crown Series :

—

A Lost Love. By Anna C. Ogle (Ashford Owen).

Sister Dora : a Biography. By Margaret Lonsdale.

True Words for Brave Men : a Book for Soldiers and Sailors.

By the late Charles Kingsley.

Notes of Travel : being Extracts from the Journals of Count von
MOLTKE.

English Sonnets. Collected and Arranged by J. Dennis.

Home Songs for Quiet Hours. By the Rev. Canon R. H. Bavnes.

Hamilton, Memoirs of Arthur, B.A., of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Crown 8vo. 65.

HARRIS
(
William)—The History of the Radical Party in Parlia-

ment. Demy 8vo. 15^.

HARROP {Robert)—Bolingbroke. A Political Study and Criticism.

Demy Svo. 14^'.

HART {Rev. J. W. T.)—Autobiography of Judas Iscariot. A Char-
acter-Study. Crown Svo. 3^. dd.

HAWEIS {ReiK H. R.) J/.^.—Current Coin. Materialism—The
Devil — Crime — Drunkenness— Pauperism— Emotion— Recreation— The
Sabbath. Fifth Edition. Crown Svo. 5j-.

Arrows in the Air. Fifth Edition. Crown Svo. 5^.

Speech in Season. Fifth Edition. Crown Svo. 55.

Thoughts for the Times. Fourteenth Edition. Crown Svo. 5^-.

Unsectarian Family Prayers. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. is. 6d.

HA WKINS {Edwards Comerford) — Spirit and Form. Sermons
preached in the Parish Church of Leatherhead. Crown Svo. 6x.

HAWTHORNE {Nathaniel)—\Yorks. Complete in 12 vols. Large
post Svo. each vol. "js. 6d.

Vol. I. TwicE-ToLD Tales.
II. Mosses from an Old Manse.

III. The House of the Seven Gai;les, and The Snow Image.
IV. TheWonder Book, Tanglewood Tales, and Grandfather's Chair.
V. The Scarlet Letter, and The Blithedale Romance.
VI. The Marble Faun. (Transformation.)

VII. & VIII. Our Old Home, and English Note-Books.
IX. American Note-Books.
X. French and Italian Note-Books.
XI. Septimius Felton, The Dolliver Romance, Fanshawe, and,

in an appendix. The Ancestral Footstep.
XII. Tales and Essays, and other Papers, with a Biographical

Sketch ok Hawthorne.

HEATH {Francis George)—Autumnal Leaves. Third and Cheaper
Edition. Large crown Svo. 6s.

Sylvan Winter. With 70 Illustrations. Large crown Svo. 14J.

HEGEL—The Introduction to Hkgel's Philosophy of Fine Art.
Translated from the German, with Notes and P refatoiy Essay, by Bernard
Bosanquet, M.A. Crown Svo. ^s.

HENNESSY {Sir John Pope)—Ralegh in Ireland, with his Lf/iters
on Irish Affairs and some Contemporary Documents. Large crown
Svo. printed on hand-made paper, parchment, \os. 6J.
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HENR Y {Philip)—Diaries and Letters. Edited by Matthew Henry
Lee, M.A. Large crown 8vo. 7^-. (yd.

HINTON {J.)—i:n^ Mystery of Pain. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. \s.

Life and Letters. With an Introduction by Sir W. W. Gull,
Bart., and Portrait engraved on Steel by C. H. Jeens. Fifth Edition.

Crown 8vo. Sj. i>d.

Philosophy and Religion. Selections from the MSS. of the late

James Hinton. Edited by Caroline Haddon. Second Edition. Crown
8vo. 5J-.

The Law Breaker and The Coming of the Law. Edited by
Margaret Hinton. Crown 8vo. 6^-.

Hodson of Hodson's Horse ; or. Twelve Years of a Soldier's Life
in India. Being Extracts from the Letters of the late Major W. S. R. Hodson.
With a vindication from the attack of Mr. Bosworth Smith. Edited by his

brother, G. H. Hodson, M.A. P'ourth Edition. Large crown 8vo. 5?.

HOLTHAM {E. a)—Eight Years in Japan, 1873-1881. Work,
Travel, and Recreation, With 3 Maps. Large crown 8vo. gs.

Homology of Economic Justice : An Essay by an East India
Merchant. Small crown 8vo. 5^-.

HOOFER {Mary)—Little Dinners : How to Serve them with
Elegance and Economy. Twentieth Edition. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Cookery for Invalids, Persons of Delicate Digestion, and
Children. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Every-Day Meals. Being Economical and Wholesome Recipes
for Breakfast, Luncheon, and Supper. Sixth Edition. Crown 8vo. 2s. (id.

HOPKINS (^///r^)—Work amongst Working Men. Fifth Edition.
Crown 8vo. ^s, 6d.

HORNADA Y {W. T.)—T\yo Years in a Jungle. With Illustrations.

Demy Svo. 21s.

HOSPITALIER {E.)—The Modern Applications of Electricity.
Translated and Enlarged by Julius Maier, Ph.D. 2 vols. Second Edition,

revised, with many additions and numerous Illustrations. Demy 8vo. \2s. 6d.

each volume.
Vol. I.—Electric Generators, Electric Light.

II.—Telephone : Various Applications : Electrical Transmission of Energy.

HOWARD {Roher-f) M.A.—The Church of England and other
Religious Communions. A Course of Lectures delivered in the Parish

Church of Clapham. Crown 8vo. yj-. dd,

HUMPHREY {Rev. William)—T-r^ Bible and Belief. A Letter to

a Friend. Small crown 8vo. 2s. Gd.

HUNTER { William C.)—Bits of Old China. Small crown Svo. 6^.

HUNTINGFORD {Rev. E.) E>.C.Z. — The Apocalypse. With a
Commentary and Introductory Essay. Demy 8vo, gs.

HUTCHINSON {H.)—Thought Symbolism and Grammatic Illu-
sions : Being a Treatise on the Nature, Purpose, and Material of Speech.

Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

HUTTON{Rev. Charles F.)—-Unconscious Testimony ; or, the Silent
Witness of the Hebrew to the Truth of the Historical Scrip-
tures. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

HYNDMAN {H. M.)—The Historical Basis of Socialism in
England. Large crown Svo. 8j. dd.
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IDDESLEIGH {Earl of

)

—The Pleasures, Dangers, and Uses of
Desultory Reading. Fcp. 8vo. in Whatman paper cover, ij-.

IM THURN {Everard F.)—Among the Indians of Guiana. Being
Sketches, chiefly Anthropologic, from the Interior of British Guiana. With
53 Illustrations and a Map. Demy 8vo. i8j.

JACCOUD {Prof. S.)—The Curaiulity and Treatment of Pulmo-
nary Phthisis. Translated and Edited by Montagu Lubbock, M.D.
Demy 8vo. i^s.

Jaunt in a Junk : A Ten Days' Cruise in Indian Seas, Large crown
8vo. 7^. 6(/.

JENKINS {E.) and RAYMOND (/)—The Architect's Legal
Handbook. Third Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo. 6s.

JENKINS {Rev. Ca?wn R. C.)—Heraldry : English and Foreign. With
a Dictionary of Heraldic Terms and 156 Illustrations. Small crown 8vo. ^s. 6d.

Story of the Caraffa. Small crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

JERVIS {Rru. IV. Henley)—The Gallican Church and the Revo-
lution. A Sequel to the History of the Church of France, from the Con-
cordat of Bologna to the Revolution. Demy 8vo. iSj'.

JOEL {L.)—A Consul's Manual and Shipowner's and Shipmaster's
Practical Guide in their Transactions Abroad. With Definitions of
Nautical, Mercantile, and Legal Terms ; a Glossary of Mercantile TciTns in
English, French, German, Italian, and Spanish ; Tables of the Money, Weights,
and Measures of the Principal Commercial Nations and their Equivalents in
British Standards ; and Forms of Consular and Notarial Acts. Demy 8vo. 12^.

JOYCE {P. W.) LL.D. d^'^.—Old Celtic Romances. Translated from
the Gaelic. Crown 8vo. Is. dd.

KAUFMANN {Rn\ M.) B.A.—Socialism: its Nature, its Dangers, and
its Remedies considered. Crown Svo. ']s. 6d.

Utopias ; or. Schemes of Social Improvement, from Sir Thomas More
to Karl Marx. Crown 8vo. 5^.

KA Y {David)—Education and Educators. Crown Svo. 'js. 6d.

KAY {Joseph)—Free Trade in Land. Edited by his "Widow. With
Preface by the Right Hon. JoiiN Bright, M.P. Seventh Edition. Crown
8vo. 5J-.

*^* Also a cheaper edition, without the Appendix, but with a Review of Recent
Changes in the Land Laws of England, by the Right Hon. G. Osborne
Mor(;an, Q.C, M.P. Cloth, is. bd. ; Paper covers, ij-.

KELKE { IV. H. II.)—An Epitome of English Grammar for the
Use of Students. Adapted to the London Matriculation Course and Simj-
lar Examinations. Crown 8v(). 45. 6d.

KEMPIS {Thomas a)—Of the Imit.vtion of Christ. Parchment
Library Edition, parchment or cloth, ds.; vellum, "js. 6d. The Red Line
Edition, fcp. 8vo. red edges, 2s. 6d. The Cabinet Edition, small 8vo.
cloth limp, IJ. ; or cloth boards, red edges, is. 6d. The Miniature Edition*
32mo. red edges, is.

%* All the above Editions may be had in various extra bindings.

KETTLE WELL {Rc7>. S.) J/:^.—Thomas A Kempis and the
]?ROTHERS OF COMMON LiFE. 2 vols. With Frontispieces. Demy Svo,
30^.

%* Also an Abridged Edition in i vol. Willi Portrait. Crown Svo. ys. 6d.
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KIDD {Joseph) M.D.—The Laws of Therapeutics ; or, the Science
and Art of Medicine. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 6j.

KINGSFORD {Anna) M.Z>.—The Perfect Way in Diet. A Treatise

advocating a Return to the Natural and Ancient Food of Race. Small crown
8vo. 2S.

KINGSLEY {Charles) M.A.—Letters and Memories of his Life.
Edited by his Wife. With Two Steel Engraved Portraits and Vignettes.

Fifteenth Cabinet Edition, in 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 12s.

*^* Also a People's Edition in I vol. With Portrait. Crown 8vo. 6^.

All Saints' Day, and other Sermons. Edited by the Rev. W.
Harrison. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 7^^. 6d.

True Words for Brave Men. A Book for Soldiers' and Sailors'

Libraries. Eleventh Edition. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

KNOX {Alexander A.)—The New Playground ; or, Wanderings in

Algeria. New and Cheaper Edition. Large crown 8vo. 6s.

Land Concentration and Irresponsibility of Political Power, as

causing the Anomaly of a Widespread State of Want by the Side of the Vast

Supplies of Nature. Crown 8vo. 5.?.

LANDON {Joseph)—School Management ; including a General View
of the Work of Education, Organisation, and Discipline. Fifth Edition.

Crown 8vo. 6^.

LA URIE {S. S.)—Lectures on The Rise and Early Constitution
OF Universities. With a Survey of Mediceval Education. Crown 8vo. 6.f.

LEE {Rev. F. G.) D.C.L.—The Other World; or, Glimpses of the
Supernatural. 2 vols. A New Edition. Crown 8vo. 15J.

Letters from an Unknown Friend. By the Author of ' Charles
Lowder.' With a Preface by the Rev. W. H. Cleaver. Fcp. 8vo. \s.

LE WARD {Frank)—Edited by Chas. Bampton. Crown 8vo. 75-. Gd.

LEWLS {Ediuard Dillon)—A Draft Code of Criminal Law and
Procedure. Demy 8vo. 2\s,

Life of a Prig. By One, Third Edition. Fcp. 8vo. y. 6d.

LILLIE {Arthur) M.R.A.S.—The Popular Life of Buddha. Contain-
ing an Answer to the Hibbert Lectures of 1881. With Illustrations. Crown
8vo. 6j-.

Buddhism in Christendom ; or, Jesus, the Essene. Demy 8vo.

with numerous Illustrations.

LLOYD { Walter)—The Hope of the World : An Essay on Universal
Redemption. Crown 8vo. 55.

LONGFELLOW {H. Wadsworth)—LiVY.. By his Brother, Samuel
Longfellow. With Portraits and Illustrations. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 28^-.

LONSDALE {Margaret)—Sister Dora: a Biography. With Portrait.

Cheap Edition. Crown 8vo. is. 6d.

George Eliot : Thoughts upon her Life, her Books, and Herself.

Second Edition. Small crown 8vo. is. 6d.

LOUNSBURY {Thomas R.)—James Fenimore Cooper. With Portrait.

Crown 8vo. 5.r.
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LOWDER {Charles)—K Biography. By the Author of 'St. Teresa.'
New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. With Portrait. 3^-. dd.

LLfCKES {Eva C. E.)—Lectures on General Nursing, delivered
to the Probationers of the London Hospital Training School for Nurses.
Crown 8vo. 2s. 6ii.

LYALL {William Ro-ii'c) D.D.—Prop/Edeia Prophetica ; or, The Use
and Design of the Old Testament Examined. New Edition, with Notices by
Gkorge C. Pearson, M.A., Hon. Canon of Canterbury. Demy 8vo. io.r. bd.

LYTTON {Ed'ivard Bulwer, Lord)—Life, Letters, and Literary
Remains. By his Son the Earl of Lytton. With Portraits, Illustrations,

and Facsimiles. Demy Svo. cloth. Vols. I. and II. 32^.

MACAULAY{G. C)—Francis Beaumont : A Critical Study. Crown
Svo. 5^.

MACCALLUM {M. /^K) — Studies in Low German and High
German Literature. Crown Svo. 6^.

MACHIAVELLI {Niccclo)—Yi\s Life and Times. By Prof. Villari.
Translated by Linda Villari. 4 vols. Large post Svo. 48^-.

Discourses on the First Decade of Titus Livius. Translated from
the Italian by NiNiAN Hill Thomson, M.A. Large crown Svo. 12s.

The Prince. Translated from the Italian by N. H. T. Small crown
Svo. printed on hand-made paper, bevelled boards, 6s.

MACKENZIE {Alexander)—How India is Governed. Being an
Account of England's work in India. Small crown Svo. 2s.

MAC RITCHIE {David)—Accounts of the Gypsies of India.
With Map and Illustrations. Crown Svo. 3.f. 6d.

MAGNUS {Lady)—About the Jews since Bible Times. From the
Babylonian Exile till the English Exodus. Small crown Svo. 6s.

MAGUIRE {Tlwmas)—Lectures on Philosophy. Demy Svo. 9^.

MAIR {R. S.) M.D., RR.C.S.E.—Tu^ Medical Guide for Anglo-
Indians. Being a Compendium of Advice to Europeans in India, relating

to the Preser\'ation and Regulation of Health. With a Supplement on the
Management of Children in India. Second Edition. Crown Svo. 3.C. 6d.

MALDEN {Henry Elliot)—Vienna, 1683. The History and Conse-
quences of the Defeat of the Turks before Vienna, September 12, 1683, by
John Sobieski, King of Poland, and Charles Leopold, Duke of Lorraine.
Crown Svo. 4-f. 6d.

Many Voices.—A Volume of Extracts from the Religious Writers of
Christendom, from the First to the Sixteenth Century. With Biographical
Sketches. Crown Svo. cloth extra, red edges, 6s.

MARKHAM {Cafit. Albert Hastings) R.N.—Thk Great Frozen Sea :

a Personal Narrative of the Voyage of the Alcrf during the Arctic Expedition
of 1875-6. With Six Full-page Illustrations, Two Maps, and Twenty-seven
Woodcuts. Sixth and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. 6^.

MARTLNEAU {Getirude)—Outline Lessons on Morals. Small
crown Svo. 35. 6d.

MASON {Charlotte M.)—Home Education. A Course of Lectures to
Ladies, delivcre;! in Bradford in the winter of 1885-18S6. Crown Svo. 3^. 6d.
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MA UDSLE Y {H.) M.D.—Body and Will. Being an Essay Concerning
Will, in its Metaphysical, Physiological, and Pathological Aspects. 8vo, 125.

Natural Causes and Supernatural Seemings. Crown 8vo. 6^.

McGRATH {Tere7ice)—Pictures from Ireland. New and Cheaper
Edition. Crown 8vo. 2s.

MEREDITH (M. A.)— Theotokos, the Example for Woman.
Dedicated, by permission, to Lady Agnes Wood. Revised by the Venerable

Archdeacon Denison. 32mo. I^. 6d.

MILLER {Edtvard)—The History and Doctrines of Irvingism
;

or, the so-called Catholic and Apostolic Church. 2 vols. Large post 8vo. 15^.

The Church in Relation to the State. Large crown 8vo. i^s.

MILLS I^Herhert)—Voy^-KY:\ and the State ; or, Work for the Unem-
ployed. An Enquiry into the Causes and Extent of Enforced Idleness, together

with a statement of a remedy practicable here and now. Crown Svo.

MITCHELL {Lucy J/.)—A History of Ancient Sculpture. With
numerous Illustrations, including six Plates in Phototype. Super royal, 42^.

Selections from Ancient Sculpture. Being a PortfoHo contain-
ing Reproductions in Phototype of 36 Masterpieces of Ancient Art, to illus-

trate Mrs. Mitchell's ' History of Ancient Sculpture.' ibj-.

MITFORD {Bertravi)—Through the Zulu Country. Its Battlefields

and its People. With five Illustrations. Demy Svo. 14J'.

MOCKLER {E.)—A Grammar of the Baloochee Language, as it is

spoken in Makran (Ancient Gedrosia), in the Persia-Arabic and Roman
characters. Fcp. Svo. 5^-.

MOLESWORTH {IV. Nassau)—History of the Church of Eng-
land FROM 1660. Large crown Svo. Is. 6d.

MORELL {J. R.)—Euclid Simplified in Method and LANCUAcfi,
Being a INIanual of Geometry. Compiled from the most important French
Works, approved by the University of Paris and the Minister of Public

Instruction. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

MORGAN {C. Lloyd)—The Springs of Conduct. An Essay in Evo-
lution. Large crown Svo. cloth, 7^^. bd.

MORISON {James Cotter)—T^^ Service of Man. An Essay towards
the Religion of the Future. Demy Svo.

MORRIS {George)—The Duality of all Divine Truth in our
Lord Jesus Christ : For God's Self-Manifestation in the Impar-
tation of the Divine Nature to Man. Large Crown Svo. 7^. 6a'.

MORSE {E. S.) Ph.D.—First Book of Zoology. With numerous
Illustrations. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

NELSON {J. H.) M.A.—A Prospectus of the Scientific Study of
the Hindu Law. Demy Svo. 9^-.

Indian Usage and Judge-made Law in jNIadras. Demy Svo.

NEWMAN {Cardinal)—Characteristics from the Writings of.

Being Selections from his various Works. Arranged with the Author's

personal Approval. Seventh Edition. With Portrait: Crown Svo. 6^.

*„« A Portrait of Cardinal Newman, mounted for framing, can be had, 2s. 6d.
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New Social Teachings. By Politicus. Small crown 8vo. 5J.

NEWMAN {Francis William)—Essays on Diet. Small crown 8vo. 2s.

New Truth and the Old Faith : Are they Incompatible? By
a Scientific Layman. Demy 8vo. 105. 6</,

NICOLS {Arthur) F.G.S., F.F.G.S.—Chapters from the Physical
History ok the Earth : an Introduction to Geology and Palx-ontolog)*.

With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo. $s.

NOEL {The Hon. Rodeii)—Essays on Poetry and Poets. Demy
Svo. \2S.

NOPS {Marianne)—Class Lessons on Euclid. Part I. containing the
First Two Books of the Elements. Crown Svo. 2s. 6ii.

NucES : Exercises on the Syntax of the Public School Latin Primer.
New Edition in Three Parts. Crown Svo. each 15.

*^* The Three Parts can also be had bound together in cloth, 3^.

OAXES {Frank) F.R.G.S.—Matabele Land and the Victoria Falls.
A Naturalist's Wanderings in the Interior of South Africa. Edited by C. G.
Oates, 13.a. With numerous Illustrations and 4 Maps. Demy Svo. 21^.

O'CONNOR {T. F.) M.F.~Thr Parnell Movement. With a Sketch
of Irish Parties from 1843. Large crown Svo. Js. 6cl.

OGLE { W.) M.D., FR. C.P.—Aristotle on the Parts of Animals.
Translated, with Introduction and Notes. Royal Svo. \2s. 6d.

O'HAGAN {Lord) K.P.— Occasional Papers and Addresses. Large
crown Svo. "js. Gd.

O'MEARA (Kathleen)—Frederic Ozanam, Professor of the Sorbonne :

his Life and Work. Second Edition. Crown Svo. "js. 6ci,

Henri Perreyve and his Counsels to the Sick. Small crown
Svo. $s.

One and a Half in Norway. A Chronicle of Small Beer. By Either
and Both. Small crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

ONEIL {The late Re7\ Zc;/'^/).— Sermons. With Memoir and Portrait.
Crown Svo. ds.

Essays and Addresses. Crown Svo. 5^-.

Only Passport to Heaven, The. By One who has it. Small crown
Svo. \s. 6d.

OSBORNE {Rev. W. ^.)—The Revised Version of the New Testa-
ment, a Critical Commentaiy, with Notes upon the Text. Crown Svo. 5.?.

OTTLEY {Henry Bickersteth)—Thy. Great Dilemma: Christ His own
Witness or Ills own Accuser. Six Lectures, Second Edition. Crown Svo.

3^. dd.

Our Public Schools—Eton, Harrow, Winchester, Rugby, West-
.minster, Marlborough, The Charterhouse. Crown Svo. 6j.

OWEN{F. J/.)—John Keats : a Study. Crown Svo. 6j.

Across the Hills. Small crown Svo. \s. Gd.

OWEN {Ra'. Robert) B.D.—Sanctorale Catholicum; or, Book of
S.aints. With Notes, Critical, Exegetical, and Historical. Demy Svo. iSv.

B
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OXONIENSIS—Romanism, Protestantism, Anglicanism. Being a
Layman's View of some Questions of the Day, Together with Remarks on
Dr. Littledale's ' Plain Reasons against Joining the Church of Rome.' Small
crown 8vo, 3^. dd.

PALMER {the late William)—Notes of a Visit to Russia in 1840-41.
Selected and arranged byJohn H. Cardinal Newman. With Portrait. Crown
8vo. 8j. 6d.

Early Christian Symbolism. A series of Compositions from Fresco-
Paintings, Glasses, and Sculptured Sarcophagi. Edited by the Rev. Provost
NoRTHCOTE, D.D., and the Rev. Canon Brownlow, M.A. With Coloured
Plates, folio, 42J. ; or with plain plates, folio, 25^.

Parchment Library, Choicely printed on hand-made paper, Hmp parch-
ment antique or cloth, 6^. ; vellum, 7^-. dd. each volume.

Milton's Poetical Works. 2 vols.

Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. The Prologue ; The Knightes
Tale ; The Man of Lawes Tale ; The Prioresses Tale ; The Clerkes Tale
Edited by Alfred W. Polland.

Selections from the Prose Writings of Jonathan Swift. With
a Preface and Notes by Stanley Lane-Poole, and Portrait.

English Sacred Lyrics.

Sir Joshua Reynolds' Discourses. Edited by Edmund Gosse.

Selections from Milton's Prose Writings. Edited by Ernest
Myers.

The Book of Psalms. Translated by the Rev. Canon Cheyne, D.D.

The Vicar of Wakefield. With Preface and Notes by Austin
DOBSON.

English Comic Drai\la.tists. Edited by Oswald Crawfurd.
English Lyrics.

The Sonnets of John Milton. Edited by Mark Pattison,
With Portrait after Yertue.

French Lyrics. Selected and Annotated by George Saintsbury.
With miniature Frontispiece, designed and etched by H. G. Glindoni.

Fables by Mr. John Gay. With Memoir by Austin Dobson,
and an etched Portrait from an unfinished Oil-sketch by Sir Godfrey Kneller.

Select Letters of Percy Bysshe Shelley. Edited, with an Intro-

tion, by Richard Garnett.

The Christian Year; Thoughts in Verse for the Sundays and
Holy Days throughout the Year. With etched Portrait of the Rev. J. Keble,
after the Drawing by G. Richmond, R.A.

Shakspere's Works. Complete in Twelve Volumes.

Eighteenth Century Essays. Selected and Edited by Austin
DoBSON. With a Miniature Frontispiece by R. Caldecott.

Q. HoRATi Flacci Opera. Edited by F. A. Cornish, Assistant
Master at Eton. With a Frontispiece after a design by L. Alma Tadema.
Etched by Leopold Lowenstam.

Edgar Allan Poe's Poems. With an Essay on his Poetry by
Andrew Lang, and a Frontispiece by Linley Sambourne.

Shakspere's Sonnets. Edited by Edward Dowden. With a
Frontispiece etched by Leopold Lowenstam, after the Death Mask.
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Parchment Library—continued.

English Odes. Selected by Edmund Gosse. With Frontis-
piece on India paper by llamo Thornycroft, A.R.A,

Of the Imitation of Christ. By Thomas A Kempis. A revised
Translation. ^Vith Frontispiece on India paper, from a Design l)y \V. B.

Richmond.

Poems : Selected from Percv Bysshe Shelley. Dedicated to Lady
Shelley. With Preface by Richard Garnett and a Miniature Frontispiece.

*^ The above Volumes may also be had in a variety of leather bindings.

The Poetical Works of John Milton. 2 vols.

Letters and Journals of Jonathan Swift. Selected and edited,
with a Commentary and Notes, by Stanley Lane Poole.

De Quincey's Confessions of an English Opium Eater.
Reprinted from the First Edition. Edited by Richard Garnett.

The Gospel according to Matthew, AL\rk, and Luke.

PARSLOE (Joseph) — Our Railways. Sketches, Historical and
Descriptive. With Practical Information as to Fares and Rates, &c., and a

Chapter on Railway Reform. Crown 8vo. 6s.

PASCAL {Blaise)—The Thoughts of. Translated from the Text of
Auouste Molinier by C. Kec.an Paul. Large crown Svo. with Frontispiece,

printed on hand-made paper, parchment antique, or cloth, 12s. ; vellum, l~)S.

PAUL (C. Kegan)—Biographical Sketches. Printed on hand-made
paper, bound in buckram. Second Edition. Crown Svo. 7^. 6d.

PA UL (Akxander)—Short Parliaments. A History of the National
Demand for Frequent General Elections. Small crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

PEARSON {Rrc: 6:)—Week-day Living. A Book for Young Men
and Women, Second Edition. Crown Svo. 5^.

PENRICE (Major J.)
—Arabic and English Dictionary of the

Koran. 4to. 2\s.

PESCHEL (Dr. Oscar)—The Races of Man and their Geographical
Distribution. Second Edition, large crown Svo. gj.

PETERS [E. H.)—The Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle. Trans-
lated by. Crown Svo. 6s.

PHIPSON {E.)—The Animal Lore of Shakspeare's Time. Including
Quadrupeds, Birds, Reptiles, Fish, and Insects. Large post Svo. 9^,

PIDGEON (Z>.)—An Engineer's Holiday ; or, Notes of a Round
Trip from Long. 0° to 0°. New and Cheaper Edition. Large crown Svo. "js. 6d.

Old World Questions and New World Answers. Large crown
Svo. Ts. 6d.

Plain Thoughts for Mkn. Eight Lectures delivered at the Foresters'
Hall, Clerkenwcll, during the London Mission, 1SS4. Crown Svo. i^. 6d.

;

paper covers, if.

POE {Edgar Allan)—Works of. With an Introduction and a Memoir
by Richard IIknrv .Stoddard. In 6 vols, with Frontispieces and Vignettes.

Large crown Svo. 6.f. each vol.
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PRICE {Prof. Pojiamy)—Chapters on Practical Political Economy.
Being the Substance of Lectures delivered before the University of Oxford.
New and Cheaper Edition. Large post 8vo. 5^-.

Prig's Bede: The Venerable Bede Expurgated, Expounded, and Exposed.
By the Prig, Author of ' The Life of a Prig.' Fcp. Svo. 3i-. 6a'.

Pulpit Commentary (The). Old Testament Series. Edited by the Rev.

J. S. ExELL and the Rev. Canon H. D. M. Spence.

Genesis. By Rev. T. Whitelaw, M.A. With Homilies by the Very
Rev. J. F.Montgomery, D.D., Rev. Prof R. A. Redford, M.A., LL.B.,
Rev. F. Hastings, Rev. W. Roberts, M.A. ; an Introduction to the Study
of the Old Testament by the Venerable Archdeacon Farrar, D.D., F. R. S. ;

and Introductions to the Pentateuch by the Right Rev. H. Cotterill, D.D.,
and Rev. T. Whitelaw, M.A. Eighth Edition. One vol. 15^-.

Exodus. By the Rev. Canon Rawlinson. With Homilies by
Rev. J. Orr, Rev. D. Young, Rev. C. A. Goodhart, Rev. J. Urquhart,
and Rev. H. T. Robjohns. Fourth Edition. Two vols. \%s.

Leviticus. By the Rev. Prebendary Meyrick, M.A. With Intro-
ductions by Rev. R, Collins, Rev. Professor A. Cave, and Homilies by
Rev. Prof. Redford, LL.B., Rev. J. A. Macdonald, Rev. W. Clarkson,
Rev. S. R. Aldridge, LL.B., and Rev. McCheyne Edgar. Fourth
Edition. 15^.

Numbers. By the Rev R. Winterbotham, LL.B. With Homilies by
the Rev. Professor W. Binnie, D.D., Rev. E. S. Prout, M.A., Rev. D.
Young, Rev. J- Waite ; and an Introduction by the Rev, Thomas White-
law, M.A. Fifth Edition. 15^-.

Deuteronomy. By Rev. W. L. Alexander, D.D. With Homilies
by Rev. D. Davies, M.A., Rev. C. Clemance, D.D., Rev. J. Orr, B.D.,
and Rev. R. M. Edgar, M.A. Third Edition. 15^.

Joshua. By Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A. With Homilies by Rev. S. R.
Aldridge, LL.B., Rev. R. Glover, Rev. E. De Pressens^, D.D.,
Rev. J. Waite, B.A., Rev. F. W. Adeney, M.A.; and an Introduction by
the Rev. A. Plummer, M.A. Fifth Edition. \2s. 6d.

Judges and Ruth. By the Bishop of Bath and Wells and Rev. J.
Morison, D.D. With Homihes by Rev. A. F. MuiR, M.A., Rev. F, W.
Adeney, M.A., Rev. W. M. Statham, and Rev. Professor J. Thomson,
M.A, Fourth Edition. los. 6d.

I Samuel. By the Very Rev. R. P. Smith, D.D. With Homilies
by Rev. DoNALD Eraser, D.D., Rev. Prof. Chapman, and Rev. B. Dale.
Sixth Edition, i 'is.

I Kings. By the Rev. Joseph Hammond, LL.B. With HomiHes
by the Rev. E De Pressens^, D.D.. Rev. J. Waite, B.A., Rev. A.
Rowland, LL.B., Rev. J. A. Macdonald, and Rev. J. Urquhart.
Fourth Edition. 15.?.

I Chronicles. By the Rev. Prof. P. C. Barker, M.A., LL.B.
With Homilies by Rev. Prof. J. R. Thomson, M.A., Rev. R. Tuck, B.A.,
Rev. W. Clarkson, B.A., Rev. F. Whitfield, M A., and Rev. Richard
Glover, i^s.

Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther. By Rev. Canon G. Rawlinson,
M.A. With Homilies by Rev. Prof. J. R. Thomson, M.A., Rev. Prof R. A.
Redford, LL.B., M.A., Rev. W. S. Lewis, M.A., Rev. J. A. Macdonald,
Rev. A. Mackennal, B.A., Rev. W. Clarkson, B.A., Rev. F. Hastings,
P.ev. W. Dinwiddie, LL.B., Rev. Prof. Rowlands, B.A., Rev. G. Wood,
B.A., Rev. Prof P. C. Barker, LL.B., M.A., and Rev. J. S. Exell, M.A.
Sixth Edition. One vol. I2J-. 6i/.
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Pulpit Commentary (The). Old Testament Series—continued.

Jeremiah (Vol. T.). By the Rev. Canon Cheyne, D.D. With Homilies
by the Rev. F. \V. Adeney, M.A., Rev. A. F. MuiR, M.A., Rev. .S.

Conway, B.A., Rev. J. Waite, B.A., and Rev. D. You.ng, B.A. Second
Edition. 15^.

Jeremiah (Vol. 1 1.), and Lament.vtions. Bythe Rev. Canon Cheyne,
D.D. With Homilies by Rev. I'rof. J. R. Thomson, M.A., Rev. W. F.
Adenev, M.A., Rev. A. F. Mlmr, M.A., Rev. S. Conway, B. A., Rev. D.
Young, B.A. 15^.

Pulpit Commentary (The). New Testament Series.

St. Mark. By the Very Rev. E. Bickersteth, D.D., Dean of
Lichfield. With Homilies by the Rev. I'rof. Thomson, M.A., Rev. Frof.

Given, M.A., Rev. Prof. Johnson, M.A., Rev. A. Rowland, LL.B., Rev.
A. MuiR, M.A., and Rev.R. Green. Fourth Edition. 2 Vols. 2\s.

The Acts of the Apostles. By the Bishop of Bath and Wells.
With Homilies by Rev. Prof. P. C. Barker, M.A., Rev. Prof. E. Johnson,
M.A., Rev. Prof. R. A. Redkord, M.A., Rev. R. Tuck, B.A., Rev. W.
Clarkson, B.A. .Second Edition. Two vols. 21s.

I Corinthi.\ns. Bythe Ven. Archdeacon Farrar, D.D. With Homi-
lies by Rev. Ex-Chancellor Lipscomh, LL.D., Rev. David Thomas, D.D.,
Rev. Donald Eraser, D.D., Rev. Prof. J. R. Thomson, M.A., Rev. R.
Tuck, B.A., Rev. E. Hurndall, M.A., Rev. J. Waite, B.A., Rev. H.
Bremner, B.D. Second Edition. 15^.

II Corinthians and Galatians. By the Ven. Archdeacon
Farrar, D.D., and Rev. Prcb. E. Huxtable. With Homilies by Rev.
Ex-Chancellor Lipscomb, LL.D., Rev. David Thomas, D.D., Rev. Donald
Fraser, D.D., Rev. R. Tuck, B.A., Rev. E. Hurndall, ^LA., Rev. Prof.

J. R. Thomson, M.A., Rev. R. Finlayson, B.A., Rev. W. F. Adeney,
M.A., Rev. R. M. Edgar, M.A., and Rev. T. Croskerry, D.D. Price 2ij.

EPHESLA.NS, Philippians, AND CoLOSsiANS. By the Rev. Prof.
\V. G. Blaikie, D.D., Rev. B. C. Caffin, M.A., and Rev. G. G. Findlay,
B.A. With Homilies by Rev. D. Thomas, D.D., Rev. R. M. Edgar, M.A.,
Rev. R. Finlayson, B.A., Rev. \V. F. Adeney, IVLA., Rev. Prof. T.
Croskerry, D.Fj., Rev. E. S. Prout, M.A., Rev. Canon Vernon Hutton>
and Rev. U. R. Thomas, D.D. Price 2ij.

Hebrews and James. By the Rev. J. Barmby, D.D., and Rev.
Prebendary E. C. S. Gibson, M.A. With Honiiletics bythe Rev. C. Jerdan,
M.A., LL.B., and Rev. Prebendary E. C. S. Gibson, And Homilies bythe
Rev. W. Jones, Rev. C. New, Rev. D. Young, B.A., Rev. J. S. Bright,
Rev. T. Y. Lockyer, B..\., and Rev. C. Jerdan, M.A., LL.B. Price i5j-.

PUNCHARD {E. G.) n.D.—Cmusi of Contention. Three Essays.
P"cp. Svo. 2s.

PUSEY (Z>;'.)—Sermons for the Church's Seasons from Advent
TO Trinity. Selected from the published Sermons of the late Edward
BouvERiE Pusey, D.D. Crown Svo. 5^.

RADCLIFFE {Frank P. r.)—The New Pomticus. Small crown Svo.
2S. dd.

RANKE {Leopold rw/)—Universal History. The Oldest Historical
Group of Nations and the Greeks. Edited by G. W. Protheko. Demy Svo.
l6.r.

RENDELL {J. M.)—Concise Handbook of the Island of M.\deira.
With PKin of Funchal and Map of the Island. Fcp. Svo. i.e. 6</.
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REYNOLDS {Rev. J. TK)—The Supernatural in Nature, A
Verification by Free Use of Science. Tliird Edition, revised and enlarged.

Demy 8vo. 14^-.

The Mystery of Miracles. Third and Enlarged Edition. Crown
8vo. ()s.

The Mystery of the Universe : Our Common Faith. Demy
8vo. 145-.

RIBOT {Prof. T/i.)—Heredity: a Psychological Study on its Phenomena,
its Laws, its Causes, and its Consequences. Second Edition. Large crown
Svo. gs.

ROBERTSON {The late Ren. F. W.) M.A.—Ufk and Letters of.
Edited by the Rev. Stopford Brooke, M. A.

I. Two vols., uniform with the Sermons. With Steel Portrait. Crown
Svo. "js. 6d.

II. Library Edition, in demy Svo. with Portrait. 12s.

III. A Popular Edition, in i vol. Crown Svo. 6s.

Sermons. Four Series. Small crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

The Human Race, and other Sermons. Preached at Cheltenham,
Oxford, and Brighton. New and Cheaper Edition. Small crown Svo. 3^-. 6(/.

Notes on Genesis. New and Cheaper Edition. Small crown Svo.
3s. bd.

Expository Lectures on St. Paul's Epistles to the Corinthians.
A New Edition. Small crown Svo. 5^-.

Lectures and Addresses, with other Literary Remains. A New
Edition. Small crown Svo. 5^.

An Analysis of Tennyson's ' In Memoriam.' (Dedicated by
Permission to the Poet-Laureate.) Fcp. Svo. 25.

The Education of the Hitman Race. Translated from the German
of Gotthold Ephraim Lessing. Fcp. Svo. 2.s. 6d.

The above Works can also be had bound in half-morocco.

*^* A Portrait of the late Rev. F. W. Robertson, mounted for framing, can

be had, 2s. 6d.

ROMANES {G. J.)
—Mental Evolution in Animals. With a Posthu-

mous Essay on Instinct, by Charles Darwin, F.R. S. Demy Svo. 12s.

ROSMINI SERBATI {A.) Foimde)- of the Institute of Chanty—LiVY..

By Father Lockhart. 2 vols. Crown Svo. 12s.

Rosmini's Origin of Ideas. Translated from the Fifth Italian Edition
of the Nuovo Saggio. SiiW oi-jgine delle idee. 3 vols. Demy Svo. \os. 6d. each.

Rosmini's Psychology. 3 vols. Demy Svo. [Vols. I. & II. now ready,

10s. 6d. each.

RULE {Martm) M.A.—The Life and Times of St. Anselm, Arch-
bishop OF Canterbury and Primate of the Britains. 2 vols. Demy
Svo. 2>2S.

SAMUELL {Richard).—Seven, the Sacred Number. Its Use in

Scripture and its Application to Biblical Criticism, with a Chapter on the

Bible and Science. Crown Svo.

SAMUEL {Sydney M.)—Jewish Life in the East. Small crown Svo.
3.C. 6d.
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SAYCE {Rev. Archibald Henry)—Introduction to the Science of
Language. 2 vols. Second Edition. Large post 8vo. 2ij,

SCOONES ( W. Baptistc)—¥o\jK Centuries of English Letters :

A Selection of 350 Letters by 150 Writers, from the Period of the Paston

Letters to the Present Time. Third Edition, Large crown 8vo. 6^.

SEE {Prof. Germairi)—Bacillary Phthisis of the Lungs. Translated
and Edited for English Practitioners, by William Henry Weddell,
M.R.C.S. Demy Svo. 105. 6</.

SHAKSFEARE—WoKYi?,. The Avon Edition, 12 vols. fcp. Svo. cloth,

185. ; in cloth box, 2ls. ; bound in 6 vols., cloth, 15.^.

SHELLEY {Percy Byss/ie).—l.\¥E. By Edward Dowden, LL.D.
With Portraits and Illustrations, 2 vols., demy Svo. 36^.

SHILLITO {Ra.'. Joseph)—Womanhood : its Duties, Temptations, and
Privileges. A Book for Young Women. Third Edition. CrowTi Svo. 3^'. dd.

SIDNEY {Algernon)—A Review. By Gertrude M. Ireland Black-
BURNE. Crown 8vo. ds.

Sister Augustine, Superior of the Sisters of Charity at the St. Johannis
Hospital at Bonn. Authorised Translation by Hans Tiiarau, from the

German 'Memorials of Amalie von Lasaulx.' Cheap Edition. Large

crown 8vo. 4^. dd.

Skinner (James). A IMemoir. By the Author of 'Charles Lowder.'
With a Preface by the Rev. Canon Carter, and Portrait. Large crown Svo.

*^ Also a Cheap Edition, with Portrait. Crown Svo. 3^-. 61/.

SMEATON {Donald).—The Karens of Burmah. Crown Svo.

SMITH {Edward) M.D., LL.B., i^i?.6'.—Tubercular Consumption
IN ITS Early and Remediable Stages. Second Edition. Crown Svo. 6r.

SMITH {Sir W. Ctisack, Barl.)—OvR War Ships. A Naval Essay.
Crown Svo. 5^.

Spanish Mystics. By the Editor of ' Many Voices.' Crown Svo. 5^.

Specimens of English Prose Style from Malory to Macaulay.
.Selected and Annotated, with an Introductory Essay, by George Saintsburv.
Large crown Svo., printed on hand-made paper, parchment antique, or cloth,

12s. ; vellum, 15^.

SPEDDING {/ames)—Rv:viKws and Discussions, Literary, Political,
AND Historical not relating to Bacon. Demy Svo. i2.r. 6d.

Evenings with a Reviewer ; or. Bacon and Macaulay. With a
Prefatory Notice by G. S. Venables, Q.C. 2 vols. Demy Svo. iSs.

STAPPER {Paul)—Shakspeare and Classical Antiquity : Greek and
Latin Antiquity as presented in Shakspeare's Plays. Translated by Emily J.
Carey. Large post Svo. i2x.

STATHAM {F. Reginald)—Frke Thought and True Thought. A
Contribution to an Existing Argument. Crown Svo. 6s.

Stray Papers on Education and Scenes from School Life. By B. H.
Second Edition. Small crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

STREATFEILD {Rev. G. S.) il/^.—Lincolnshire and the Danes.
Large crown Svo. 75. 61/.
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STRECKER- WISLICENUS—O^Gkmc Chemistry. TransLated and

.

Edited, with Extensive Additions, by W. R. Hodgkinson, Ph.D., and A. J.
Greenaway, F.I.C. Demy 8vo. I2s. 6d.

SuAKiN, 1885 ; being a Sketch of the Campaign of this Year. By an
Officer who was there. Second Edition. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

SULLY {James) M.A.—Pessimism : a History and a Criticism. Second
Edition. Demy Svo. 14^.

Sunshine and Sea. A Yachting Visit to the Channel Islands and
Coast of Brittany. Witli Frontispiece from a Photograph and 24 Illustrations.

Crown Svo. 6.f.

SWEDENBORG {Einan.)—De Cultu et Amore Dei, ubi Agitur de
Telluris ortu, Paradiso et Vivario, tum de Primogeniti seu Adami
Nativitate, Infantia, et Amore. Crown Svo. 6j-.

On the Worship and Love of God. Treating of the Birth of the
Earth, Paradise, and the Abode of Living Creatures. Translated from the

original Latin. Crown Svo. "js. 6d.

Prodromus Philosophise Ratiocinantis de Infinito, et Causa
FiNALl Creationis ; deque Mechanismo Operationis Anim?e et Corporis.

Edidit Thomas Murray Gorman, M.A. Crown Svo. 7^-. 6d.

Tacitus' Agricola : A Translation. Small crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

TARRING {Charles James) M.A.—A Practical Elementary Turkish
Grammar. Crown Svo. dz.

TA YLOR {Rev. Isaac)—The Alphabet. An Account of the Origin
and Development of Letters. With numerous Tables and Facsimiles. 2 vols.

Demy Svo. 36^-.

TAYLOR {Jeremy)—The Marriage Ring. With Preface, Notes, and
Appendices. Edited by Francis Burdett Money Coutts. Small crown
Svo. 2s. 6d.

TAYLOR {Sedley)—Profit Sharing between Capital and Labour.
To which is added a Memorandum on the Industrial Partnership at the Whit-
wood Collieries, by Archibald and Henry Briggs, with Remarks by Sedley
Taylor. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

' They Might Have Been Together Till the Last.' An Essay
on Marriage, and the Position of Women in England. Small crown Svo. 2s.

THOM {John Hamilton)—'Lk^s of Life after the Mind of Christ.
Two Series. Crown Svo. ']s. 6d. each.

THOMPSON {Sir H.)—'Diet in Relation to Age and Activity.
Fcp. Svo. cloth, is. 6d. ; Paper covers, is.

TIDMAN {Paul i^)—Gold and Silver Money. Part L—A Plain
Statement. Part II.—Objections Answered. Third Edition. Crown Svo.

\s.

TIPPLE {Rev. S. A.)—Sunday Mornings at Norwood. Prayers
and Sermons. Crown Svo. 6^.

TODHUNTER { Dr. /)—A Study of Shelley. Crown Svo. yx.

TOLSTOI {Count Leo)—Christ's Christianity. Translated from the
Russian. Large crown Svo. 7^. dd.
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TRANT ( /rV/Z/rt-w)—Trade Unions ; Their Origin and Objects, Influ-

ence and Efficacy. Small crown 8vo. \s. 6J.
;
paper covers, i^-.

TREMENHEERE {H. Seymoicr) C.B.—K Manual of the Prix-
cirLEs OF Government as set forth by the Authorities of Ancient
AND MoDKRN TiMES. New and enlarged Edition. Crown 8vo. 3^-. dd.

Cheap Edition, i.f.

TRENCH {The /ate R. C, An/il>is/iP/>)—S,ERMoys New and Oii>.

Crown 8vo. 6f.

Notes on the Parables of Our Lord. Fourteenth Edition.

8vo. 12s.; Popular Edition, crown 8vo. 7^. 6d.

Notes on the Miracles of Our Lord. Twelfth Edition.
Svo. I2S.; Popular Edition, crown Svo. "js. 6</.

Studies in the Gospels. Fifth Edition, Revised. Svo. los. Gd.

Brief Thoughts and Meditations on Some Passages in Holv
Scripture. Third Etlition. Crown Svo. y. 6d.

Synonyms of the New Testament. Tenth Edition, Enlarged.
8vO. I2J.

On the Authorised Version of the New Testament. Second
Edition. 8vo. 7^.

Commentary on the Epistle to the Seven Churches in Asia.
Fourth Edition, Revised. 8vo. 8j. 6d.

The Sermon on the Mount. An Exposition drawn from tlie

Writings of St. Augustine, with an Essay on his Merits as an Interpreter of

Holy Scripture. Fourth Edition, Enlarged. 8vo. lOi-. 6d.

Shipwrecks of Faith. Three Sermons preached before the University
of Cambridge in May 1867. Fcp. 8vu. 2s. 6d.

Lectures on Medi/eval Church History. Being the Substance
of Lectures delivered at Queen's College, London. Second Edition. Svo. 12.'.

English, Past and Present. Thirteenth Edition, Revised and
Improved. Fcp. Svo. 55.

On the Study of Words. Nineteenth Edition, Revised. Fcp.
Svo. ^s.

Select Glossary of English Words Used Formerly in Senses
Different from the Present. Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Fcp. Svo. 5.f.

Proverbs and Their Lessons. Seventh Edition, Enlarged. Tcp.
Svo. 45.

Poems. Collected and Arranged Anew. Ninth ICdition. Fcp. Svo.
7j-. 6J.

Poems. Library Edition. 2 vols. Small crown Svo. loj-.

Sacred Latin Poetry. Chiefly Lyrical, Selected and Arranged
for Use. Third Edition, Corrected and Improved. Fcp. Svo. 7/.

A Household Book of English Poetry. Selected and Arranged,
with Notes. Fourth Ed ition, Revised. E.xtra fcp. Svo. 5^. 6d.

An Essay on the Life and Genius of Calderon. With Trans-
lations from his ' Life's a Dream ' and ' Creat Theatre of the World.' Secoml
Edition, Revised and Improved. Extra fcp. Svo. 5.^. 6d.
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TRENCH {The late R. C, Archbishop)—zor^ivswxtA.

GusTAVus Adolphus in Germany, and other Lectures on the
Thirty Years' War. Second Edition, Enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. 4^'.

Plutarch : his Life, his Liyes, and his Morals. Second Edition,
Enlarged. Fcap. 8vo. 3^. dd.

Remains of the Late Mrs. Richard Trench. Being Selections

from her Journals, Letters, and other Papers. New and Cheaper Issue. With
Portrait. 8vo. 6j.

TUKE {Daniel Hack) M.D.—Chapters in the History of the In-
sane IN THE British Isles, With Four Illustrations. Large crown Svc.

I2J-.

TWINING {loiiisa)—Workhouse Visiting and Management during
Twenty-five Years. Small crown Svo. 2s,

TYLER {/.)
—^The Mystery of Being; or, What Do We Know?

Small crown Svo. 3^. 6d,

VAUGHAN {H. Halford)—New Readings and Renderings of
Shakespeare's Tragedies. 3 vols. Demy Svo. \2s. 6d. each.

VILLARI {Professor)—Niccol5 Machiavelli and his Times. Trans-
lated by Linda Villari. 4 vols. Large crown Svo. 48^.

VILLIERS {The Right Hon. C. i'.)—Free Trade Speeches of. With
Political Memoir. Edited by a Member of the Cobden Club, 2 vols. With
Portrait. Demy Svo. 25^.

*^* Also a People's Edition, in i vol. crown Svo. limp 2s. 6d.

VOGT {Lieut.- Col Herma?i7t)—T}iY. Egyptian War of 1882. A Trans-
lation. W'ith Map and Plans. Large crown Svo. 6^.

VOLCKXSOM {E. W. v.)—Catechism of Elementary Modern
Chemistry. Small crown Svo. 3^-.

WALLER {Rev. C. B.)—The Apocalypse, reviewed under the Light of
the Doctrine of the Unfolding Ages, and the Restitution of All Things. Demy
Svo. 12s.

WALPOLE {Chas. George)—A Short History of Ireland from the
Earliest Times to the Union with Great Britain, With 5 Maps and
Appendices. Second Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

WARD { William George) Ph.D.— Essays on the Philosophy of
Theism. Edited, with an Introduction, by W^ilfrid Ward. 2 vols, demy
Svo. 2lS.

WARD {Wilfrid)—The Wish to Believe: A Discussion concerning
the Temper of Mind in which a reasonable Man should undertake Religious

Inquiry. Small crown Svo. 5^.

WARTER {J. JF.)—An Old Shropshire Oak. 2 vols, demy 8vo. 285-.

WEDDERBURN {Sir David) Bart. , M. /'.—Life of. Compiled from
his Journals and Writings by his Sister, Mrs. E. H. Percival. With etched

Portrait, and facsimiles of Pencil Sketches. Demy Svo. I4J-.

WEDMORE {Frederick)—Hvi-s. Masters of Genre Painting. With
Sixteen Illustrations. Post Svo. 7^. 6d.
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WHITE {H. C.)—Reform of the Church Establishment. The
Nation's Rights and Needs. Crown 8vo.

WHITNE Y{Prof. William Dwight)—Essentials of English Grammar,
for the Use of Schools. Second Edition, crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

WHITWORTH {George Clifford)—K^ Anglo-Indian Dictionary :

a Glossary of Indian Terms used in English, and of such English or other Non-
Indian Terms as have obtained special meanings in India. Demy 8vo. cloth, \2s.

WILLIAMS {Rowland) D.D.—Psalms, Litanies, Counsels, and
Collects for Devout Persons. Edited by his Widow. New and Popular
Edition. Crown 8vo. 35. ^d.

Stray Thoughts Collected from the Writings of the late
Rowland Williams, D.D. Edited by his Widow. Crown 8vo. 3^. dd.

WILSON {Lieut.-Col. C. T.)—The Duke of Berwick, Marshal of
France, i 702-1 734. Demy 8vo. 15^.

WILSON {Mrs. R. F.)—The Christian Brothers : thkir Origix
AND Work. With a Sketch of the Life of their Founder, the Yen. Jean
Baptiste, dc la Salle. Crown 8vo. ds.

WOLTMANN {Dr. Alfred), and WOERMANN {Dr. Karl)—
History of Painting. Vol. I. Ancient, Early, Christian, and Media-val

Painting. With numerous Illustrations. Super-royal 8vo. 28x. ; bevelled

boards, gilt leaves, 30^-. Vol. II. Tiie Painting of the Renascence. Cloth,

a,2s. ; cloth extra, bevelled boards, 45^-.

YOUMANS {Eliza A.)—First Book of Botany. Designed to cultivate

the Observing Powers of Children. With 300 Engravings, New and Cheaper
Edition. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

YOUMANS {Edward L.) M.D.—A Class Book of Chemistry, on the
Basis of the New System. With 200 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 5j,

Y. Z.—Parochial Parleys on the Athanasian Creed, The Inspira-
tion OF THE Bir.LE, Scientific Heresies, and other kindred subjects.
Between the Rev. Hugh Hierous, M.A., M.C.U., and his Parishioner,

Theophilos Truman. I'dited by V. Z. Crown 8vo. Q)s.
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THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC
SERIES.

I. Forms of Water : a Familiar Expo-
sition of the Origin and Phenomena of

Glaciers. By J. Tyndall, LL.D.,
F.R.S. With 25 Illustrations.

Ninth Edition. Crown 8vo. ^s.

II. Physics and Politics ; or, Thoughts
on the Application of the Principles

of ' Natural Selection ' and ' Inheri-

tance' to Political Society. By Walter
Bagehot. Seventh Edition. Crown
8vo. 4r.

III. Foods. By Edward Smith, M.D.,
LL. B. , F. R. S. With numerous Illus-

trations. Ninth Edition. Crown 8vo.

IV. Mind and Body : the Theories of

their Relation. By Alexander Bain,

LL.D. With Four Illustrations.

Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo. 4^.

V. The Study of Sociology. By Her-
bert Spencer. Twelfth Edition.

Crown 8vo. 5^.

VI. On the Conservation of Energy.
By Balfour Stewart, M.A., LL.D.,
F.R.S. With 14 Illustrations. Sixth

Edition. Crown 8vo. ^s.

VII. Animal Locomotion ; or, Walking,
Swimming, and Flying. By J. B.

Pettigi-ew, M.D., F.R.S., &c. With
130 Illustrations. Third Edition,

Crown 8vo. 5^.

VIII. Responsibility in Mental
Disease. By Henry Maudsley, M.D.
Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. c^s.

IX. The New Chemistry. By Professor

J. P. Cooke. With 31 Illustrations.

Eighth Edition, remodelled and en-

larged. Crown 8vo. ^s.

X. The Science of Law. By Professor

.Sheldon Amos. Sixth Edition. Crown
8vo. 5j.

XL Animal Mechanism : a Treatise on
Terrestrial and Aerial Locomotion.
By Professor E. J. Marey. With 117
Illustrations. Third Edition. Crown
8vo. 5^.

XII, The Doctrine of Descent and
Darwinism. By Professor Oscar
Schmidt. With 26 Illustrations. Sixth

Edition. Crown 8vo. 5^.

XIII. The History of the Conflict
between Religion and Science.
By J. W. Draper, M.D., LL.D.
Nineteenth Edition. Crown 8vo, 5^.

XIV. Fungi: their Nature, Influences,

Uses, &c. By M. C. Cooke, M.D.,
LL.D. Edited by the Rev. M. J.
Berkeley, M.A., F.L.S. With nu-
merous Illustrations. Third Edition.

Crown 8vo. 5^-.

XV. The Chemical Effects of Light
and Photography. By Dr. Her-
mann Vogel. Translation thoroughly
revised. With 100 Illustrations. Fourth
Edition. Crown 8vo. ^s.

XVI. The Life and Growth of Lan-
guage. By Professor William Dwight
Whitney. Fifth Edition. Crown
8vo. 5J-.

XVII. Money and the Mechanism of
Exchange. By W. Stanley Jevons,
M.A., F.R.S. Seventh Edition.

Crown 8vo. 5^.

XVIII. The Nature of Light. With
a General Account of Physical Optics.

By Dr. Eugene Lommel. With 188
Illustrations and a Table of Spectra
in Chromo-lithography. I'ourth Edit.

Crown 8vo. 5^.

XIX. Animal Parasites and Mess-
mates. By P. J. Van Beneden.
With 83 Illustrations. Third Edition.

Crown 8vo. 5j-.

XX. Fermentation. By Professor

Schikzenberger, With 28 Illustrations.

Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. 5^.

XXI. The Five Senses of Man. By
Professor Bernstein. With 91 Illus-

trations, Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo.

XXII. The Theory of Sound in its

Relation to Music, By Professor

Pietro Blaserna. With numerous Illus-

trations. Third Edition. Crown 8vo.

XXIII. Studies in Spectrum Analy-
sis. By J. Norman Lockyer, F.R.S.
Fourth Edition. With six Photogra-

phic Illustrations of Spectra, and nu-

merous Engravings on Wood. Crown
8vo. 6s. 6d,
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XXIV. A History of the Growth of
THE Steam Engine. By Professor

R. H. Thurston. With numerous
Ilhistrations. Third Edition. Crown
8vo. 6x. dd.

XXV. Education as a Science. By
Alexander Bain, LL.D. Sixth

Edition. Crown 8vo. 5^.

XXVI. The Human Species. By Prof.

A. De Quatrefages. Third Edition.

Crown Svo. 5^'.

XXVII. Modern Chromatics. With
Applications to Art and Industry. By
Ogden N. Rood. With 130 original

Illustrations. Second Edition. Crown
Svo. 55.

XXVIII. The Crayfish : an Introduc-

tion to the Study of Zoology. By
Professor T. 1 1. Huxley. With 82
Illustrations. Fourth Edition. Crown
Svo. 5j.

XXIX. The Brain as an Organ of
Mind. By II. Charlton Bastian,

M.D. With numerous Illustrations.

Third Edition. Crown Svo, 5^.

XXX. The Atomic Theory. By Prof.

Wurtz. Translated by G. Clemin-
shaw, F.C.S. Fourth Edition, Crown
Svo. 5j.

XXXI. The Natural Conditions of
Existence as they affect Animal
Life. By Karl Semper. With 2 Maps
and 106 Woodcuts. Third Edition,

Crown Svo. 55.

XXXII. General Physiology of
Muscles and Nerves. By Prof. J.
Rosenthal. Third Edition. With
Illustrations, Crown Svo. 5.C

XXXIII. Sight : an Exposition of the

Principles of Monocular and Binocular

Vision. By Joseph Le Conte, LL.D,
Second Edition. With 132 Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo, 5j.

XXXIV. Illusions : a Psychological

Study. By James Sully. Second
Edition. Crown Svo. 5^,

XXXV. Volcanoes : what they are
and what they teach. By
Professor J. W, Judd, F.R.S. With
92 Illustrations on Wood. Third
Edition. Crown Svo. 5^,

XXXVI. St'lclDE : an Essay on Com-
parative Moral Statistics. By Prof,

11. Morsclii. Second Edition. With
Diagrams. Crown Svo. 5j-.

XXXVIL The Brain and its Func-
Tio.NS. ByJ. Luys. Second Edition.
With Illustrations. Crown Svo. 5^-.

XXXVIII, Myth and Science : an
Essay, By Tito Vignoli, Second
Edition. Crown Svo. 5^-.

XXXIX. The Sun. By Professor Voung.
With Illustrations. Second Edition.
Crown Svo. 5^.

XL. Ants, Bees, and Wasps : a Record
of Observations on the Habits of the
Social Hymenoptera. By Sir John
Lubbock, Bart., M.P. WithsChromo-
lithographic Ilhistrations. Eighth
Edition. Crown Svo 5^-.

XLI. Animal Intelligence. By G. J.
Romanes, LL.D., F.R.S. Fourth
Edition. Crown Svo. 5^.

XLII. The Concepts and Theories of
Modern Physics. By J. B. Stallo.

Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 5^.

XLIII. Diseases of Memory : an Essay
in the Positive Pyschology. By Prof.
Th. Ribot. Third Edition. Crown
Svo. 5J-.

XLIV. Man before Metals. By N,
Joly, Third Edition, Crown Svo. ^s.

XLV. The Science of Politics. By
Prof. Sheldon Amos. Third Edit.
Crown. Svo. 5^-.

XLVI. Elementary Meteorology.
By Robert H. Scott. Third Edition.
With numerous Illustrations. Crown
Svo. SJ-.

XLVII. The Organs of Speech and
THEIR Application in the For-
mation OF Articulate Sounds.
By Georg Hermann von Meyer,
W^ith 47 Woodcuts. Crown Svo. ^s.

XLVIII. Fallacies: a View of Logic
from the Practical Side. By Alfreil

Sidgwick. Second Edition. Crown
Svo. 5J-.

.\LL\. Origin of Cultivated Plants.
ByAlphonsedeCandolIe. Crown Svo.

L. Jelly Fish, Star Fish, and Sea
Urchins. Being a Keearch on
Primitive Nervous Systems. By
Cj. J. Romanes. Crown Svo. 5^.

LI, The Common Sense of the Exact
Sciences. By the late William King-
don Clifford. Second Edition. With
100 Figures. 5j.
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LII. Physical Expression : Its Modes
AND Principles. By Francis "Warner,

M.D., F.R.C.P. With 50 Illustra-

tions. $s.

LIII. Anthropoid Apes. By Robert

Hartmann. With 63 Illustrations. 55.

LIV. The Mammalia in their Rela-

tion TO Primeval Times. By
Oscar Schmidt. With 51 Woodcuts.

5^-

LV. Comparative Literature. By H.
Macaulay Posnett, LL.D. ^s.

LVI. Earthquakes and other Earth
Movements. By Prof. John Milne.
With 38 Figures. 5^.

LVII. Microbes, Ferments, and
Moulds. By E. L. Trouessart,
With 107 Illustrations. $s.

MILITARY WORKS.
BARRINGTON{Capt. J. T.)—England

on the Defensive; or, the Problem

of Invasion Critically Examined.

Large crown 8vo. with Map, 7^. (id.

BRACKENBURY (Col. C. B.) R.A.
—Military Handbooks for Regi-

mental Officers :

I. Military Sketching and Re-

connaissance. By Colonel F. J.

Hutchison and Major H. G. Mac-

Gregor. Fourth Edition. With 15

Plates. Small crown 8vo. 4^.

II. The Elements of Modern
Tactics Practically applied to

English Formations. By Lieut.-

Col. Wilkinson Shaw. Fifth Edit.

With 25 Plates and Maps. Small

crown 8vo. gs.

III. Field Artillery : its Equip-

ment, Organisation, and Tactics. By
Major Sisson C. Pratt, R.A. With

12 Plates. Second Edition. Small

crown 8vo. 6s.

IV. The Elements of Military
Administration. First Part : Per-

manent System of Administration.

By Major J. W. Buxton. Small

crown 8vo. ^s. 6d.

V. Military Law : its Procedure and

Practice. By Major Sisson C. Pratt,

R.A. Second Edition. Small crown

Svo. 4J. 6d.

VI. Cavalry in Modern War. By
Col. F. Chenevix Trench. Small

crown 8vo. 6s.

VII. Field Works. Their Technical

Construction and Tactical Applica-

tion. By the Editor, Col. C. B.

Brackenbury, R.A. Small crown Svo.

BRENT {Brig.-Gcn. J. Z.)—MoBlLiz-
ABLE Fortifications and their
Controlling Influence in War.
Crown Svo. 5^.

BROOKE [Major C. K.)—K System of
Field Training. Small crown Svo,

is.

CLERY (C.) Liait.-Col.—M.moK Tac-
tics. With 26 Maps and Plans.

Sixth and cheaper Edition, revised.

Crown Svo. 95.

COLVILE {Lieut. -Col. C. ^.)—Mili-
tary Tribunals. Sewed, 2s. 6d.

CRAUFURD {Capt. H. 7.)—Sugges-
tions for the Military Train-
ing of a Company of Infantry.
Crown Svo. \s. 6d.

HAMILTON (
Capt. Ian) A . D. C. —The

Fighting of the Future, is.

HARRISON {Lieut.-Col. R.) — The
Officer's Memorandum Book for
Peace and War. Third Edition.

Oblong 32mo. roan, with pencil, 3^. 6d.

Notes on Cavalry Tactics, Organi-
sation, &c. By a Cavalry Officer.

With Diagrams. Demy Svo. 12^.

PARR {Capt. H. Hallani) C.M.G.—Thk
Dress, Horses, and Equipment of
Infantry and Staff Officers,
Crown Svo. is.

SCHAW {Col. II.)—The Defence and
Attack of Positions and Locali-
ties. Third Edition, revised and
corrected. Crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

.STONE {Capt. F. Glcadowe) R.A.—Tac-
TicAL Studies from the Franco-
German War of 1870-71. With
22 Lithographic Sketches and Maps.
Demy Svo. 30^-.

The Campaign of Fredericksburg,
November to December, 1862 : a

Study for Officers of Volunteers. By
a Line Officer. Crown Svo. With
Five ^Maps and Plans.

WLLKINSON (//. Spenser) Capt. 20th
Lancashire R. V.—Citizen Soldiers.
Essays towards the Improvement of
the Volunteer Force. Crown Svo.

2s. 6d.
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POETRY.
ADAM OF ST. F/CT-OA"—The Litur-

gical Poetry of Adam of St.
Victor. From the text of Gautier.

With Translations into English in the

Original Metres, and Short Explana-
tory Notes. By Digby S. Wrangham,
RI.A. 3 vols. Crown Svo. printed on
hand-made paper, boards, 2\s,

AUCI/MUTY(A. C.)—Poems OF Eng-
LISH Heroism : From Brunanburgh
to Lucknow ; from Athelstan to Albert.

Small crown Svo. is. 6d.

BARNES [William)—Vo-E.yi?, of Rural
Life, in the Dorset Dialect.
New Edition, complete in one vol.

Crown Svo. 8j. 6ii.

BAYNES [Bcv. Canon II. i^.)—Home
Songs for Quiet Hours. Fourth
and cheaper Edition. Fcp. Svo.

2s. 6d.

BEVINGTON (L. .S.)—Key Notes.
Small crown Svo. 5^.

BLUNT {Wilfrid Scawen)—i:Yi-s. Wind
AND THE Whirlwind. Demy Svo.

\s. 6d.

The Love Sonnets of Proteus. Fifth

Edition. iSmo. cloth extra, gilt top,

Ss.

BOWEN [IL C.) M.A.—SnivhK Eng-
lish Poems. English Literature for

Junior Classes. In Four Parts. Parts

I. n. and in. 6d. each, and
Part IV. IS,, complete 3^-.

BRYANT {W. C.) — Poems. Cheap
Edition, with Frontispiece. Small
crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

Calderon's Dramas : the Wonder-
working Magician—Life is a Dream
—the Purgatory of St. Patrick. Trans-

lated by Denis Florence MacCarthy.
Post Svo. 10s.

Camoens Lusiads. Portuguese Text
with English Translation, by J. J.

Aubertin. Second Edition. 2 vols.

Crown Svo. I2s.

CAMPBELL (Z^wj)—Sophocles. The
Seven Plays in English Verse. Crown
Svo. 7^. dd.

CERVANTES. ]ovK'SF.\ to Par-
nassus. Spanish Text, with Trans-
lation into English Tercets, Preface,

.ind Illustrative Notes, by James V.

GiHSON. Crown Svo. \2s.

CERFANTES—conVmuQd.
NUMANTIA; a Tragedy. Translated

from the Spanish, with Introduction
and Notes, by James Y. Gibson.
Crown Svo., printed on hand-made
paper, 5^.

CIIA VANNES{Mary Charlotte).—i\ Few
Translations from Victor Hugo,
and other Poets. Small crown
Svo. 2s. 6d.

CHRISTIE (A. 7.)—The End ok Man.
With 4 Autotype Illustrations. 4to.

10s, 6d.

CLARKE {Ma/y Co-coden)—HoNEY from
THE Weed. Verses. Crown Svo.

ns.

COCKLE {Mrs. J/^j^)—Fantasias.
Small cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

COXIIEAD (^///c-/)—Birds and Babies.
Imp. i6mo. With 33 Illustrations,

2s. 6d.

DANTE—The Divina Commedlv of
Dante Alighieri. Translated, lino

for line, in the ' Terza Rima ' of the
original, with Notes, by P'rederick
K. H. Haselfoot, M.A. Demy Svo.

DE BERANGER.—A Selection from
his Songs. In English Verse. By
William Toynbee. Small crown
Svo. 2s. 6d.

DENNIS (7.) — English Sonnets.
Collected and Arranged by. Small
crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

DENT {Mrs. /F/7//<?w)—Ceylon : a

Descriptive Poem, with Notes. Small
crown Svo. i^. 6d.

DERRYand RAPIIOE [William Alex-
ander) Bishop of, D.D., D.C.L.
St. Augustine's Holiday, and
other Poems. Crown Svo. 6j.

DE VERE (^«(5r,rj')—Poetical Works:
I. The Search after Proskk-

riNE, &c. 6s.

II. The Legends of St. Patrick,
&c. 6^.

HI. Alexander the Great, &c.
6s.

The Foray of Queen Meave, and
other Legends of Ireland's Heroic
Age. Small crov.-n Svo. 5j-.
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DE VERB (^^//ny)— continued.

Legends of the Saxon Saints.

Small crown 8vo. 6j-.

DILLON {Arthtir)—K\VY.^ Songs and

other Poems. With 13 Autotype

Illustrations from designs by Margery

May. Fcp. 4to. cloth extra, gilt

leaves, 105. dd,

Z'(9^.S'(9A^Mz/j-//«)—OldWorldIdylls,
and other Verses. Sixth Edition.

i8mo. cloth extra, gilt tops, ds.

At the Sign of the Lyre, p-ourth

Edition. Elzevir 8vo., gilt top, 6s.

DOMETT {Alfred)—RAfiOhF and Am-
OHIA : a Dream of Two Lives. New
Edition revised. 2 vols. Cro*vn Svo.

12^.

Dorothy : a Country Story in Elegiac

Verse. With Preface. Demy Svo. 5-'.

DOWDEN (Edward) ZZ.Z?.—Shak-
spere's Sonnets. With Introduc-

tion and Notes. Large post Svo.

-js. 6d.

Dulce Cor : being the Poems of Ford

Bereton. With Two Illustrations.

Crown Svo. 6s.

DUTT {Torn)—K Sheaf Gleaned in

French Fields. New Edition.

Demy Svo. 10^. 6d.

Ancient Ballads and Legends of

Hindustan. With an Introductory

Memoir by Edmund Gosse. Second

Edition. i8mo. Cloth extra, gilt top, 55.

EDWARDS {Miss Be^/iam) — TOFMS.

Small crown Svo. y. 6d.

ELDRYTH {Maud)—Ma^gar-et, and

other Poems. Small crown Svo. 3^-. 6d.

All Souls' Eve, ' No God,' and other

Poems. Fcp. Svo. 3^-. 6d.

ELLIOTT {Ebenezer), The Corn Law
Rkytner—Poems. Edited by his Son,

the Rev. Edwin Elliott, of St. John's,

Antigua. 2 vols, crown Svo. i8j.

English Verse. Edited by W. J. Lin-

ton and R. H. Stoddard. In 5

vols. Crown Svo. each ^s.

1. Chaucer to Burns.
2. Translations.

3. Lyrics of the Nineteenth Cen-
tury.

4. Dramatic Scenes and Charac-
ters.

5. Ballads and Romances.

EVANS (/^««(?)— Poems and Music.
With Memorial Preface by Ann
Thackeray Ritchie. Large crown
Svo. 7J-.

EOSKETT {Ed-ward)— VoY.M%. Crown
Svo. 65.

GOODCHILD {John A.) — Somnia
Medici. Small crown Svo. Two
Series, 55. each.

GOSSE {Edmmid ?F.)—New Poems.
Crown Svo. 7^-. 6d.

Firdausi in Exile, and other Poems.
Elzevir Svo. gilt top, 6s.

GRINDROD {Charles)— Vi.A\s FROM
English History. Crown Svo.

7j. 6d.

The Stranger's Story and his Poem,
The Lament of Love : An Epi-
sode of the Malvern Hills. Small
crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

GURNE V {Rev. Al/red)-'THE Vision of
THE Eucharist, and other Poems.
Crown Svo. 55-.

A Christmas Faggot. Small crown
Svo. 5J-.

HEYWOOD (7.C.) — Herodias. A
Dramatic Poem. New Edition re-

vised. Small crown Svo. 5^.

Antonius. a Dramatic Poem. New
Edition, Revised. Small crown Svo.

HICKEY {E. H.)—K Sculptor, and
other Poems. Small crown Svo. 5^-.

HOLE {IV. G".)—Procris, and other

Poems. Fcp. Svo. 3J'. 6d.

KEATS {Johii)— Poetical W'Orks.
Edited by W. T. Arnold. Large
crown Svo. choicely printed on hand-
made paper, with Portrait mean forte.

Parchment, or cloth, \2s.; vellum, i^s.

KING {Mrs. Hamilton)—Tn-e. Disciples.
Eighth Edition, with Portrait and
Notes. Crown Svo. ^s.

A Book of Dreams. Crown Svo. 3^. 6(/.

KNOX {The Hon. Mrs. O. iV.)—Four
Pictures from a Life, and other

Poems. Small crown Svo. ^s. 6d.

KosMOS ; or, The Hope of the World.

Small crown Svo. 'Ks. 6d.
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LANG (^.)—XXXII Ballades in Blue
China. Elzevir 8vo, parchment, or

cloth, sj.

Rhymes A la Mode. With Frontis-

piece by E. A. Abbey. Elzevir 8vo.

cloth extra, gilt top, 5^.

LASCELLES (7(;//«)—Golden Fet-
ters, and other Poems. Small crown
Svo. y . 6d

LAWSON (Right Hon. Mr. Justice)—
Hymni Usitati Latine Redditi,
with other Verses. Small Svo. parch-

ment, 5^.

Lessing's Nathan the Wise. Trans-

lated by Eustace K. Corbett. Crown
Svo, 6^.

Living English Poets, mdccclxxxii.
With Frontispiece by Walter Crane.

Second Edition. Large crown Svo.

printed on hand-made paper. Parch-

ment, or cloth, J2J'. ; vellum, 15^.

LOCKER (/".)—London Lyrics. New
Edition, with Portrait. iSmo. cloth

extra, gilt tops, 5^.

Love in Idleness. A Volume of Poems.
With an etching by W. B. Scott.

Small crown Svo. 5j.

Love Sonnets of Proteus. With
Frontispiece by the Author. Elzevir

Svo. 5^.

LUMSDEN {Lieiti.-Col. //. fF.)— Beo-
wulf : an Old English Poem.
Translated into Modern Rhymes.
Second and revised Edition. Small
crown Svo. ^s.

LYSAGHT {Sidney Royse).—A.Uoi>E.KH
Ideal. A Dramatic Poem. Small
crown Svo. 55.

MAGNUSSON {Eirikr) M.A., and
PALMER (E. //.) yl/.^.—JOHAN
LudvigRuneberg'sLyrical Songs,
Idylls, and Epigrams. Fcp. Svo.

MAKCLOUD (^wy/).—Ballads ok the
Western Highlands and Islands
of Scotland. Small crown Svo.

IS. 6d.

MCNA UGUTON (J. //. )

—

Onnali n da.

A Romance. Small crown Svo. ^s. 6d.

M.D.C.

—

Passages from some Jour-
nals, and other Poems. Small crown
Svo. jj. 6(/.

M. D. C.— Three Lyrical Dramas :

Sintram, The Friends of Syracuse,

The Lady of Kynast. Small crown
Svo. 3J-. 6(i.

The Kaleefeh and the Wag ; or,

the Quintuple Deceit. An Extrava-
ganza in Two Acts. Crown Svo. \s.

Chronicles of Christopher Co-
lumbus : a Poem in Twelve Cantos.

Crown Svo. 7^. 6d.

MEREDITH (Owen) [T/t^ Earl of
Lyttott] LuciLE. New Edition With
32 Illustrations. i6mo. ^s. 6d, ; cloth

extra, gilt edges, 4^. 6d.

MORRIS (Z<w?V) — Poetical Works.
New and Cheaper Editions, with Por-
trait, complete in 3 vols. 5^. each.

Vol. I. contains Songs of Two Worlds.
Eleventh Edition.

Vol. II. contains The Epic of Hades.
Twentieth Edition.

Vol. III. contains Gwen and the Ode of

Life. Sixth Edition.

The Epic of Hades. With 16 Auto-
type Illustrations after the drawings by
the late George R. Chapman. 410.

cloth extra, gilt leaves, 21s.

The Epic of Hades. Presentation

Edition. 4to. cloth extra, gilt leaves,

loj-. 6d.

Songs Unsung. Fifth Edition. Fcp.
Svo. 5s.

Gycia : a Tragedy in Five Acts. Fcp.
Svo. 5j.

The Lewis Morris Birthday Book.
Edited by S. S. Copeman. With
Frontispiece after a design by the late

George R. Chapman. 32mo. cloth

extra, gilt edges, 2s. ; cloth limp, is. 6d.

MORSHEAD (E. D. A.)—Ti\K House
Atreus. Being the Agamemnon,
Libation-Bearers, and Furies of ^s-
chylus . Translated into EnglishVerse.
Crown Svo. Ts.

The Suppliant Maidens of /Eschy-
LUS. Crown Svo. t,s. 6d.

MOZLRY(J. Richards).—TwY. Romance
ofDennell. a Poem in Five Cantos.
Crown Svo. 7^. bd.

MULHOLLAND (Rosa). — Vagrant
Verses. Small crown Svo. 5^.

NOEL (TJie Hon. Roden)—K Little
Child's MoNUMENt. Third
Edition. Small crown Svo. ^s. 6d.
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NOEL (The Hon. /?o^m)—continued.

The Red Flag, and other Poems.

New Edition. Small crown 8vo. 6s.

The House of Ravensburg. New
Edition. Small crown 8vo. 6s.

Songs of the Heights and Deeps.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

OBBARD {Constaiice 7I/ary).—BuRLEY
Bells. Small crown 8vo. 35. 6d.

O'HAGAN {Jolm) -The Song of
Roland. Translated into English

Verse. New and Cheaper Edition.

Crown 8vo. '^s,

PFEIFFER (Enu'iyj—TUE Rhyme of
THE Lady of the Rock and How
IT Grew. Small crown 8vo. 35. 6d.

Gerard's Monument, and other Poems.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Under the Aspens : Lyrical and
Dramatic. With Portrait. Crown
8vo. 6s.

PIATT (J. 7.)—Idyls and Lyrics of
the Ohio Valley. Crown 8vo. 55.

PIATT [Sarah M. B.)—A Voyage to
THE Fortunate Isles, and other

Poems. I vol. Small crown 8vo.

gilt top, 5J-.

In Primrose Time. A New Irish

Garland. Small crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

PRE VOST (^Francis)—Melilot. Small

crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

Rare Poems of the i6th and 17TH
Centuries. Edited by W. J. Linton.

Crown 8vo. 5^.

RHOADES {James)—TYiY. Georgics of
Virgil. Translated into English

Verse. Small crown 8vo. 5^-.

ROBINSON (A. Mary F.)—K Handful
of Honeysuckle. Fcp. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

The Crowned Hippolytus. Trans-

lated from Euripides. With New
Poems. Small crown 8vo. cloth, 5^.

ROUS {Lieuf. - Co/.)—CONRADJN. Small

crown 8vo. 2s,

SCHILLER (Friedrich)—WAhhEtiSTEi^.
A Drama. Done in English Verse,

by J. A. W. Hunter, M.A. Crown
8vo. ys. 6d.

SCHWARTZ (J. M. ?F.)—Nivalis :

a Tragedy in Five Acts. Crown 8vo.

SCOTT (E. J. Z.)—The Eclogues of
Virgil. Translated into English

Verse, Small crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

SCOTT [George F. Z'.)—Theodora, and
other Poems. Small crown 8vo. y.6d.

SEYMOUR [F. H. ^.)—Rienzi. A
Play in Five Acts. Small crown 8vo.

Shakspere's Works. The Avon Edition,

12 vols. fcp. 8vo. cloth, i8i-. ; and

in box, 2\s. ; bound in 6 vols,

cloth, 15^-.

SHERBROOKE [Viscount)—Voymi, of
A Life. Second Edition. Small

crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

SMITH [J. W. Gilbart)—TYiY. Loves of
Vandyck : a Tale of Genoa. Small

crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The Log o' the ' Norseman,' Small

crown 8vo. ^s.

Songs of Coming Day. Small crown
8vo. 35. 6d.

Sophocles : The Seven Plays in English

Verse. Translated by Lewis Camp-
bell. Crown 8vo. Is. 6d.

SPICER [Henrjf)—HASKA : a Drama in

Three Acts (as represented at the

Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, March
loth, 1877). Third Edition, crown
8vo. 2^. 6d.

Uriel Acosta, in Three Acts. From
the German of Gatzkow. Small

crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

SYMONDS [John Addington)— VAGA-
bunduli Libellus Crown 8vo. 6s.

Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered. Trans-

lated by Sir John Kingston James,
Bart. 2 vols, printed on hand-made
paper, parchment, bevelled boards,

large crown 8vo. 215.

TA YLOR [Sir A^.)—Works Complete in

Five Volumes. Crown 8vo. 30J.

Philip van Artevelde. Fcp. 8vo.

3:r. 6d.

The Virgin Widow, &c. Fcp. 8vo.

3^. 6d.

The Statesman. Fcp. 8vo. jj-. 6d.

TAYLOR {At(£us(us) — FoKMS. Fcp.
8vo. 55.

TODHUNTER [Dr. 7.) — Laurella,
and other Poems. Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Forest Songs. Small crown 8vo. 3^-. 6d.

The True Tragedy of Rienzi : a

Drama. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

Alcestis : a Dramatic Poem. Extra
fcp. 8vo. 55.

Helena in Troas. Small crown
8vo. 2s. 6d.
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TYLER (/^. C.) — Anne Boleyn : a

Tragedy in Six Acts. Small crown
8vo. 2.S. bd.

TYNAN {/!'ai/u'rine)—Lov\SE DE LA
Valliere, and other Poems. Small

crown 8vo. 3.?. 6rf.

IVA TTS (Alaric Alfred and Emma Mary
Hoivitt) — Aurora : a Medley of

Verse. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, bevelled

boards, 5J.

WEBSTER (Auo„s/a)—lN A Day : a

Drama. Small crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Disguises : a Drama. Small crown
8vo. ss.

Wet Days. By a Fai-mer, Small crown
8vo. 6^.

WOOD {Rev. F. iV.)—Echoes of the
Night, and other Poems. Small
crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

Wordsworth Birthday Book, The.
Edited by Adelaide and Violet
Wordsworth. 32mo. limp cloth,

is. 6d. ; cloth extra, 2s.

YOUNGMAN (Thomas George)— fO'E.us.

Small crown 8vo. 5^.

YOUNGS (Ella Sharpe)--V\VHVS, and
other Poems. Small crown 8vo.

35. 6d.

A Hearts Life, Sarpedon, and other

Poems. Small crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

WORKS OF FICTION.
'All But:' a Chronicle of Laxenford

Life. By Pen Oliver, F.R.C.S.
With 20 Illustrations. Second Edit.

Crown Svo. 6s.

BANKS (Mrs. G. Z.)—God's Provi-
dence House. New Edition. Crown
8vo. y. 6d.

CHICHELE (yT/ary)—Doing and Un-
doing : a Story. Crown Svo. 4?. bd.

Danish Parsonage. By an Angler.

Crown Svo. bs.

GRAY (Maxwell)—The Silence of
Dean Maitland. A Novel. 3 vols.

Crown Svo. 3U. bd.

HUNTER (i%;/)—Crime of Christ-
mas Day. a Tale of the Latin
Quarter. By the Author of 'My
Ducats and My Daughter.' is.

HUNTER (Hay) and WHYTE (Walter)

My Ducats and My Daughter.
New and Cheaper Edition. With
Frontispiece. Crown Svo. bs.

Hurst and Hanger. A History in

Two Parts. 3 vols. 31J. bd.

INGELOW (yean)—Ovv the Skelligs.
A Novel. With Frontispiece. Second
Edition. Crown Svo. bs.

JENKINS (Edward)—A Secret of
Two Lives. Crown Svo. 2s. bd.

KIELLAND (Alexander Z.)—Carman
AND Worse. A Norwegian Novel.

Authorised Translation by W. W.
Kettlewell. Crown Svo. 6^.

LANG (Andre-u')—lN the Wrong Par-
adise, and other Stories, Crown
Svo. bs.

MACDONALD (G^.)—Donal Grant.
A Novel. New and Cheap Edition,

with Frontispiece. Crown Svo. bs.

Castle Warlock. A Novel. New
and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. 9^.

Malcolm. With Portrait of the Author
engraved on Steel. Sixth Edition.

Crown Svo. bs.

The Marquis of Lossie. Fifth

Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
Svo. bs.

St. George and St. Michael. Fourth
Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
Svo. bs.

Paul Faber, Surgeon. Crown Svo.

bs.

Thomas Wingfold, Curate. Crown
Svo. bs.

What's Mine's Mine. Second Edition.

With Frontispiece, Crown Svo. bs.

Annals of aQuietNeighhourhood.
Fifth Edition. With Frontispiece.

Crown Svo. bs.

The Seaboard Parish : a Sequel to

' Annals of a Quiet Neighbourhood.'
Fourth Edition. With Frontispiece.

Crown Svo. 6^.

Wilfred Cumrermede. An Auto-
biographical Story.. Fourth Edition.

With Frontispiece. Crown Svo. 6j',

MALET (Lucas)—Colonel Enderby's
Wife. A Novel. New and Cheaper
Edition, With Frontispiece. Crown
Svo. bs.

MUI.HOLLAND (Rosa) — Marcella
Grace. An Irish Novel, Crown
Svo. bs.
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PALGRAVE (W. Giford)—UKRiAann
Agha : an Eastern Narrative. Third
Edition. Crown 8vo. 6^.

SHAW {Flora Z.) —Castle Blair; a

Story of Youthful Days. New and
Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d

STRETTON [Hesba) — Through a
Needle's Eye. A Story. New and
Cheaper Edition, with Frontispiece.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

TA YLOR
(
Col. Meadows) C. S. I. , M.R.I. A.

Seeta. a Novel. New and Cheaper
Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
8vo. 6s.

TiPPOO Sultaun : a Tale of the Mysore
War. New Edition, with Frontispiece.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

Ralph Darnell. New and Cheaper
Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
8vo. 6s,

A Noble Queen. New and Cheaper
Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
8vo. 6s.

The Confessions of a Thug.
Crown 8vo. 6^.

Tara : a Mahratta Tale. Crown 8vo.

6s.

Within Sound of the Sea. New
and Cheaper Edition, with Frontis-

piece. Crown 8vo. 6s.

BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG. ^
Brave Men's Footsteps. A Book of

Example and Anecdote for Young
People. By the Editor of ' Men who
have Risen.' With Four Illustrations

by C. Doyle. Eighth Edition. Crown
8vo. 3^. 6d.

COXHEAD (^^/i^/)—Birds and Babies.
With 33 Illustrations. Imp. i6mo.
cloth gilt, is. 6d.

DA VIES {G. Christopher) — K\UB-L¥.^

AND Adventures of our School
Field Club. With Four Illustra-

tions. New and Cheaper Edition.

Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d,

EDMONDS {Herbert) — Well-spent
Lives : a Series of Modern Biogra-

phies. New and Cheaper Edition.

Crown 8vo. 3J. 6d.

EVANS {Mark)—i:n^ Story of our
Father's Love, told to Children.

Sixth and Cheaper Edition of Theology
for Children. With Four Illustra-

tions. Fcp. 8vo. IS. 6d,

MAC KENNA {S. J.)—Plucky Fel-
lows. A Book for Boys. With Six
Illustrations. Fifth Edition. Crown
8vo. 3^. 6d.

REANEY {Mrs. G. i".)—Waking and
Working ; or, From Girlhood to

Womanhood. New and Cheaper
Edition. With a Frontispiece. Cr.

8vo. 3j. 6d,

REANEY {Mrs. G. ^.)—continued.

Blessing and Blessed : a Sketch of

Girl Life. New and Cheaper Edition.

Crown 8vo. 3i-. 6d.

Rose Gurney's Discovery. A Book
for Girls. Dedicated to their Mothers.
Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

English Girls: Their Place and Power.
With Preface by the Rev. R. W. Dale.
Fourth Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Just Anyone, and other Stories. Three
Illustrations. Royal i6mo. is. 6d,

Sunbeam Willie, and other Stories.

Three Illustrations. Royal i6mo.
\s. 6d.

Sunshine Jenny, and other Stories.

Three Illustrations. Royal i6mo.
\s. 6d.

STORR {Francis) andTURNER {Hawes).
Canterbury Chimes ; or, Chaucer
Tales Re-told to Children. With Six

Illustrations from the Ellesmere MS.
Third Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

STRETTON {Hesba)—David Lloyd's
Last Will. With Four Illustra-

tions, New Edition. Royal i6mo.
2s. 6d.

WHITAKER {Florence)—QYi^xiTY'?, In-
heritance : A London Story. Illus-

trated. Royal i6mo. is. 6d.

Spottisxvoode is' Co. Printers, Neitj-street Square, Loudon.
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